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INTRODUCTION

Were you to describe in general terms the book of Revelation,
what would you say? What pictures would you paint?
Concepts portray? As you consider your answer, here’s an
important assignment. Call a friend or ask a group of people
you work or meet with and record their answer(s) to these
questions. I’m serious, before reading any further, put this
down and go discover what people really think about this
portion of the Bible.
Now done with your homework, I ask you; of the responses

gathered, do any, even remotely, indicate Revelation as a
resource for teaching couples how to live happily ever after?
That is, if you want to know how to manage your marriage, if
you want to possess a healthy and happy marital relationship,
go read this book. Did anyone say this?
Revelation is called many things. Prophetic, mysterious,

cataclysmic, scary, confusing, symbolic, fictional, dreadful, and
encouraging (for it speaks of heaven and eternity), but of those
polled, did any describe it as a couple guidebook? It is highly
likely none did.
Now, why would a book on marriage begin with such a

premise? Here’s a little background that explains.
My wife and I married in 1982 and as "fate" would have it we

turned out tog be as opposite as one could imagine. We're
night and day and salt and pepper. When she's ziggin', I'm
zaggin'. She plans and I’m Mr. Disorganized. I'm a morning
person, and she loves to sleep late. She's a financial wizard and
I'm not. (She convinced me after we had been married for a
couple of years we could buy our first home--I asked how much
money we had--our bank account showed a whopping 25 cents!
Honest, we had one quarter! But you know what; she turned
out to be right!) When it comes to decision making, I'm
cautious and logical. She on the other hand makes decisions
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quickly and intuitively. In short, when we married we
epitomized the saying "opposites attract." Now there was
potential for personality differences to compliment and mesh
together like gears in a watch. But instead of chemistry we
found conflict and in February of 1988 things changed
dramatically and drastically for the worse.
We had just returned to South Korea where we were co-

missionaries with my brother and his wife. (People assume
being busy in the things of the Lord insulates against the
struggles or difficulties marriage seems to breed. But activity
never guarantees, much less prevents, marital problems from
sweeping their way into lives. In fact, like a moth to a light, it’s
the catalyst for evil’s attention.) Returning from a great
vacation, we were settling back into routines when, suddenly
and viciously, all hell broke loose. This is, by no means, the
flippant use of a catch-phrase. In retrospect, I believe a
spiritual conflict had begun and my marriage was the
battleground. It seemed disagreements were great and legion.
There was incredible friction. My wife and I were constantly at
each other's throat. Anger, discontent, frustration, bitterness,
and confusion filled our hearts and minds to the point where
hatred completely displaced love and joy. I heard people joke,
"the honey-moon is over," but the sad and sobering truth of the
matter was love was over. Not going into further detail, the
conflict continued with increasing intensity until April of 1992.
By then our marriage seemed all but finished. We could hardly
stand each other and were more than ready to call the
marriage quits.
Now I have long been held by the opinion that the scriptures

contain the answers for all of life's problems and challenges.
Neither time nor technology has outdated nor superseded the
Bible's ability to guide and instruct those who simply place their
trust in it. But saying this and living it can be two very different
things. Charles Spurgeon once said, “By degrees we learn to
end our quarrel with God, and to desire that there may not be
two wills between God and ourselves, but that God’s will may be
our own.” For me, the point of contention which needed to be
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resolved was happily living out a relationship wherein God’s
clear will is for two to be one.
Scripture states, "The Lord will not suffer the soul of the

righteous to famish" (Proverbs 10:3) and what He revealed is
the information before you. It was for me the greatest truth,
outside of the truth of salvation, I had ever been shown. I had
no resource or recourse. I certainly possessed no ability to right
wrongs or change futures. But God, in His infinite grace and
eternal love, revealed a truth that saved my dying marriage and
prepared a table whereby a completely famished one could
continually feast.
I had often read and heard sermons on Ephesians 5:22-33. I

was long familiar with verses instructing a husband to love and
a wife to submit. Then in April of 1992, God graciously opened
my eyes to the truth of verse 32. The Apostle Paul says; "This is
a great mystery: but I speak concerning Christ and the church."
Given this qualifier, verses 22 through 33 are not an improbable
and practically impossible list of husband and wife relationship
requirements. Rather, the Spirit of God, using marriage,
portrays a picture of Christ and His church. It’s true that
couples can learn a great deal about ordering marriages that is
practical, profitable, and pleasing. But the primary teaching
concerns the relationship between the Lord Jesus and the
church with which He has become one. God is talking about
His Son, and His Son's bride, and He plainly does so by using
an parallel common to every people and nation. The physical,
tangible, I can see, feel, get my arms around, and be part of
bond between a man and a woman is used to picture a
mysterious one. In this He leaves no doubt to the type of
relationship He has with us while simultaneously providing the
greatest guide for the most important human relationship.
Seeing God used marriage to portray Christ and His church,
He then turned my mind to the book of Revelation where He
intended to show me a picture of my marriage.
In Revelation chapters two and three, Jesus reveals seven

churches. It was here He led me to see them, not as literal
physical assemblies or as prophetic periods of the Church Age,
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but as different types of marriages. In Ephesians the Lord
reveals truths concerning Christ and His bride while
establishing marriage principles, and verses for both dovetail to
form some of the deepest and most intimate New Testament
relationship truths. Now in Revelation, He was reversing this
picture using the relationship between Christ and the church
to teach about marriage. These chapters are definitely
prophetic. But multiple applications may be drawn from
passages without violating principles of interpretation. Pastors
use Revelation to encourage and challenge congregations.
Which is absolutely right. However, though it be a verse which
clearly applies to a Christian assembly, we’ll use Revelation
3:20; “Behold, I stand at the door, and knock: if any man hear
my voice, and open the door, I will come in to him, and will sup
with him, and he with me.” to encourage people to invite Jesus
into their lives. Do you believe, "all scripture is given by
inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for
correction, for instruction in righteousness"? Of course you
have and do. If so, could the Lord now have us consider these
churches from a different perspective? Like viewing a diamond
from a new angle, could we see these assemblies as never
before? Have we exhausted and completely searched out this
scripture? Because of its symbolic and mysterious nature is it
be best and safe to just steer clear of this book? Certainly not.
In fact, verse three of chapter one encourages us to read, hear,
and keep the things written and promises a blessing to those
who do. You know that God is in the business of opening hearts
and understandings to truths contained in His word. And
when it is right and timely to do so, the same Jesus who opened
blind eyes years ago does the same for spiritual ones today.
What an answer! In the bitterness of my soul and out of the

abundance of grief I prayed, and God gave me my Samuel.
“For this child I prayed; and the Lord hath given me my
petition which I asked of him.” (I Samuel 1) Using these
churches, the Lord showed me my marriage. I saw what I as a
marriage partner had become, how to solve the problems I
created or carried into the relationship, and even more, He
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showed its future hinged on my response to His counsel. A
specific nuts-and-bolts common sense rubber-meets-the-road
heaven-sent solution is what I needed, and this is what He
gave.
Having received this from the Lord and by applying it in my

life, I can happily say a marital healing process is in full swing.
I am no longer after my wife's throat, but her heart. Love,
peace, and joy have replaced anger, strife, and contempt and
God is busy restoring the damage caused. This "revelation" has
caused many eyebrows to be raised in cautious speculation.
This is understandable, but we should be just as suspicious
toward attitudes that would once again limit “the Holy One of
Israel.” Of viewing these churches as marriages consider Jesus
walking on water. Did Peter respond; "Lord, what are you
doing? That's not the way we've done things in the past?" Or,
"Lord, what you're doing is a bit unconventional. What will
others think?" No. He didn't respond that way at all.
Throwing aside natural laws, feelings, and opinions, in a child-
like way he said, "Lord, if it be thou, bid me come unto thee on
the water." (Matthew 14:28) And ever since Christians have
been learning priceless lessons about faith and walking with
Jesus in situations that defy every thought and fiber of the
mind and body. The Lord, hearing my prayer and seeing my
desperate circumstances, said in a most amazing way, "Come
unto me." Walk like and where you’ve never done so before
(look at your survey). And I believe what he said to me, He is
also now saying to you. Regardless of its ultimate acceptance, I
will never cease to praise the Lord Jesus for His wonderful
works toward the ever-erring children of men. He saved my
marriage by an answer that went far beyond expectations,
imaginations, or perceived expertise while elevating the praise
due to His blessed and glorious name. Truly, “My heart
rejoiceth in the LORD, mine horn is exalted in the LORD: my
mouth is enlarged over mine enemies; because I rejoice in thy
salvation. There is none holy as the LORD: for there is none
beside thee: neither is there any rock like our God.” (I Samuel
2:1-2)
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I ask you, is your marriage as it should or could be? For
some of you, that battleground has moved from me to you.
You’re experiencing the same fire storms that I did. Caught in
a downward spiral, you’re mentally and perhaps physically
separated and divorce seems a threatening or inevitable end.
Perhaps your marriage is fine. It may not be great, but it's
certainly not bad. Listen--in the most important human
relationship you'll ever have, the Lord Jesus desires more than
"fine." To live out the glorious picture of Jesus and His bride as
average is not your calling, but a falling. Jesus desires
incredible relationships--not the traditional "ball and chain,"
and here He happily provides it. Maybe your marriage is great.
Heaven knows we need more of these, but these chapters can
take your relationship to greater, even unimaginable heights.
The basic outline for each chapter is:
1) Jesus presents Himself according to the marriage’s

character
2) He reveals the marriage’s good
3) He reveals what is bad. So there's no speculating as to

what's causing problems. All
our modern-day psychological mumbo-jumbo can be set

aside as the Lord Jesus precisely identifies relationship killers.
4) He provides solutions. From a Divine perspective we can

know precisely what to do
so there’s absolutely no need to trust man or his so-

called expertise.
5) He reveals good for those who follow His counsel. This is

motivation by reward. And
6) action taken if His guidance is ignored or refused. Which

is motivation by warning.
Whatever the need, God has the answers and we should

allow Him to illuminate, instruct, and inspire us from a portion
of scripture that, honestly speaking, has been viewed as
something with not much, if any, day-to-day practical
application, especially marriage. (Your survey proves this.)
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The first church, Ephesus, shows couples losing first love and
how to get it back. He'll comfort and counsel those who are
and will walk through personal tragedy by Smyrna, the second
church. Churches three and four, Pergamos and Thyatria,
represent attitudes and actions that hurt or build relationships.
The fifth church, Sardis, Jesus deals with those "going through
the motions" and reveals what caused them to lose the life they
once possessed. The absolute best of marriages is represented
by Philadelphia, the sixth church and with the last church,
Laodicea, the worst.
What I’m telling you is this; if you allow Jesus to do so, He

will transform your marriage. For far too long now we have
placed a greater practical confidence in ourselves. We’ve been
laboring under the pretense that we know exactly what makes
relationships work. But a divorce industry, physical and mental
adultery, unhappiness, frustration, a lack of couple ministry,
blended families, single parent households, marital recovery
ministries, and untold mental divorce and domestic abuse
proves otherwise. Proverbs 25:19 says, “Confidence in an
unfaithful man in time of trouble is like a broken tooth, and a
foot out of joint.” Would you eat or run with such? We say,
“No,” but day after day couples put themselves through
excruciating pain or unprofitable therapy as they try to feed
their relationship or happily walk as one by a man called self.
We pretend we can do things without Christ. Actions declare
there are some good things in our flesh. If true, you wouldn’t
be reading this. Duped and scammed by you, maybe you
should start fearing your old rotten rascal self more than the
devil? Oh how it’s time to stop the charades and get openly
honest about secrete dishonesty. It’s time to quit making
excuses and admit that we don’t have the knowledge or the
ability to live out marriages that perfectly portray Christ and
His church. We’re talking about a divine reality lived out in a
worldly sanctuary, and for that we are naturally and completely
ill-equipped. By standards of our own making, we judge
considering the Revelation churches as marriages
unconventional, but it's time, by the calling and power of God,
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to get out of our not so safe little boats. Going to Jesus, I
believe you'll find not the traditional thoughts associated with
Revelation (review your survey), but all the happiness God ever
intended in this mysterious relationship called marriage.
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CHAPTER 1

THE EPHESUS MARRIAGE

Our first church reveals a truth I dare say is common to
every marriage that has ever existed. It may not entirely
represent your own, but it is certain your marriage will
eventually confront the reality of Ephesus. Because of
concepts and challenges issued in these verses, it is extremely
critical to remember: it is the Lord Jesus who is speaking.
However lofty or exhaustive, man's experience and knowledge
has always been and ever will be limited and incomplete. But
Jesus knows nothing about personal or educational restrictions.
All too often, we trust someone’s advice or credit somebody's
achievements and miss entirely the expert message of the
Lord. When Amos was called to be a prophet, he was
considered nothing more than a tender of animals. Also, the
Apostle Paul encouraged Timothy, a young pastor, saying, "Let
no man despise thy youth." (1) What expertise, what credentials
did these men have that would merit the attention of others?
Only this, the Lord had given them a message and though
judged as having nothing, there was nothing more that was
needed. What could possibly be added to the Word of God?
We might as well light a candle to help the sun’s ability to light
and warm the world as to think anything in and of man can aid
God’s message. A shepard and a young kid had the right
message at the right time, but they were snubbed and despised
when pronounced, as the apostles, "unlearned and ignorant." (2)

Elitists degraded and discredited the messengers asking, “Dost
thou teach us?” (3) It’s no surprise hearers quarrel with truth
for Jesus’ promise, “seek and ye shall find” (4) is not restricted to
righteous endeavors. Listen, faith cannot stand on the wisdom
of men (5), however esteemed or superior it might be judged to
be. The Lord Jesus is speaking and we can without reservation
trust Him. His wisdom and experience merit our greatest
attention. “Never man spake like this man” (6) scripture says of
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our Lord and we can with absolute confidence hang on “every
word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God” (7) being as
those disciples who long ago “were very attentive to hear him”
(8) and confessed, “Now are we sure that thou knowest all
things.” (9) Listen then to His counsel. Believe him “because of
his own word” (10) and like the Samaritans of old you’ll “know
that this is indeed the Christ, the Saviour of the world (11) (and
in our application, your marriage).” And then act upon what
He brings to your attention for those will be honored and
blessed, but those who refuse will be lightly esteemed. (12)

The word Ephesus means "desirable," and our passage in
Revelation 2:1-7 reads, "Unto the angel of the church of
Ephesus write; these things saith he that holdeth the seven
stars in his right hand, who walketh in the midst of the seven
golden candlesticks; I know thy works, and thy labour and thy
patience, and how thou canst not bear them which are evil:
and thou hast tried them which say they are apostles, and are
not, and hast found them liars: And hast borne, and hast
patience, and for my name's sake hast laboured, and hast not
fainted. Nevertheless, I have somewhat against thee, because
thou hast left thy first love. Remember therefore from whence
thou art fallen, and repent, and do the first works; or else I will
come unto thee quickly, and will remove thy candlestick out of
his place, except thou repent. But this thou hast, that thou
hatest the deeds of the Nicolaitanes, which I also hate. He that
hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the
churches; To him that overcometh will I give to eat of the tree
of life, which is in the midst of the paradise of God."
The Lord opens His message by identifying himself as

holding seven stars and as walking in the midst of candlesticks.
He tells us plainly the seven stars are the angels of the seven
churches and the candlesticks are the seven churches
themselves. In our application, the Lord walking in the midst
of the candlesticks shows His practical presence in the life of
Christian marriages. Jesus isn’t a set of ideas, a drafted creed,
or a body of abstract theory. He isn’t a shadow, myth, or bubble
dream. John said, he “heard,” “looked upon,” and “handled”
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the “Word of life” (13) “made flesh” (14) and a resurrected “Lord
and Christ” (15) is saying He dwells among us still. He is not a
God afar off. You were not joined "in holy matrimony...in the
presence of God and witnesses" and then abandoned with no
thought or interest on His part. We might for days, weeks,
months, even years go without a single thought about Him, but
because of this word we can know He has visited us every day
since we've been married. Throughout scripture this truth is
illustrated. At the onset of creation God formed Adam and Eve
and though everything was perfect He made their relationship
complete by walking with them in the “cool of the day” (16) in
the Garden of Eden. Likewise, after the terrible judgments of
Revelation, a great voice out of heaven says, "Behold, the
tabernacle of God is with men, and he will dwell with them,
and they shall be his people, and God himself shall be with
them, and be their God." (17) God has ever desired to be with
His people and even so, He walks in the midst of your
relationship. David said; "Whither shall I go from thy spirit? or
whither shall I flee from thy presence? If I ascend up into
heaven, thou art there: if I make my bed in hell, behold, thou
art there. If I take the wings of the morning, and dwell in the
uttermost parts of the sea; Even there shall thy hand lead me,
and thy right hand shall hold me." (18) How impressive it is that
the One who spanned the universe continuously visits
relationships that are heaven on earth, a living hell, or drifting
in uncertainty. There is no marriage condition beyond His
interest or hand and this ought to fill us with tremendous hope.
“God is love” (19), and it is this that moves Him to walk in our
midst. His presence may not be felt or recognized, but divine
love supplies it, not the limited scope of emotions or knowledge.
After his ladder vision Jacob exclaimed, "Surely the Lord is in
this place; and I knew it not." (20) Later the Lord even wrestled
with him and he asks, “Tell me, I pray thee, thy name?” (21)

How could he be so dull? How could the Lord be so involved,
so active, so close, and he not have a clue? Jacob’s admission
and question verified his and our inability, but testified of God's
actions despite them. In this take heart, for it assures your
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marriage, whatever its condition, is continuously graced by the
presence of the Lord Jesus. It will never be so self sufficient
that His fellowship would not prosper it or so destitute that it's
beyond His concern or help.
Ephesus witnessed the Lord’s earthly ministry and was

initially super zealous. Celebrating a new life in Christ, they
enjoyed freedom from the law, and rejoiced in, for the first time
in their lives, grace, mercy, redemption, and an imputed
righteousness without works. Everything was fresh and
exciting and that’s why Ephesus portrays brand new marriages.
This is the honeymoon period. It’s the time when words, gifts,
time, service, and touch take preeminence. A relationship
pinnacle, everything about it gets a standing ovation from God.
Couples love and rejoice in one another and doing so not only
meets the needs of partners in love, but foreshadows a
heavenly marriage yet to come. Revelation 19 describes the
marriage of the Lamb as one of gladness and rejoicing (22) and
earthly marriages are to be no less thrilling or picturesque. To
suppress the desires and emotions of first love like those
depicted by the lovers in the Song of Solomon is to miss out on
one of the greatest experiences God planned. It's absolutely
right to find oneself lost in the rapture of a new marriage. For a
husband to be totally ravished by his wife, for a wife to be in
absolute admiration of her husband is good, right, pure, and
exactly how God designed and desires marriage to be. Solomon
described his lover saying, “Thou art all fair, my love; there is
no spot in thee.” (23) (Husband, remember when your wife was
the fulfillment of this verse?) Likewise she said, “he is
altogether lovely. This is my beloved, and this is my friend.” (24)

(Wives, knowing the depths this word “friend” carries for you,
remember when your husband was the object of this all
important term?) Take a moment here and reflect on your
early days of marriage--aren't they some of the most memorable
and remarkable days of your life? For me, working with a
petroleum engineering degree at a fast food restaurant flippin'
flapjacks and heavin' hamburgers, making $3.35/hour, living in
an apartment so small we had to go outside to change our
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minds, I remember being happy! Things like junky old cars,
burnt dinners, or not having two nickels to rub together
couldn’t steal away the joy of first love. Solomon described it
saying; “winter is past, the rain is over and gone. The flowers
appear on the earth; the time of the singing of birds is come.”
(25) A new life and its enjoyment and excitement made an
indelible mark in my memory and honestly speaking, it was the
same for you. Joy was full and the bank account was empty,
but no matter, for your partner, not financial security, made
your life happy. It didn't matter that you had a dead-end no-
where job. Jobs are a dime a dozen, but your spouse was (and
still is) one in a million. You were slap-happy head-over-heels
in love, and your marriage enriched your life more than you
could have ever imagined. Poems such as:

Describe the fragrance of a flower.
With words paint the sunset on a sea.
As tongues cannot utter creation wonders,
So is my spouse, my love, to me.

made sense in places far more meaningful than some card.
You easily and happily answered the question, “What is thy
beloved more than another beloved?” for hours.
The Lord points out several good traits about this marriage.

Verse two speaks of labor, patience, and a hatred for evil. Verse
three mentions bearing, patience, and that they had not
fainted. These are items that a marriage, to be a first love
marriage, must have. Thankfully, these are things, which every
marriage partner has already experienced and even had a
passion for.
When first married, you labored for your spouse. You may

not have considered what you did labor, but it was. It was easy
to stay up and talk (yes men, talk, talk, talk). You didn’t mind
going the extra mile because it was never crowded with
thoughts about self or congested with expense calculations.
Jesus said; “And whosoever shall compel thee to go a mile, go
with him twain” (26) and traveling the greater distance was your
pleasure when laboring under the auspice of first love. When it

CHAPTER 1: THE EPHESUS MARRIAGE
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came to love, you were a spendthrift. By experience you knew
it could endlessly be given away and yet never be diminished.
To hold a hand, send an unexpected letter/text, open a door,
make love in the middle of the day (yes wives, anytime,
anywhere), make a "no reason" phone call, schedule a date,
dance or take a walk with, send flowers, cherish, appreciate,
give a compliment was in deed an effort, but you didn't perceive
it as such because it was a labor of love. You knew first love
made the doing of these things your pleasure. They were your
desire and fulfilling them met the needs of your partner while
providing a tremendous feeling of self worth and purpose. This
is why Solomon’s lover became disheartened. “I opened to my
beloved; but my beloved had withdrawn himself, and was
gone,” she said. “I sought him, but I could not find him; I
called him, but he gave me no answer.” (27) When
circumstances prevented labors of love she said, “my soul
failed.” First love thrives on engagement. Openness causes it
to flourish and when expectation went unfulfilled it was as if
she had a body without a spirit. Emotional, mental, physical,
and spiritual withdrawal served to kill desire and it’s no
surprise that in the depths of her being she became
discouraged. Hence the truth; “Hope deferred maketh the
heart sick: but when the desire cometh, it is a tree of life.” (28)

A new bride whose cooking ability left MUCH to be desired
once baked her husband a meatloaf dinner. There’s not much
flare in meatloaf so to add a little spice (not all flavoring comes
in a bottle) she baked it in the form of a "T," the first letter of
his name. It didn't taste any different and others laughed at
such silliness, but do you see what eyes cannot? Guiding and
chiding valuations and speculations, Jesus asked, “whether is
greater, the gold, or the temple that sanctifieth the gold?” and
considering what was actually given, obviously few tables have
presented greater offerings. Wives you know what husbands
need to, that women really have simple tastes. They get the
greatest pleasure out of the conversation of children in their
arms and being rendered speechless by men who are in love
with them. She knew she was loved and she reciprocated it by

CHAPTER 1: THE EPHESUS MARRIAGE
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every day and way expressions! She knew we can’t have too
much love. She likewise knew it’s the thing we don’t give
enough of and so she articulated its marvelous message in the
most common and meaningful ways. It's easy to see why
"desire" is the character of this church and personal memory
reminds you that you were once likewise head-over-heels in
love. It was what you wanted and needed, and life couldn't
have been better! Your patience for your new spouse was
extensive. Husbands, you didn't mind waiting as your wife
prepared for an evening out. You knew that when done you
were going to see heaven on earth, a drop-dead gorgeous lady
who's only thought was to look great for you. It’s been said,
when a woman dresses up for an occasion, the husband should
become the black velvet pillow for the jewel. Not that you
adorn her on your arm as a trinket for everyone to gawk at, but
that you would accentuate her total person and beauty for we
know as grand as it might be, what one beholds of a woman is
the least part of her. Wives remember anxiously waiting for a
call or text from that young man? Just a glimpse or rendezvous
after class, football practice, or work shift was like breathing. It
has also been said that one can find women who have never
had an affair, but it is rare indeed to find any who have had
only continuously one. You'd wait for hours and expectations
cut short by circumstances resulted in a hollowness that could
not be otherwise filled. Think back and see if you didn't
experience what the lover of Solomon did when above we
quoted, "I sought him, but I could not find him; I called him,
but he gave me no answer" and so she said; "her soul failed."
You know how impressive first love can be. Memory testifies
how refreshing and inspiring its spontaneity and
resourcefulness is. I know a couple who had been married for
six months when the husband was deployed. He would be gone
for a minimum of twelve months. Just before he left the bride’s
mother went to visit her daughter and she found her in his
closet smelling his clothes. There was another man who
wanted to take a certain lady to a prom. He purchased a t-shirt
and on it posed the question, “Will you go with me to the
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prom?” Then about fifty guys signed it. It was then given to
the girl by a friend and penned to it were instructions on how
to discover who was really asking her out. She was to wear and
then wash it for forty-nine of the signatures were washable ink,
but his was permanent. And one personal example, my
youngest daughter’s boyfriend took an internship in a state that
was far away. On the day he left she handed him a huge stack
of papers. Months before, for each day they would be apart,
she began penning personal notes. That way, her heart could
be away with him. These are the striking actions of first love.
They take our breath away. They light up our eyes and rejoice
the heart. They operate in a realm unrestricted by money or
age. (Experience whines; youth knows very little, if anything,
about real love. But using a little is a thousand times better
than not practicing much knowledge.) They are the ingenious,
inventive, and artful expressions of devoted hearts and ravished
spirits. You who have teenagers know what this is like. Defying
gravity, you’ve seen them float across the floor when they
received a simple call or text. Long ago husband and wife, the
same was true of you.
Desire made patience easy. A hatred for evil fueled a

passionate fire. Love eased the weight of bearing and in this,
God says, you possessed an Ephesus marriage. It was beautiful
that each partner desired, protected, and labored for the other.
Husbands cared for and respected their brides while wives
appreciated and encouraged their knights. All this was God’s
design and desire and as you walked in His way, a pleased Lord
blessed you with the love, joy, and peace His will brings. It was
wonderful when your marriage fulfilled your dreams and
desires as it portrayed the glorious picture of the Lord Jesus
and His bride. Truly, “(God) blesseth the habitation of the
just.” (29) (This is the righteous, but are other applications
excluded? Does this pertain to the just: saved, baptized, or
called to the ministry? If so, could its truth speak of the “just
married”?)
But a super dark shadow falls over this blessed scene when

in verse four the Lord states, "Nevertheless I have somewhat
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against you, because thou hast left thy first love." Somehow,
someway, something infected and affected the zeal of Ephesus
and by minute but steady degrees what they had so enjoyed was
gone. So it is, and will be, with countless marriages. In II
Kings 8, Elisha wept over the future cruelty of Hazael saying, “I
know the evil that thou wilt do unto the children of Israel: their
strong holds wilt thou set on fire, and their young men wilt
thou slay with the sword, and wilt dash their children, and rip
up their women with child.” Hazael’s protest, “is thy servant a
dog, that he should do this great thing?” of such a grotesque
prophesy seemed genuine, but it was feigned for an ungodly
metamorphosis was already in full swing. Is the future of
newlyweds any brighter? Will there be no fires of hate or
unforgiveness? No slaying of characters? No cheating? No
court appearances? No using children as pawns? Jesus is
sadly predicting that those who vowed to love, honor, and
cleave to each other until death parts, will not. We object, but
the divorce rate, and even more, the unhappy but forcing
themselves to stay together for all the wrong reasons rate of
Christians proves Jesus a Godly prophet still. Listen, we’re
staying together, but leaving first love. The honeymoon is
traded for the so-called realities of life, and first love is allegedly
forever gone. Those who adored each other, who couldn’t live
without each other, who started down the same path with the
same goals mysteriously “grow apart” and those crazy head-
over-heels feelings become haunting, even laughable,
memories. Unfulfilled promises become merciless taskmasters.
How bad can things get? People have said:

“Adam should have died missing no ribs.”
“I’m an extinct volcano.”
“Love is a fever that marriage puts to bed and cures.”

Forever gone is first love
Forever over are my chains.
Forever extinguished is the fire
Forever forever reigns!
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How incredibly sad are the expressions of broken hearts!
What a discouragement it is to realize these lines are so much
more than words. Now I ask, do you know what this feels like?
Does memory bear testimony to the truth of the Lord’s “in the
midst” knowledge? Deep in our hearts honesty sighs and an
exhausted spirit of secrecy answers, "Yes." Walking with God in
a prefect world, a sinless Adam and Eve chose to forsake what
God deemed best and thus forever ruined the entire blessed
scene. Governed by selfish motives and mixed principles two
and one-half tribes of Israel stopped short (30) of “a land that
floweth with milk and honey.” (31) Ruled by sight and logic Lot
deduced the well-watered plains of Jordan to be a better place
to live than the tents of God’s friend Abraham (32), and simply
put, the unthinkable act of substituting first love has been
committed time and time again in countless marriages. A
marital Eden, in one of the greatest stages of a relationship, we
repeatedly cast portions of it aside as if something else is more
important or valuable. Knowing we can (but with no desire to)
treat each other as we used to, how surprising it is to see first
love treated roughly. Our zeal, our intense first love, if not gone
altogether, is at least diminished and, knowing the decisions,
actions, and consequences of Adam and Eve, Reuben, Gad,
half of Manasseh, and Lot, it's no wonder we find ourselves
unhappily asking, "Why is my marriage not like it used to be?"
“How did it get so messed up?”The One who has been walking
with us, leaves no room for confusion, debate, assumption, or
guesswork, as to the answers to these questions. Jesus says we
left our first love. With a single statement His "in the midst"
expertise proves the accuracy of His knowledge of the thoughts
and subsequent actions of hearts. In the simplest and clearest
of terms He strikes at the heart of the matter. We think issues
are more complicated. We feel a more superior and in-depth
analysis is due. But there is nothing lacking nor superfluous in
the words of Jesus. Everything is supplied and how blessed it is
to know and therefore trust the One who plainly tells us the
error of our ways. Here it would be disastrous to mimic the
people of Matthew 13. Astonished, but angry, at the force of
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Jesus’ teachings, they sought to deny their truth. The
hometown crowd questioned the authority of one they
supposed was nothing more than a local construction worker.
Ignorance of His person was spark and fuel for contempt.
Ignoring “blessed is he, whosoever shall not be offended in me”
(33) they by unbelief judged themselves unworthy of the
blessings of God and scripture says because of this, Jesus "did
not many mighty works." (34) Oh, knowing the super and
amazing power and person of Jesus, it is impossible to imagine
the missed miracles. They cheated themselves and us too.
Listen, your marriage needs divine wisdom. It needs the
expertise of the heavenly carpenter. A heaven-breathed Holy
Ghost analysis dealing with the true nature of your problems as
opposed to speculative assumptions is what you need and the
good news is Jesus happily provides it. With His finger squarely
on the pulse of this marriage, He perfectly diagnosed an
extremely serious problem. The bad news is, “there are some
of you that believe not.” (35) Some will frankly refuse or refute
the Lord’s assessment. Like Pilate you’ll wash your hands and
say, “I am innocent.” (36) But to act out unbelief while hoping
self acquittal will protect you from its consequences is trusting
a mirage. The question is simply, “What shall I do then with
Jesus which is called Christ?” (37) Will you follow Him when
many confess they do, but practically don’t?
Notice two truths about the Lord's statement. First, He

opposes leaving first love. Marriage pictures the relationship
between Christ and the church and to downplay its significance
is a doomed attempt to erode God’s oversight in the lives of His
children. Thus, He is not going to overlook something so
personally important. If He considers the value of a single soul
worth more than all the combined riches of the world, how
much more so the "soul" of two called one? Leaving first love
was against His will and He held the Ephesus church
accountable. The same is true for couples. Husband, wife, are
things not as they used to be? If not, know this, candlestick
Jesus is right there with you. Though not pleased, He has not
left you to manage the consequences of your choices on your
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own. Your current relationship may be like a wind-driven sea.
But to those tossed about, His words “I have somewhat against
you” are not to cause more unrest. Rather they are a precursor
to the “great calm” (38) He would order in marriages. May we
be as obedient today as nature was so long ago!
He said, "I have somewhat against you" not some nebulous

litany of contemporary scapegoats like: gene pool, upbringing,
or culture. Few today willingly and readily claim responsibility
for actions and therefore outcomes. Unless, of course, it’s
advantageous. Many are quick and skilled at blaming anything
and everything when their marriage turns bad, but all the
finger pointing in the world doesn't diminish one iota the
accountability produced by the Lord's evaluation. You are the
object of His displeasure and walking in the middle of your
marriage He said in leaving first love YOU made a mistake.
YOU are wrong. YOU sold first love for nothing and that’s why
the joy and dance of first love resemble the mourning of a
funeral procession rather than David as the Ark entered
Jerusalem. "Thou art the man" (39) Nathan told King David.
For the division and confusion his dissimulation caused, Paul
said, “when Peter was come to Antioch, I withstood him to the
face, because he was to be blamed” (40). Solomon said, “The
backslider in heart shall be filled with his own ways,” (41) and if
your love isn’t what it used to be, then you are simply reaping
the results of personal decisions to sow seeds that now choke
and strangle what used to feed and nourish first love. “The
children of Ephraim, being armed, and carrying bows, turned
back in the day of battle” (42) and coward couples do the same
with first love. Listen, God isn’t swayed by contemporary
marital arguments. Modern relationship gymnastic trends
haven’t caught Him off guard. He goes to great lengths to
accommodate the earnest albeit faint devotions of a sincere
heart, but by the same measure He will not tolerate cultural
excuses or popular dogmas for deliberate actions against His
will. This you cannot change or thank Him enough for.
Consider also the tense of His statement. "I have," presently,

"somewhat against you." The Lord is not slack, passive, or as
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indecisive as people want Him to be. When He looks upon a
marriage, He immediately evaluates it. There can be either
commendation or condemnation, but it would be against His
nature to simply sit back and allow marriages to exist outside
His design. But great care must be taken for consciousness of
Jesus’ word doesn’t automatically equate to proper action.
When the vigilance of God should have moved them, we read
of Israel, “He heard the sound of the trumpet, and took not
warning.” (43) Hopefully today’s couples will not reenact the
same mistake!
Today we hear much about a loving, forgiving, and gracious

Jesus. And we very much need to. But not at the expense of a
Jesus who stands against His children “which have forsaken
the right way, and are gone astray.” (44) A spiritually blind
Balaam was told, “thy way is perverse before me.” (45) A lack of
consciousness didn’t change the fact that “God’s anger was
kindled.” (46) “I knew not that thou stoodest in the way against
me.” (47) he said, but this testifies of divine actions in spite of
awareness. If a bad prophet went on to say “I have sinned,”
and “if it displease thee, I will get me back again” may we be as
quick to turn now that we are beginning to understand the
position Jesus takes when first love is forsaken. Many people
feel their marriage is their business and no one else’s. They get
upset over a negative assessment of the way they treat their
spouse. You might feel uncomfortable, embarrassed, or
panicked with the thought of a rigorous marital inspection. But
you need to realize Jesus concerns Himself with the status of
your marriage as He foresees the reward or loss of the future.
“Ye know not what shall be on the morrow,” (48) but Jesus is
coming back from where you cannot. Setting Himself against
tare decisions is a glorious aspect of grace we fail to recognize
much less appreciate, but, just as the storm and whale were
sent to bring Jonah back to a place of privilege and honor, (49) so
Jesus stands against those who by ignorance or outright
rebellion forsake a calling to maintain first love.
Second, by choice people leave first love. Jesus said, "thou

hast left." It’s not that husbands and wives don’t love each
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other. It’s that “first love” has been forsaken, and that without
remorse or shame. It’s natural for a new car to lose luster. For
clothes to become dust rags, is expected. But a first love
marriage is neither of these. Marriage is a glorious living
relationship nurtured and developed by input. It’s a bond
marked by attention, devotion, excitement, and tenderness
which proves a good investment when the interest is kept up.
But Jesus is saying as easily and nonchalantly as we trade in
cars, discard old clothes, or sell stock, we are replacing the high
glory of first love. Who said it was natural for a marriage to lose
newlywed desires? People (from dust thou art…who is this
that darkeneth counsel by words without knowledge?) and
experience have said so, but such statements are nothing more
than, “false burdens.” (50) Jesus is against such a loss stating
the practice of it proves us a foolish people, “wise to do evil, but
to do good they have no knowledge.” (51) (Amazing disconnect
for those who claim to possess the Spirit of One who spent His
life “doing good.” (52))
The Bible says, "Where no wood is, there the fire goeth out."

(53) What a simple yet undeniable truth. That spark, the fire of
desire dies when spouses decide the "gathering of the wood" is
too difficult, or worse, unimportant. "Stinkin' thinkin’" says,
"The chase is over!" "There's no need to bake any "T" shaped
meatloaf any more." But the poor quality of marriages wherein
partners have left off adding fuel to the relationship fire
condemn the so-called truth of such statements. Proverbs says,
“The slothful man roasteth not that which he took in hunting:
but the substance of a diligent man is precious.” (54) We would
be outraged if what a hunter took in sport was left to rot by the
wayside and yet, what a greater waste it is when lovers who
were once so taken no longer enjoy the precious spoil of each
other. We choose to act like the hunt was something grand and
exciting, but enjoying the nourishment of the same is not.
Convinced by personal experience we say, “Cooling off is
natural.” Or, “It’s normal for the honey-moon to end.” But
scripture calls this laziness at its finest hour! Prodigal couples
wallow in mediocre and lethargic relationship sties. Their
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nourishment is apathy. And they must be happy “knowing”
that a million or so years from now, in heaven, Jesus will feel
the same way toward His bride for surely, He will no longer be
“a diligent man” as His church will have long lost her
“precious” status. Surely, He will be as bored, distant, and
drifting apart as we. Oh, what a shameful comparison it is
when children of the Lord are likened to animals such as a
sloth! Lazy in mind and therefore body we are living
contradictions of the abundant life Jesus promised. However,
the flip side of Proverbs 26:20 is just as true. You can build a
bonfire! You can be a marital pyromaniac! There is no limit to
the size or number of first love logs available, and the Lord is
saying the more you stack on, the hotter the fire! With
sensuous logic the world seduces us into accepting the thought
that becoming bored with someone other than a mythical soul
mate is predictable, even inevitable. “Cooling off is normal”
gets an agreeing nod from those tired of gathering wood.
Experience reasons, “How can it not be so, having the same
person day after day after day?” Thus divorce and extra-
marital affairs (including mental ones) become straws of
salvation in torrents of monotony. However, God's marital
design never produces boredom or immorality. The following
advice for spicing up relationships was once given; “Do sleep
with a much older or younger man or woman at least once in
your life,” and “don’t try to impress your partner by agreeing to
a three-way if you’re not into it.” (Implying if you are, then do.)
Desperate for feeling, a tomb world says have fun!
Psychological and emotional additions cry; experiment,
rearrange the furniture, go “poly”, blur and even color outside
the lines! No wonder when first love is surrendered, all is
surrendered. At the other end of this spectrum is the
scripture’s warning to flee sin’s deceitfulness. It exhorts to
“avoid fornication” by “every man having his own wife and
every woman having her own husband” (55) and to “Let thy
fountain be blessed: and rejoice with the wife of thy youth.” (56)

What a range this is! These two camps acknowledge the
potential for the loss of first love and each would catch your ear
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as to what to do about it. The question is who will succeed?
Only you will decide, but know this, while leaving first love is a
tremendous mistake, adding inappropriate reactions
masquerading as an attempt to rekindle it, would be as Jesus
said, “twofold more the child of hell.” (57)

In a few simple words the Lord Jesus accuses husbands and
wives of choosing to leave first love. It's not being taken away,
fading, or just not working anymore. Spouses are simply and
sadly selling out, exchanging, and turning their backs on a most
precious gift. They have taken that which is holy and cast it to
the abuse of dogs and swine. They have lightly esteemed, been
reckless with, and completely abandoned what God praises,
admires, and cherishes. Marriages are full of temptation,
boredom, and strife and spouses are running around acting
surprised, when in reality we would be shocked were it not so.
Look, one cannot expect bad choices to maintain the good first
love fruits of love, peace, and joy. If planting corn yields the
same, why question your marriage is not now as it was? If you
are not doing what you used to, how in the world can you
expect first love to be unchanged? If you don’t think an
ungodly decision on your part is the root for the bad fruit of first
love being lost then you might as well confess a practical belief
in magic. How true are the words, “God hath made man
upright; but they have sought out many inventions.” (58) Your
marriage started out right. You most certainly enjoyed
excitement and fervent desire. But somewhere down the line
you began to look for newer and supposedly more exciting
things as you judged the necessary efforts and cost to keep the
romantic and passionate fires of marriage burning as too
difficult or not worth it. Happy in such abomination, for if not
you would not act so, you’re now caught up in “inventions.”
Now computers, hobbies, sports, social sites, sales, careers, and
chat rooms are flagons of wine. Anything and everything other
than good old fashion relationship management takes
precedence. “Not of the LORD of hosts,” (59) multiplied
interests and divided loyalties are subtle kings whose desire is
to make us slaves to lusts and “servants of corruption” (60) and
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this, God says, is absolutely, categorically, and even eternally
wrong. In the book of Psalms the Lord said His people “went a
whoring with their own inventions.” (61) Kindling His wrath to
the point “he abhorred his own inheritance” (62) He gave them
over so “they that hated them (their beloved inventions) ruled
over them.” (63) The Lord’s high regard for first love and
displeasure for mistreating it are quite clear. And before
mounting some self-justifying argument, consider the Lord’s
question, “Shall he that contendeth with the Almighty instruct
him?” (64) Are you going to teach the Lord a thing or two about
marriage? Are you going to set the record straight and tell Him
how things really are? Would you use kids or career to prove
expectations to maintain first love are unfounded, unrealistic,
even wrong? (And of career, occupations are frequent
scapegoats for diminished first love. Stress or demands squelch
fervent desire and the standard justification is; jobs are needed
to provide. All I know is, Isaiah 66:3 says; “He that killeth an
ox is as if he slew a man; he that sacrificeth a lamb, as if he cut
off a dog's neck; he that offereth an oblation, as if he offered
swine's blood; he that burneth incense, as if he blessed an idol.
Yea, they have chosen their own ways, and their soul delighteth
in their abominations.” One can do without doing well and
sacrificing first love for vocation is offensive no matter how
good providing sounds, looks, and feels.) In staunch pride
some try to correct God, but when Job heard this question he
responded, “Behold, I am vile; what shall I answer thee? I will
lay mine hand upon my mouth.”(65). We would be well advised
to do the same.
The Lord also assigns personal responsibility here. You, He

says, made a conscious and determined decision to leave first
love. Multiplied scriptures show God holding individuals
responsible for decisions and subsequent actions. If you do
well, you’ll benefit, as God is not unrighteous to forget labors of
love. But if not, you cannot escape the accountability or
consequences of personal choice. There’s always a price for
any vice. In Genesis it’s put this way, “If thou doest well, shalt
thou not be accepted? and if thou doest not well, sin lieth at
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the door.” (66) People justify reactions by condemning the
actions (or lack thereof) and attitudes of a spouse. "If he/she
would have done this, then I would have done that." “I did this
because they did that.” On the surface this seems reasonable.
Many would nod in intellectual agreement at this argument’s
architecture, but it is none other than a hard and vengeful
heart at work. When nailed to a cross, the Lord Jesus
demonstrated perfect love. Rather than calling down legions of
delivering angels He uttered words of forgiveness and Jesus told
us plainly, “love one another; as I have loved you.” (67) This
applies to couples and when tempted to believe this is
impossible remember, if it is true the Spirit of Jesus lives in us,
then it is also true His “Spirit also helpeth our infirmities.” (68)

Let us then live out in faith and obedience His admonition to
“quench not the Spirit.” (69)That first love can remain
throughout the entire life of a marriage is quite a radical
thought. But the beauty and strength of this declaration is
scripture. This is not founded on experience, education, or
expertise. It is a simple, true application of God's word that
says, “This is the way, walk ye in it.” Can you believe God’s
word? If so, then live in its light. The Bible says God’s
goodness leads to repentance (70), and here the Lord's good
counsel is showing us the error of our ways to the end we might
turn and forsake what is ruining relationships. He didn't "pull
any punches." He didn't side step or soft peddle the issue. As
surely as He praised and took delight in the zealous desires and
affections of a marriage whose first love labors blazed, so His
word sounds out disapproval when those same virtues are left
for something of lesser value. And it is in the light of these two
reactions that you need to take inventory and consider which
assessment of the Lord fits your marriage. You are married.
You have the ring and license, but have you lost passion? Do
you treat your spouse the same as when first married? Would
"desirable" be the perfect word used to describe your feelings?
Can God still boast in that you have “not fainted?” Or would
the scripture, “By much slothfulness the building (your
relationship) decayeth; and through idleness of the hands the
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house (first love) droppeth through” (71) accurately depict your
marriage? These are simple questions whose answers speak
volumes about the Lord's candlestick insights and human
inabilities.
The truth is we are often disillusioned, even dispirited, about

marriage. Admonitions such as, “Live joyfully with the wife
whom thou lovest all the days of the life” (72) and, “rejoice with
the wife of thy youth…be thou ravished always with her love”
(73) seem to condemn rather than inspire. Expectations of a
wonderful pie-in-the-sky magical “all we need is love” life are
short-circuited by the so-called realities of a hard, trouble-filled,
it's not worth it struggle. Your cycle has become; you got a New
Deal, that now seems like a Bad Deal. Now you’re saying No
Deal. Quitting and cutting losses looks like the best way to go
as regaining first love seems like a pot of gold fairy tale. This is
the dark thinking and reasoning of the children of Israel at the
Red Sea. "Wherefore hast thou dealt thus with us, to carry us
forth out of Egypt? Is not this the word that we did tell thee in
Egypt, saying, Let us alone, that we serve the Egyptians? For it
had been better for us to serve the Egyptians, than that we
should die in the wilderness." (74) Given all that they had seen,
we marvel at Israel’s lack of faith. In spite of the greatest
deliverances we see a shrinking faith. But the more we learn of
our own evil hearts of unbelief, the more we realize we are just
like them. God's deliverance was the answer to a 400-year-old
prayer. But the first test of commitment shows hearts longing
for what treated them so cruelly before. How true of so many
couples. Led of God into a sacred relationship, many spouses,
when difficulty comes, believe they should have stayed single or
they have yet to find that unicorn soul mate. In the middle of
strife, anywhere but where they’re at looks awfully good but this
is not the way of faith. David said; "I shall one day perish by
the hand of Saul." (75) But how did it turn out? Saul
committed suicide, and David's throne was established forever.
Elijah fled the threats of Jezebel. And the end of the matter?
Jezebel was dashed to pieces on the pavement, her flesh eaten
by dogs (76), and Elijah was taken in a chariot of fire to heaven
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and later appeared on the Mount of Transfiguration. (77) You’ve
had these same faithless feelings and fearful thoughts haven’t
you? You’ve felt like bailing out of your marriage. You’ve
wished for someone else. You’re tempted to commit acts that
early in your marriage you would have categorically hated and
despised to do. Like a ship without a helm or anchor, you’re
driven and tossed by every emotional and whimsical wind that
comes about. You’re depressed and filled with doubt as David
was. Mere words, as they did to the great miracle-working
Elijah, cause you to forget the goodness and greatness of the
Lord. And all this because we have chosen and determined to
leave first-love. What an awful mistake! What chaos we cause
when by hard hearts we turn up our noses at the gifts and
callings of God! How prone and quick we are to forsake
scriptures that guide physical, mental, and emotional desires.
Scriptures such as;

“thy desire shall be to thy husband” (78) for women and
“I am my beloved's, and his desire is toward me” (79) for

husbands toward wives and
of consecration toward each other, “I will betroth thee

unto me for ever; yea, I will
betroth thee unto me in righteousness, and in judgment,

and in lovingkindness,
and in mercies. I will even betroth thee unto me in

faithfulness. (80)

Too often our practical motto is;
Amazing words, authored from heaven
I have what many folks don’t.
To follow this lamp, to walk in its light
I shall not, I care not, I won’t!

No wonder Jesus’ prophesy of houses being left desolate and
of the inability of divided ones to stand (81 and 82) sadly
applies to more than Satan and Israel.
We see then the Lord’s faithfulness in revealing the source of

marital disappointment. And now we’ll see His grace as He
reveals how to return to a place forsaken. Joshua’s message to
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the tribes of Israel who stopped short of Canaan was, “if the
land of your possession be unclean, then pass ye over unto the
land of the possession of the LORD.” (83) If marriage isn’t what
you thought it would be, if it’s not as it used to be, then know
this, first love’s door is being reopened to you. Like Calvary’s
darkness, “over all the land” (it touched everyone and thing),
this is your ninth hour. Overcoming dirt and hurt, to convert,
Jesus spoke to Peter of….love. Listen, it’s not enough to have a
license and ring. It’s not enough to avoid divorce so you can
brag about being married for decades. It’s about love, first love,
and to those “who leave the paths of uprightness, to walk in the
ways of darkness,” (84) hear the Lord’s blessed invitation to pass
over from the uncleanness of bad choices and wrong directions.
Like everyone else, Jesus could have said: it was good while it
lasted…..you had a good run…..you gave it your best shot, but
that’s just the way things go. But the Lord of Lords says you
can have again what all others thought was no longer available-
---Oh how we praise a candlestick Lord!The Lord's answer is
contained in verse five and it is threefold. "Remember" is His
first word of correction, and it carries at least two applications.
First, to remember means to reflect on the times when
newlywed was a newlymed. It is a good thing to recall when
your marriage was young, fresh, and right. “The memory of
the just is blessed” (85) and the Lord says to think about the
times when passions blazed and first love was a natural high.
Husbands, remember the two-fold inspiration of, “Whoso
findeth a wife findeth a good thing” (86)? Wives, remember
when of your husband you could say, “he is altogether lovely?”
(87) Remember vows that were truly more than words, poems,
or songs? Being pleased to “swear an oath to bind (your) soul
with a bond” and doing “all that proceedeth out of (your)
mouth” (88), recall love-filled times, hearts, and lives. See if
you’re not mentally smiling and longing to enjoy them again.
You'll remember great times. Special times. Times so
wonderful, remembrance causes goose bumps. They're
marshmallows in the hot chocolate of life. They're a warm
sunny day in the dead of winter, spring flowers, a puppy’s tail,
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the laughter of children, and grandchild hugs. “A merry heart
doeth good like a medicine” (89) and enjoying memories is a shot
or pill like no other. Muse over them in your mind while
reviewing old videos. Look at some old pictures and see if
love’s light was not in your eyes. Sit down with your spouse
and reread old love letters. Deliberately or spontaneously
revisit intimate places. Proving couples have shared sweet,
special, memorable, and exciting times, the admonition to
remember isn’t an additional burden laid on those defined,
depressed or dejected by the loss of first love. The intent is to
inspire healing.
My wife and I once spent an evening with friends and each

couple shared how they met, courted, and married. It was
super awesome. Each couple shared their "crazy" actions,
efforts, and thoughts in that wonder-filled time. They told of
that awkward dating and special honeymoon time, and the
message even a lug-nut husband could understand was one of
first love. Coming down from Mt. Sinai, the Bible says Moses’
face shined. Sharing personal stories and times, couples that
night joined him. It wasn't a "chick thing." Even the husbands
got excited about remembering and, of course, bragging of days
long ago. They smiled, hugged, laughed, and bumped
throughout their stories. Remembering and rehearsing those
times brought a contagious joy (a great disease) that reaffirmed
love and reminded partners how incredibly special they were to
each other.
It would do your marriage good to set up a "remembrance

weekend". Making the time and effort to stroll down memory
lane makes a huge investment in the stock of marriage that
pays tremendous dividends a sluggish economy can’t bring
down or a prosperous one can’t compare to. Remembering may
appear an unimportant step with not much significance, but
God would not waste His breath or your time in such weighty
matters. Husbands, remember when it was your pleasure and
made your heart pound to pick up a special young lady from
work or school? She, getting out of gym class or work, wearing
the latest fashions in sweats or aprons, had her hair pulled back
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in a ponytail and was by far the most beautiful girl you'd ever
seen. How cool it was to have high blood pressure and a-fib!
Remember how admiration caused you to act and in turn made
you worth following? Wives remember when watching a
certain young man work on a junky old car was what you
wanted to do? He was sweaty and greasy, and even though you
had no idea what a torque wrench was, there was no other
place on earth you wanted to be! Remember how devotion
caused you to being worth dying for? Remember those times?
Like heaven on earth for both of you, the Lord Jesus is saying
you can have them again.
The second application of "remember" is to remember the

place from which you fell. That is, you were in a state of first
love when something caused you to fall away. Go back and
identify what successfully conned you into despising, profaning,
even trampling under foot this holy gift. What temptress
caused the value of first love to be vanity and vain? Jesus never
sanctions the loss of desire for what could possibly be more
important in a marriage than love? Love, which suffers long,
bears another’s burdens, lays down its own life, and covets no
other. Amazing, yet true, the list of substitutes is long, but
quite pathetic when compared to the virtues of first love.
Creating a personal list, you might name substitutes such as
self, career, pleasures, education, friends, family, or sports.
What a sorry list indeed! The great paradox is that you buy
more but have less as you would rather spend than be spent.
You have bigger houses but less enjoyment of the family living
there. You have a long list of accolades, but short tempers. You
know how to make a living, but nothing about making a life.
Your pocket is full, your character is empty. Promising “to have
and to hold”, is your spouse in respect and reverence and your
tongue and temper a kept vow? You know more about your
spouse, but love them less and all this because, “Thy way and
thy doings have procured these things unto thee; this is thy
wickedness.” (90)

My friend, we all recognize and submit to certain laws the
Lord has ordained. We do not refute the law of gravity nor the
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law of reaping what we sow. (91) The truth is, the Lord has
ordained and enforces laws in marriage just the same. When
Israel forsook God for other loves the Lord said they were a
shameless (though they themselves were not ashamed!) weak
hearted imperious whorish woman who “played the harlot” (92)

and judged them accordingly. It is no different in the
relationship used to portray Christ and His bride. We might
not like this. We take issue and disagree. But just like gravity
or farming, opinion changes nothing. We are accountable for
how we nurture and protect or abuse and lightly esteem first
love. There is no debate as to whether you had it. The
question is, “What did you replace it with?”
One of the good traits mentioned earlier was a hatred for evil.

That is, couples actively guarded against that which would ruin
their relationship. They were aware of how precious first love
was. Likewise, they were apprised of sin’s desire to spoil it and
for a time they possessed a holy hatred for anyone or anything
that would come between them. This is why David said, “For
my love they are my adversaries.” (93) He knew sin was a
personal enemy. (“my love” is also a direct reference to his
wife and he accepted the duty to fight sins that would come
against her.) He understood the battle was not in some far-off
land, but that it raged deep within hearts. He discerned sin’s
desire to dominate, degrade, or destroy his love and that’s
exactly why he said, “but I give myself unto prayer.” What an
unbelievable warrior! David had indeed killed his ten
thousands. But his mightiest weapon wasn’t military
experience or expertise. Neither was his greatest advantage
arsenal superiority. On his knees he procured and employed a
weapon infinitely stronger than what any other king could, for
there He remembered “the name of the Lord our God.” There,
he prayed, “Save, LORD: let the king hear us when we call.” (94)

What an amazing couple principle! Do you know why many
couples have lost their first love? Want to know why they don’t
feel or do as they used too? It’s because they’re asleep at the
prayer switch, that’s why. When sin came they’re found
“sleeping for sorrow.” (95) They restrict the Lord’s admonition,
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“Pray that ye enter not into temptation” (96) to garden disciples.
How embarrassing it was when life’s storms raged Jonah, a
slumbering runaway was awakened by a scolding pantheist,
“What meanest thou, O sleeper? arise, call upon thy God.” (97)

This reprimand speaks volumes to multitudes of indifferent
husbands and unconcerned wives. They started off right by
hating evil. They prayed on their wedding day. But they
became “busy here and there” (98) no longer giving themselves
to “fasting and prayer” (99) and before they knew it first love was
long gone because the protective power of prayer was gone!

Prayer was appointed to maintain
The blessings of first love.
As long as they live couples should pray
And God will help from above.

So take a long Biblical look at what caused you to fall from
your first love. Is it godly? Eternal? Is it acceptable before a
holy and righteous Lord? Most assuredly, anything displacing
first love is not and this is why the Lord said, “my people have
changed their glory for that which doth not profit.” (100)

Proverbs says, “for a piece of bread” a “man will transgress” (101)

and how sad it is to see partners whose judgment is so twisted
and confused they willingly and eagerly accept sin’s meager
bribes at the expense of first love. Such decisions turn
marriages into both gazing and laughingstocks. The word of
the Lord was “do thyself no harm,” (102) but you did it anyway.
Solomon’s plea “if sinners entice thee, consent thou not,” (103)

fell on hearing ears but deaf spirits. Countless couples have
traveled “down from Jerusalem to Jericho, and fell among
thieves, which stripped” them of the glorious raiment of first
love. “Whoso is partner with a thief hateth his own soul,” (104)

(what steals first love is not always human) and Jesus wants
you to remember this attitude or activity and evaluate it for
what it truly is--a joy stealing, love killing, cheap and disastrous
substitute for one of the greatest gifts ever given. You cannot
blame anyone for decisions made for as we filter things through
our hands scripture states, “So shall thy judgment be; thyself
hast decided it.” (105) Such a word from the Lord may cause us
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to be heavy and displeased, but its intent is for us to set
emotion or embarrassment aside that we might accurately
judge by the light of scripture what substitution does. Ezekiel
said, “remember thy ways, and be ashamed.” (106) Then move
on to the second part of the three-fold answer.
The second step in God's solution is repentance. "Remember

from whence thou hast fallen, and repent." What an old
fashion word! It seems so out of date, but if the Lord was
pleased with first love’s atrophy, if He thought it natural and
normal to digress, He would have said so. He says however,
quite the opposite in the word “repent.” Is this not the Lord’s
own word? Is it not fitly spoken? Is He disposed to giving
something other than “apples of gold in pictures of silver?” (107)

We suppose the answer to regaining first love is more
sophisticated than such an antiquated word. But, I would say it
takes a greater set of mental justifications to believe man is able
to give solutions, because God cannot. Many believe and act as
though the creature has grown to be more than the Creator. As
smoke to the eyes parts of the counsel of God are eschewed
because we “have no delight in it.” (108) And this self exalting
thinking is equaled only by our ignorance and distrust in the
sufficiency and wisdom of the Lord from Heaven. He said
repent “so iniquity shall not be your ruin.” (109) He said repent
so that “they that observe lying vanities forsake their own
mercy” (110) will not be true of you. God hath now commanded
all men everywhere to repent and anything other than
obedience to His simple yet clear directive proves how
desperately wicked and rebellious hearts truly are.
You'll not find much, if anything, about repentance in the

majority of today’s marriage literature. When Job repented he
said, “I abhor myself.” (111) Isaiah confessed being “undone”
and “unclean,” (112) and Daniel was found in “sackcloth, and
ashes” “praying, and confessing” his sin. (113) Relationship
brochures will leave off purporting these attitudes as an
essential part of a marriage building package. Encounter
weekend schedules will not include time for husbands and
wives to “loathe themselves for the evils which they have
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committed in all their abominations,” (114) or to “gird thee with
sackcloth, and wallow thyself in ashes: make thee mourning.”
(115) It’s just not a very popular or modern thing to do. In fact, I
would dare say we’re so out of touch with repentance that
we’re not sure what these verses mean, much less how to apply
them. But I would also say, how utterly absurd this is! Jesus
praised the men of Nineveh for their repentance (116) and using
the ungodly to highlight the indifference of those who claim to
know Him ought to be is a ludicrous and insufferable thought.
Our apathy toward a greater than Jonah is amazing! Many
confess Jesus is indeed greater, yet they find His command
difficult to obey. Not that it’s complicated. We just loath the
self detestation it requires. Solomon said, repent by confessing,
“We have sinned, and have done perversely, we have
committed wickedness.” (117) If before God we refuse to apply
these words, how much more face to face with each other?
The thought itself is revolting, scary, and indeed, rare. Still, the
word of the Lord is repent and to those who know Him this
should be a soul, spirit, and body activity we are quick and
prone to do. Jonah chapter 3 outlines the repentance of
Nineveh as:

they believed God (verse 5)
they proclaimed a fast (verse 5)
they humbled themselves (verses 5-7)
they cried mightily unto God (verse 8) and
they “turned every one from his evil way” (verse 8)

and while we might think this impractical, outdated, or
beneath us, the fact of the matter is this; repentance moves
God and we would do well to forsake our pompous self-
righteous professional theology and follow with all diligence the
example Jesus honored.
You see, at the heart of marital problems are matters of the

heart and therefore scripture speaks much about repenting.
Suffice it to say that to repent is: (1) acknowledging by the
illumination of God’s word that God is right and your
substitution was wrong (2) with a broken and contrite heart
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humbly confess your sin to God and your spouse and receive
the forgiveness you need, and (3) through detestation and
transformation change your heart and actions from confessed
wrongs to what the Lord showed you was right. It’s been said
the only person who can change their heart and mind, is the
one who has them. You argue you do. Then the clear word of
the Lord to you is repent. Repent that you “lose not those
things…wrought.” (118) Substitution is an antichrist spirit whose
horrid reign must be brought to an abrupt end and the power to
do so is found in repentance.
Now repentance is not merely the absence of wrongful

activity. It is a much deeper admiration and desire for the
righteousness of God coupled with a loathing and holy disgust
for relationship damaging sin. Many people may feel they have
repented when they stop a certain activity. But as opposed to
an enduring work of grace in one’s heart, all that really
happened was a lack of opportunity. Caught doing something
inappropriate and being embarrassed or in trouble they left off
actions. But this is not repentance. How could it be when left
to self they would quickly reengage that which was professed as
forsaken? The Bible says the Lord “loves righteousness, and
hates wickedness” (119) and if this balance is not struck, it will
only be a matter of time before succumbing to the same
beloved sins that secretly remain in hearts. Described as “the
latter end is worse with them than the beginning” (120) you
should consider:

Repentance is forsaking,
Sins once cherished before.
Sad in grief, but happy in being,
In love with them no more.
Repentance righteously hates
What an adulterous heart adores.
Exciting sins that drew to hell,
We now detest those whores.

Husbands and wives, as a couple get on your knees and tell
the Lord you’re sorry for leaving first love. Get on God’s side
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and admit it was a huge mistake to think it natural for such a
gift to fade. Substitution has soiled first love garments and it’s
time to get right. In my own marriage, when I thought of the
things I had put above first love, I lived what David did when he
said; "Thus my heart was grieved, and I was pricked in my
reins. So foolish was I, and ignorant: I was as a beast before
thee." (121) Wow, when’s the last time you called yourself foolish
and ignorant? When’s the last time you admitted, because of a
genuine belief, your actions were as dumb as those of an
animal? Yet, David, “a man after mine own heart,” (122) God
says, did. When was the last time you physically got on your
knees and confessed to God what a wretched sinful person you
had been, not because of abuse, anger, adultery, drunkenness,
or violence, but because of your mistreatment of first love?
Ever? Listen, we cannot short-cut God's solution. And though
it's tempting and fun to explore the psychological, emotional,
and physical differences between men and women, make no
mistake, they never have been and never will be repentance!
The world reasons education and communication will heal your
marriage, but these are contemporary look-a-likes for what
Nebuchadnezzar offered Daniel and his friends. That “they
might stand” (123) was the rational used to justify eating and
drinking the king’s meat and wine, but when the Hebrews
appeared “fairer and fatter” (124) than those who gobbled up the
slop laid before them it proved “pulse” and “water” (125) the
simple and basic elements God honors. Such is repentance.
God desires truth, cleanness, and a right spirit in the inward
parts and this only comes when we repent. If you can
remember how your marriage was and can see how it is now
not equal in that first love is gone, then repent. Let it not be
said of you what God said of the heathen, "and they repented
not to give him glory". (126) Don't let stubbornness or "muy
macho" pride (which doesn’t amount to muy mucho) prevent
you from walking in the blessing of the Lord. Having first-hand
knowledge of the sad and sorry fruit leaving first love has, you
know God’s call to repent has never been more important.In
the last step of God's solution, the Lord advises us to "do the
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first works." Start doing what you used to do, for while purpose
is good, performance is better. Hurt feelings, anger, suspicion,
and bitterness tempts many to refrain from simple obedience.
We believe we’ve given and given and just can’t do so any more
as it hurts too much. Friends say wait until the other makes a
move. But God's solution is just the opposite. God was not
singling out farmers when He said, “He that tilleth his land
shall be satisfied with bread” (127) and, “He that tilleth his land
shall have plenty” (128) and entertaining the worldly wisdom of
waiting is a farmer expecting a bumper crop of seeds never
sown. When you first met your mate, you did not feel for them
as you did on your honeymoon. Modern Peters, somebody
stepped out on to thin ice, even water. You bent and gave and,
in short, began to labor. Action deepened and intensified
feelings until it was your desire to commit yourself for the rest
of your life. It's these selfless, unsolicited acts and labors, not
"feelings," that grew love and there are thousands of people
living in cold, painful, unhappy, boring, “staying together for the
kids” marriages because they refuse to redo. My friend, first do
what is right and feelings will come. Go speak with those in
ministry to see if their stories fit this pattern. You’ll find a
calling and a faith-based decision to obey it. You’ll also find,
after time and effort, a well-developed deep-seated love for the
work the Lord has given. They didn't sit around waiting for
some super natural feeling. They got busy, and then love came.
Consider Solomon’s temple. David gathered and prepared,
Solomon built, the priests sacrificed, and then, after all this
work, after all this doing, then "the house was filled with a
cloud...for the glory of the Lord had filled the house of God."
(129) After the people of God obeyed His word, God honored
their faith by dwelling among them. Great joy filled the people,
but ONLY AFTER they first labored and the same holds true
for marriage. I know you don’t feel like doing. But such may
prove no remembrance or repentance. You’ve been wronged
and feel like responsibility rests on the part of your spouse. If
this is true, redoing makes your decision that much more
honorable. Regardless, God didn't say; "Do the first works, if
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you feel like it." Where would you be if the Lord begrudged you
like you do your spouse? Couples live as if the words of Jesus’
enemies, “Who can forgive sins but God only?” (130) are good to
mimic. If such forgiveness is blasphemy, we should be glad to
be guilty! Listen, if sins have been repented of, then,
“Remember ye not the former things, neither consider the
things of old.” (131) If sins have been forsaken, stop exacting
usury. Hey, the same Bible that says you’re saved by grace also
says “be ye kind one to another, tenderhearted, forgiving one
another, even as God for Christ's sake hath forgiven you.” (132)

Living in a marriage void of first love is a millstone about the
neck. There’s no sweetness in a stale relationship. Why then,
as heavy-laden beasts of marital burdens, continue then when
there’s no requirement? God says do the first works, and it's
time to follow His word. Allowing for freedom, creativity, and
individuality, God does not give you a "to-do" or “honey-do” list.
But remembrance creates a list of re-do it yourself projects.
You know what used to thrill your partner. You know how to
make their heart re-flutter. Re-do is the word of the Lord that
is not to be debated or questioned but obeyed. So get busy!
“How long wilt thou sleep, O sluggard? When wilt thou arise
out of thy sleep?” (133) How long will you waste time? How long
will you love ease, bury talents, or squander opportunity? “The
desire of the slothful killeth him; for his hands refuse to labour.
He coveteth greedily all the day long: but the righteous giveth
and spareth not.” (134) You promised years ago to love and
cherish in sickness and in health and now in an ailing
relationship it’s time to fulfill this. If you gave your word to
cleave only to each other, and you know you did, then get with
it! Re-perform vows! Quit accusing and excusing! God is sick
and tired of inactivity, side-stepping, and avoidance! Living out
first love is like riding a bicycle. Change knowing how into
showing how! When Moses asked Pharaoh when he would like
the frogs removed his answer was, “To morrow.” (135) Why!?
Why live with frogs!? Not having to spend another nanosecond
with those slimy creatures, why put up with them in beds and
kitchens!? And yet, how many of you are right now making the
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same decision? The word of the Lord is this, “Arise therefore,
and be doing, and the Lord be with you” (136) for the expectancy
of rediscovering first love in the comfort and shelter of
inactivity is foolish. “I sought him” (137) was the good desire of
Solomon’s lover. But “on my bed” was a bad performance. We
must “rise, now and go” if we are to embrace what was lost.
The fair show of want will not rekindle passion. Wishing is
little more than plausible idleness. Fear cries, “a lion is in the
streets.” (138) Emotional pain says, I “will not plow by reason of
the cold.” (139) But these are excuses grounded in comfortable
apathy and restful despondency. Jesus promised those who
seek find (140) and this is as true for first love as it is of nothing.
Listen, if you really want reenergized love you have to re-do

first works. You’re going to have to throw back covers of safety
and kick off blankets of dreams only. Undeterred by failure’s
disappointment, it was “but a little” until Solomon’s lover
“found him whom my soul loveth.” (141) And the same will be
true of couples risking the supposed cold and dark vulnerability
of redoing first works. May remembrance’s sweet fragrance
inspire action. “Love not sleep, lest thou come to poverty.” (142)

But, re-do that you might “drink, yea, drink abundantly, O
beloved” (143) of first love.
I once heard some wives discussing a gift a husband had

given one of them. He had sent his wife of ten years some
flowers. Delivered to her place of employment, he even
attached a little love note. Most of the wives were wishing their
own husband had done the same, but one wife seemed a little
upset. When asked what was wrong, she said her husband had
recently given her a gift as well---it was a gift card for a home
improvement store. I don’t think that man could have been
any denser. I mean, Mercury couldn’t hold a candle to this
guy’s brain! To be sure, some wives would absolutely love such
a gift, but not his. She needed something else and men the
point is this, it doesn’t matter one bit what you think about
flowers, cards, dinners, or conversation. Pleasing your wife is
not about you! Meeting needs is not doing for her what you
would like done for you. It’s about knowing and meeting (not
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defining) needs, dreams, and desires and I’d be willing to bet
when newlywed he would have never imagined such to be an
acceptable gift. Likewise, wives, you can drive your man stark-
ravin' mad, just like you used to, if you want. Things that drive
you crazy used to not. Criticism was in your mouth, even
mind, an unlearned foreign language and respect was
paramount long ago. And both of you would get exactly what
you need if you’d take some time to remember, repent, and
redo those things you’ve left off doing.
Now husbands, I’m not telling you to go out and buy your

wife a lot of things you believe would make her feel special. It's
not necessarily "things" your wife longs for. When my wife and
I married, I had been unemployed for twelve months. Through
a series of crazy events, the Lord brought us together and we
married after three weeks of dating. We, like a lot of you, had
"no" money. We were so poor we couldn’t pay attention. The
apartment we lived in was so small, we had to go outside to
change our minds. Hey, our cockroaches were on Welfare. We
really did continuously live from hand to mouth. But to first
love this was opportunity. It took very little to experience some
of the most memorable times of our lives. We put love notes in
each others lunches, taped poems to old jalopy steering wheels,
took walks through cemeteries, and spent long hours over cups
of coffee talking about nothing from "A to Z". And why?
Because we had no money? That’s all we could afford? You
know, as you’ve lived the same, that it was because loving each
other we enjoyed first love things. Men, is it possible your wife
wants something different now? Did she tire of first love? Was
it not enough? Does your paycheck now meet the needs of her
heart more so than your passion? Does she long for a house
verses your heart? Diamonds as opposed to your desire!? Do
you think cultured pearls really mean more than corporate
prayer? Does she value a new car and not your caress? Ah
men, listen, your wife is deeper than that! She can be more
devoted than what you could ever imagine and if her desire
now has shifted from first love, there’s a good chance it’s your
fault. She may have simply followed suit when you left it to,
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like Peter, warm yourself at strange fires. And now flowers,
candy, and other trinkets could be despised if her perception,
fueled by performances as predictable as seasonal
commercialism, is you're trying to avoid conflict or "buy her off"
with token gifts driven by calendar events rather than a devoted
heart. You started your relationship by promising to forsake all
others. This by no means is restricted to people and because
other loves now take precedence, whatnots and gadgets you
throw her way are loathed as they make her feel cheap,
unimportant and even worthless because there’s no first love
connected to them. You ought to hang your head in shame.
(You know, we say we are sinners, but for reputation sake we
staunchly resist humble confession. It’s a very bizarre
inconsistency that those with sin natures never admit any
wrong doing.) You should be embarrassed and apologize. How
incredibly shallow to think the desires and dreams of a wife
could ever be represented by what is pulled out of a wallet.
What a lousy way to measure! Listen, your wife can do well
without things, but she will not do without your heart and if
you don’t understand this you’ve never fathomed the depths of
her spirit.
Now it should also be said if it used to be a pleasure to spend

for your wife, but no longer do, then that’s an extreme to be
guarded against as well. When it comes to spending money on
a wife, idiot husbands become ridiculously tight-fisted. Your
wife was worth past investment and she’s much more so today!
Men, what if hired for a job but never considered for
promotions or raises? What if employment evolved in a way
that, in spite of vain words, said practically you were worth
bringing on board, but nothing more? How much greater the
hurt when precious wives are treated as less than employees!
Spending on your wife is a wise investment and neglecting or
resisting this opportunity is one of the reasons your marriage
suffers. You’ve substituted financial security, power, and worse,
dominance for first love and in your relationship, it might not
be possible to make a greater mistake! What a poor decision!
You bought high and now you’re trying to sell low. You found a
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queen and you’re treating her like a hired hand. She’s not a
maid or housekeeper working for some measly allowance! Is
this what the church is to Jesus! His ongoing priesthood
spends daily for you!! Are we just cleaning up after or for Him!
You would say no and yet this is how some of you are treating
your wives. You’ve become a control freak and this is nothing
more than the manifest actions of an unloving spirit. Have you
not read, “But he that is married careth for the things that are
of the world, how he may please his wife?” (144) Have you ever
bowed your knees and sought the Lord’s counsel about fulfilling
this verse? Proverbs 18:16 states, “A man's gift maketh room
for him,” and this should loudly tell you why your wife has
difficulty finding room in her life, and even more importantly
her heart, for you. Jesus called a bunch of men hypocrites
when they took great care of very small things and “omitted the
weightier matters.” There should have been a balance for
Jesus said; “these ought ye to have done, and not to leave the
other undone.” Some of you, pretending to be separate from
the world, are just cheap. In self-righteous hypocrisy you
“touch not the unclean thing”, but you’re just modern-day
Christ displeasing controlling Pharisees! Acting spiritual, you
refuse giving physical gifts and worse; the same with
attentiveness, interest, time, and most of all yourself. And then
you act all surprised when there’s no room for you? C’mon,
you’re smarter than that, but you’re not being so! Husbands,
take the time to remember, make the decision to repent, and
then act. It is the Lord's design and desire and doing so will
generate those crazy head-over-heels-in-love feelings again.
This almost sounds too good and certainly too simple to be

true, doesn't it? Don't we need to dignify marital solutions with
complex therapy or in-depth seminars? Don't men need to get
in touch with feelings or feminine side? Wouldn’t relationships
be better served if women learned how to be more logical and
practical? Oh listen, "Trust in the Lord with all thine heart;
and lean not unto thine own understanding. In all thy ways
acknowledge him, and he shall direct thy paths." (145) The
Lord’s solution is neither complex nor elusive. He’s not hiding
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wisdom from those He loves. The gift of a first love marriage is
not held for certain "special" couples who were lucky enough to
find their unicorn soul mate, but is available for any couple that
will simply believe, trust, and follow the Lord's admonition.
We’re told and tempted to believe that regaining and
maintaining first love is a very evasive and demanding task, but
Jesus says nothing could be further from the truth. This
thought is the dark and depressing work of the devil. Paul
confessed “I fear, lest by any means, as the serpent beguiled
Eve through his subtlety, so your minds should be corrupted
from the simplicity that is in Christ.” (146) The simple fact of the
matter is; the devil loves marriages filled with loss, strife, and
failure. His glee is, at best, drab. But God’s desire for all
couples is to gain, enjoy, and forever possess the wide range of
first love benefits. Whose desire shall be fulfilled hinges upon a
resolve to follow whomsoever you will. Respond then to
Joshua’s challenge, “Choose you this day whom ye will serve.”
(147) The decision is yours, the options are clear, and Elijah’s
question, “How long halt ye between two opinions?” can be put
off no longer. “If the LORD be God, follow him” (148) and turn
the Lord’s testimony of your marriage from, “I have somewhat
against thee, because thou hast left thy first love” to “I am for
you, because you have returned to it.” “Be ye strong (in
remembrance and repentance) therefore, and let not your
hands be weak (by doubt or unbelief): for your work (of re-
doing) shall be rewarded.”
But know this; if you will not be reformed by, obey, believe, or

lay to heart this word of the Lord scripture states, “surely ye
shall not be established.” (149) Please note the super serious
point in the latter half of verse five where we read of a
believer’s Lord: "or else, I will come into thee quickly, and will
remove thy candlestick out of his place, except thou repent."
God is not slack when it comes to His promises. (150) Revealing
He has somewhat against this marriage and a divine solution,
Jesus now warns if this marriage is not turned around He will
act against it. This is motivation by warning. Wow, has this
thought ever entered your mind? Have you ever considered
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the struggles and conflict you’re experiencing to be grounded
not in the differences between the sexes, but rather the
disciplinary actions of a heavenly Father? What, is it not true
today that “for whom the LORD loveth he correcteth; even as a
father the son in whom he delighteth?” (151) Do you believe,
“He, that being often reproved hardeneth his neck, shall
suddenly be destroyed, and that without remedy.” (152) has no
couple application? Do you consider His words threats only?
Look, those He loves, He calls to repentance. But to those who
rebel, scripture promises, "For whom the Lord loveth he
chasteneth, and scourgeth every son whom he receiveth." (153)

The Lord will not drag you to repentance. He’ll attract with
the joys that used to fill up your soul, but His holy character
will not tolerate a rebellious and stubborn will. He has judged
one "as the sin of witchcraft," and the other "as iniquity and
idolatry" (154) and this places an impressive commentary on “he
that doeth wrong shall receive for the wrong which he hath
done: and there is no respect of persons.” (155) Oh that these
words would settle into our hearts that they might greatly
unsettle.
Contrary to the popular one-sided "God of Love" theology of

our day, Jesus says He will remove the light this marriage was
to enjoy and be. The candlestick (the relationship as it should
have been) will be, as was Israel, displaced. Along with other
marriages, it will exist in darkness and confusion. “God is not a
man, that he should lie; neither the son of man, that he should
repent: hath he said, and shall he not do it? or hath he spoken,
and shall he not make it good?” (156) So how, in light of this, can
we expect statue quo in the presence of such a word? The
Lord’s word is neither void nor vain and what an incredible
miscalculation it is to think God has no other recourse but to
throw His hands up in the air or shrug His shoulders at
children refusing His word. To think He’ll not honor His word
is to greatly underestimate Him for He promised “my
word…that goeth forth out of my mouth: it shall not return
unto me void!” (157) A Babylonian King, extolled and honored
the King of heaven, saying His “works are truth, and his ways
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judgment: and those that walk in pride he is able to abase.” (158)

If a heathen knew this, why do we act as if we don’t? The
Lord’s warning is as sure as His promise and if you’re not going
to heed it, His word to you is, “Woe unto their soul! for they
have rewarded evil unto themselves.” (159)

In Peter's second epistle we have an example of this promise
in action. (160) The Spirit of God admonishes us to add to the
faith that placed us into Christ Jesus. Verse eight speaks of the
blessed fruit of following such a word and nine the awful
consequences of not. Of all the possible disciplinary measures,
what the Lord says of forgiveness, that their knowledge will be
no knowledge, proves the warning of the One who died for
forgiveness is more serious than what we would have ever
imagined. Do you “hear what the Spirit saith” concerning your
marriage? This isn’t some trivial matter or pursuit. Your
marriage is the second most important relationship you’ll ever
have and the Lord judges those who abuse and neglect it as
worse than infidels. (161) An earthly picture of the relationship
between Christ and His Church, God disallows any and all
mishandling. Marriage is a holy gift. It’s to be reverenced and
respected and though you may have mistreated yours, the Lord
affords the opportunity to remember, repent, and re-do. “Give
glory to the LORD your God, before he cause darkness, and
before your feet stumble upon the dark mountains, and, while
ye look for light, he turn it into the shadow of death, and make
it gross darkness.” (162) Stop pointing fingers. Get busy with a
zealous obedient heart! Seize the moment! Don’t argue.
Don’t delay. Don’t worry about lost chances, advantages
abused, or years misspent. Invest yourself in this word of the
Lord and in doing so, you'll find yourself celebrating your
relationship and avoiding judgment.
Lastly, as the Lord promises judgment, He promises reward

for He would not be out of balance. We will see that in each
marriage, gifts will be tendered. They may seem a bit strange
at first, but they are exactly what couples need. In a time when
most are content to embrace a spirit of apathy for the things
freely given of God, Jesus’ intent is to inspire desire for
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incredible marriages, eliminate speculation and superstition,
and to rid us of the sin of indifference by affecting enduring
change.
I ask you, can we know for sure how a marriage will turn

out? Many say, “No.” They’re afraid of predictions saying,
“There are no guarantees.” But this is the faithless and dark
reasoning of unbelief. In the relationship picturing Christ and
His bride, would God have you uncertain, even worrisome?
Should the light of your relationship be no different and shine
no brighter than the marriages of the world? Is “the path of
the just is as the shining light, that shineth more and more
unto the perfect day” (163) a verse for individuals only? When
they ought to be inherited, not many find inspiration in or
desire for the promises of God. But, thank God for the letter
“m”!! The great assurance here is; if two follow the Lord’s
counsel then as one they can walk through life with great
confidence. If they set their affections on what Jesus happily
offers, they will assuredly possess their Canaan. I John 5:15
says, “we know that he hear us, whatsoever we ask, we know
that we have the petitions that we desired of him.” Listen, God
is not a man that He should lie. Neither does He regret
offering gifts for they are, according to Romans 11:29, “without
repentance.” Couples can have what they desire. Husbands
and wives can have as real possessions, “every good gift and
every perfect gift” that “is from above, and cometh down from
the Father of lights.” (164) Lest we corrupt this, Caleb said, “give
me this mountain, whereof the LORD spake.” (165) You see, his
guide was not self. It wasn’t wild hearsay or rampant cravings
of a carnal spirit. Emotion, intellect, and nature bowed in
submission to the word of God. We act as if we can name and
claim anything and everything. Like spoiled brats, discontent
complains, God has not bought us a Mercedes Benz. Such
insatiable desires are wrong. Unscriptural appetites need to be
put down with all diligence, or as Numbers 11:34 says, those
“that lusted,” “they buried.” Jesus said, “Ye do err, not knowing
the scriptures, nor the power of God,” (166) and this is a two-
sided coin. It’s wrong to believe God is a giant Santa Clause or
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ATM. But it’s just as wrong to ignore and dumb down what
Jesus would gladly give. There are gifts to be had and it would
rejoice His heart if couples spent their lives desiring true gifts
rather than carnal and temporal things immature hearts lust
for. Forget about bigger houses, new cars, better jobs, fortune,
or an easier life. You could have all these AND the sorriest
marriage ever. They mean less than nothing! The Lord has
real gifts! He has the best gifts! May we be repeatedly guilty of
earnestly coveting them. (167)

Verse seven says, "To him that overcometh will I give to eat of
the tree of life which is in the midst of the paradise of God." In
their fallen state, Adam and Eve were driven from the Garden
of Eden lest, God said; "he put forth his hand, and take also of
the tree of life, and eat, and live forever." (168) Eating of this tree
was forbidden for God knew living forever as sinners would be
an unimaginable evil. He graciously disallowed a perpetual
hell. In our application, God is offering to the marriage which
returns to initial zeal the right to eat of that which gives life.
Once prohibited for bad choices, it is reoffered for good ones.
He's saying as long as you both shall live, the opportunity to
enjoy first love is yours for the taking. You thought those days
were long gone. Convinced your marriage would never again
be some garden or paradise experience, it seemed a foregone
conclusion that desires such as:

As you’re reading this
You should know
Right now I’m thinking of you.
Unless it is past
My bedtime and then
The sheep I’m counting is you.

would never again be personal. I mean, this might look good
on a card purchased, but to be so in love that it would be
created from the depths of a ravished heart, well that’s just
asking a little too much of those beyond the honeymoon. (The
husband who wrote this poem did so for no special occasion to
his wife of 22 years. About one year later the wife wrote her
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own note saying, “Thank you for letting God be first in your
heart. I am truly blessed. I’ll be praying for you while we’re
apart—that you’ll get a huge blessing from the Word and that
you’ll have the opportunity to share that blessing with someone
else. I look forward to talking with you while we’re apart, but
look more forward to your embrace when I return. I’m proud
of you! Your lover and your wife.” The words didn’t rhyme, but
the husband said such inspiring words are much more
meaningful and important than ones that sound alike.) Jesus is
saying, if you really want to eat of the tree of life, then go right
ahead and put forth your hand for here He extends the
invitation.
A practical example of what this eating of the tree of life

means is easily seen in newlyweds. They have little and yet, in
love, they have everything. Their contagious public displays of
affection are "forgiven." Infected by their life we smile in
acceptance as we remember what it was like for us when we
hear those magical words "they're newlyweds." Even police
have been known to look the other way when a vehicle with
"just married" on the window whizzes past them. Life is grand!
It’s full of joy and energy, not depression or fatigue, and it
doesn't matter what others say or think. With no restrictions
on the depth, breadth, or height of feelings, there’s no time
frame limiting first love. Couples revel in God's gift of life at its
best as long as they want and nobody, except themselves, can
change this. You know exactly what this newlywed fullness is
all about. You experienced it. You’ve tasted it. And the Lord
says you can once again enjoy it. If you want, return to Eden.
The nourishment of life in a marital paradise wherein love
fulfills each need and every desire is waiting and waiting, and
waiting.…for you. The entire sphere and nature of marriage
testifies it must wear old and lose its grandeur, but the Lord is
above faithless experience. Christ, "Who is our life", (169) will
give soul-filling abundant life to couples walking according to
His will and it will be as the Spirit of God is; "a well of water
springing up into everlasting life." (170)
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For a biblical example of this eating of the tree of life,
consider the story of Aaron’s rod. (171) Told to take rods and lay
them in the Tabernacle, scripture says “on the morrow Moses
went into the tabernacle of witness; and, behold, the rod of
Aaron for the house of Levi was budded, and brought forth
buds, and bloomed blossoms, and yielded almonds.” Once
alive, but now not, who would have thought a dead stick would
bud, bloom, and yield? Such thinking flies in the face of the
laws of nature. If you were to stand in a public place and
proclaim a harvest on the morrow from a piece of wood you
would be considered a lunatic or ignorant fool! But that’s
because reason excludes God. Without Him there is no life,
but with Him is life everlasting and more abundant! All the
human thinking and effort in the world cannot create life in
sticks no matter what shape, form, or fashion they are. I
challenge you to right now, get up, and go find a stick. Go on.
Go get one, and as you do remember this; choose wisely for the
task is to cause it to live. Make it grow and yield fruit overnight.
Go ahead, tell your spouse, “Honey, don’t worry about buying
fruit at the grocery store. I’m going to cause some to grow on
this stick I found.” (I’m of course being facetious.) You say,
that’s crazy, for you absolutely understand and readily admit
how utterly impossible it is for humans to affect life in the
natural world. Seeing then how ridiculous such an
undertaking would be why do you think producing perpetual
abundant and fruitful life in your marriage is any different?
Why do you believe effort can create a continual feast in a
marital paradise? Jesus said we can’t do that which is least,
how much less something as great as life? Life comes from
God alone and if you’re going to have it, it’s because He gives it
as a gift of grace. Twelve rods lay in the Tabernacle. All had no
root. All were lifeless. Eleven came out as they went in and
the sole difference was God giving life to one and not others.
Should you be worried then? The majority of rods were passed
over and will this be your case? Unlike the rods, the outcome
is up to you. Eating of the tree of life is promised to
overcoming relationships. And who are they? Those
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subscribing to the Lord’s remedy to remember, repent, and
redo.
Husband, wife, the Lord Jesus is trying to motivate you by

warning and reward to recapture first love. Why not take the
energy you put into pretending and channel it into following
God's solution? Wouldn't you rather be a partaker of life?
Wouldn’t walking through paradise be infinitely better than
roads of your own making? Interestingly, this isn’t the first time
this gift has been tendered. Through the Prophet Isaiah He
promised He would “make her wilderness like Eden, and her
desert like the garden of the LORD; joy and gladness shall be
found therein, thanksgiving, and the voice of melody.” (172) To a
people far removed, to those wandering in the hardships of dry
places the Lord reached out with all the splendors of a garden
once untainted. Everyone thought everything about Eden was
long gone, but how surprising is our God! Who would have
known in Isaiah’s day and then again in the time of Ephesus
the Lord’s desire to recreate Eden? Who would have thought
the unspoiled beauty and perfectness of that place would be
the draw to show how and where He ever longs for us to live?
Most couples have never dreamed much less realized the
reality of continuously walking in the garden of God. To most
couples the thought of having the right to eat of the tree of life
is about as far from their minds as the first love practices are
from their relationships. But here, for the third time and last
time, the Lord Jesus is offering the opportunity and privilege
for you to do so. If you will follow His counsel, your marriage
will be a loving, growing entity not only for you and your
spouse, but for others around you. You'll once again hear them
making excuses for your behavior saying, "Oh, don't mind
them. They're in love." And you'll secretly smile when they
tack on, "Don't worry, they'll grow out of it."

Oh tree of life
Oh paradise of God
Of thee we long to partake.

We remember our calling
We remember our falling
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Our sins and our ways we forsake!
Its Eden we want

Its glory we crave
How blest is this garden of life!

Lord we remember
Lord we repent
We re-do, every husband and wife!

I close this marriage with a paraphrase from verse seven: He
that has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit is saying. It’s not a
question whether the Spirit is speaking, but rather, are you
willing to listen to what He’s saying? Has He revealed an
Ephesus spirit in you? Would you have to confess, once you
were zealous for your spouse, but now first love has been left?
Is it true, once it was your pleasure to labor, have patience, and
hate evil, but now those good works are undone? Maybe even
despised? If those who attended your wedding looked at your
marriage today would they be disappointed, disillusioned, even
dispirited? Would you take their breath away, but negatively?
When warning of the end of the age Jesus said, “the love of
many shall wax cold.” (173) This doesn’t mean there is no love.
Rather, it’s that the passion is gone. A wife or husband may
reside together, but there’s no first love. Physically loyal,
there’s been no misconduct, but special loves reserved for a
spouse have played the harlot. Deepest emotions have
prostituted themselves and given this, how great is the need to
yield to the Spirit’s voice! “Quench not the Spirit” (174) by
delaying until tomorrow what needs to be done right now. “To
day if ye will hear his voice, harden not your hearts” (175). Get
up and get busy for, “In all labour there is profit: but the talk of
the lips tendeth only to penury.” (176) Talk only is cheap. It was
Jesus who asked, “And why call ye me, Lord, Lord, and do not
the things which I say?” (177) We've sat around in our studies
and seminars talking about "how it used to be" as if it could
never be that way again. God deliver us from the language of
“used-to-wasers,” “has-beeners,” and “gonna-doers!” Why
don’t you substitute “how” with “now!” Why don’t you re-turn
wedding vows into wedding WOW’s! Solomon said, “much
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study is a weariness of the flesh” (178) and it’s time we stop
learning and start doing what God has plainly said! Paul said
“Know ye not that they which run in a race run all, but one
receiveth the prize? So run, that ye may obtain.” And he
followed this with “I therefore so run.” (179) Act on what He has
showed you! By faith walk, no, run down the path that leads to
life and paradise and avoid that judgment which would come
from the Lord. I know you believe that one doing right is far
better than thousands agreeing to it, so show then a living faith
by living works. (180) Our ways, usually based upon godless
principles, have robbed us of a most precious gift. But God has
given us an excellent way to get it back. You just need to
believe, “he that feareth the commandment shall be rewarded.”
(181) Listen, don’t you want to love again? Don’t you want it to
be like it used to be? Don’t you want the joy back? Don’t you
want the excitement back? It’s been a lifetime since your
spouse took your breath taken away and aren’t you tired of
breathing normally? If you’ll follow His counsel He promises
you’ll once again possess a first love marriage. God would not
have it any other way. He designed first love, and the total
restoration of your marriage back to it. This is His desire and it
should be yours. This is His pleasure for He restores in ways
that magnifies grace. When lepers were cleansed they were
conducted back to “the door of the tabernacle of the
congregation" (182) and God was praised. When the prodigal
returned, minus pigs and prostitutes, he rejoiced while feasting
at a father-honoring table. (183) And when Peter was converted,
God’s forgiveness was magnified when he stood before the men
of Israel saying, "Ye denied the Holy One and the Just" (184) (the
very thing he had done!). How is all this? The answer is as
simple as it is powerful---restoring lives in God’s ability and
glorification and your marriage is His next candidate. Oh, let
God have His way with your marriage. Let Him restore years
that sin and self have eaten up? It would be an awesome sight
to see couples living by word and deed in continual first love
marriages. It would be glorious if the norm for couples was
paradise. Even more, it be super great if this were true of you!
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Oh listen, upon seeing the incredible destruction of Jerusalem
Jeremiah cried, “renew our days as of old.” The loss of first
love is no less great and I pray having seen the goodness of a
candlestick Lord that Caleb’s statement, with an Ephesus spin,
“Let us go up at once, and (re)possess it; for we are well able to
overcome it.” (185) would be absolutely and forever true of you.
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CHAPTER 2

THE SMYRNA MARRIAGE

The Old Testament tells of a battle when a Syrian army was
defeated when they mistakenly concluded, "The LORD is God
of the hills, but he is not God of the valleys." (1) Their downfall
proved there is no place where God is not God. In Ephesus,
the Lord's desire was for us to enjoy the "mountain-top"
experience of first love. Now in a place called Smyrna, we’ll
see He also designs for marriages "valley" ones. Challenging
pop-theology teachings and beliefs of our time, here, we must
allow the Bible to speak for itself. What is presented is
certainly unpopular, but it is nothing less than God's pure word
for couples in marriage's harshest realities. "Thy word is a
lamp unto my feet, and a light unto my path," (2) and again,
“The entrance of thy words giveth light; it giveth understanding
unto the simple” (3) David said, and this word is now leading us
into and shedding light on a most serious marriage scenario. I
say serious because this marriage walks through the extremely
dark and dreadful place, of the experience of personal tragedy.
Marriage is not a one-dimensional joy ride. Its onset may be,
but God is being honest about what could happen in
relationships, and we need to wholly depend upon Him for
guidance in the dark times He forewarns about, allows, and, as
we’ll see, even leads into.
Smyrna will never be a sought out or popular marriage. No

encounter weekend will ever set it forth as a pattern for
improving and strengthening relationships. You’ll see that it
stands in opposition to today's prosperity teachings, but
regardless of any flavor of the day belief that disguises or flatly
denies its message, the Lord presents it as a stark reality for
some couples. Smyrna is a lamp and a light designed to
comfort and guide feelings, beliefs, faith, and actions during
life's fiercest storms for God would not have us find our own
way. In Ephesus God opened “rivers in high places.” (4) Here
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in Smyrna we shall see “fountains in the midst of the valleys” (5)

and for those, by the hand of the Lord, entering its experience,
it may be the deepest spiritual, emotional, mental, and physical
event ever faced. This is "holy ground" (6) and it is a sacred
privilege to be escorted through it. But before doing so, first
take off those things you normally carry about. Opinions,
partisan theology, feelings, and experiences are disguises of
dressed up self-will that allows one to believe and act in spite of
God. Leave off anything fashioned of man. Set aside
everything that carries his stamp or image. The Lord is here
and though He comes with a message far different from what
we naturally prefer or wish to believe it is the perfect gift for
suffering couples.As you consider the Smyrna Marriage keep
this in mind, it is Jesus Himself who is speaking. He as our
"Counselor" and "Prince of Peace" (7) provides words to perfectly
furnish our marriages for all He would take them through.
From the moment I began to apply this passage to marriage, I
felt many would disagree with what might be called “my”
position or theology. But the passage is crystal clear and
completely unyielding. It forced me to come to grips with its
teaching regardless of opinion, especially mine. It took away
what I wanted and had been taught, and revealing some of
God's deepest workings showed what Jesus meant when He
said "learn of me." (8) Job's error was to attempt to limit God by
human wisdom and understanding, however lofty or refined.
Humbling pride and correcting miscalculations the Lord asked,
"Where was thou when I laid the foundations of the earth?"
“Canst thou lift up thy voice to the clouds, that abundance of
waters may cover thee? Canst thou send lightnings, that they
may go, and say unto thee, Here we are?" (9) Hast thou an arm
like God?" (10) Super profound questions! Do not their super
simple answers speak volumes to all who would quantify,
question, quarrel with, or even quiet the Almighty? God
revealed He cannot, and will not, be placed into "boxes"
fashioned by imagination, expertise, or experience and if we are
ignorant of or unable in the natural worlds, how much more so
the supernatural? Hence Job’s conclusion; “I know that thou
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canst do every thing.” Even more, “I uttered that I understood
not; things too wonderful for me, which I knew not.” (11) God is
the One who leads us into mountain top Ephesus experiences
where, like Peter, we exclaim; "Lord, it is good for us to be
here!" (12) But He is also that One who reigns as Lord over all
when we go, as Jonah in the belly of a whale put it; "down to
the bottoms of the mountains." (13) Job said, “shall we receive
good at the hand of God, and shall we not receive evil?” and
though we shrink from or argue against his words, scripture’s
commentary is; “In all this did not Job sin with his lips.” (14) As
you read, don't remake Job’s miscalculation. Allow the Lord
Jesus to minister. He alone knows the end from the beginning
and His message is well able to “perfect, stablish, strengthen,
and settle” (15) marriages whose future includes storms. We
simply and earnestly pray it would take root in our hearts so we
might say, “by the word of thy lips I have kept me from the
paths of the destroyer.” (16) Meaning, the evil and unbelieving
influence of self. Smyrna means "death" and our passage in
Revelation 2:8-11 reads, "And unto the angel of the church in
Smyrna write: these things saith the first and the last, which
was dead, and is alive; I know thy works, and tribulation, and
poverty, (but thou art rich) and I know the blasphemy of them
which say they are Jews, and are not, but are the synagogues of
Satan. Fear none of those things which thou shalt suffer:
behold, the devil shall cast some of you into prison, that ye may
be tried; and ye shall have tribulation ten days; be thou faithful
unto death, and I will give thee a crown of life. He that hath an
ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches; He
that overcometh shall not be hurt of the second death."The
Lord presents Himself here as one who more so than any and
all others experienced death, in ways impossible to imagine
much less understand, and the victories of overcoming the
same. Multiplied scriptures speak of His tremendous suffering
and glorious resurrection, thus for this marriage, called by the
name of death yet rewarded with life, He is perfectly,
practically, and profoundly fitted to counsel, nurture, and
encourage. Have you ever tried to comfort someone who was
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experiencing a tragedy you never have? Would you know
precisely how to comfort a parent grieving the loss of children?
To a couple of five or six decades, wherein for illness, one
spouse no longer recognizes the other, would you know what to
say? Some of you can and would for you are “able to comfort
them which are in any trouble, by the comfort wherewith (you)
are comforted of God.” (17) But there are a thousand other
tragedies wherein hearts and spirits are too fragile to handle
with even the best of intents or training. Well-meant words or
actions cause, if it were possible, pain upon pain and
consequently we walk away thinking, "I was only trying to help,"
or “I didn’t mean any harm.” But by then, no matter how sorry
we feel, or good our intentions, the damage is done. A man
whose marriage was in deep trouble once chided me saying,
"You don't know what you're talking about! When you've been
married twenty years, then come talk to me." His words
pierced my heart for it was true, at that time, I knew nothing of
such longevity. How powerless and awkward I was in the
presence of such an undeniable and unchangeable fact.
Likewise, we all must admit there are scores of situations
wherein we are completely unskilled and therefore unable to
offer, much less provide, consolation. Not that we must always
be talking. Sometimes the most meaningful and memorable
conversations of life take place without saying a single word.
But even the wisest counselors and most experienced of friends
must admit human limitations and inabilities. Being intimately
or expertly familiar with an ever-increasing range of physical,
mental, emotional, or spiritual trauma is impossible and we
find therefore ourselves wanting for skill. But this is not the
case with Jesus. Called “the Father of mercies, and the God of
all comfort;” (18) He is not in a position where He is not touched
by the feelings of our infirmities. (19) Of trouble, trial, and tests,
He alone could truly say; “ALL thy waves…are gone over me.”
He experienced in its fullest capacity, death. In His crucifixion
He felt what it was like to be betrayed by all He had befriended
and poured Himself into. He alone knows the loneliness of
being literally forsaken by God. He knew the agony caused by
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the fury of divine, human, and demonic storms and the
unimaginable pressure and stress of being tempted in every
way possible and even more, though knowing no sin literally
becoming it for the whole of mankind. (20) And why? There are
many reasons, one of which is that after His resurrection we
might know that He was made like unto His brethren (us), that
in all things He might be a merciful high priest, and having
suffered himself, He is able to succour them that also suffer. (21)

What an incredible person we find in the man Christ Jesus!!
An absolutely amazing Savior, “LORD, who is like unto thee!?”
(22)Avoiding errors in our application, remember, this is a New
Testament church living under the dispensation of grace.
Established after the resurrection of our Lord, they had the
Word of God in their hands and were indwelt by the Spirit of
God. Equally important is the truth: this church is not
characterized by or accused of any sin. Of the seven Revelation
churches/marriages, Jesus speaks against five as having sin and
admonishes them to repent. Two of them, Smyrna being the
first, are clear of this.Therefore, we should reject the
temptation to "read into" Jesus’ message something
purposefully and divinely left out. Some people hold the
church exempt from calamity. Others maintain the problems
encountered stemmed from sin or a lack of faith. Simply put,
such ideas are enemies of the words of our Lord in this
precious passage. They are presumptuous, full of self, and
embarrassing pathetic attempts to supplement what is viewed
to be a shortcoming or oversight of Jesus. Called righteous and
listed with Noah and Daniel (23) Job prayed, “Make me to know
my transgression and my sin” (24), but it was in error. He
certainly lacked insight, struggled with balance, and was not as
humble as he would become, but according to scripture, sin
was not an issue. He reproved his friends saying, “will ye speak
wickedly for God? and talk deceitfully for him?” (25) and how
preposterous it is to think Jesus is mistaken rather than
ourselves. His judgment is as accurate as it is authoritative,
and we must align ourselves with scripture for what it says and
not for what we want, wish, or wrest, it to say.To suppose these
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believers were judged for unknown sin denies the very love of
God. Does God for sin punish His children without warning or
admonition? Without giving repeated chances to repent of the
error of their ways does He allow the devil to brutalize?
Without a shred of scriptural support our answer must be
absolutely not. In fact, we see the opposite in scriptures such
as, “Moreover all the chief of the priests, and the people,
transgressed very much after all the abominations of the
heathen; and polluted the house of the LORD which he had
hallowed in Jerusalem. And the LORD God of their fathers sent
to them by his messengers, rising up betimes, and sending;
because he had compassion on his people, and on his dwelling
place.” (26) As in Abraham's day, the Judge of all the earth still
does right (27) and therefore, does not do so. Jesus’ disciples
committed this “reading into” error when they asked Jesus,
“Master, who did sin, this man, or his parents, that he was born
blind?” (28) (Believing an unborn child had sinned reveals how
absolutely alienated and immature natural and spiritual minds
are. They should have asked the world’s Light for divine
illumination rather than embarrass themselves with theology
and thinking below that of an amoeba.) Somebody, they
thought, was responsible for this tragedy. Like it was their
business, they wanted to know whose sin had obviously angered
and procured God’s righteous judgment as metered out in
physical terms on a tiny new born. But Jesus’ answer, “Neither
hath this man sinned, nor his parents” (29) clearly, simply, and
eternally corrects the miscalculation that what we define,
identify, or esteem as bad is always the manifestation of the
wages of sin. Maybe they forgot the verse, “no man knoweth
either love or hatred by all that is before them.” (30) Perhaps
they thought being around the Lord for years had equipped
them with enough experience and wisdom to assess the
spiritual condition of a soul by judging the physical
characteristics of a body. Their words may have reflected
superstitious religious trends and/or popular theologies. In any
event, the disciples assumed an ability to “know good and evil”
and this was the same temptation Eve succumbed to. (31)Also, to
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conclude sufferings were resultant of sin or unbelief is to go
beyond scripture. To believe intellect and reasoning needs to
and can carry understanding beyond the plain word of God
ought to be an insufferable thought. If I shoot an arrow at a
target and hit too low, and then raise my sights and shoot too
high, I miss the mark either way. With scripture interpretation
it is a necessity that we hit the bullseye and this is categorically
impossible when we allow ourselves to take from or add to
God's word. It is sufficient without fancied wisdom. Neither is
its accuracy enhanced by adjustments for there is nothing
lacking or superfluous in the words of Jesus. Elihu stated,
“God thundereth marvellously with his voice; great things
doeth he, which we cannot comprehend.” (32) and if we are to
walk with God, that journey must start and end at the place
where we simply believe the great voice we read. We must
agree with David who said, "Therefore, I esteem all thy
precepts concerning all things to be right; and I hate every false
way." (33) Many devices in our hearts would replace or change
God's word to suit wants. Experience and feelings have a
tremendous hold on us. Philosophy and reason greatly
influence. But the counsel of the Lord, it shall stand and we
would be wise to stand with it. (34)I know I've labored this point,
but it really is impossible to go on without this matter being
clear. Smyrna represents a marriage that through no fault or
sin of its own suffers. Its trials, fulfilling the calling (35) and will
of God (36) are not as King Saul who “took a sword and fell upon
it.” (37) That is, they are not being punished for wrong neither
are they reaping the disastrous results of inappropriate
decisions or lifestyles. Experiencing rather the “refiner’s fire”
(38) they are living out what Jesus described as the manifest
works of God. So husband and wife, listen, Jesus prayed, "I
have given them thy word," (39) and what's left for us? “Receive
the word of God…not as the word of men, but as it is in truth,
the word of God, which effectually worketh also in you that
believe.” (40) Don't change, correct, doubt, confine, or
rationalize it away. We've worn our man-made religious tinted
colored glasses far too long, and it's time we simply believe in
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and submit to what our Lord is clearly saying.Returning now to
our application, the Lord says in verse nine He knows five
things about this marriage. He knows its works, tribulation,
poverty, richness, and the blasphemy of those, which are
claiming to be the chosen of God who, in fact, are not. While
careful and faithful to note Symrna's works, the Lord does not
reveal what those works were. Given they did exist and were
unreproved, I believe the Lord is revealing difficulties that test
and try marriages in the midst, and even because, of good
works. Other churches, Philadelphia excepted, discuss
problems and challenges arising from within the marriage
relationship itself. However, given our propensity to reduce
pain and increase gain, through Smyrna, Jesus, in spite of
works, focuses on tribulation, poverty, blasphemy and what to
do when it happens. As a side note, without works we might
inappropriately believe the troubles Smyrna couples faced were
due to inactivity or faithlessness. Like amoeba disciples of old,
we would ask “who sinned that this marriage would be
persecuted, poor, and spoken against?” With works, the Lord
ensures we stay doctrinally correct and spiritually balanced.The
Lord says, "I know thy ... tribulation and poverty, (but thou art
rich)." This statement testifies of an incredible two-sided
reality. On the one hand, God calls Smyrna a troubled and
poverty-stricken marriage. On the other, He accounts it rich.
How so? It's because; "The Lord seeth not as man seeth; for
man looketh on the outward appearance, but the Lord looketh
on the heart." (41) Of the sons of Jesse, God saw a great king in
what others deemed a ruddy little shepherd boy. Nations
judged a wandering Israel as vagabonds, but God saw a chosen
nation carried on "eagles’ wings." (42) Jesus who “calleth those
things which be not as though they were” (43) taught, "A man's
life consisteth not in the abundance of the things which he
possesseth"(44) and we need to remember while God
acknowledges the external, He also is intimately familiar with
what we only speculate about. That being, the current and
future thoughts and intents of the heart, soul, and spirit. Thus
we read, “Jesus did not commit himself unto them, because he
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knew all men, And needed not that any should testify of man:
for he knew what was in man.” (45) How clearly this is
demonstrated when, long before the betrayal, Jesus testified,
“Have not I chosen you twelve, and one of you is a devil?” (46)

Listen, if we could see as God, I believe we would discover
some of the world's richest couples from a financial perspective
are extensively poor. They may not have two nickels to rub
together. They may be so poor that they can't even pay
attention, but the true riches of love and commitment are
immeasurable for they reach far beyond what any bank could
ever hold. Likewise, if our accounting, if our system of valuing
assets functioned as the Lord’s, I believe of the marriages men
and women have, we would conclude some of the very best are
those that every day, sometimes every hour, live with
tremendous difficulty. Every time they turn around something
"awful" goes wrong. No matter what they do, things
continuously fall apart, and yet, in God's books, the value of
their peace and work of faith far exceeds the temporal
standards of control we normally gauge by.On the one side we
have physical persecution and poverty and on the other side
spiritual richness. Both are the reality. Both are accurate.
From its outward appearance this marriage looks as if God has
forsaken it but a different kind of wealth (that the world knows
absolutely nothing about) imputed by the Lord Jesus assuredly
testifies He had not. It’s possible they did not feel rich.
Obviously, they didn't appear rich. But the Lord is reminding
us that true richness is never calculated in terms of
possessions, neither is it dependent on feelings or appearance.
Consider Zacharias and Elisabeth, the parents of John the

Baptist. Scripture says, “they had no child, because that
Elisabeth was barren, and they both were now well stricken in
years.” (47) Logic deduces their plight as the course of nature.
Religious conjecture raises its pious eyebrows and questions,
“Had they done something amiss or foolish in their youth?”
Then making up in confidence what it lacks in proof it
concludes they were living out Jehovah’s righteous judgment
for secret or past wrongs. Either that or like Israel of old, they
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were children of God in whom is no, or not enough, faith. (48)

Oh my friend, judging according to the flesh, blind speculation
causes immense confusion. As a wild beast of the field,
imagination flees scripture’s capture and taming. It’s always
incomplete. It’s always narrow, short, and limited, so God sets
the record perfectly straight by testifying in the verse before the
physical condition is revealed, “they were both righteous before
God, walking in all the commandments and ordinances of the
Lord blameless.” (49) This brings tremendous weight to the
words of our Lord, “Judge not according to the appearance, but
judge righteous judgment.” (50) And how is this done? By
answering the question; “Do ye look on things after the
outward appearance?” (51) with a resounding “No.”You see, in
the hearts of these Smyrna believers God found some very
precious things. Then revealing what all others only: fanta,
hypothe, or criticize about, He forever silenced all who judge by
appearance. This same theme echoed throughout scripture is
shunned by many today as it runs contrary to prosperity
thinking. But God's measurement is neither inaccurate nor
outdated and in spite of our tendency to “despise the poor,” (52)

God’s regular practice is to choose, “the poor of this world rich
in faith” as “heirs of the kingdom promised.” (53) Materially
deprived does not mean God is against you. Likewise, though
materially blessed, your marriage may need serious repair.
When a rich ruler turned away, the disciples exclaimed, "Who
then can be saved!" (54) In their minds wealth = the blessing of
God. They saw a man and his money walking away, but Jesus
saw a heart void of faith, totally trusting in and trapped by the
world’s temporal and fleeting riches. Jesus called John the
Baptist the greatest prophet ever. (55) This “prophet of the
Highest” performed no miracles, but the fact that scripture
says he “waxed strong in spirit, and was in the deserts till the
day of his showing unto Israel” (56) speak volumes about what,
when, and where the blessing of the Lord truly is and is not.My
wife was once employed by a firm whose work was handling the
financial aspects of divorce litigation. Weekly, people gathered
to split the assets of a failed marriage. When all was said and
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done some walked away with literally millions of dollars. But
seeing all the pain, anger, guilt, strife, or relief, did they also
walk away with the Lord’s blessing? Did God call them rich
because of a bank account? Absolutely not! There's no way He
could look at a shattered picture of Christ and His bride and
account His blessing by corruptible riches. Now, turning
toward self, what would God call you? Accounting as He does,
are you rich? Forget about bank accounts, investment
portfolios, stock options, homes, and all the other things we
spend our lives collecting, and focus on true riches such as
love, “righteousness, and peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost.” (57)

Would your marriage be on His "Fortune 500" list? Is outward
prosperity a poor reflection of inward richness? Do you feign
true boldness to proclaim a rich marriage? Listen, Jesus said of
Himself, He had no place to lay his head. (58) But there is no
doubt whatsoever, upon the world’s owner, rested the fullness
of the blessing of God. And your marriage needs to be like Him
in that "it's better to have a dry morsel (physical poverty), and
quietness therewith (the internal richness of the Lord such as
peace that passes understanding), than a house full of
sacrifices (things) with strife (between you and your spouse).
(59)In addition, the Lord states, "the devil shall cast some of you
into prison," "ye shall have tribulation," and, "be thou faithful
unto death." Contrary to much of today's teachings, we have a
statement from our Lord that the devil will be allowed to
imprison God's children. They'll be persecuted, and the end
result for some will be death. An incredibly sobering promise it
proves Paul was not the only believer of which the Holy Spirit
said, “bonds and afflictions abide me.” (60) In our application to
marriage, these same allowances occur today. I realize many
have just disagreed with me. However, this is what Jesus said.
He has spoken and all that matters now is to give the word of
God the preeminence it deserves. This is not looking back into
the Old Testament or forward into the prophetic tribulation
time period. This passage is for the present New Testament
daily realities in which Smyrna did, and now you and I,
live.Listen, God will fashion the marriages of His children and
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the tools He uses for a select few will be prison, tribulation, and
Satan. Many passionately argue against such means, but do so
to their own detriment for “our God is in the heavens: he hath
done whatsoever he hath pleased.” (61) God uses heat and
pressure to transform basic elements into diamonds. He has
chosen the furnace to refine gold and silver. Do you protest
such means? Believing such processes are a waste of time and
energy is it your mission to change them? If not, then know
this, using rigorous means to create value and purity in the
natural world demonstrates how couples are transformed in
His “furnace of affliction.” (62) There is no lack of faith in the
Smyrna believers, so Jesus says, and it's time we prepare for
what may be allowed in our marriages. Paul said; "Wherefore
we would have come unto you, even I Paul, once and again; but
Satan hindered us." (63) Why didn't he say; "Get out of the way
Satan! I'm an apostle of the Lord Jesus Christ, and you have
no authority over me! You cannot hinder me as I bind you and
all of your evil spirits in the name of and by the blood of the
Lord Jesus!" He didn't say this, as it wasn't right to. The Lord
was refining Paul’s desire to see those he called his “glory and
joy.” (64) If the devil was the instrument to accomplish this, he
would rejoice saying, “the things which happened unto me
have fallen out rather unto the furtherance of the gospel.” (65)

He could pray, “Thou hast dealt well with thy servant, O
LORD, according unto thy word” (66) or, “he that is mighty hath
done to me great things; and holy is his name.” (67)Many so-
called "spirit filled" teachings today are not balanced, and
Proverbs tells us that God considers such an “abomination.” (68)

Is God concerned with fair and just business dealings?
Absolutely. And He is likewise interested in ensuring we have
no spiritual, mental, or physical inequalities as well. I believe
in deliverance (69). I believe in resisting the devil, causing, even
forcing, him to flee (70). I believe in praying God would
abundantly bless, both spiritually and physically, His children
(71). And why? Because that’s what I’ve been taught, prefer, or
what I’ve seen or experienced? Heavens no! What human
means these are! It would be the height of foolishness to place
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even the smallest confidence in such. But to believe them
because the Bible speaks of them, why no surer foundation
could ever be laid. It doesn’t matter what people have said,
done, claimed, or gone through. Take these completely out of
the equation for all that means anything is “what has the Lord
said?” And just as much as we can believe the positive (be
extremely careful how you defined this) things of scripture, we
also need to believe when God says He will allow the devil to
cast us into prison then that statement is as absolutely true as
any other. Isn't this what happened to Joseph and Jeremiah?
(72) How about James and Peter? (73) Since one cannot find sins
or a lack of faith on the part of these men, we ask, are not these
sufficient to show, what God says He will do? Elihu asked,
“Dost thou know the balancings of the clouds, wondrous works
of him which is perfect in knowledge?” (74) Do you know how to
balance the weather? Is it preposterous to trust that the One
who created fair and storm clouds can expertly manage both?
“Men see not the bright light which is in the clouds.”
“Touching the Almighty, we cannot find him out” (75)

Therefore, “ascribe strength (yes ability, but also incredible
wisdom) unto God…his strength is in the clouds.”
(76)Redefining affliction we confess, “who hath known the mind
of the Lord?” (77) and in so doing disallow ignorance or
preference to misinterpret, limit, or subvert the counsels of
God. Matthew said, when Jesus spoke of being crucified, that
the disciples were "exceeding sorry." (78) Mark and Luke said
they didn't understand what He was saying. Peter even
“rebuked” the Lord (how absurd!) saying, “Be it far from thee,
Lord: this shall not be unto thee.” (79) Emotional confusion and
spiritual immaturity reflected the tendency to savor not “the
things that be of God, but those that be of men” (80) but to our
eternal benefit, didn't God do it in spite of feelings, knowledge,
or zeal? Convictions, based on experience, education, and
stubbornness, would not change God and knowing hearts are
no different today, we must be extremely careful what we allow
to rule our thoughts. He is going to do what is absolutely best
for couples. If this means poverty or tribulation then we say;
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"Thy will be done," (81) “be it unto me according to thy word,” (82)

and “the cup which my Father hath given me, shall I not drink
it?” (83) In so doing we are able to rejoice in spirit, as Jesus did,
saying: "I thank Thee, O father, Lord of heaven and earth....for
so it seemed good in Thy sight." (84) Listen, God is at work in
the marriages of His children. He considers the second most
important relationship we'll ever know of greater significance
than what we could ever imagine. He will build it according to
His thoughts and ways and these might include painful or
difficult times. If so, know this, that when all the smoke has
cleared, God will be glorified, when the righteous say; "It is good
for me that I have been afflicted" (85) and again, “I know, O
LORD, that thy judgments are right, and that thou in
faithfulness hast afflicted me.” (86) How impressive such a
mature faith is. We are happy to be inspired by David’s love,
devotion, and submission. May we likewise be so deep, even
content, to genuinely say, “Let the righteous (who is more so
than God?) smite me; it shall be a kindness: and let him
reprove me; it shall be an excellent oil, which shall not break
my head.” (87)Of the trouble which the Lord says will come,
note that He says "some of you," not all. Not all marriages
endure the same storms. Some see only small rain showers
while others face the fury of a category five hurricane and the
sole difference, the single deciding factor, is the Lord. Who is
better able to make such a choice? Should all couples suffer?
Should none? Do you know for sure one extreme is better than
its opposite? If nothing but sunshine produce deserts what
would continual rain do? Is either scenario desirable? Who
can determine with absolute assurance life events that will
without fail produce deeper, stronger, and more meaningful
relationships for one marriage, even all? Even more, knowing
God uses couples as living epistles can we orchestrate couple
events that once done will deeply and eternally minister to the
hearts of others? David said, “declare his glory among the
heathen,” and again, “say among the heathen that the Lord
reigneth.” (88) Certainly there is a verbal application here, but
when God touches others by physically touching us a more
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meaningful, enduring, and soul inspiring message could not
preached. Unbelievers marvel when abased, hungry, and
needful children of God proclaim, not in word but lifestyle, “I
can do all things through Christ.” (89) In his Epistle Peter
repeatedly expressed, from a human perspective, an
uncertainty regarding trials saying, “if need be,” “if ye suffer,”
and “if the will of God be so.” (90) That’s why our response to
the Lord’s will must be, “let him do what seemeth him good.”
(91) In grace and wisdom Jesus allows the devil to operate in
one marriage and not in another. This operation is not an
uncontrolled free-for-all where the devil is unleashed like a
pack of wild or rabid dogs. God could never be so out of control
for He will have, “his way in the whirlwind and in the storm.”
(92) But with skilled hands and a caring heart, He uses Satan as
a tool (nothing more) to fashion a beautiful marriage. David
called the wicked God’s “sword” and “hand.” (93) In Jeremiah
25:9 Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, whom the Lord used, is
called, “my servant,” and if, in His will, such means take us
through the valley of personal tragedy, then it is also not to
forsake us while there for “our God hath not forsaken us in our
bondage, but hath extended mercy unto us.” (94)Historically
speaking the Smyrna Christians were arrested and imprisoned
and it’s no secret in a few countries this literal legacy
continues. But life also teaches what is comprised of concrete
and iron makes up only a minority of what holds people against
their natural will. So if not physical prisons, what might
couples experience today? A long list could be compiled, but a
few of the more severe would be: the loss of a child (by SIDS or
waywardness), crippling diseases of the mind and body,
financial ruin (Enron, Worldcom), infertility, the destruction of
physical possessions (by earthquakes, fire, flood, or war),
miscarriage(s), emotional or mental collapse (I know of a 3
year old who, when he saw his twin brother who as the result of
a car wreck, appeared to be deceased, was diagnosed with
PTSD. As unimaginably graphic and devastating as war and
the resulting trauma is, some PTSD happens in our
backyards.), children kidnapped by wicked men or the cares,
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riches and pleasures of this world, false imprisonment, or
physical disability. These things do happen. They might have
happened to you. And if not, you probably know a godly couple
that is or has suffered at the hands of such events. The truth
of the matter is this; every single day across the world what Job
described as “the thing which I greatly feared” (95) (not called a
sin by those evaluating him, namely; God, Ezekiel, and James)
strikes happy, loving, serving, spirit-filled Christian husbands
and wives. And the question to answer is, if something of this
nature struck your marriage, if it visited you today, how would
you react? In the depths of your spirit what would your
thoughts be? Beyond emotions, what would your heart truly
believe? Certainly the world would not consider this a positive
or advantageous spiritual process. Mistakenly, neither would
the majority of Christians. Job chided his friends saying, “But
ye should say, Why persecute we him, seeing the root of the
matter is found in me?” (96) That is, we are prone to believe of
couples in trial the root of the matter lies in people whose lives
are not as we think they should be. We judge circumstances as
the result of sin, weakness, faithlessness, or mistakes. As a
spring we send forth misjudgment, but we should leave off vain
unprofitable talk when refinement is being wrought by God. In
spite of misperceptions, what really matters is how the Lord
sees things. Understanding God is not based upon feelings,
popular opinion, or speculative theories for these are
foundations soon shaken. As believers in Christ Jesus there is
but one authority positioned by nature and ability to rightly
govern the entire range of the human experience. That blessed
sovereign is God's word and what a tremendous hope and
anchor of the soul it is. In the darkest of times it is our blessed
privilege to walk by faith in “the immutability of (God’s)
counsel.” (97) Of this word David said, “This is my comfort in
my affliction: for thy word hath quickened me…I remembered
thy judgments of old, O LORD; and have comforted
myself…Thy statutes have been my songs in the house of my
pilgrimage. I have remembered thy name, O LORD, in the
night.” (98) When trouble hits, when pain comes the only true
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source of comfort, life, and song is God’s word. Heaven’s word
strengthens the spirit and soul and to couples whose world
seems to be crashing down around them nothing gives greater
assurance than knowing while all else may change or fail, the
word of the Lord is an eternal foundation and stronghold
against which eternity itself will not prevail.
Remember, it is the Lord Jesus who is talking to couples who

are or will be hurting. His heart’s desire is to instruct, prepare,
guide, and comfort those He leads into the darkest of days and
He’s using Smyrna to do so. Therefore, when He says
marriages can be simultaneously poverty-stricken and rich,
what we have is couples flourishing in the midst of extreme
sufferings allowed through His perfect will. Not thriving as the
world measures prosperity (remember Jesus saying “my peace I
give unto you: not as the world giveth” (99)), but blooming in
ways the world cannot even begin to consider, comprehend, or
ever appreciate. Confused, the world questions Paul’s
statement; “As sorrowful, yet alway rejoicing; as poor, yet
making many rich; as having nothing, and yet possessing all
things” (100) saying, “How can this be?” But as children of the
living God couples respond, “With Jesus, how could it not be
so.” Living “by the faith of the Son of God” Paul’s earthen
vessel was continuously broken that “the light of the knowledge
of the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ” would “shine out
of darkness.” (101) He lived an excellency far beyond all human
ability and this same power exists today for couples called upon
to endure trials. In his breaking Paul confessed he was
troubled, perplexed, persecuted, and cast down. Indeed, this
was a mental, emotional, and physical reality. But while the
“outward man perished” there was a shining. There was a
daily supernatural renewing of “the inward man” empowering
him to likewise confess he was not distressed, not in despair,
not forsaken, and not destroyed. (102)

In the book of Ezekiel there is an incredible story that
perfectly illustrates these Smyrna points. Ezekiel did some
very strange things, but for all his obedience the Lord seems to
deal very harshly with him. The Lord said, "Son of man,
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behold, I take away from thee the desire of thine eyes with a
stroke." (103) The chapter continues, "So I spake to the people in
the morning: and at even my wife died." (104) Search the
passage, yea, the entire Bible, and you will not find any sin
whatsoever that God should kill his wife. An accusation of sin
or a lack of faith is, at best, pure speculation and borders
presumption which David called a “great transgression” and
prayed against. (105) Ezekiel's wife, loved by her husband and
the Lord, was taken. This was not the course of natural
causes. Neither can we label this accidental. God simply took
her and Ezekiel, loving God and being loved by God, entered an
unseen prison, and all of this by the perfect will and divine
word of our sovereign Lord.We will revisit this story when we
consider the “solution” Jesus gives to this marriage, but are you
beginning to see why Smyrna means death? Do you see why
Jesus identifies Himself as He does? Do you see why this
marriage experience would never be sought out or promoted at
a marriage encounter weekend? Were it up to us, we would
choose only the fun and excitement of Ephesus. And there are,
thank God, amusement park days when the ride of marriage
thrills. But it would be unbearable to live on a roller coaster, so
God brings us into other experiences, including those that try,
so marriages will be deepened and strengthened. He is looking
for couples with whom He can walk with and take through the
impossible. What a pity we often shrink from this glorious
opportunity by planning and praying for things we only enjoy or
can self-manage. Like Elisha everybody asks for a double
portion of Elijah’s miracle working spirit, but no one prays or
seeks to be “the strength of God,” for so is Ezekiel’s name.We
will see shortly that enduring the Smyrna experience requires
but a single decision. On a daily, and sometimes hourly, basis
couples might need to renew their commitment and direction.
But the “secret” to overcoming is grounded in the action of two
as one dedicating and rededicating themselves to the sole
answer the Lord Jesus gives. Admittedly, to remain faithful to
and united with a spouse can be extremely difficult. Especially
when you consider continuing together does not mean
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suffering the same. However, we will see that it is the Lord's
counsel and will to do so. We might feel as the Apostle Paul
when he said he and those with him were “pressed out of
measure, above strength, insomuch that we despaired even of
life.” (106) But this is why God permits and even causes
difficulty. It is first designed and then executed that we would
be brought to the end of ourselves. And when hope is gone,
when it feels like all is lost, God will be greatly glorified when
the truth “that we should not trust in ourselves, but in God
which raiseth the dead: Who delivered us from so great a
death, and doth deliver: in whom we trust that he will yet
deliver us” (107) gently embraces and lifts us far above the
thought that we are on our own or have been left to our own
contrivances.Now, it’s not uncommon to see couples struggling
when calamity strikes. They might still reside under the same
roof, but invisible bars (such as cultural norms dictating the
emotional responses of men) separate and restrict even the
best of friends. The Proverb, “A friend loveth at all times, and a
brother is born for adversity,” (108) (that is, they are born for help
during difficult times) seems to condemn rather than inspire.
But what greater time is there than trial for partners, in so
many ways, to come together so strength and courage, albeit
small, might be doubled? In adversity there is no greater
opportunity for spouses to live out “if they fall, the one will lift
up his fellow,” and “if one prevail against him, two shall
withstand him.” (109) But the sad truth is many marriages fail.
Relationship fabrics rip as the stress and strain of great trial
becomes too heavy a burden to bear. Knowing partners could
never set in motion the types of storms whereby overwhelming
sorrow erodes the marriage we sympathetically reason “who
can blame them?” But given what marriage pictures this is as
unsound as expecting husbands and wives to remain unscathed
when life deals out what appears and feels profoundly wrong,
unfair, even twisted. Paul testified, “I bear in my body the
marks of the Lord Jesus,” (110) that is, the scars of his physical
body evidenced his commitment to Christ. Disfigurement
spoke of devotion and this will be no less true of the body of a
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Smyrna marriage.If you intimately know others who have
experienced tragedy, or if knowledge is first-hand, you are
acutely aware of being haunted by Goliath feelings of loneliness
or scared by monster helplessness. If untouched here, (for you
cannot truly understand) tolerate, if needed, for a time, feelings
of being unable to live with what has happened seize control.
Feelings such as being; weary, desolate, aged, lean, torn,
gnashed upon, smitten, outnumbered, turned over to the
ungodly and wicked, broken, shaken to pieces, a target, without
guidance, bitter, and run over by giants are legion. (Peeling off
artificial theology, this is how Job felt. (111) and the Lord
accepting him, twice said to his judging friends, “ye have not
spoken of me the thing that is right, as my servant Job hath.”
(112) Surely his knowledge was incomplete, but feelings were
not upbraided.) Husbands or wives may sense an
overwhelming vulnerability and become paralyzed by a vicious
taskmaster called fear. Losing the struggle to maintain control
(an impossible task considering the prisons mentioned) some
lose heart thinking the very terrors of hell have set themselves
against them. Mentally running themselves ragged they
desperately search for shadow reasons or phantom sins that, in
their minds, have obviously caused God's displeasure. Finding
none, sadness, depression, anger, bitterness, helplessness,
confusion, and doubt wedge their way deep into spirits, and like
frozen water in even the strongest of rocks, a tragic split occurs.
Those who were once lovers, partners, and friends become
indifferent, isolated, and numb. Frustrated by different styles
of grief some end up at odds. (This is shown in Job’s trial when
of his friends the Bible says, “they had found no answer, and
yet had condemned Job.” (113)) Those fruits of the Spirit: love,
joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness,
and temperance, that bless and bind couples are lost as
emotions and spirits are strained seemingly beyond capacity. It
appears and feels God has left His children to themselves and
their own abilities, but this couldn't be further from the truth.
Martin Luther once wrote;
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"If we in our own strength abide, our striving would be
losing.Were not the right Man on our side, the Man of God's
own choosing.Dost ask who that might be? Christ Jesus it is
He!And He must win the battle!"
My friend, it is an undeniable fact that your marriage will

experience storms outside of your own making. You can avoid
them as easily as you can prevent or reorder the changing of
nature’s seasons. So now's the time and here's the place to
prepare for what has the potential to upset the strongest of
couples. But just as sure is the fact that Jesus is on your side!
You know He loved you enough to die for you, but this man
“continueth ever.” (114) The ongoing work of your unchangeable
priest and the eternal love wherewith He loves you moves Him
to help marriages endure the most trying of times. Oh how we
thank God that when Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego were
tossed into a fiery furnace there was a 4th person! Described
as the “Son of God,” (115) this is one of the reasons why in our
text the Lord says, “fear none of those things which thou shalt
suffer.” This isn’t an additional burden heaped upon
relationships ready to fail for incredible weights. Rather it’s a
wonderfully encouraging revelation. When Smyrna trials
threaten vows to love and cherish "till death do us part" we
need to know something amazing. Something stronger than
ability or mental grasp needs to grip our hearts and like a laser
concentrate faith as never before. And what is it? That the
same Lord God who visited Joseph, David, Jeremiah, and the
apostles in their prisons will do likewise for today’s couples.
God is not angry with or punishing you. Our hearts might
tremble by “the spreadings of the clouds.” (116) It might not be
ours to know why “with clouds he (God) covereth the light; and
commandeth it not to shine by the cloud that cometh betwixt.”
(117) But what we can know is: Jesus is about His father’s
business still and coupled with the warning that, “in the world
ye shall have tribulation” (118) is His promise to “never leave
(us), nor forsake (us)” (119) in valleys. And, “the curse causeless
shall not come.” (120) That is, we might not understand what or
why, but it is not random, natural, pure chance, or without
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purpose. Storms are not God judging His children. Charles
Spurgeon said, “If you enjoy peace, you must not expect that
you shall escape the privilege of tribulation. All wheat must be
threshed. All gold refined. But while this might be bitter it is
not a curse our Father has laid upon us.” The words of our
Lord are, “Herein is my Father glorified, that ye bear much
fruit.” And how is this done? By the process, “every branch
that beareth fruit, he purgeth it, that it may bring forth more
fruit.” (121) Heaven itself will one day hide from the wrath of the
Lamb. The inhabitants of earth from caves and dens will pray
for rocks and mountains to slay them rather than face the great
day of His fury. Soon worshippers of the beast shall drink of
the wine of the wrath of Almighty God. But flaming vengeance
and the winepress of wrath are not means by which the Vine’s
branches are cleansed. These are not reserved for Smyrna
marriages or the groom and bride they represent. We are told:
“Also by watering he wearieth the thick cloud: he scattereth his
bright cloud: And it is turned round about by his counsels: that
they may do whatsoever he commandeth them upon the face of
the world in the earth. He causeth it to come, whether for
correction, or for his land, or for mercy. Hearken unto this, O
Job: stand still, and consider the wondrous works of God.” (122).
You know God is in perfect and complete control of earth’s
watering cycle. You also know Jesus said rain is sent on the just
and unjust. (123) If the case be so with natural storms, how
much more with supernatural ones sent on the basis of mercy?
My friend, let’s not confine grace to man-made definitions.
Rather, let us echo David saying, “All thy works shall praise
thee, O LORD; and thy saints shall bless thee.” (124).How then
do couples endure Smyrna trials? What’s the corporate
decision needed? First, consider what we should not do. One
of the most famous examples of believing and then acting
inappropriately in the midst of a trial is that of Job's wife. She
too had also lost everything and her advice to "curse God and
die" (125) was indeed wrong, but I wouldn't judge her. It’s always
easier, but more costly, to be more critical than compassionate
and we need to remember that only God is in the position of
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looking down on someone. Honestly speaking, how would you
feel or react had you lost your home, possessions, and children
as suddenly as she? We cannot even imagine, much less
intelligently or authoritatively speak to such a loss. What if,
after the loss of family and finances, your spouse were covered
with gross puss-filled boils? Without insurance, hospitals, the
American Red Cross, or any other support group what would
you do? Who would you turn to? Hey, most of us lose
composure over a flat tire. If caught in a traffic jam, cut off on
a highway, or our favorite sports team loses, you'd think our
whole world had just come to an end. How much so and more
would we be like her if placed in her circumstances. She is
quite the mirror. Her reaction may have been natural and
expected, but these are not the criteria for discerning right and
wrong, and knowing God and the end of her husband, truly, she
spoke foolishly. She either refused or knew nothing of the
sovereign actions of God and it was therefore no surprise her
heart, as shown in her words, completely abandoned the
directives of His word. Without question, this wasn't a gender
or being from a different planet thing. It was about faith, and
she simply chose not to be as her husband who "sinned not"
when God moved against him "without cause." (126)

We’ve all seen men and women vent frustrations and act out
toward a spouse in the midst of uncontrollable circumstances.
In fear or anger they throw out slashing remarks like candy at a
parade for events far beyond the control of each other. This
voracious desire for release, this clamoring for ease is natural
and possibly carnal and it’s no wonder when hearts are so set
we easily, eagerly, and repeatedly use faithless and dishonoring
methods to be so. This is as wrong today as it was long ago and
many of God's people need to stop being so foolish. Like
arrows, words spoken in anger or discouragement go deep into
the heart and winning back an offended spouse is compared to
conquering a strong city. "The just" are to "live by faith" (127) and
Job's wife along with scores of other partners are forsaking this
divine provision. I'm not saying we have to like trials. Job
didn't. Neither are we asked to put on fake smiles and pretend
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everything's all right. During physical persecution Jeremiah
was brutally honest when he accused God of deceiving him. (128)

Upon the death of her son the Shunemite woman displayed an
amazing faith when she said “It is well”, but Elisha confessed
her soul was “vexed”. (129) In their ordeals they were real. They
were frank and honest about feelings, but they never lost faith.
And we know this because we see Job restored two-fold,
Jeremiah preaching again, and the Shunemite’s son raised to
life. Of her advice, had Job followed it would deliverance be
found by death? Is it right to end troubles by ending life?
Discovering she had been an ally with the very devil that
challenged God, how would she cope living as the widow of a
man she encouraged to curse the Almighty with his dying
words? Listen, in the teeth of a storm, God is still God and
staying fixed on the Author and Finisher of our faith enables us
to "walk through the valley of the shadow of death" and "fear no
evil." How? Because He "is with us" (130) and He has promised
“as thy days, so shall thy strength be.” (131)Recently a pastor and
his wife who are friends of mine gave birth to their second
child. The joy and wonderment of those first moments when
moms and dads whisper "I love you" and gently play with the
tinniest of fingers however were shattered as the baby was
whisked away for immediate medical attention. In addition to
several complications requiring immediate surgery, the child
was diagnosed with Down Syndrome. The fun, cuddling and
happiness that comes with the arrival of a newborn was cut
short as mom and dad were forced into making a host of heart-
wrenching decisions that neither in a thousand lifetimes could
have prepared for. After the birth, they shouldered the
mounting day-to-day responsibilities that threw life into a
frenzy. Rarely, if ever, did he or his wife get full nights sleep as
their child had physical needs that demanded constant
attention. Months passed before they were even allowed to
hold their daughter. Medical expenses were mounting and the
thoughts all of us have, namely; "Why us?" and others of their
lives being changed forever constantly hounded them. In
similar "tragedies," many have left children and a spouse to
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fend for themselves. What happened isn't what they bargained
for so they cut their losses and run. By the thousands they've
quit on heart-broken spouses and forsaken little children that
the Bible calls, "the inheritance of the Lord." God describes
this as being "worse than an infidel" and as sure as He will not
forget labors of love, He will absolutely make sure this sin and
cowardice is accounted for. With my friends however, doctors
and nurses testified they had never seen parents love a child
and each other so much. They said mom and dad would come
to the hospital and through oxygen tents and around IV lines
talk with their little girl for hours on end. Though
unresponsive, they would stroke her tiny hand and tell her to
hurry, get better and come home to her family. For hours they
sang songs, and continuously affirmed the love both had for
her. I ask you, see any sin here? Any lack of faith? Do you see
something the Lord Jesus doesn’t? No. Mom and dad had
entered a prison (although they never judged it so), but instead
of becoming bitter or distant they drew close to each other and
to the Lord God who allowed it. They submitted unto the Lord
by choosing to endure as one what He permitted. Knowing
Jesus was obedient unto His own cross, (132) their decision made
them more like “little Christs” than ever before. This story
has repeated itself in Christian homes across the world and
time. There have been many Ezekiels, many moms and dads
and husbands and wives whose actions enabled by the
abundant grace of God have redounded to their good and God’s
glory. My question here is, if you were to enter this experience,
would you make the same choice as my friends? Without
knowing how to make this step of faith it's difficult to know for
sure the steadfastness of a "yes" response. But if we are willing
to entrust ourselves and our marriages unto the One “who
comforteth us in all our tribulation," (133) He will be faithful to
enable us to endure whatever He deems best for He has
promised to “not suffer us to be tempted above that ye are
able.” (134)What do we do then when trials come? What is the
Lord's counsel to those couples He leads “through fire and
through water?” (135) In verse ten, He tells us saying, "Be thou
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faithful unto death." Without faith nothing is possible, and we
are therefore directed to that surest and most stable of
foundations. This may not be the expected answer. We might
be a bit surprised or disappointed as our natural bent is to ever
reduce pain and increase pleasure, but perhaps this is because
we’re not as acquainted with faith as we should be. The
smallest faith has the power to move mountains and to this
marriage, this is the type of strength needed. John said Jesus is
from above and above all. (135) Certainly true of His person and
work on Calvary, it is true of His counsel as well. There is no
better answer. There is no plan B or alternate solution and as
we consider what it means to be faithful we would do well to
follow Mary’s words, “whatsoever he saith unto you, do it.” (136)

The Bible says of the Children of Israel “the Word preached
did not profit them, not being mixed with faith” (137) and herein
lies the great practical secret of successful Smyrna marriages.
It is believing the words of Jesus and following them for no
reason other than because He spoke them. It’s not enough just
to talk of them. We could analyze and study them until the end
of time and not be any closer to the knowledge of their truth.
Power to endure, power to overcome, power to be “faithful unto
death” comes from mixing this answer of the Lord Jesus with a
deep-seated child-like belief that says, “I take God at His word.”
Who else has the words of life? Is it possible that worldly
philosophies will end groping? Can human advice medicate
spirits so that doping via stimulants, isolation, or anger isn’t a
temptation or necessary? Could we even begin to think that
psychological reasoning possesses a greater power to infuse
hope, guide, or comfort a hurting heart? Absolutely not!
Nothing is higher than a word from heaven. Nothing is more
powerful or comprehensive than “thus saith the Lord.”
600,000 people (many of them married) needlessly perished
outside of Canaan because they would not believe the word of
the living God. This same lack of faith exists today, ready and
poised to prevent couples from possessing all that God has
prepared and offered them. Scripture states, “He that spared
not his own Son, but delivered him up for us all, how shall he
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not with him also freely give us all things?” (138) I ask you, has
the Lord God given you His only begotten? Without question.
Then everything else you could ever need falls under this
umbrella of divine grace including the best possible answer for
a suffering marriage. Now with trusting hearts let us by faith
enter into the words of Jesus.Being faithful has at least two
applications. First, it means to be full of faith, that is, for two to
leave no room in one heart for doubt, confusion, or unbelief. It
means to, as a couple, trust in a God who calls things that are
not, as though they are and to endure by seeing “him who is
invisible.” (139) To look beyond the physical and temporal, to
hope against hope, and be fully persuaded what God has
promised, He is well able to perform. (140) But how do we get to
this point? Remember when the Lord told Peter, "Simon,
Simon, behold Satan hath desired to have you, that he may sift
you as wheat: But I have prayed for thee, that thy FAITH fail
not?" (141) The focus of the Jesus’ prayer was Peter's faith---not
his deliverance from the trial. Neither did the Lord rebuke the
one who would cause it. Fully aware of and even permitting
this storm Jesus said, I don't want your faith to fail because of
what I'm allowing, I've prayed to that end, and Peter was not
the exception! Will Jesus pray for marriages entering the
Smyrna experience? He said, “Neither pray I for them alone,
but for them also which shall believe on me through their
word” (142) proves the answer a resounding “Yes!” Jesus is
praying for couples to be kept from the evil of a failed faith.
Our Lord is praying not that we would be taken out of trial’s
way, but for a steadfast faith in the midst of and through it. We
cannot imagine how much He covets an unwavering
commitment, and if a human priest thought it a sin to cease to
pray for such (143), how much more so a heavenly one!As best
they can, parents intercede for children so a kindred spirit says
we are not amazed to find Jesus praying for us. And yet,
overwhelmed, David asked; what is man that thou art mindful
of him? To be commanded to "be faithful" is one thing, but to
be aided by Jesus' prayer, the Lord of Lord’s prayer, is quite
another. The first is keeping God's word through mandate or
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decree while the latter is experiencing the intercession of a
faithful High Priest who is “touched with the feeling of our
infirmities.” (144)Horatio Spafford, following the loss of real
estate investments destroyed in the Chicago fire and the death
of his four daughters once wrote;
When peace like a river attendeth my way,when sorrows like

sea billows roll,whatever my lot thou has taught me to say,it is
well, it is well, with my soul.
How in the world could he say this? By the answered prayer

of a Lord Jesus for a sustained faith. That’s how.Blind from
improper medical treatment, Fanny Crosby wrote in her
autobiography, “It seemed intended by the blessed Providence
of God that I should be blind all my life, and I thank Him for
the dispensation.” She thanked Him? Here is her first poem
written when she was eight years old:
Oh, what a happy child I am,Athough I cannot see!I am

resolved that in this worldContented I will be.How many
blessings I enjoyThat other people don’t!So weep or sigh
because I’m blind,I cannot, nor I won’t!
Critics considered her words the inexperience of youth.

Many speculated whether childhood fantasies would mature to
adulthood convictions. Later in her life of the doctor who
accidentally caused her blindness she said, “If I could meet
him now I would say Thank you, thank you---over and over---
for making me blind.” After writing thousands of deeply
spiritual poems and songs this is an impressive and
contemporary commentary on the verse, “Out of the mouth of
babes and sucklings thou hast perfected praise.” (145) This, my
friend, is being faithful. It was faith for her and Mr. Spafford to
believe Jesus “hath done all things well.” (146) It was faith to say,
“I take pleasure in infirmities, in reproaches, in necessities, in
persecutions, in distresses for Christ's sake: for when I am
weak, then am I strong.” (147) As they apply to suffering their
faith took hold of the scriptures:
“endure grief” (I Peter 2:19)
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“take it patiently” (I Peter 2:20) “be not afraid of
their terror, neither be troubled” (I Peter 3:14) and “think it
not strange” (I Peter 4:12)and said this is;

“more precious than of gold” as it will “be found unto
praise, honour, and glory.”
(I Peter 1:7)“acceptable with God” (I Peter 2:20)

and“partaking of Christ’s sufferings” and when his glory is
revealed I will “be glad
with exceeding joy.” (I Peter 4:13)
This is the type of faith Jesus prays to be both in and

sustained in couples.Consider also the Shunamite woman of II
Kings chapter 4. In verse eight the Bible says she was a "great
woman." Referencing her spirit the story reveals what an
excellent character she had, but look at verse 26. She had just
entered the greatest trial any parent could ever be called to
endure. Her son had just died, perhaps only a few hours before
this verse. She rides a donkey to go to Elisha and her response
to Gehazi’s questions reveals an amazing faith. Her response,
"It is well," concerning the welfare of her son has testified
throughout history of a real trust in God. Unaware of the
coming resurrection of her child, she manifested a confidence,
a deeply ingrained faith, in God that inspired Mr. Spafford and
countless other couples.
Oh husband, wife, we could never be more secure in having

an unshakable, soul-filling faith in an all-knowing, all-
controlling, all-loving Lord. It is also impossible to account the
value and potential of such a faith residing in two unified souls.
Such a faith allows couples to bow in corporate surrender to
His perfect will and paves the way for Him to work wondrously.
Through the prophet Isaiah the Lord said, “when thou passest
through the waters, I will be with thee; and through the rivers,
they shall not overflow thee: when thou walkest through the
fire, thou shalt not be burned; neither shall the flame kindle
upon thee.” (148) Herein is the sobering promise of trial we’re
tempted to shrink from. We simply don’t want to get close to
much less endure floods or flames. We enjoy, like John,
worshipping and resting on Jesus’ bosom. (149) The place of
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infinite rest and perfect peace, we account reclining on the
heart of God a tremendous blessing! But how many of us
would judge it an equal blessing to be exiled on the island of
Patmos? A “companion in tribulation,” (150) it was there John
penned the book of “The Revelation” and who could argue this
prison did not a palace prove? Faith says in all things He is
“the Lord thy God, the Holy one of Israel, thy Saviour.” In
tribulation it believes the Lord’s words “thou wast precious in
my sight” and “I have loved thee” (151) are unwaveringly true.
As we pass through what He deems and designs as good, the
Lord Jesus would encourage our spirits to be full of faith.
“Though the Lord give you the bread of adversity, and the water
of affliction,” (152) He promises His presence and a strength
beyond ourselves. Our thinking should be to walk in the light
of these for all else is truly weak and beggarly. Beloved, the
language of faith is:
God is in my midst, I shall not be moved. He shall help me,

and that right early.
Psalm 46:5.
Though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I

will fear no evil: for
thou art with me, Psalm 23:4 and

I will not fear; neither will I be dismayed; for God is my
God and He will
strengthen, help, and uphold me with the right hand of His

righteousness.Isaiah 41:10
The second application of faithful means simply to remain in,

to stay throughout, or stick together in whatever difficult
situation we as couples find ourselves in. It means to be as
steadfastly minded as Ruth was toward an embittered and
grieving Naomi when she said, “Entreat me not to leave thee,
or to return from following after thee: for whither thou goest, I
will go; and where thou lodgest, I will lodge: thy people shall be
my people, and thy God my God: Where thou diest, will I die,
and there will I be buried: the LORD do so to me, and more
also, if ought but death part thee and me.” (153) Living with
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someone whose mindset was the “Almighty hath dealt very
bitterly with me” must have been challenging. She might have
been confused or frustrated when attempts to encourage were
not appreciated by one who believed, “the LORD hath testified
against me, and the Almighty hath afflicted me.” (154) But Ruth
was not deterred. Divorcing herself from a grieving mother-in-
law was simply not to be considered. Burning bridges, options,
and boats Ruth resigned herself that no matter what, come
what may, she was in the relationship for the long haul and who
could argue this tenacity was misplaced? Being a grandparent
of King David and ultimately Jesus Christ proves her
unwavering commitment toward God and His people ever
right.Often in scripture we read, "and it came to pass." We
thank the Lord for this as it tells us many things have not come
to stay. They will pass, and until that time remaining "faithful"
to our spouse is the single mindset couples should have. Our
passage limits tribulation to either "ten days" or "death" and in
both cases the encouraging thought is, whatever the trial, it is
not eternal. The Lord is as good when He allows the storm as
when He displays His rainbow and if the appointment be ten
days, it is promised there can never be an eleventh. Until the
passing, couples are to “endure hardness,” “affliction,” and
“grief” for “unto you it is given in the behalf of Christ, not only
to believe on him, but also to suffer for his sake.” (155) And
limiting the scripture, “even hereunto were ye called” (156) to
individuals removes direction from two called to live as one.
Remaining faithful “is acceptable with God” (157) but we ask,
when was the last time you meditated on faithfulness in the
context of enduring trials with and for your spouse? This
aspect stands apart from the message that so many marriage
books or encounter weekends commonly broadcast. Not that
they are wrong or unimportant, but I believe the concept of
remaining faithful goes far far beyond a single application to
and call for sexual purity.
The day after the death of Ezekiel's wife, scripture says, he

"did in the morning as (he) was commanded.” (158) Losing what
the Lord called the desire of his eyes we ask, “How was this
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possible?” “How, in light of what seemed such an endless
tragedy, could he go on in life?” Was it sheer mental
determination? Was it robotic actions grounded in the initial
stage of grief; namely, shock? No, my friend, it is not possible
that obedience to the word of the Lord to be grounded in these.
The means by which He went on, the way he did as
commanded, was faith. Ezekiel knew and therefore trusted a
Redeemer who will one day forever end all: death, sorrow,
crying, and pain. (Revelation 21:4) He foreknew the truth
Jesus spoke saying, “ye now therefore have sorrow: but I will
see you again, and your heart shall rejoice” (John 16:22) He
was strengthened knowing God was a God of the living still.
(Mark 12:27) He believed his wife, among a great company of
heavenly witnesses (Hebrews 12:1), was more alive and in
every way “far better” off than ever. Dying physically was
stepping into eternal life for he was fully persuaded when “our
earthly house of this tabernacle (is) dissolved, we have a
building of God, an house not made with hands, eternal in the
heavens.” (II Corinthians 5:1) He knew her mortality had
been “swallowed up of life.” (II Corinthians 5:4) His heart was
filled with the truth that his wife’s temporal and earthly trials
were over and her eternal joys had begun as God clothed her
“mortal” with “immortality” (I Corinthians 15:53) by the
promise, to be absent from the body is to be present with the
Lord. (II Corinthians 5:8) There was no thought of two spirits
forever letting go. Ezekiel knew of death its power separates us
now, but when the Godhead casts it into an eternal fire
(Revelation 20:14) we’ll forever rejoice saying, “O death, where
is thy sting? O grave, where is thy victory!?” (I Corinthians
15:55) I Thessalonians 4:13 says “concerning them which are
asleep”, is, “that ye sorrow not, even as others which have no
hope.” And how is this possible? What will cause and enable
us to possess an overcoming and enduring hope? Ah husbands
and wives, it is the same thing that enabled Ezekiel so long ago.
It’s faith and who cannot have this? Faith simply rests in
something that is immeasurably stronger than self. It takes the
plain and powerful words, “if we believe that Jesus died and
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rose again, even so them also which sleep in Jesus will God
bring with him.” (I Thessalonians 4:14) and brings practical
applications to; “Every valley (of despair) shall be exalted, and
every mountain (of anger) and hill (of question) shall be made
low: and the crooked (way of confusion) shall be made straight,
and the rough places (of loss and pain) plain: And the glory of
the LORD shall be revealed.” (159) Knowing all this disallowed
bitterness, depression, sorrow, or the temporal to quench
Ezekiel’s spirit or the work of the Lord. He would not be
dispirited. All this was far beyond human capacity. All this was
driven by faith in the word of the Lord. Surely he could testify
of the Lord; He “hath given me counsel: my reins also instruct
me in the night seasons.” (160)And what of husbands and wives
today? Does the Lord find this element of faithfulness? Does
He see a people well instructed and adept at walking by faith
and not by sight or feeling? Is He encouraged by a plethora of
couples who are with each other “faithful in that which is least”
(161) and therefore quite prepared to be so “in much?” Would
God find in couples faith operating as an exponent of joy and
divisor of grief? Or does He see children prone to quit at the
first sign of difficulty? Only God knows for sure, but with
millions of single parent households and divorce mocking Jesus’
church, it seems faithfulness and steadfastness are not the
cornerstones of most marriages.And if this wasn't sad enough,
people often justify a lack of devotion by delegating blame. "If
my wife would have...", "If my husband hadn't...", "If God would
have just ..." Listen, whether “beside the still waters,” or
“through the valley of the shadow of death” (162) we are
responsible and accountable for personal reactions to the
leading of the Lord. We do as we want and therefore should
not be found accusing others for decisions of our own making.
In trial, multitudes of partners have fallen short of the
admonition to be faithful as they followed thoughts and desires
rather than those of the One they claim as Lord. Husband,
wife, tribulation seems to last forever. Death, disease, poverty,
or a legion of other calamities seems to have permanently
destroyed all. But this is nothing more than dark and faithless
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reasoning founded in the presence of circumstances. Bring in
the living God and this argument immediately loses it power!
Trusting the One who owns the key of death (163) brings this
assurance: trials are divinely bounded and without doubt your
10 days will end. Weeping may endure for a night, but, God’s
promise and power says, joy comes, it absolutely comes, in the
morning! (164)Husband, wife, faith says; "In the midst of trial,
God will give peace. It will be more genuine than what we can
imagine and far deeper than what we can dream. Tragedy may
cast its shadow, but the Light of the world will plead our cause,
and this makes life richer. Being faithful moves God and this is
a refuge whose help is of the Lord. One day, as we walk upon
heavenly streets of purest gold, financial trials will be forever
forgotten. We will be free from disease and handicaps that
cripple the mind, body, and spirit. Eternally reunited with
beloved children and friends, we will rejoice in the things
which try us now being passed away forever!” The "ten days"
on the dawn of that blessed eternal morning will be over! Jesus
will be exalted, the devil will be burning in a lake of fire, and
the joy and noble reality of remaining faithful will be fully
understood! How absolutely true and real will what Jonah
spoke so long ago be; “I went down to the bottoms of the
mountains; the earth with her bars was about me for ever: yet
hast thou brought up my life from corruption, O LORD my
God.” (165)"Be thou faithful unto death" is the only counsel Jesus
gives to this marriage. Many hope for a means by which
prisons could be escaped from or whose walls could be
altogether brought down. But the solemn truth regarding the
trial Jesus led Smyrna into is; there is none. Consider what
Jesus prayed in the Garden of Gethsemane, "All things are
possible unto thee; take away this cup from me: nevertheless
not what I will, but what thou wilt." (166) We cannot imagine
how shameful it was to become sin for the entire world. Our
Lord willingly accepted global (and in ways we cannot
comprehend, eternal) humiliation when the cruel venting of
God-hating and demon crazed sinners was allowed. Even
more, before physical martyrdom began, His purity, in
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tremendous agony (who has prayed unto blood?), asked, "O my
father, if it be possible, let this cup pass." (167) And the answer
to man’s eternal benefit was, no. There was no other way to
satisfy God and save sinners and seeing joy beyond the shame
of the cross Jesus, enduring his prison, drank that hideous and
awful cup. And now He’s counseling marriages to go on as He.
He’s saying, “My grace is sufficient for thee” and would to God
the unified response of two truly living as one would be, “most
gladly therefore will I rather glory in my infirmities, that the
power of Christ may rest upon me.” (168) Seeing His glory, may
the spirit of faith that willingly carries about in the body of our
marriage the dying of the Lord Jesus rise up so that the life of
Jesus might be made manifest in mortal flesh. You do this my
friend and the Bible states the abundant grace of God will by
the thanksgiving of many redound to God’s glory (169) in ways
that deliverance and prosperity-oriented theology never could.
This counsel that Jesus gives is certainly not easy or popular.

Some might venture to question its sufficiency. They would
consider it necessary to supplement such simplistic advice with
support groups or encourage professional assistance. I strongly
agree that the body of Christ has been by grace uniquely fitted
with many gifted members who can jointly and abundantly
supply the admonition to “care one for another.” (170)

Instructed to suffer with, confess to, pray for, exhort, use
hospitality toward, and “above all things have fervent charity
among yourselves” (171), what a giant difference the living body
of Christ can make! This bearing of “one another’s burdens” is
“fulfilling the law of Christ,” (172) and what a tremendous
blessing it is to see and experience the particular members of
Jesus’ body who are not suffering, succoring and possibly
diminishing the pains of those who are. God has built His body
so that “your abundance may be a supply for their want…that
there may be equality.” So shall the saying come to pass, “He
that had gathered much (mercy, compassion, advice, charity)
had nothing over (for it was given away); and he that had
gathered little (because of trial) had no lack (when given unto
him).” (173) But there are also times when God’s counsel is not
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to be supplemented. There are circumstances when two as
one are called upon to possess a faith that stands solely upon
the spoken word of God. Knowing this word has framed
“worlds,” it’s amazing we consider this shaky or shifting
ground. But personal history convicts us of a propensity to
supplant divine provision with plausible fleshly wisdom and it’s
time we, as David did in his time of distress, encourage
ourselves solely by the word of the Lord our God. (174)Here’s a
story of a couple that helps illustrate this principle of remaining
faithful in the face of adversity with no assistance. Meeting
years ago they instantly fell in love and were soon married.
They desired and tried to have children but it turned out they
could not. They had no access to medical help and in fact the
technologies so commonplace today had not even been
invented. Neither were there any organizations such as
adoption agencies. You see, this couple actually lived several
thousand years ago and their names were Isaac and Rebekah.
We’re not told why they were unable to have children. The
Bible just simply says she was barren. This was the physical
reality and how quickly and completely did this put into proper
perspective the reach of human help. We might think for the
day and time in which they lived they really didn’t have many
options for becoming a family. But actually, their predicament
illustrates God using trials to move them from the natural to
the supernatural. Isaac had the Lord’s promise that a nation
would be raised up through his seed, but rather than
attempting to secure this promise by approaching his
handmaid’s bed, as did his father, scripture says he “entreated
the LORD for his wife.” (175) That is, he began to pray. Given
the circumstances, what else could he do? However, given the
power of prayer, what else needed to be? What a precursor to
the New Testament truth, “Wherefore let them that suffer
according to the will of God commit the keeping of their souls
to him in well doing, as unto a faithful Creator.” (176) He simply
began to rely on God and the Bible says, “the LORD was
entreated of him, and Rebekah his wife conceived.” We could
learn and do much with the pragmatic applications of
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husbands and wives interceding with and for one another, but I
want to ask; do you know how long it was before Rebekah
conceived? Are you aware of how long Isaac petitioned the
Lord for his wife? The Bible says Isaac was forty years old
when he took Rebekah to wife and when Esau and Jacob were
born he was sixty. We’re not told when his petitions began, but
if soon, his was a 20-year prayer. For upwards of two decades
he cried out to the Lord. 20 years! You see, it’s one thing to
have a promise from God, but quite another to wait for it. Thus
the inspired Apostle writes, “And we desire that every one of
you do show the same diligence to the full assurance of hope
unto the end: That ye be not slothful, but followers of them
who through faith and patience inherit the promises.” (177) Oh
how little we know of this brand of faithfulness! Today’s blend
of Christianity of instant this and immediate that is completely
unfamiliar with “glorying in tribulations knowing that
tribulation worketh patience.” (178) We want answers and we
want them yesterday. We think God is at our beck-and-call. I
heard of a sermon entitled “God is my caddy.” The message’s
text, Isaiah 45:11, states “concerning the work of my hands
command ye me.” The word “command” is used over 100
times in the Bible and only once is it ever used like this and
most of the time people pull it out of context so that they might
boss God around. God’s not my caddy and He’s not yours and I
can hardly think of anything more irreverent. We claim we are
results oriented but restlessness for instant gratification is often
the manifest flaws of a faithless character. We act like:
“men ought always to pray, and not to faint,” Luke 18:1“pray

without ceasing,” I Thessalonians 5:17 and“prayer was made
without ceasing of the church unto God for him” Acts 12:5
are verses with no meaning or relevance to New Testament

marriages. Most couples lack a dedicated, long-term, fervent,
effectual, and faith-based corporate intercessory prayer life and
it’s no wonder Jesus said of His return, “Nevertheless when the
Son of man cometh, shall he find faith on the earth?” (179)

What I’m saying is this: in tribulation, which is sure to come,
Jesus said to be full of faith. He promises trials are bound and
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in the midst of such we are not to forsake our spouse. Rather,
we need to faithfully pray for one another. We need to
faithfully pray with each other. Verses such as :
“we fasted and besought our God for this: and he was

entreated of us.” Ezra 8:23“they cried to God in the battle, and
he was entreated of them; because they put their trust in him”
I Chronicles 5:20
ought to be relationship cornerstones. Our faith may be tried

and our patience exercised, but this admonition to be faithful
unto death is, without question, the best ground that a couple
can as one stand on in the presence of a God that hears and
answers prayer. Take a moment here and reflect on recent
trials. Were your thoughts and actions ones of faithfulness?
Did you, like Daniel, purpose in your heart to not let the
counsel of the world or the desires of your flesh defile your
relationship? (180) Instead of doubting God or your spouse's
love, did you in faith draw near to both? Was there in your
heart an anchor called faithfulness securing you together?
Like gears that mesh, God designed the strengths and
weaknesses of husbands and wives to complement, but running
or quitting short-circuits His provision. Take a long honest look
at what you did. Unbelief is the opposite of faith not confusion,
and so did you pray together as James said “in faith, nothing
wavering?” (181) Did you read the scripture together? Seek
counseling or fellowship together? Future trials are certain and
like seed sown in a field, preparations of the heart today will be
the harvested strengths or weaknesses of tomorrow. And as the
one who was dead and is alive for ever more was highly exalted
after his sufferings, so will the marriage be that remains
faithful in the most difficult of times.The Lord has prepared
two very special rewards for the Smyrna marriage that remains
faithful. We are not surprised the Lord takes great pleasure in
sharing His most treasured gifts with those whose faith and
therefore ways differ from those not led of His Spirit. Scripture
tells us it is the Lord’s delight to “command his lovingkindness
in the daytime.” (182) When things are good for those walking in
and by the Spirit, when they’re bright and looking up, it is quite
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easy to realize all the good God has blessed with and by. But
what of the night? When it’s dark and we have no means to
see, what then? Are blessings just as real? If we cry, like
Jonah, “out of the belly of hell”, is our Father still good? Ah
listen, David said, “in the night his song shall be with me” and
God has “made darkness His secret place.” (183) What a
beautiful thought--the God of heaven taking note of hurting
hearts and secretly drawing near to fill them with His own
song. When our understanding and perception cannot
distinguish or sense, the Lord goes where others cannot. He
does what no one else can. He places an abiding melody deep
into troubled hearts and this is why and how song breaks forth
in tragedy. Isaiah put it this way, “In all their affliction he was
afflicted, and the angel of his presence saved them: in his love
and in his pity he redeemed them; and he bare them, and
carried them all the days of old.” (184) What could possibly be
more valuable or special than this?The first gift, a "crown of
life,” is mentioned but twice in scripture and each time it’s a
reward for enduring trials and temptations. The Psalmist said,
"Thou broughtest us into the net; thou laidst affliction upon our
loins. Thou hast caused men to ride over our heads; we went
through fire and through water: but thou broughtest us out
into a wealthy place." (185) What an excellent testimony to the
completeness of God! His faithfulness and wisdom fashions
marriages by prisons called fire and water. And once their work
is done, He promises to escort us into the wealthy place of life.
Whereas Death was the name initially given to Smyrna and
death's motions reigned in their temporal realm---so life can
too. With everything they've got, the world and the devil are
permitted to throw at marriage their worst. With evil
anticipations, they rejoice to see that picture of Christ and His
church destroyed by the evil they petitioned God for. Things
look gloomy and frightful, but a faithful marriage allows God to
“work for us a far more exceeding and eternal weight of glory”
(186) by the promise of a crown of life.
The Apostle James of affliction states, “Behold, we count

them happy which endure. Ye have heard of the patience of
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Job, and have seen the end of the Lord; that the Lord is very
pitiful, and of tender mercy.” (187) He uses one of the greatest
examples of suffering and restoration to prove joy comes in the
morning. And of Jesus we read “who for the joy that was set
before him endured the cross, despising the shame, and is set
down at the right hand of the throne on high.” (188) You see, at
the beginning of the lives of these men we see patience and
steadfastness. We have also their end that we might be
encouraged to follow their example. We know at his beginning
Job was “the greatest of all the men of the east.” (189) If so,
when “the LORD blessed the latter end of Job more than his
beginning” giving him “twice as much as he had before” (190)

what did he become? Likewise, after His passion, Jesus was
“crowned with glory and honour,” “highly exalted,” and made
“both Lord and Christ.” (191) Would we expect then the end of
the overcoming Smyrna marriage to be different? Jesus
wouldn’t. Those known for poverty are rewarded a crown. And
one infinitely better than what could ever be forged from
minerals of the earth. Those known for death, live. No longer
in prison, bars and chains are understood to be tools the Lord
used to continue His handiwork. (I don’t believe “any thing
made that was made” ended on the sixth day. Physical creation
stopped, but knowing man’s heart is where the Lord now
works; aren’t creations in Christ Jesus much grander?) This
marriage will possess all the fullness that comes from
something called life which the Bible speaks of in terms of: joy,
exuberance, peaceful, free, new, secure, praise filled,
enlightened, delivered, directed, and blessed, just to name a
few.Another feature of this gift can be seen in Jesus’ teaching of
people glorifying God when they see His work in couples. As
this marriage endures the trials of life, it influences others.
Couples are encouraged and comforted by the contagious
faithfulness of this marriage. They see a reality and receive a
witness that far exceeds the power of words. This crown of life,
this treasure, placed into earthen vessels called husbands and
wives speaks of the excellency of the power of God. It shines
out the life of Jesus in mortal flesh. It gives God tremendous
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glory by the thanksgiving of others, and renews those who
possess it day by day. Now, to be sure you see this as real
Christianity and not mere theology, let me share with you a
living example. As I penned this chapter, a Christian co-worker
lost his six-year old daughter in a most freakish automobile
accident. There is no darker day for a parent, but throughout
their ordeal it was God's grace and the temporal nature of this
separation the husband and wife spoke of. Through this
couple's faithfulness, I saw the Lord helping other believers
through their own difficult times. At work, I had numerous
opportunities to testify of the living hope that possesses
Christians. All the arguments for not trusting in Jesus were
completely silenced while all the benefits of allowing God to
crown with His life were absolutely clear. This couple walked
with God and; it was "marvellous in our eyes." (192) The world
knew nothing, cared nothing, and thought nothing of this
couple. Every danger and discomfort associated with a prison
was continuously present and yet this marriage, through the
great power of faith, was graciously and wonderfully
maintained in a manner that confounded human reason and
ability. Do not lightly consider this reward for it is the object
the Lord Jesus himself presents to a marriage enduring the
greatest trials imaginable. It speaks of faith, life, victory, and
praise, and will greatly and forever honor both the receiver and
the Giver.The second reward is not being hurt of "the second
death." The second death is defined in Revelation chapter
twenty verse fourteen. With its context being the Great White
Throne Judgment, the sea, death, and hell deliver up the dead
that were in them and once judged are forever cast into the
lake of fire. “This, the Bible states, is the second death.”
Scripture assures believers are eternally secure in Christ and
will never be in danger of being cast to this end. But
remember, our passage says they would not be "hurt" of the
second death. Being hurt and being a partaker are two entirely
different thoughts.The Apostle John, as a picture of the church,
is a witness to this horrific scene. Thus, I believe, the church
will see here just how far short it fell in winning and
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influencing the world for Christ, as it witnesses multitudes
being cast into an eternal flame. Though not partaking of this
second death, the realization of tremendous failure will reach
deep into the very heart and soul of the church and it will hurt
as never before. It will weep then as it should now. There's no
debate that a day of judgement is coming. A day in which
literally billions will "stand before God," (193) but it's not until
AFTER this, in the next chapter of Revelation that we read God
"shall wipe away all tears." If the church was unmoved by this
entire scene, why, AFTER this day, is it God says; "there shall
be no more death, neither sorrow, nor crying, neither shall
there be any more pain: for the former things are passed away."
(194) Certainly, the unbelieving in a lake of fire shall be
manifesting emotions and actions described as “weeping and
gnashing of teeth.” (195) They will forever experience death
(that separation from God). They will have perpetual sorrow
and pain in that awful place described as one prepared for the
devil and his angels. (196) So who then is the Lord talking to? It
is those who though not partaking of this scene were hurt by
the sight of it. There are several other reasons why the Lord
makes this statement, but I believe we would be remiss if we
excuse ourselves from this scene. And it would be an even
greater mistake to believe we will be untouched as we observe
the most horrifying sight in history. No wonder in the next
chapter it takes the Lord God Himself to wipe away tears, pain,
and sorrow.
Returning to our analogy, it is promised the same hurt will

pierce the heart and soul of couples not remaining faithful in
tribulation. First, there will be a personal knowledge and sense
of failure and later a second death follows. A believer's
marriage is a window whereby others see Jesus. Through it
they are acquainted with His word, grace, love, and strength. If
couples “fail of the grace of God” (197) or quit their marriage
altogether in the midst of tribulation, it becomes impossible for
those watching not to be adversely affected and it is in this we
find the hurt of the second death. The spillage of faithlessness
will be like crude oil that blackens a coastline. Children may
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not become believers, or saved ones might become wayward. (I
watched a T.V. documentary featuring a couple who professed
to be Christian. Upon the failure of their marriage their
daughter moved to California and became a porn star. The
mother even became the director and producer of the films!
What darkness and death it is when children are burdened
with parent sins!! See Numbers 14:33) Counseling sessions
are forever lost. Witnessing opportunities are gone as an
unsaved world points its finger and accuses your religion as not
being any better than theirs. The day is coming when many
husbands and wives will be deeply hurt when they realize how
much was lost by not remaining faithful to the Lord and to
their partner in their time of trouble. Unfortunately, by then it
will be too late to do anything about it and the hurt of the
second death will be a reality. At the same time, many couples
protected by the promise of this reward will be spared the pains
of such loss. Jesus said, "Except a corn of wheat fall into the
ground and die, it abideth alone: but if it die, it bringeth forth
much fruit." (198) This reward looks into the future, past its ten
days, and sees nothing but much fruit, good, and life. There'll
be no room for the hurt of the second death as testimony after
testimony praises the bountiful effect of a faithful marriage.
This second death will be as powerless as the flames designed
and stoked to consume Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego.
When they came out of that seven-fold fire, scripture says “the
fire had no power, nor was an hair of their head singed, neither
were their coats changed, nor the smell of fire had passed on
them.” (199) Some hold trials similar to what these Hebrew
children faced are long gone. That is, there are no more fires
into which believers are cast. But I’m telling you there are
many flames exceedingly hotter than those of natural
combustion. And as a Smyrna couple expresses a Smyrna faith
saying, “our God whom we serve is able to deliver us from the
burning fiery furnace, and he will deliver us out of thine hand,
O king” Jesus exercises the Smyrna promise of not allowing
hurt by fires that seem to be burning out of control.
Remembering my co-worker, I saw this over and over again.
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Christians and unbelievers alike testified of the great strength
and grace they saw and how it deeply touched their lives. NOT
ONCE could anyone point an accusing finger at weakness or
failure. The difference a faith-based decision that said, "We
will remain faithful," was immeasurable. God was glorified, the
devil was condemned, believers were exhorted, and the
unsaved saw the real difference Jesus makes. In the presence
of such a powerful and effective reward meager opinions and
speculative theories are silenced by Eliphaz’s question, “Are the
consolations of God small with thee?” (200)What about your
marriage then? Is it a Smyrna one? If not, according to this
passage of scripture, it very well could be tomorrow. Of my co-
worker’s daughter, I remembered talking with him less than
two weeks before she was taken home to be with her Lord.
Neither of us saw, much less imagined the storm on the
horizon. But it was there, and for some of you, the reality of
James 5:13 “Is any among you afflicted?” is forming. You need
to believe difficulty is an opportunity for your marriage to
experience the grace, wisdom, and lovingkindness of your Lord.
The objective is to remain faithful throughout your 10 days for
the Lord desires to use your marriage in ways we cannot
comprehend much less concoct on our own. And as you are
great will be your effect, great will be your reward in this life
and the one to come, and even more so, great will be you
experiencing what many only speculate about, that is, truly
knowing “the power of his resurrection, and the fellowship of
his sufferings.” (201)For some of you, the Smyrna experience is
already over. Your 10 days are finished and in real terms you
now know what being released from prison is all about. Like
Peter you can declare how the Lord has brought you out of
prison. (202) Being “faithful unto death” you have a deeper
appreciation of Psalm 124:7 which says, “Our soul is escaped
as a bird out of the snare of the fowlers: the snare is broken,
and we are escaped.” You understand being faithful unto death
from a perspective that speculation and theory bows to. Psalm
124 goes on to say, “Our help is in the name of the LORD” and
you know when deliverance comes, it does so from a God
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whose name is infinitely stronger than any and all snares.
Scripture states we are to, “Rejoice with them that do rejoice,”
(203) and I want to say looking at your life and testimony, we
rejoice. We are told Paul considered the offering of himself a
source of joy and a worthy cause for the faith of others. (204) We
might expect this of Paul. But verse 18 says of the Philippian
believers, “for the same cause also do ye joy, and rejoice with
me.” That is, they found the same joy when they suffered and
endured for Paul. You did not choose your prison, but you
should know by enduring, you inspire. Your dedication and
persistence causes us to humbly lift our hands and hearts in
praise to God. We praise Him for contemporary pictures of
faithfulness. We praise Him for supplying the Body of Christ
with devoted saints. Husband, wife, you might not desire
limelight or praise, but we are highly privileged to know you.
You have stayed the course and we applaud your faith. We
honor you. Your resolve has made a difference. We are
encouraged by your steadfastness and, as Paul said, we “hold
such in reputation.” (205)Romans 12:15 says also to, “weep with
them that weep” and it just might be the case that your
marriage is walking through the Smyrna experience right now.
As members of the Body of Christ, our hearts, as bound and
suffering adversity with you, go out to you. We pray your hearts
and minds would be kept by the peace of God. We pray the
“Lord of peace himself give you peace always by all means.” (206)

We pray you would be encouraged by the thought that while
there is much suffering, there is also much overcoming. Every
time you get out of bed and live another day of faith, you are an
overcomer. We pray you would experience in real terms the
“perfect peace” (207) Isaiah spoke of. We pray the Lord would
quickly bring to a close your "ten days." If He twice before
altered time, (208) may He be pleased to do so again for you. We
pray you would remember Jesus is praying that your faith
would not fail and that you would know, “For out of much
affliction and anguish of heart I wrote unto you with many
tears; not that ye should be grieved, but that ye might know the
love which I have more abundantly unto you” (209) are His words
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to you. It might be difficult to believe, but God has not in one
whit forsaken you as He has promised, “the LORD…despiseth
not his prisoners.” (210) As He bore Israel on eagle's wings in
their trials, so He is doing for you. It may not feel or appear so,
but in Him is “no variableness neither shadow of turning.” (211)

What He did for them He will do for your marriage. The Lord
has chosen your marriage as a candidate to suffer and though
we may not know why, we are assured once tried, it will be
infinitely more valuable than the purest of gold. Once
delivered from the fire and water, it will, without doubt, be in
the wealthiest of places. Oh how we pray the promise “I will
bring my people again from the depths of the sea” (212) would
quickly be brought to pass. My friend, our ultimate prayer for
you are the words of Psalm twenty:
"The Lord hear thee in the day of trouble;the name of the

God of Jacob defend thee;Send thee help from the sanctuary,
and strengthen thee out of Zion; and Grant thee according to
thine own heart, and fulfill all thy counsel."
The words of the Lord Jesus to your marriage are "be thou

faithful," and, as you are, great is your marriage and greater still
will be your effect and reward.
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CHAPTER 3

THE PERGAMOS MARRIAGE

The third marriage Jesus deals with addresses powerful
forces working within husbands and wives which create and
sustain marital conflict. Have you ever wondered how those
who adore and pledge an undying love to one another end up
so incredibly unhappy? As with Saul, who initially loved David
“greatly,” but soon attempted his repeated murder, is it normal
for loving and happy relationships to erode into trouble, even
hostility? Is conflict just natural, or are there other factors at
work? Pergamos has some real answers for these questions,
but as you read, stay self absorbed. Ignoring or denying that
personal sin is the root or exponent of discord, we accuse our
spouse saying, “Ye have transgressed” (1) when we ought to be
talking to a mirror. Concerning guilt and confessing, “I have
played the fool, and have erred exceedingly” (2) self-centered
spouses, become not. “Are there not with you, even with you,
sins against the LORD your God?” (3) and arguing, “I’m not as
bad as” is sufficient grounds to excuse self while condemning
another is a standard God never endorses. When the
adulteress (4) was brought before the Lord Jesus, He exposed
hypocritical attitudes by forcing people into self examination.
Now, it’s your turn for being the right person is as important, if
not more so, as finding the right person. If you're going to look
for someone to blame, change, correct, or criticize---look first at
self. Stop proclaiming your own goodness and a spouse’s
errors. Like Adam and Eve, quit passing the buck. (5) Ahab
could have claimed he “sold himself to work wickedness in the
sight of the Lord” when his wife Jezebel “stirred him up.”(6)

But in reality he had “forsaken the commandments of the
Lord, and followed Baal”(7) and this was no one’s fault but his.
The primary issue is the management of your roles, duties, and
responsibilities as a spouse. The primary question is how have
you been fulfilling them, not how well has your spouse been
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doing? Let each of us then, “give account of himself to God.”
(8)

Also, as in the book of Job, the Lord draws back a curtain
showing the devil at work in his age long battle to corrupt, even
destroy all that God does. (9) If you're grappling with problems
without regarding the devil, then Pergamos has much to teach
you. Of Satan Paul said, “we are not ignorant of his devices,”
(10) but though educated it seems we are naive about the legion
of strategies he employs. He wants the advantage and working
over and double time, he'll stop short of nothing to get it. To
him, nothing is more picturesque than Christian marriages and
he aggressively targets them as he loves repeatedly
embarrassing and ultimately ruining the picture of Christ and
His bride. Through Pergamos, Jesus speaks to this. Knowing
the desires of an invisible enemy we are no match for, He took
the time to show us how to protect our marriages. We cannot
afford to ignore His message any longer for your mind and
spirit are the battleground, and your marriage is the prize won
or lost.
The word Pergamos means "much marriage" and our passage

in Revelation 2:12-17 reads, "And unto the angel of the church
in Pergamos write, these things saith he which hath the sharp
sword with the two edges; I know thy works, and where thou
dwellest, even where Satan's seat is: and thou holdest fast my
name, and hast not denied my faith, even in the days wherein
Antipas was my faithful martyr, who was slain among you,
where Satan dwelleth. But I have a few things against thee,
because thou hast them there that hold the doctrine of Balaam
who taught Balac to cast a stumblingblock before the children
of Israel, to eat things sacrificed unto idols, and to commit
fornication. So hast also them that hold the doctrine of the
Nicolaitanes which thing I hate. Repent, or else I will come
unto thee quickly, and will fight against them with the sword of
my mouth. He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit
saith unto the churches; To him that overcometh will I give to
eat of the hidden manna, and will give him a white stone, and
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in the stone a new name written, which no man knoweth
saving he that receiveth it."
The Lord introduces Himself saying He has a sharp two-

edged sword. A sword's primary purpose is division. It cuts
and divides when used offensively, and defensively it keeps one
separated from harm. A strange introduction, one would think
with all the marital discord of our day, accolades purporting
unity or harmony to be more appropriate. “Knowing” the key
to marriage is communication, you would expect Jesus to
kindly invite us into a spiritual office saying, “Let’s sit down and
talk.” C’mon, would you advocate a counselor whose sole
qualification was a sword? Go ahead; tell a friend, “You’ll know
him when you see him. He’s the guy with the sword on the
wall.” You would never endorse such a therapist, but we’ll see
why Jesus does so and in fact, it will magnify what He said near
the beginning of His ministry; "Think not that I am come to
send peace on earth: I came not to send peace, but a sword."
(11) And again; “Suppose ye that I am come to give peace on
earth? I tell you, Nay; but rather division.” (12)

Cutting cross-grain to today's ecumenical movements, Jesus’
word, “sharper than any twoedged sword,” (13) will lay out the
dividing nature of godly principles upon which a marriage
should be founded. Acceptance, consenting adults, inclusion,
sensitivity, and tolerance may be the cultural and legal norm of
the day, but the sword of the Lord is here and you'll enjoy the
benefits or suffer the consequences of your response to the age-
old question and invitation: “who is on the Lord's side? let him
come unto me." (14)

The Lord begins His message saying; "I know thy works."
Jesus is not one who is afar off from His people though His
people may be afar off from Him. "I will never leave thee nor
forsake thee" (15) He promised, and to be influenced by
reasonings which conclude His absence is practical atheism.
Scripture asks; "He that planted the ear, shall he not hear? He
that formed the eye, shall he not see?" (16) and this goes way
beyond church pews. All we say and do is known by a God who
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is intimately familiar with each and every detail of our lives,
including, if not especially, our relationships.
Because most couples live as if secrecy rules, recall when

Abraham and Sarah were told they would have a son.
Scripture records Sarah “laughing within herself” (17) when the
natural but dark reasoning of the flesh filled her with unbelief.
Physical realities caused her to believe the word of God was
powerless over the deadness of a 90+ year old womb. She
chuckled at the unlikely promise thinking, “God cannot hear
my heart,” and that’s why we’re told “he that covereth his sins
shall not prosper.” (18) It was a mistake to think God is as bound
as us, and the reproof, “Nay; but thou didst laugh,”
demonstrates the ease at which He is able to see what we
believe is well hidden. The Lord asked, “Can any hide himself
in secret places that I shall not see him? saith the LORD. Do
not I fill heaven and earth? saith the LORD?” (19) The answers
here reveal an omnipresent Lord and disprove the twisted
equation: unbelief + lies = a fooled God.
Now, do you think Jesus’ interest or ability is not as intense or

practical today? Concerning your marriage, is “the Spirit of the
Lord straitened?” (20) He told Jeremiah, “Before I formed thee
in the belly I knew thee.” (21) When they first met, Nathanael
asked Jesus, “Whence knowest thou me?”, and Jesus
demonstrated an ability to see and know all by stating, “Before
that Philip called thee, when thou wast under the fig tree, I saw
thee.” (22) Long before the physical act took place Jesus was
fully acquainted with his character. And “this same Jesus” (23)

is no different when it comes to relationships. Secrets hidden
behind closed doors and facial expressions are actually “naked
and opened unto the eyes of him with whom we have to do.” (24)

They couldn’t be more plainly seen or better known and as our
realization of this truth grows, the more we react as Sarah.
Like a leaky dam, we plug the manifestations of a fallen nature
with the finger of denial. As if that could hold back tons of
water. But when people are afraid of exposure they’ll resort to
even the weakest means to stay an impending disaster.
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If you don’t believe this spirit thrives in couples today,
consider two thoughts. First, husbands, try forming an
accountability group. Publicize purity will be evaluated by an
extensive probing into one’s life. Advertise holiness will be
known by actively applying James’ admonition to “confess your
faults one to another” (25) and you’ll see men mimicking Sarah.
Like scattering cock roaches, they’ll refute the need for such
questioning and investigation. Clichés such as, “Everything is
fine,” and, “We’re doing well,” will be the fabrications of hearts
fearful of blunt honesty. Second, wives, consider your reaction
to this event in Sarah’s life for it is the spring of what is perhaps
the most hated passage in the entire Bible. How so? Peter,
using this story, admonishes wives to be in subjection to their
own husbands. If this isn’t distasteful enough, he also uses her
as a model of demonstrated subjection saying through
obedience she called her husband “lord.” (26) Ladies, can you
think of a passage that sets your teeth more on edge? Is there
another verse that evokes greater amusement? Your husband,
lord? Laugh all you want (out loud if need be) the Spirit’s
teaching is crystal clear and while wives talk of loving and
worshipping Jesus, His sharp two-edged sword would say, “why
call ye me, Lord, Lord, and do not the things which I say?” (27)

Now men have a loathing for this story as well. When
dealing with Sarah the Bible says, “the Lord said unto
Abraham, wherefore did Sarah laugh?” If Sarah was the
faithless one, why confront the husband? Why didn’t the Lord
just talk to her? It’s because as head of his household “lord”
Abraham was accountable for the spiritual condition of his
family, including if not especially his wife. What, do you
believe; “Husbands, love your wives, even as Christ also loved
the church, and gave himself for it;” directly speaks to a man’s
responsibilities in marriage, but the next verse, “That he might
sanctify and cleanse it with the washing of water by the word”
does not? Does the verse, “But if any provide not for his own,
and specially for those of his own house, he hath denied the
faith, and is worse than an infidel,” (28) have material
applications only? Believing, “Be thou diligent to know the
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state of thy flocks, and look well to thy herds” (29) has relevance
to farm animals, but not to family (how shallow!), husbands
neglect spiritual assignments of the home. They avoid
responsibilities such as family prayer and worship (devotionals
around a family alter). How much more standing before God
and of a wife’s spiritual walk intercede as Paul did for
Onesimus saying, “If he hath wronged thee, or oweth thee
ought, put that on mine account.” (30) And so, just as much as
wives refuse to submit, husbands try to escape the
responsibility of being the “head of the woman” (31) and this is
the same evil spirit that prompted Sarah to deny and then lie.
Listen, Jesus wants you to know that He could not be more
acquainted with the works of a Pergamos marriage. He knows
all about what we have and have not joined ourselves to and
until this truth grips your heart, its reality will not change your
life. His sword’s purpose is to remove what destroys and
defend what builds marriages. Let us echo then David’s words,
“Let the righteous smite me; it shall be a kindness: and let him
reprove me; it shall be an excellent oil.”(33) Such may be
painful or frightening, but given pure intents and divine ability
we really couldn't be in better hands.
The Lord follows His statement of knowing this marriage’s

works with knowing where this marriage dwells. He identifies
this place as "Satan's seat" and it is very important to see this as
the source of many marriage problems. First, this seat is
Satan’s. It is there he comes to rest or work. And second, it
represents authority. Satan himself located his headquarters in
Pergamos and it became the hub of all evil activity.
In application to Christian marriages, I believe we can

scripturally view the place of Satan's seat as our old nature. In
our born-again experience, God did not remove our old nature
that was of Adam. He created a new nature, the "new man," (34)

which is after Christ and it’s described, “Whosoever is born of
God doth not commit sin; for his seed remaineth in him: and
he cannot sin, because he is born of God.” (35) But it’s the
other, the old Adamic nature, which is Satan’s work or dwelling
place. He loves tempting this ungodly, froward, and violent
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nature to do evil. For he knows a marriage sidetracked by sin
and riddled with conflict is not only an awful depiction of the
picture of Christ and His bride, but an embarrassing division
between two God calls one.
"We have the mind of Christ." (36) Having such, how could

there be in us what scripture calls the "lust of the flesh, and the
lust of the eyes and the pride of life?" (37) Why the exhortation
to "put off" the old man? (38) Why did John say, "My little
children these things I write unto you that ye sin not” (39) and
"keep yourselves from idols?" (40) Even born-again, blood
bought, and spirit-filled, Paul confessed “evil is present with
me.” So, why these verses? Why the sin problem? It's
because we have an old nature, and Jesus is showing the devil's
pleasure and work is to literally place his seat within that
nature as he wars against couples. Consider the husband and
wife who lied to the Holy Ghost. (41) Selling their land and
joining the Apostles was a step of faith that infuriated the devil.
So with the powerful tools of show and greed he tempted and
successfully deceived their old natures. They were truly one,
but it was a union of sin and I wonder as Peter watched the
burials if Jesus’ words, “An enemy hath done this,” spurred the
inspiration “be sober, be vigilant; because your adversary the
devil, as a roaring lion, walketh about, seeking whom he may
devour.” This was the devil's finest hour and any attempt to
order your marriage as God would have you will move Satan
himself to establish residency smack-dab in the middle of your
old nature. He doesn't ask for permission. There’s no fanfare
announcement. This is simply what and all he does for "He
cometh not, but for to steal, and to kill, and to destroy." (42)

Thus the Holy Spirit warns, "Neither give place to the devil." (43)

This "angel of light" appearing as an "Apostle of Christ" and a
"minister of righteousness" (44) moves to be an intrusion, even
invasion, and Jesus through Pergamos reveals and reminds us
of his deceptive ways. Is every problem then the work of the
devil? No. We will see in other marriages that, because of the
inherent weakness and nature of flesh, marital discord will
happen. To blame or credit the devil for every problem is an
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extreme that needs to be guarded against. But, to ignore him
in light of Jesus' word is now grossly naïve as well.
Here’s an example of how the devil works within old natures.

One barrier to marital harmony is the practice of focusing on
the so-called wrongs of a spouse while ignoring or justifying our
own. We are experts at finding fault. Proclaiming our own
goodness, we are prone and quick to condemn attitudes and
actions, but not of self. This unbalanced, "I'm right and your
wrong" attitude distorts focus and makes light of God-given
responsibilities wherein every husband and wife has a
constructive job to do, a good work to complete, and a proper
place to fill. It makes self out to be a suitable judge of perceived
short-comings when in reality it has neither right nor
qualifications to be so. As a result, the ill-timed, narrow-
sighted, and exaggerated claims of a mean spirit force
emotional retreat, offensive attacks, or defensive stands. How
opposite this is when compared to an atmosphere of open
communication wherein the truth spoken in love (45) fosters a
safe and nurturing environment to “confess your faults one to
another, and pray one for another, that ye may be healed.” (46)

Verbal attacks are unleashed with little to no regard for
immediate or long-term effects of words described as “the
piercings of a sword.” (47) Not that they’re always violent, for
David described camouflaged evil as, “The words of his mouth
were smoother than butter, but war was in his heart: his words
were softer than oil, yet were they drawn swords.” (48) Thrown
to the wind are admonitions such as “be swift to hear, slow to
speak, slow to wrath: For the wrath of man worketh not the
righteousness of God” (49) and “I will take heed to my ways, that
I sin not with my tongue: I will keep my mouth with a bridle.”
(50) Did you get that?! “I will keep my mouth with a bridle!”
How disgusting to modern philosophies. We won’t even
consider practicing it, but not for a lack of understanding.
Education is not the problem. Rather, it’s the manifest
rebellion of an unconverted nature. Words like, "I'm sorry, I
was wrong, please forgive me" are seldom used. Reasoning, "I
should have kept quiet and listened to what they said, instead I
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defended myself." are indeed rare. Jesus lived out the principle
“whosoever shall smite thee on thy right cheek, turn to him the
other also” (51) and yet how many allow the verbal strike of a
spouse go without retaliation? When marital conflict arises is
“Father forgive them for they know not what they do” a habit?
When falsely accused by Korah and his company of taking “too
much upon you,” Moses’ immediate reaction was, “he fell upon
his face.” (53) Are you like this? Have you ever literally fallen
on your face in intercessory prayer as the result of the false
accusations of a spouse? If not, where do thoughts contrary to
the teachings of Jesus come from? From the blasted accuser of
the brethren, the devil, that’s where. He presents to your old
nature ideas opposed to the mind and actions of Christ as he
knows a marriage of condemning spirits and self-righteous
attitudes will eventually self-destruct while being presently a
very good anti-Christ testimony. And instead of recognizing
and judging this, we play into the hand of living out the anger
and actions of a Satan influenced old nature. If “Manasseh
made Judah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem to err, and to do
worse than the heathen,” (54) how much more couples ruled by
a tyrant of unimaginable wickedness?
The Bible says in I Peter chapter three spouses should "not

render evil for evil, or railing for railing." Since this is the
command, why, as if wedding vows, those toe-to-toe shouting
matches? Infinitely worse is the burning revenge of physical
abuse! God clearly and plainly said not to do so. His Spirit
screams, “STOP! It’s wrong!” and yet multitudes are known by
an ability to verbally and physically get even with each other
rather than for “yielding” which “pacifieth great offences.” (55)

Husbands and wives believe venting is acceptable due to
worldly promotions. It argues to get things out in the open,
fight fairly, and tell it like it is. You’ve got a voice!! But their
get-even attitude throws everything out of balance for it
neglects parameters such as “speaking the truth in love,” (56)

“be ye angry and sin not,” (57) or “a soft answer turneth away
wrath.” (58) The Bible says, "death and life are in the power of
the tongue," and "the tongue is a fire, a world of iniquity...it
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defileth the whole body...and is set on fire of hell." (59)

Christians are instructed to "study to be quiet." (60) Most
consider this a waste, but this proves how completely alienated
the natural mind is from even the simplest statements in God’s
word. Yet all this wisdom and clear direction to; “keep the door
of my lips,” (61) is blatantly ignored or openly rebelled against.
With a whore’s delusion and swagger, worldly positions are
paraded advantages. But they are sorceries designed to ruin
the purity of Christ centered couples and reveling in them is
like sheep wallowing in filth with pigs or eating vomit with dogs.
I see the devil relaxing in his relationship running recliner,
after a long hard day's work in a couple’s old natures. He
smiles at abusive husbands. He loves a wife’s critical spirit. He
laughs as “grievous words stir up anger” (62) and in an instant
words wounding the deepest parts of the heart are unleashed
like a pack of rabid wolves. Relishing the moment, he breaks
out a scorecard, chalks up a victory, pats himself on the back,
and congratulates himself for a job well done. Then, as if
addicted to another’s pain and ruin, he plans and regroups for
tomorrow.
Does this sound familiar? Are you guilty of railing and

rendering evil? Are you liable for bickering and sometimes all-
out war? Then recognize Pergamos’ truth; you have an enemy
whose sole agenda is to influence your old nature and that with
great success. It's not a simple case of losing one's temper.
Resentful, bitter, and unkind words are symptoms of a greater
truth. Proverbs 15:4 states, “A wholesome tongue is a tree of
life: but perverseness therein is a breach in the spirit.” That is,
we are engaged in a battle against a manifestation of an old
nature violated by demonic forces whose mandate is to destroy
the relationship we have and represent. To see this is
important, but that in of itself is not enough. We also need the
means to withstand Satan’s attacks and, in our text, the Lord
Jesus is pleased to provide it. But be careful for the Bible says,
“And the LORD spake to Manasseh, and to his people: but they
would not hearken.” (63)
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In verse thirteen, the Lord testifies of Pergamos’ good stating,
His name is held fast and faith has not been denied. Given
Satan's continuous and rigorous tempting, this marriage
secured itself to the surest foundations possible. The Lord
praised Pergamos for this and we would do well to follow their
much marriage example.
Today many seek to know a great deal about psychology and

differences between the sexes, but very little of holding fast and
keeping faith. When temptations or problems arise, couples
commonly run to sources other than the Lord's provision. But
can insight or intel prevail against Satan working in an old
nature? Does he cower at the relationship management
strategies of men? We need power, real power, and if God's
provision cannot stem the tide of spiritual problems couples
grapple with then we are indeed "of all men most miserable".
(64)

This mindset of forsaking God's person, plan, and power does
little more than set couples up for certain failure. The
Gibeonites deceived Joshua, when he "asked not counsel at the
mouth of the Lord." (70) Regarding His Lordship Jesus taught in
parable people will say, “We will not have this man to reign over
us.” (72) And of the last days Paul warned against people who
appearing godly are in reality lust-filled truth-forsaking enjoyers
of ear filling fables. (73) Abandoning the divine for the attractive,
psychologically stimulating, and trending is wrong, and
countless marriages are the worse for doing so. Now, am I
saying intellect has no place? To the contrary, Peter
admonishes husbands to live with their wives "according to
knowledge." (74) Hey husband use your brain for something
other than hair fertilizer! Use some good old fashion down to
earth common sense! If your wife likes flowers, mimic the
miracle working Paul. Saying he would “very gladly spend and
be spent” it would be amazing to create the sensational within
your spouse’s heart and spirit. If she likes to hear "I love you"
or be complemented five times a day---open your mouth and
say the words! A man on national television told his wife he
didn't need to take her out to dinner to prove his love. He said
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he considered it a show, a cheap gesture with no meaning.
Maybe so in his mind, but the hurt in the eyes of his wife could
have been seen by the blind. A lack of love embarrassed and
disheartened! His cruel words were “swords” and “knives!” (75)

She needed to know in one simple tangible way she was the
love of his life, and opportunity as a battering ram was breaking
down his heart’s door. He was the man and that was the
moment he could have seized to let his wife know she alone
was more special to him than anything and anyone else in the
entire world. It would have revived his marriage had he
kneeled down in front of her grabbed her hands and said she
was worth more than all the dinners one could ever buy. (and
of course, follow through by endeavoring to do so!). But like
those who stabbed Jesus, it was a marital death blow when as
an ignorant fool he said she wasn't worth taking out to one. He
despised the thought of dwelling with her according to
knowledge. He was selfish, self absorbed, stubborn, cheap,
brutal, vicious, and worse, as unloving as he could possibly be.
No wonder Solomon said, “Seest thou a man wise in his own
conceit? there is more hope of a fool than of him.” (76)

Husband, God gave you a brain, use it to meet the needs of
your wife! God also gave us for the using the name and faith of
Christ. He praises these powerful tools and we should be
utilizing them so much more than we are.
Through the "depth of the riches both of the wisdom and

knowledge of God," (77) the Lord allowed an old nature to
remain in us. This puzzles, but faith looks beyond question
marks and finds rest in the knowledge, "The judgements of the
Lord are true and righteous altogether." (78) Jesus said: "I will
not leave you comfortless" (79) and knowing Satan would set up
shop in our old nature, He provided His name and faith as
weapons by which couples can overcome the devil’s wiles. As
their name indicates, the Pergamos church married themselves
to these anchors of the soul and in doing so, secured help and
deliverance. I ask you, the last time you and your spouse were
at odds, did you “put away from among yourselves that wicked
person” (your old nature) (80) and utilize the name of the Lord
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and faith as problem solvers? Of marital management, were
these the tools you expertly used and the two as one soul
means for relationship resolutions? Think back, as actions
honestly indicate what you are truly married to.
Consider Naaman in II Kings chapter five. Going to Elisha

with an incurable disease, he was told, “Go and wash in Jordan
seven times, and thy flesh shall come again to thee, and thou
shalt be clean.” Caught by sensationalism, reason, or
preference he became enraged and condemned the cure saying
the rivers of Damascus were much better than the rivers of
Israel. The word of the Lord meant nothing to him as he had
no heart for it and he therefore discounted what disappointed.
Preconceived notions and opinions effectively placed him above
any word from heaven. And as he walked away, still a leper, still
diseased, still dying, one realizes at times an atheist is no
different than a believer. One denies God’s existence while the
other dismisses His word saying, He cannot do as He pleases.
Either response renders the word of God, as Jesus said, “of
none effect.” Fortunately, his spiritually sharp and persuasive
servants convinced him to reconsider the prophet’s word and
when his spirit yielded his body was miraculously healed.
Today, many couples are acting like Naaman first did. Being
told faith and the power of the name of Christ can heal
problems they thumb their noses at these so-called relics and
immediately turn to other springs. Seemingly more; attractive,
authoritative, applicable, and advantageous, a lack of power
proves their source, at best, is man. Naaman's "flesh of a little
child" testifies God's provision of faith and the name of His son
are powerful resources to all who will use them. Faith, we are
told, moves mountains. (81) The name of Jesus is a strong tower
that we can run into and be safe. (82) Why not draw then from
these? Don't you think Naaman enjoyed healing? Don't you
think he was glad that he washed in that "dirty old Jordan?"
Obviously yes, and the same joy will occur in your marriage
when you exercise yourself in “obeying the voice of the LORD.”
(83)
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If these tools seem impractical, consider Jesus walking on
water. The Bible says Jesus "saw (the disciples) toiling in
rowing." (85) Scripture also says He "would have passed by
them." In the boat, nothing was more sensible than rowing. In
the teeth of a storm they concluded, to get across the sea they
must put their backs into it and ROW! ROW LIKE CRAZY!
But actions proved inability and knowing God commands the
wind, the verse, “he maketh the devices of the people of none
effect” (86) shows God working against vain human efforts.
Rowing might be what we know how and want to do, but God
would have us call, and when the disciples did Jesus
immediately came to their aid. Have you been working in your
marriage and getting no where? Does it seem a happy
relationship is passing you by? If so, it's high time to forsake
the unprofitable toil of logic and the unproductive rowing of
effort. Like Pergamos, marry the name and faith of Christ for
they will more so than any other marital oar greatly help your
relationship.
Consider also when David fought Goliath. The Bible says,

“Saul armed David with his armor, and he put an helmet of
brass about his head; so he armed him with a coat of mail.” (87)

A veteran warrior whose battle field experience warned him of
what David was up against, Saul did the very best he could do
in preparing David for combat. Saul had indeed killed his
thousands. (88) Fully apprised of conflict’s dangers he gave
David what had worked so well and long protected him. We
expect no less from the voice of intelligence or experience. It
makes perfect sense to consult professionals who have long
studied and even endured the rigors of war. But in the midst of
all the expertise, how surprising it must had been to hear David
say of Saul’s equipment, “I cannot go with these, for I have not
proved them.” And even more, when he “put them off” to take
up stones and a sling, why, we would have called him crazy.
Reasoning Saul’s sword was a hundred times more powerful
and effective than rocks and a slingshot, we would have
concluded he was quite ill prepared for battle. But what the
eye of flesh was unable to see was it was impossible for him to
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be more ready. Oh how this emphatically proves we know very
little about the fantastic power of a practical faith! David told
Goliath, “Thou comest to me with a sword, and a spear, and
with a shield: but I come to thee in the name of the Lord of
hosts, the God of the armies of Israel, whom thou hast defiled.”
(89) A dead champion proves David was better equipped than all
combined would have ever imagined. Here is a ruddy,
inexperienced, still wet behind the ears kid wielding the most
powerful weapons in the universe: the name of God and faith.
Nothing could have been stronger or provided more protection
and this is exactly what Jesus said Pergamos couples had and
used in the most trying and dangerous of times.
But what about today’s marriages? Given their frequent

demise, it’s difficult to argue modern philosophies have not
removed us from the ground David was so victorious on. Think
about marital conversations you’ve had. Was Jesus’ name the
sole key discussed? Browse marriage websites or podcasts. Do
they speak only of faith? Look, multitudes are well-suited with
the helmets and breastplates of recognized human authorities.
The protective gear of psychology and the knowledge of human
behavior seem to fit perfectly. Admiring weapons of intellect,
couples place an implicit confidence in something unproven
against giants because to the natural man it looks good and
feels strong; but I would simply ask, where is the name of Jesus
and faith in all this? Is He not enough? Was Pergamos
reprimanded for not being more cerebral? David’s victory over
insurmountable odds is testimony enough that faith and the
name of our God is what marriages need. The world condemns
what confuses it saying these are not sufficient, but we
shouldn’t be moved by natural men who cannot receive the
things of the Spirit. (90) Great men are not always wise and
that’s why Jesus said of the foolish judgment of others; “what is
that to thee? follow thou me.” (92) What I know is this; if I’m
frustrated by rivers that do not heal, tired of rowing to no effect
and want victory over would be champions, then I must use
God’s provision. If we'll in faith, call upon Jesus, He will
answer. He has the ability and will to do far beyond what we
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could ever think or imagine, but we must call. Rewarding
those who diligently seek Him (93) it's time to do so in all aspects
of your marriage. Against an army of one million Asa prayed,
“LORD, it is nothing with thee to help, whether with many, or
with them that have no power: help us, O LORD our God; for
we rest on thee, and in thy name we go against this multitude.
O LORD, thou art our God; let not man prevail against thee.”
(94) Verse 12 states, “So the LORD smote the Ethiopians…and
the Ethiopians fled” proving against all the issues couples face
(doesn’t it sometimes feel like a million?), faith and God’s name
are incredibly effective, even opportunistic considering, “when
I am weak, then am I strong.” And if the case be so with one
man, how much so for two as one? Listen, exercise some faith
concerning finances, raising children, and sex. When it comes
to careers, respect, love, joint ministry and more may couples
be repeatedly guilty of a holding fast not denying trust in the
Lord’s name. Pergamos was commended for these and the
One who is “the same yesterday, and to day, and forever” (96)

will likewise honor couples following their example.
Seeing this marriage’s good, the Lord next reveals what is

displeasing, even wrong. We question, if such good was found,
how could there be evil? But Jesus is keenly aware of living
contradictions. Knowing couples will repeat Israel’s mistake,
“then believed they his words; they sang his praise. They soon
forgat his works…but lusted exceedingly” (97) He forewarns
against consistency struggles and outright backsliding. He
never addresses abstract impossibilities, so don’t let the
deception of pride or self-righteousness walk you to, have you
stand in, and ultimately sit in the places He now warns against.
Verses fourteen and fifteen reveal two things the Lord stands

against and it is important to be highly sensitive when
considering what is identified for apathy toward sin is really the
same toward God. Jesus has not lowered His opinion of sin.
“He which hath called you is holy, so be ye holy in all manner of
conversation” (98) has claim and meaning to couples, but many
believe they can love God while holding to what He condemns.
What a tremendous insult to the Lordship of Christ. Scripture
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asks, “what fellowship hath righteousness with
unrighteousness? and what communion hath light with
darkness?”, (99) and we should never even imagine that the
Lamb of God who took away the sin of the world now winks at,
overlooks, or is passive toward that which cost Him so dearly.
(The previous questions are frequently used to dissuade single
Christians from dating or marrying unbelievers. This is proper,
but of couples prone to much marriage perhaps a greater
application is to them. When Jesus said; “thou hast had five
husbands” the assumption one at a time might be wrong.)
Finding sin, would you argue He is mistaken, it’s not that
important, or not a battle worth fighting? Being self-righteous,
will you disannul His judgement? Jesus loves righteousness
and hates wickedness still (100) and had He found nothing to
rebuke He would, as in Smyrna, have said so. Since this is not
the case, we should be super receptive of what He says resides
in the hearts and practices of practical polygamists. We are
stealth, acting as if no one sees or knows what’s going on
behind closed mouths and doors, but Jesus is fully apprised of
what we desire and then do. Isaiah said, “Woe unto them that
seek deep to hide their counsel from the LORD, and their
works are in the dark, and they say, Who seeth us? and who
knoweth us?” (101) The answer is Jesus and He’s going to prove
it by what He’s about to say.
Note what Jesus calls out. Verse fourteen describes the

doctrine of Balaam and fifteen tells of the doctrine of the
Nicolaitanes. Using this word Jesus says He is against what
was believed for at the heart of the matter, are matters of the
heart. What they wined and dined was worked into ways and
devotions, for “a man’s heart deviseth his way” (102), but the
point of origin was far deeper than sinister beliefs cloaked as
personality quirks, gender idiosyncrasies, or genetic
propensities. Each partner needs to carefully consider Satan's
goal of the belief and practice of these doctrines for with
fervent passion and relentless tenacity he seeks to replace
Jesus’ name and faith with them.
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The doctrine of Balaam involves the casting of stumbling
blocks. That is, actively and deliberately setting up situations so
a spouse commits sin. Namely, idolatry and fornication. "Old
fashion" words for the day in which we live, Jesus considers
these wrong and His admonition proves a weakness, if not
predisposition, to commit them. Deuteronomy 13 explicitly
warns family members, in particular, “the wife of thy bosom”
against persuasions to worship other gods and Solomon’s
demise serves notice this is no warning against imaginary or
phantom dangers. Believers are capable of rendering their own
lives a total wreck, but the doctrine of Balaam in marriage
portrays a husband or wife plotting and working out the means
whereby a spouse sins. This goes far beyond personal choices
and reveals the depths to which Satan desires to take Christian
couples.
In the story of Balaam (103), Balak asked Balaam to curse his

enemy Israel. When he rather blessed them, Balak had the
opportunity to experience the spiritual truth: what God has
blessed, man cannot curse. Had he joined Israel and served
the Lord God, he would have changed Moab's future forever.
But he refused, and "through the counsel of Balaam," (104)

introduced idolatry and fornication to Israel by the whoredoms
of Moab. Such are the decisions and ways of a nation whose
father was conceived in incest. It's sad that Balaam, who had
been a channel for God's blessing, later became the same for
His judgment. Such are always the ways of those who love the
wages of unrighteousness. (105) But even sadder, this is as
common today as it was tragic long ago. Dismissing scripture’s
admonitions, Pergamos couples plunged headlong into some of
the grossest and destructive sins possible. Like blind followers
of the blind, contemporary husbands and wives embrace the
same path that was so ruinous for Israel. For a time, they
indeed submit to the Lord's will. But the love of the wages of
unrighteousness and the attractiveness of the pleasures of sin
are so irresistible they expose and tempt each other with sexual
and worldly lusts that are satisfying, even addicting. Given
Peter, Jude, and now Jesus warns against this doctrine we
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would do well to take to heart the admonition, “O my people,
remember now what Balak king of Moab consulted, and what
Balaam the son of Beor answered him from Shittim unto
Gilgal; that ye may know the righteousness of the LORD.”
Micah 6:5.
Now, you can rationalize about how we’ve arrived socially.

One can lobby for the acceptance, or at least tolerance, of
consenting adults. But all the semantic games in the world
cannot silence the righteous cry, “fight ye not against the
LORD God…for ye shall not prosper.” (106) Leveraging
weakness to accomplish sin is a great wickedness. Was Adam
excused and Eve condemned when after eating herself she
“gave also unto her husband?” (107) Therefore, on both sides of
this doctrine, for the plotters of and plodders in, it is never right
to engage sin at the suggestion or expense of a partner. It is
said, Jehoram “caused the inhabitants of Jerusalem to commit
fornication, and compelled Judah thereto.” Israel was judged
for her waywardness, but God, so angered by exploitation,
smote Jehoram with “incurable” and “sore diseases.” His body
became so sick and sickening that he died “without being
desired.” (112) How’s the justification of coercion looking now?
You might think no such bullying exist today. To which I

respond, “You’ve got to be kidding!” Husbands press wives to
watch porn. Wives urge husbands to swing with the world.
Web cams predators command couples to perform like trained
but brute beasts and that there are multiplied thousands of
unfaithful couples in chat rooms shamelessly compelling
kindred, but evil, spirits to act out, with wild abandon, perverse
sexual roleplays proves Jehoram’s disgusting body may be dead
and decayed, but his spirit is not. Jesus is saying partaking of
that which is connected to sex (physically and mentally)
outside the biblical model of marriage is an immense sin.
Society deems many things acceptable and legal. Consenting
adults flippantly misquote, “all things are lawful” (113), but this is
wresting scriptures to their own destruction and poisoning the
regular charity feasts of husbands and wives. At one point in
his story Balaam angrily wished to kill his own donkey, but he
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had no sword. How much less successful are humiliating
excuses for sin before a thrice holy God? Jesus has spoken and
those opposing have “forsaken the right way, and are gone
astray, following the way of Balaam.” With a simple animal God
rebuked “the madness of the prophet.” (114) In several ways that
“dumb ass” wasn’t, are you worse, that is, more stupid than it?
What is this eating "things sacrificed to idols"? There are two

passages in the New Testament dedicated to this issue.
Namely, Romans chapter 14 and I Corinthians chapter 8. The
bottom line in both is while activities might be lawful, charity
always supersedes liberty. Both chapters are in perfect
agreement in that when considering personal actions, it's not
solely a question of right or wrong, but what's the effect on
others? Balaam tempted Israel with what would cause them to
fall. Calling into question rights and liberties, He leveraged an
unsuspecting people. He reasoned any infringement, any
curtailing couldn’t possibly be right for certainly they owned
just as much, if not more, freedom as the nations around them.
His efforts paid off like a lottery when Israel succumbed to
temptation. This is what makes this doctrine so evil, and it’s
why Jesus stands against a marriage that practices such a
deceptive and desperately wicked belief.
What does this look like today? Consider the following three

examples. A husband once told me he believed the Lord was
calling him and his wife to be foreign missionaries. Satan,
hating this move, attacked the wife’s old nature. Having the
same opportunity as Balak, she likewise made his same
mistake. Casting anything and everything before her husband,
her passion was to redirect his. Esteeming the pleasures of this
life of greater importance, a Balaam spirit portrayed ease a
bountiful dainty. An unconquerable and polluted spirit
portrayed convenience an attractive lover. Whoring with such
(infidelity is not restricted to sex with people) proves Israel
wasn’t the only spouse guilty of eating “sacrifices of the dead”
and “mingling among the heathen.” (115) Tripped by a stone of
her own setting, this stumbling block became a marriage grave
marker.
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Consider the exchange between David and his wife when the
Ark entered Jerusalem. (116) I Samuel 18:20 says Michal “loved
David.” But when David “danced before the Lord, with all his
might,” when she saw him “leaping and dancing,” she
“despised him in her heart.” She wished his affection for the
things of God were no greater than hers. Unaware of her
feelings David “returned to bless his house” (an incredibly
instructional phrase about the spiritual, emotional, and
physical responsibilities of husbands!) and was met with the
full force of her scolding. She charged zeal of causing shame
saying, “how glorious was the king of Israel today, who
uncovered himself to day in the eyes of the handmaids.” Full of
indignation she couldn’t wait to get in her husband’s face and
so she “came out to meet him” and the battle was on. There
are many unanswered questions about this passage. Had David
mistreated Michal since her return from an illicit relationship,
living as the wife of “Phaltiel the son of Laish?” (117) Had
Michal’s love grown cold because it cost a relationship with her
father? I don’t know. But what is known, this is the living
doctrine of Balaam. David was deepening his relationship with
the Lord and Michal had the opportunity to as one with her
husband love and serve Jehovah anew. But esteeming
reputation and status she chided the one she was instructed to
reverence. The stone of stumbling was a choice between her
and God and given she died childless proved this unwise for it
yielded a barren and unproductive relationship. When alive
one of the stumbling blocks Saul cast was that Micah “may be a
snare to” David. (119) (A daughter’s virtues were lowered to bait
in a trap, could a father be any more disgusting?) But God
turned this upon their heads and couples using marriage the
same are fools for expecting a different outcome. Of scheming
and leveraging to cause another to sin, God has surely
promised, “Whoso diggeth a pit shall fall therein.” (120)

I remember a great mistake I made that serves as the third
example of this doctrine. Wanting a close spiritual relationship,
my wife took a step of faith and asked if we could daily pray
together. I vividly remember the ignorant excuses I used to
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refuse her request. Sounding good at the time, they were
blueprints for a house built upon sand. They were, "the mouth
of a fool pouring out foolishness." (121) Looking back I can easily
identify times of trouble resulting directly from this stone of
stumbling I cast. No wonder the Bible says, "The wise shall
inherit glory: but shame shall be the promotion of fools." (122)

Too proud to pray, I didn't know about the temptations that
would find their way into our marriage as a result of ill-advised
thoughts and subsequent actions. And find their way they did
as ignorance or indifference never precludes sin. My wife had
a good desire and I accommodated it by casting that which only
increased the distance between us. Balaam’s persuasion is: to
be one, anything is better than the godly suggestions of a
spouse. This outward manifestation of an evil inward belief
was sin. It was displacing God's call to bless and serve my wife
with idolatrous substitutes. After years of staunch
stubbornness I repented of this stupid foolish pride and asked
the same question she had. Not lording rightness she
graciously said yes, and we now pray everyday together. A
tremendous blessing, it has improved many areas of our
relationship. I wish I had the opportunity to remake my initial
choice, but what a wasted effort it is to long to turn back the
hands of time!
Now, what about you? What have you been laying before

your spouse? With the mindless mechanical efficiency of a
bear trap or the indiscriminate success of a spider’s web,
couples set each other up for falls with Balaam's call to indulge
in evil and inordinate affections. Expert craftsmen; logic, lies,
position or brute force are used to satisfy brutish lusts.
Snubbing charity and abusing liberty partners cast sex videos,
chatrooms, key-clubs, alcohol, pleasure, prosperity, and the like
before each other like candy at a parade. Disregarding
consequences, with pleasure as the only rule of measure,
divorce, violence, affairs and strife are the natural wakes of
whirlwinds sown. Some argue there's nothing wrong with these
things, but an honest look at their end proves them the "lips of
a strange woman that drop as an honeycomb." Initially
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"smoother than oil," their end is "bitter as wormwood, and
sharp as a two edged sword." (123)

Recalling Pergamos is Satan’s seat and means much
marriage, on bended knee, what's proposing you propose?
Whispers to sin are an old nature work wherein the devil would
have us dismiss stumbling block warnings. I ask, “Are you
better than Gideon?” As great as he was, he succumbed to a
Pergamos spirit. Judges 8:32 states, “he died in a good old
age.” Appearing an enduring testimony for good, disobedience,
(“he had many wives” vs 30) had sown a devastating tare.
Shortly after his death polygamy’s offspring murdered all his
children, save one. Was this foreseeable? Preventable? In
reality, the question is how could we expect things to end
otherwise for death is always the wages of sin. One would
think when tempted with much marriage he would have been
in his latter years the same “mighty man of valor” he was early
on. One would think when pressed by the ambitious drive for
multiplied loves he would have treated an obvious violation of
marriage’s design (Gen 2) as he had the Midianites. One
would think being delivered by “The sword of the LORD, and of
Gideon” from enemies without would have inspired him to trust
it for ones within. But when it comes to “love” and “marriage”
logic and reason never controls the heart. A self laid stumbling
stone caused double tragedy. Many wives marred Gideon’s
legacy and its fruition was born by those who had no control
over another’s sin. But before we cast stones, think back to the
beginning of this chapter. Remember Jesus with His own
sword? As in Gideon’s glory days, Jesus is saying couples can
experience the victory and deliverance by inserting their names
in the phrase; “The sword of Jesus and of _____!” But we find
instead, a yielding to the doctrine of Balaam, following Gideon’s
latter example rather than his former.
Of fornication, the sin of our text, Job said to be deceived by

a strange woman or laying wait at a neighbor’s door (referring
to sex) was a “heinous crime,” “a fire that consumeth to
destruction” and something that “would root out all increase.”
(124) Hosea said the “spirit of whoredoms” causes errors and
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takes “away the heart.” (125) Jeremiah said the Lord’s people
were like horses who “neighed after his neighbour's wife” (126)

(how absurd a comparison!! With animal like behavior we cry
out for what is forbidden! We are like Adam and Eve still!) and
God asked, “Shall I not visit for these things?” Listen, there's a
plethora of whorish dainties anxiously waiting to take
precedence over the God-given ways in which you can happily
live with your spouse. Entrapping as they are entertaining,
contagious as they are cordial, Solomon warned, "when thou
sittest to eat with a ruler, (i.e. a potential sexual addiction)
consider diligently what is before thee. And put a knife to thy
throat, if thou be a man given to appetite. Be not desirous of
his dainties: for they are deceitful meat." (127) Scripture
condemns the Balaam’s that love your fall, but it also says "He
that hath no rule over his own spirit is like a city that is broken
down, and without walls." (128) and you cannot afford for your
old nature to be a destroyer of the virtuous passions and
protective bounds of your marriage.
Some of you are playing with fire. Leaving paths of

uprightness, satisfaction is found in spousal temptation.
Rejoicing to do evil, you delight in being a champion of casting
stumbling blocks. You think you can handle worldly dainties
and manage appetites. As if able to govern echoes, you believe
you can regulate sin’s effects on another’s spirit. But as
Solomon found “his wives turned away his heart after other
gods,” (129) you'll find the things you oversee actually control
you. Streams of pleasure will turn into pitch. Solomon “clave
unto them in love” (130) (one would think this admirable), but it
was false as he concluded, “I find more bitter than death the
woman, whose heart is snares and nets, and her hands as
bands: whoso pleaseth God shall escape from her; but the
sinner shall be taken by her.” (131) What a contradiction it was
for one so wise to have been so taken. "Did not Solomon king
of Israel sin by these things? Yet…was there no king like him,
who was beloved of his God, and God made him
king…nevertheless even him did outlandish women cause to
sin." (132) We shake our heads in disappointment at outright
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disobedience, but we are present-day polygamists just the
same. We might not have as many physical spouses, but loves
are legion. A contemporary application is made in that the
woman is not a literal wife. Rather she is unchecked lusts
running with plague like abandon on the World Wide Web.
This is the net and band that takes and holds today. What a
strange coincidence, what a twist of fate it is to have something
so nonchalantly called the “web,” or broad “band.” Though
used for tremendous good, David described and warned against
sensual people and practices so abundantly available on it
saying, “He sitteth in the lurking places of the villages: in the
secret places doth he murder the innocent: his eyes are privily
set against the poor. He lieth in wait secretly as a lion in his
den: he lieth in wait to catch the poor: he doth catch the poor,
when he draweth him into his net. He croucheth, and
humbleth himself, that the poor may fall by his strong ones.”
(133) Habakkuk likewise described the ungodly who deal
treacherously with the righteous. And what another bizarre
fluke it is that the illustration of a net is used saying, “they
catch them in their net, and gather them in their drag:
therefore they rejoice and are glad. Therefore they sacrifice
unto their net, and burn incense unto their drag; because by
them their portion is fat, and their meat plenteous. Shall they
therefore empty their net, and not spare continually to slay the
nations?” (134)

Hunters spread their deadly nets,
Their World Wide Web is plain.
Simple birds flee actual threats
To them such snares are vain.
Seeing creation is so skilled
Is it not incredibly odd,
When those of greater intelligence are killed
Even worse, the Sons of God?
So wisdom cries out,
She utters her voice,
How long will ye be simple!?
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Turn at reproof
I’ll pour out my Spirit.

Freedom shall be your temple. From Proverbs
1:17, 20-23
Oh what stupid oxen we are! Do we see the more colorful

temptation is the greater its capture? The more appealing, the
greater its slaughter? That adultery is kept secret is proof
positive it is desperate wickedness. It is the depths and joys of
Satan to chain the virtues and honor of marriage to wild lusts.
But even greater, in the midst or wake of this sin are bold
declarations, “I have done no wickedness.” (135) Such are “the
balances of deceit.” (136) Know this, husbands, be apprised
wives, God loves you, but Balaam's strong draw to idolatry and
fornication is more powerful, subtle, and destructive than you
can ever imagine. Whoredoms are “a deep ditch” and “a
narrow pit.” (137) They lie “in wait as for a prey” and their single
purpose is to increase “the transgressors among men.” (138) The
New Testament promises “whoremongers and adulterers God
will judge,” (139) but while this tarries they “will hunt for the
precious life” (140) of your marriage. On the web they “wait at
every corner” (141) and they rest not “unless they cause some to
fall.” (142) Hence the term, click “bait.” Their hooks are attire,
immodest looks, kisses, fair speech, and flattery. (143)

Withstanding their relentless onslaught is physically difficult
and mentally…practically impossible, which is why Proverbs
4:15 says of the way of the wicked to avoid it, pass not by it,
turn from it, and pass away. Amos asked, “shall one take up a
snare from the earth, and have taken nothing at all?” (144) The
answer is no. That’s what traps do and the sad truth is this,
many marriages poor in virtue, grit, character, conviction,
dignity, determination, and vigilance have been caught and
subsequently slain in the snares the devil lays before couples
prone to marry. You better make every effort to ensure you
steer well clear of and even, as the Apostles John and Paul
warned, flee their murderous ways. David said, “Mine eyes are
ever toward the LORD; for he shall pluck my feet out of the
net” and he prayed, “Pull me out of the net that they have laid
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privily for me,” (145) What a tremendous difference it would
make if couples espoused this rather than devil doctrines.
The second doctrine the Lord condemns references pride

and self exaltation. The word "Nicolaitanes" carries the
meaning of ruling or conquering others. This references one
partner controlling the other. Marriage is not an opportunity
for one to subjugate another. Although by observation it
appears many believe it a greater honor to be more dominant
than loving or submissive. Loving preeminence partners
embrace a calling, but it is a falling, to superiority. The
supreme couple example given is the relationship between the
church and the Lord wherein she is 100% submissive to the
Lord while He is 100% loving in His rule. He never
unmercifully browbeat, savagely abused, or, as Israel, “trusted
in oppression,” (147) and our passage is clear that He hates it
when one spouse (subtly or blatantly) does so to another. Out
of a heart lifted up by pride one thinks him or her self better.
Better in abilities, character, or controlling, so as to justify
subduing the other. Couples start out as one, but trouble
comes when jockeying to be that one. It has been said when
spouses wrap themselves up in such thoughts they make a very
small parcel. Solomon said; “The curse of the LORD is in the
house of the wicked” (148) and nothing is more wicked than
human lording. The Lord said; “Neither shalt thou bring an
abomination into thine house, (your marriage) lest thou be a
cursed thing like it: but thou shalt utterly detest it, and thou
shalt utterly abhor it; for it is a cursed thing.” (149) But you do it
anyway and then couples act confused by discord when the
clear word of the Lord is, “thou hast done foolishly: therefore
from henceforth thou shalt have wars.” (150)

Scripture says, "Only by pride cometh contention," (151) and if
conflict, disagreements, or outright fights characterize your
marriage, then the problem is not: incompatibility,
irreconcilable differences, a lack of communication, genetics,
or people from different planets. It is sinful pride, pure and
simple. Husbands are so puffed up and carried away with
themselves that ministering to, honoring, loving, and serving
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their wives is considered unimportant, bothersome, or trivial.
Wives filled with the same monster spirit, loath a calling to
reverence one deemed way beneath them. Even more, they
despise the responsibility of submission as personal opinion
finds it disgusting.

You think you are fine china
Your spouse, just common clay.
Yours is the angelic voice
Your spouse, a donkey’s bray.
You’re right, they’re wrong
You know, they don’t
Obeisance is the role of the cursed.
Oh haughty head
Oh heaven’s disdain
Of the seven, your sin is first. (Proverbs 6:16)

Like gears in a watch, God joins difference to compliment,
not that one would control or oppress the other. Yet, couples
treat each other like they were doormats. If guilty of this you
should realize you’re the one with dirty shoes. On the night of
His death Jesus washed the disciple’s feet. (152) Knowing who
He was, where was the willingness to minister to the brow, side,
hands, and feet that would soon be pierced for them? They
had a golden opportunity to worship "God manifest in the flesh"
(153) and serve “the Christ, the Son of the living God” (154) on the
night He became sin for them---and they completely missed it!
Jesus said to follow His example and when was the last time
you set self aside and took care of the emotional, physical, and
spiritual needs of your spouse? When did you last gird yourself
with humility, taking full advantage of an opportunity to be
exactly like Jesus? Of the human experience, we believe Jesus
knows how we feel. What of the reverse? We dismiss this
passage for we loath “no reputation,” and “the form of a
servant,” and this is the pragmatic doctrine of the Nicolaitanes.
Scripture says, be “clothed with humility: for God resisteth the
proud, and giveth grace to the humble” (155) but, by action,
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many consider the opportunity to be the recipient of such grace
a waste.
In many ways this Nicolaitan doctrine is quite alive. We have

the clergy and the laity. We have pastors, deacons, and
members. There are legitimate offices in the church, but the
doctrine of a person who possesses a certain position is more
important than someone who does not, is evil. God has made
distinctions, but leveraging them for advantage, is despising
their Maker. The Spirit administers different gifts, but
workaholic pride uses them to create disunion. Self parades
abilities, accolades, experience, knowledge, office, and titles as
if they were something grand. But, “What hast thou that thou
didst not receive? now if thou didst receive it, why dost thou
glory, as if thou hadst not received it?” (158) We’ll even take that
which is good, like being the head of the woman, and as a whip
mercilessly beat a spouse who, according to the sorriest ruler
ever--self, isn’t as right (in our opinion) as they should be. This
is ego making love to what Jesus hates. It’s an elitist spirit
whose feigned supremacy is manifest in terms of ever right, but
never righteous. Daniel accused Belshazzar of defiant pride
saying; “Thou…hast not humbled thine heart, though thou
knewest all this; But hast lifted up thyself against the Lord of
heaven.” (159) Pride shook its fist, but Belshazzar’s death, that
very night, proved none can fight against God and win.

PRIDE
“P” refers to its poison
“R” the havoc it reeks.
“I” is gross self-centeredness
“D” the death it seeks.
“E” warns everything will be turmoil
When couples ignore its prevention
Do you think the scripture says in vain
“Only by pride cometh contention.”

Say what you want, your discord proves lions of pride, more
powerful and dangerous than a pride of the same, are having
the mastery.
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My friend, Jesus hates a Nicolaitan heart. He hates the self-
exaltation it feigns and He hates it living in you. Scripture
asks, “Why do ye not rather take the wrong?”, and again, “Why
do ye not rather suffer yourself to be defrauded?” (162) Such
words are easily understood, but practically foreign! We act like
we’re so much better, but how ironic it is that such makes us so
much more the worse. Philippians 2:7-8 says Jesus, made
Himself of no reputation, and humbled Himself, and the Bible
says this mindset should reside in us. We are to be filled with
His spirit, but what weird interpretations we have for His
contrition. For example, we think collapsing in
unconsciousness evidences being Spirit-filled. But habitually
falling down to wash feet better depicts Jesus’ humility and
servanthood. In Him we see the putting away of this doctrine
and the making of better marriages as couples follow His
example. But Satan has crept in and in our old nature sown
contrary doctrines. He “works with iniquity, conceives
mischief, and brings forth falsehood” (163) and the question we
need to answer is, "Do I believe his doctrines?" An auto pilot
response is "No", but our generation is full of Sampsons. He
knew not "that the Lord was departed from him" (165) and many
couples are living examples of the verse, “yea, woe also to them
when I depart from them!” Hosea 9:12.
This marriage had elements the Lord praised, but it became

polluted when it espoused evil doctrines. Ask yourself if you've
ever held back your spouse from service? Be really brave and
with that bridle in your mouth ask your spouse. Find out if
you've ever been a discouragement or outright deterrent when
your partner wanted to take a step of faith. Have you been the
cause, even catalyst, for temptation? By pride, do you to refuse
to lead through servanthood? Are you submitted to your
spouse? Do actions prove a belief you are better or more
privileged? If your answers are not right, then you’ve played
the part of Balaam or held to the doctrine of the Nicolaitanes.
These are God’s enemies and yours too. These sins are so
great, Jesus repeatedly says He hates them. Israel in
Zachariah’s day was guilty of stopping their ears (how
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immature!) and making their hearts as an adamant stone “lest
they should hear the law, and the words which the LORD of
hosts hath sent in his spirit.” (167) The fact we mimic them
indicates we not only marry evil doctrines, but are happy to live
with such inhuman soul mates.

Yes, guilty of betrayal
a cheating heart’s to blame

But affairs are not with people
An evil doctrine’s the flame.

Spouses have married another
There’s a second marital knot
You control because you’re better
Ironically, realistically, you’re not.
Duped by a wicked doctrine
At once, file for a divorce
Break the tie and end the union
With Christ’s word as your source
So what if we actually loved
What God has said He hates
Divorce, yes divorce, will be OK
For partners, lovers, and mates
We are called to true liberty; let us divorce at once what

prevents it.
The Lord’s solution for Pergamos couples is contained in a

single word---"repent." In this, any possible grounds for
confusion, compromise, or conjecture are taken completely
taken away. The problems of this marriage are not ones of
education, environment, culture, communication, gender or
genetic, but sin. Therefore, repentance is the solution. Does
this sound too simplistic? Is it not comprehensive? Do you
find it easier to trust lengthy reasonings, psychological findings,
or professional opinions and strategies? If so, then you are
entirely off base with “the pride of thine heart deceiving thee.”
(168) Arrogance complicates issues. Haughtiness makes things
more complex because it hates the solution. The Lord once
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said, "Be still, and know that I am God." (170) And it's time we
forsake self-exalting puffed-up attitudes and learn, not about
God, but that He IS God. The Lord said repent, and though
judged ineloquent and insufficient by those who lack
confidence in God, it is without question enough as there could
never be anything lacking in the word of the Lord. Truly, this
one-word solution “cometh forth from the LORD of hosts…is
wonderful in counsel, and excellent in working.” (171)

Of repentance, there are two thoughts to consider. First,
repentance is traditionally looked at from the perspective of the
adverse effects of actions. That is, we repent to avoid the
results of sin. This certainly has application here, but this call
is different. Here Jesus says, "Repent, or else I will come unto
thee quickly, and will fight" against those who hold these
doctrines. Thus the idea is to avoid facing a Father who has
been angered by stubborn rebellion. The Lord will not tolerate
or overlook evil beliefs in marriage, warning He will "fight"
against those who, holding such awful beliefs, refuse to repent
once instructed to do so. I don't know what you've been taught
about Jesus, but you should let these words sink deep in your
soul. Let them settle that they might unsettle. Let them wash
over that they might wash out. God spoiled Balak’s attempt to
strengthen himself against Israel. But when Israel repeatedly
sinned, God empowered Moab to be a cleansing scourge. (172)

Isaiah said, “Who gave Jacob for a spoil, and Israel to the
robbers? did not the LORD, he against whom we have sinned?
for they would not walk in his ways, neither were they obedient
unto his law. Therefore he hath poured upon him the fury of
his anger, and the strength of battle: and it hath set him on fire
round about, yet he knew not; and it burned him, yet he laid it
not to heart.” (173) And again, “But they rebelled, and vexed his
holy Spirit: therefore he was turned to be their enemy, and he
fought against them.” (174) These are the words of a good and
gracious God moving against His people. You might disagree
with the thought of Jesus acting so but you would pit yourself
against our passage. Other scriptures such as Acts 5, I
Corinthians 11, and Hebrews 12 provide additional framing for
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this thought and though many believe and go on however they
wish, the admonition of the Lord is, “this people draw near me
with their mouth, and with their lips do honor me, but have
removed their heart from me, and their fear toward me is
taught by the precept of men.” (177)

We hear much about the goodness of God, which is
absolutely right! But we should also be struck by the austere
nature of the same Lord. Else, why the New Testament verse:
“Behold therefore the goodness and severity of God”? Listen,
you represent a picture of Christ and the church and any
dishonor or distortion wrought by Balaam brutality or
Nicolaitan narcissism is promised to be disallowed. This may
seem hard, but nothing is more blessed than experiencing the
jealous care Jesus takes over the practices of His people. His
sword divides away unsightly, offensive, ungodly, and
destructive marriage killers while defending those that build
and you should be pleased to allow its work. Scripture says,
God gives grace to the humble. But the same word promising
to resist the proud should stop us dead in our tracks. We can
no longer afford to be a people guilty of “always resisting the
Holy Ghost." (178) The problems couples experience are at times
not financial, sexual, or gender based at all. Rather they are
nothing short of a direct conflict with the Lord Jesus as He
fights hearts that staunchly, even defiantly, refuse to repent.
It says in Exodus chapter four, verse twenty-four, "And it

came to pass by the way in the inn, that the Lord met him, and
sought to kill him.” The “him” of this verse is Moses. Not
when he had killed a man, but right before confronting
Pharaoh. Commissioned for an incredible task God moved
against him because he had not circumcised his son. He had
not yet been "faithful in least" and therefore could not be
"faithful also in much." (179) Moses could have said; "I have no
time for circumcision. Every minute I spend somewhere else is
one more that the children of Israel must suffer the pains of
cruel slavery." Weighing the cutting of skin against the
proclaiming of God's message, he concluded the latter more
important than the former. But obedience is always better than
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sacrifice. (180) Reason, logic, opinion, and experience have
absolutely no place in the presence of the word of the Lord.
When it comes to scripture every word deserves our utmost
attention and ignoring this almost cost Moses his life. Now, do
you honestly think the Lord has changed or lowered this
standard? If not, we should be filled with a new sense of awe,
reverence, and even good old fashion fear when reading Jesus
takes up arms against non-repentant husbands and wives.
Belittling repentance as the sole solution for doctrines filling
our hearts leaves the Lord no alternative but to fight. The Lord
calls choosing thoughts, plans, and ways at the expense of His
word walking “in the light of your fire.” He thus promises of his
own hand “ye shall lie down in sorrow” (181) and what couple
has not experienced this? Stiff-necked husbands scoff at the
thought of repenting that they might in love serve their wives.
Rebel wives kick at the admonition to reverence their
husbands. And so, night after night, spouses go to bed mad and
filled with anger. You may consider conflict an unfortunate but
natural part of being married. Raised in strife, you watched
wedding rings become boxing rings and thought regrettable, but
normal. Now you should realize it is the sharp sword of the
Lord fulfilling His word in unrepentant hearts. Oh that we
would see repentance as God's goodness! Oh that our attention
were arrested by the words; "To day if ye will hear his voice,
harden not your hearts, as in the provocation. For some, when
they had heard, did provoke." (182) Can you imagine picking a
fight with God? You say, “No,” but this is no repentance’s
challenge. I realize this idea is quite out of step with today's
blend of Christianity. I know the thought of Jesus fighting us
seems extremely foreign. But even more shocking is the belief:
God is impotent. That is, once He has spoken He can do
nothing more for being bound to allow His people to do "that
which is right in their own eyes." (183) What a gross
miscalculation of a Father's love! It can only be fueled by
unbelief. But faith says; "I believe God, that it shall be even as
it was told me" (184) and it rejoices in the straightforwardness of
a clear directive. The Light of the world has revealed doctrines
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crept in unawares. He has also instructed how to purge them.
Given the means to evict the turmoil that idolatry, fornication,
and subjugation brings, we are now warned of a divine
expectation to do so. Proverbs 14:35 states, “The king's favour
is toward a wise servant: but his wrath is against him that
causeth shame.” Reacting to His counsel to repent, what does
this verse say Jesus will have toward you?
The second concept of repentance is found in a phrase

uttered by Jehu the son of Nimshi. While not a household
name, he was instrumental in eradicating key members of the
most evil family in the entire Bible. He was far from perfect,
but that he “destroyed Baal out of Israel” (185) was an impressive
accomplishment in a time when idolatry was such an ugly stain
on the hearts of God’s people. This context provides an
extremely important element of repentance. In II Kings
chapter ten you’ll find Jehu plotting the death of the sons of
Ahab. By the word of the Lord, spoken by the prophet Elijah,
Jehu encouraged the rulers and elders of Jezreel to slay Ahab’s
seventy sons. When done we find Jehu in verse nine assessing
the death of the wicked saying, “Ye be righteous: behold, I
conspired against my master, and slew him.” This is the
principal we desperately need to employ. Repentance is usually
seen as something done after the fact. It’s an emotion,
promise, and change of heart and lifestyle in some wrongful
deed’s wake. While these are aspects of repentance, look at
Jehu’s proactiveness! He knew he had an enemy. He knew
this enemy was his master, and he knew God had prophesied
against him. So with FORCE; faith, others, resolve,
calculation, and energy he killed his sinful ruler. Husbands
and wives, this is an awesome thought! You are not defenseless
against sin! You are not as weak as you have been living! You
don’t have to sit back and brace yourself against the onslaught
of sin as if a sitting duck in a spiritual shooting gallery. Can you
imagine fighting a war without battle plans or think you could
win one without being offensive? For advantage and profit, we
plan birthday parties, careers, anniversaries, vacations, hunting
trips, investments, holidays, and retirements. We know, if you
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aim at nothing, that’s exactly what you’ll hit. You’ve quoted, “If
you fail to plan, you plan to fail.” Why in the world then would
you not target or conspire against sin? In each and every one
of us sin would rule and ruin. A vicious taskmaster, sin is
described as “the wicked” who “bend their bow…that they may
privily shoot at the upright in heart.” (187) “Suddenly do they
shoot at him, and fear not.” (188) It’s an evil bombastic
champion unashamedly crying out, “I defy the armies of Israel
this day.” And typically, your response has been the same as it
was long ago, “When Saul and all Israel heard those words of
the Philistine, they were dismayed, and greatly afraid.” (189) You
know exactly who your dictator is and it’s high time you get
offensive and kill that dirty rotten sorry no-good-for-nothing sin
against which you have been so timid and reactive! Take up
Jehu’s phrase as a battle cry for the sin that stalks, plagues, and
derails your marriage! Vex it, for it has done so to you with its
wiles! (190) Of sins, we pray that husbands and wives would take
them captives, whose captives they were; and with a cruel
hand, rule over their oppressors! Plan and fight against it with
everything you’ve got! When Jehu killed his master the Bible
says he “drew a bow with his full strength” (191) and this is the
zeal and determination you must and can have to conquer that
which is ruining you and your relationship.
Now, to be honest we need to consider the end of Jehu’s life

for it reveals the shortcoming of being able to conduct one’s self
in right actions while possessing a wrong spirit. That is, one
can do some right thing(s) and still not have a complete change
of heart. Of Jehu’s commission to destroy Baal worship the
Lord said, “thou hast done well in executing that which is right
in my eyes.” Even more, He commended Jehu’s efforts saying
they were, “according to all that was in my heart.” (192) Heaven
said, his actions were note and praiseworthy. But that Hosea
prophesied, “yet a little while, and I will avenge the blood of
Jezreel upon the house of Jehu” (193) proves it possible to do
right without being entirely so. Jehu was willing to punish the
sins of others, but he was indifferent toward his own. II Kings
10:29 says he allowed the golden calves of Bethel to continue.
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Verse 31 says after he “destroyed Baal out of Israel” he “took no
heed to walk in the law of the Lord God of Israel with all his
heart.” You see, repentance must be a thorough work. We
cannot claim repentance when portions of God’s word as it
pertains to couple-walk stand ignored. This is a naive as
casting away the fruit of some tree and expecting its root to
never bear again. Jehu’s inward dispositions were never
completely right. How could they be when “he departed not
from the sins of Jeroboam, which made Israel to sin?” (195) So
when Jesus admonishes couples to repent, He is telling them to
be proactive against sin. They are to aggressively fight to do
right. But He likewise expects and is calling for, in place of sins
forsaken, a lifestyle wherein transformed hearts live out His
word. We should not be hard pressed to find this. And that is it
rare to find couples passionate about and therefore engaged in
corporate:

Discipleship (Acts 18:24-26)
Ministry (Romans 16:3-5) and
Prayer ( I Peter 3:8)

indicates a great need for complete repentance.
Here’s an example of this proactive repentance. I know a

man who fights the demon of pornography. He has long given
up the viewing of this material for he somewhat realized; the
untold, unpredictable, unimaginable, and underestimated
damage it was doing to his spiritual life, how it was reeking
havoc in his marriage, and how exceeding sinful it was to
support the merchandising and abusive treatment of modern-
day slaves. He has repented of practicing this sin. He also
owns a computer with internet access. One day while surfing
the web the search engine displayed titles of pornographic
material. He shared that he immediately conspired to slay this
would be master. He accessed the filter area of the computer
to restrict adult content and entered an extremely complex
password. Random numbers and letters, it was as long as the
field allowed. The filter required password confirmation so he
recorded it on paper. Once done with typing the password into
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the second field, without delay, he hit enter, walked outside,
burned the piece of paper, and stamped the ashes.
This is aggressive repentance. Against promiscuity,

profaneness, and prostitution, it’s being proactive. It is not
passive or apathetic. Neither is it solely academic or civilized.
It is employing weapons, cunning, passion, obedience, and
training against a day of provocation. He said he joined an
accountability group and poured himself into the scriptures to
maintain a strong spiritual mindset that is in perfect sync with
what God says about prostitution, lasciviousness, adultery, and
incontinence. He practiced what Paul meant when he said,
“let us cleanse ourselves from all filthiness of the flesh and
spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of God.” (196) He
practically lived out Solomon’s praise, “A prudent man
foreseeth the evil, and hideth himself; but the simple pass on,
and are punished.” (197) He shared there have been times when
the temptation to view this material in the secrecy of his home
has returned, but on this front, it is now impossible. When the
enticement slithered back into his mind it had absolutely no
power! Its fangs were no match for a “breastplate of
righteousness!” (198) And herein is one of the reasons for
besetting sins. We might be truly sorry for what we do, but
where is the conspiring against masters to the point of their
death? Why no slaying? How ridiculous it would have been
had the prodigal returned to his father with pigs and
prostitutes! Elisha became angry with Jehoahaz when
concerning attacks on Syria he stuck the ground but three
times. “Thou shouldest have smitten five or six times; then
hadst thou smitten Syria till thou hadst consumed it” (199) and
this is the attitude and actions of complete repentance. You
should kick, stomp, and be violent against personal sin. This is
“fighting the good fight.” (200) It’s doing all that is mentally,
physically, emotionally, and spiritually possible so sin is
consumed and not your marriage. Do you want your marriage
to be saved? Then quit crying about the way things are. Quit
feeling sorry for what you’ve done. Crying has its place.
Feeling sorry is good. But it’s time to also live out the ABCs of
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repentance. Get: Angry, Busy, and Conspiring. You cannot
afford to be passive toward sin. When Israel was smitten by the
men of Ai, Joshua “rent his clothes, and fell to the earth upon
his face before the ark of the LORD” praying “O Lord, what
shall I say, when Israel turneth their backs before their
enemies!” and “what wilt thou do unto thy great name?” (202)

This looks and sounds right. But the Lord said, “Get thee up;
wherefore liest thou thus upon thy face? Israel hath sinned.”
There was no need for prayer when sin was the problem. And
it would continue to plague until Israel would “destroy the
accursed from among you.” (203) Husband, wife, Jesus said to
repent of the doctrines of Balaam and Nicolaitanes. He hates
and stands against them and you should be no less zealous!
For the first time in a long time---truly be a “little Christ”. Like
that man and his computer, make it utterly impossible for them
to rule and reign and when you do you’ll be singing about the
salvation and resurrection of your marriage rather than its
difficulties or demise.

Slay your would be master,
Take aim and do not spare!
Such repenting and conspiring hearts,
Are diamonds all and much too rare.

Given God's single solution, briefly consider the issue of
communication. Most believe of the keys to a successful
marriage, communication is one of the most important. Many
feel if they could just honestly and openly talk with each other,
learn to fight fairly, and be able to interpret or speak the
language of their spouse, their marriage would improve. While
I agree, improved communication does not necessarily equal
repentance. The Lord said repent, and all too often we
succumb to temptations to substitute human solutions for
heaven's. Scripture says, "The goodness of God leadeth thee to
repentance." (204) "For godly sorrow worketh repentance to
salvation not to be repented of," (205) and God “now
commandeth all men everywhere to repent. (206) If we repent,
communication will improve, but concentrating on the latter
and ignoring the former shows a Jehu spirit that’s too ashamed
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or stubborn to admit sin and a great need for a complete
change of heart.
Husbands need to pay special attention to this point. They’ll

openly speak with friends or co-workers about concerns,
dreams, experiences, passions, and opinions. They’ll talk about
the most important things to perfect strangers, but taking the
time and making the effort to engage in lengthy meaningful
conversations with a spouse somehow seldom, if ever, happens.
For example, husbands will fight tooth and nail for doctrine’s
sake or pour themselves into a ministry while ignoring their
wives. This doesn’t need to be talked about; it needs to be
repented of. This is the casting of a stumbling block. If
communication is a need of your wife, and for most wives it is,
not to meet it is forsaking a God-given responsibility. It is also
to tempt her to seek intimate relationships elsewhere. Wives
have a responsibility to remain in all ways faithful, but many
times husbands are equally responsible for infidelity as it is
rarely the first impropriety. Men, can you see your part in the
temptation? You're being a thickheaded numbskull if you think
your wife married you just for sex, a paycheck, or a house. She
pledged herself, all that she is, to you and if you can sit down
and invest time and yourself with others (including people),
then it should be an extremely high priority to do the same with
your wife. Cain tried to escape the responsibility of his actions
against Abel by asking, "Am I my brother's keeper?" The Lord's
response: "the voice of thy brother's blood crieth unto me" (207)

verifies while Cain did not acknowledge his responsibility, God
held him accountable anyway. No different for husbands, the
One who commanded husbands to love their wives as their own
body will hold them liable for fulfilling this decree. And
thinking God tolerates a Nicolaitan spirit over obedience and
servanthood is the personification of rebellion and pride.
Husbands galore are guilty of neglect. It’s not a question of
ability for they do communicate. It’s about wives not being the
object of touch or interest. We have left the responsibility and
opportunity for deep meaningful communication with our
wives and it’s time to repent before action exacts payment.
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Let all thine enemies perish O Lord
Their death brings glory to thee.
Off with Goliath’s head again
And his brothers living in me.

When his wives were taken captive, David wept, prayed, and
at the word of the Lord, pursued the Amalekites. In spite of
hundreds of quitters, he chased down his enemy, slew them
mightily, (208) and in the end, recovered all. I've heard men say;
"I've tried and she didn't respond! So I quit.” What, are you in
first grade!? Is Jesus a quitter? If He treated you the way
you’re treating your wife, where would you be? Listen, get back
in the race! Fight for your marriage! “The hand of the diligent
shall bear rule.” (209) Give your wife triple the attention you give
to your car, stock portfolio, career, love for sports, control,
computers, attention to detail, or pleasure and she’ll respond.
Wounds might heal slowly. Rebuilding trust isn’t instantaneous.
But she’ll recognize love. If you'll cry out for mercy to God and
her, both will respond. If you’ll “bring forth therefore fruits
meet for repentance” (210) she’ll see and believe your heart and
ultimately the only thing you'll regret is that you didn't do it
sooner!
In the final verse, verse 17, we see rewards for those who

follow Jesus’ admonition to repent. There are three for this
overcoming marriage: (1) allowance to eat of hidden manna, (2) a
white stone, and (3) a new name within the stone.
Manna that "bread from heaven" (211) sustained Israel in their

wilderness. Called angel's food and considered a thing of the
past, Jesus presents it a gift to couples who forsake the wicked
doctrines of His text. The prophet Hosea summarized a
principle of eating saying, "According to their pasture, so they
were filled." (212) Obviously, what’s on the table where you sit
down to eat is what you’ll be filled with. And Jesus is saying
what we know to be physically true will be emotionally,
mentally, and spiritually true of relationships. For couples who
once filled themselves in pastures of lust and fields of
dominance, the Lord offers a heavenly feast in the presence of
those very enemies. Our fare is to be bread from heaven as
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opposed to things sacrificed to idols. A man who enjoyed
alcohol said when he became a Christian he didn’t quit
drinking, he just changed fountains. The same is true for
repenting Pergamos couples. It’s not that they won’t eat.
They’re just happily changing menus.
Like Israel, when delivered from Egypt, striking out with God

will require daily supply. Unbelief cries, “Give us flesh….there
is nothing besides manna” for it’s just too much for lusting
hearts to believe the Lord gives what sustains, much less
satisfies. Certainly the world will offer the best it can, but it
cannot manufacture or mimic manna. Every couple seeking to
live by “the bread of God” (213) will find no nourishment in
worldly fare. Likewise, it’s literally impossible for the world to
enjoy the “daily bread” (214) Jesus gives. It reasons what exists
in troughs is better than food from Christ. Corrupt thinking, it
complains about what confuses it. Husband, wife Jesus is
promising hidden manna in this wilderness life and the more
couples understand it, the more they’ll practically realize how it
“strengthens man’s heart.” (216)

This manna is hidden meaning you won't accidentally
stumble across it. Neither will you discover it by diligence.
Scripture says, "eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have
entered into the heart of man, the things which God hath
prepared for them that love him.” (217) It just isn’t within the
scope, much less then the reach, of man to uncover what God
veils. The treasures of this gift are known only by the mercy of
revelation for who is able to cast light on the “deep and secret
things” (218) of the Lord’s darkness?
It is manna. It is divine food and consequently energy

enabling couples to live as one. It is heavenly thoughts and
personal words given fresh every morning from the Word of
God that direct and accompany couples down life’s perilous
and wilderness roads. As one, can two run and not be weary?
In unity, want to stand in the day of adversity? Then repent
and the Lord will show you hidden manna.
And it is Jesus himself, as the true bread from heaven, (219)

coming down and giving life to relationships that they might
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live as never before. The Bible says when told of the bread of
life the Jews said, “Lord, evermore give us this bread.” Jesus
responded; “I am the bread of life: he that cometh to me shall
never hunger; and he that believeth on me shall never thirst”
but rather than capitalizing on the opportunity to enjoy Jesus,
they “then murmured at him.” (220) You see, marriages existing
without this gift do not understand it, nor would they enjoy it if
they did. But every day the repentant marriage relishes the
honey-like mercies of the Lord. Yes, each and every day!
Unbelief scoffs; "Impossible." It frankly calls Jesus lunatic or
liar as it refuses to believe relationships will “never hunger” or
“never thirst.” It echoes Israel’s sin of old, “Yea…Can God
furnish a table in the wilderness?” (222) But what a dishonoring
thought it is to think the One who created the universe cannot
daily sustain a marriage. He “knoweth what is in the darkness”
of your marriage and because “the light dwelleth with him” (223)

He is well able to impart wisdom and know-how to overcome
the doom and gloom shrouding many a marriage.
Furthermore, it's an ugly and frank denial of God’s word for He
said of mercies, "They are new every morning" (224) thus we
would echo Isaiah’s prayer to repenting couples, O LORD, “be
thou their arm every morning.”
Here’s a brief example of this gift’s application. My wife once

took a trip to New York. Several days before she left I got the
idea to send a card so it would be waiting for her when she
checked into the hotel. The card basically said, “I missed her,
and I couldn’t wait until she came home.” Probably not the first
time this was ever done, but I had never heard of this. The
idea just “popped” into my head. I wanted her, when checking
in, to know I was still checking her out. It cost less than $2 to
do, but money is really an inadequate ruler when measuring
the return of relationship investments. This was hidden
manna. The Lord graciously gave inspiration that my marriage
might be blessed. What a great difference this little notion
made.
If what you're looking for is daily newness, spark, variety,

substance, depth, or strength, then hidden manna is what you
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need. The One who created marriage says the key is what He
stands ready to give. “Of a truth it is, that your God is a God of
gods, and a Lord of kings, and a revealer of secrets” (226) and His
desire is to daily bless your marriage in ways you would have
never discovered or forged on your own.
Remember Pergamos is the place of Satan's seat, and any

repentance will meet his full resistance. The strength of the
Lord will be needed to put down temptations designed to cause
couples to recommit sins forsaken. Also, try going one, three,
even seven days without nourishment and see how critical food
is to your spirit, mind, and body. The Lord is saying, as food is
to the body, so is hidden manna to marriage. Happy, strong
marriages require provision. Successful, lasting relationships
need substance, and as the Lord told the great prophet Elijah,
"Arise and eat; because the journey is too great for thee," (227) so
is hidden manna to you. We’re tempted to believe that forever-
fresh and innovative relationships are only dreamed up in
Hollywood, found in bookstores, or discovered in weekend
retreats. Bologna! God has some wonderful ideas special
made and reserved just for you. Knowing a couple’s heart,
heaven’s hidden manna will take your marriage far beyond
what you dreamed possible or imagined by; watching a movie,
reading a 101 ways to improve your marriage book, or
experienced in an encounter seminar. Isaiah called them, “the
treasures of darkness, and hidden riches of secret places.” (229)

God also says He awards this marriage a white stone which
references a clean slate. Once known for subjugation, idolatry,
and fornication, with repentance comes a new beginning.
Divorcing evil doctrines, how could it be otherwise?! Scripture
says; "If we confess our sins, He is faithful and just to forgive us
our sins, and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness." (230) And
again; "Come now, and let us reason together, saith the Lord:
though your sins be as scarlet, they shall be as white as snow;
though they be red like crimson, they shall be as wool." (231) No
couple is exempt from Satan's attacks and throughout the
course of two old natures residing in one relationship sin will be
committed. While sad, if Luke 15 reveals the Lord’s joy when
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sinners repent, wouldn’t then the joy of those indwelt by the
same Spirit be two-fold? Have you ever been totally forgiven
for some grievous act? If so, you know how wonderful
forgiveness and new starts feel. If not, it's time you found out.
Jesus is saying He's ready to take a marriage where it's at, wipe
the entire slate clean, and etch in the permanence of stone a
new and glorious relationship. He desires to give every
runaway Jonah-wife a second chance. (232) All the life wasting
prodigal son-husbands, He welcomes home. (233) Contemporary
Demas-couples who love this present evil world (234); God has a
white stone for you. The devil whispers, "you've gone too far
and done too much," but this is a lie coughed up out of the pits
of hell designed to get you to forsake your own mercies. (235) To
the owner of a repentant runaway Paul said; "For perhaps he
therefore departed for a season, that thou shouldest receive
him forever; Not now as a servant, but…a brother beloved." (236)

Is this asking the impossible? Are expectations just too large
here? Mark 3 says Jesus was grieved by the hardness of hearts.
If angry at unbelievers who thought it better to do evil than
good, how much more so at Christian couples possessed by
unforgiving spirits? And to those who say; “I forgive, but I can’t
forget,” this is focusing on preferences rather than a clean
slate. With the inspiration of a white stone we can wipe out the
evil manufactured and maintained in our marriages. How so?
By letting “all bitterness, and wrath, and anger, and clamour,
and evil speaking, be put away from you, with all malice.” (237)

And how is this done? By the incredible power of white stone
forgiveness which allows you to “be ye kind one to another,
tenderhearted, forgiving one another, even as God for Christ's
sake hath forgiven you.” (238) “Against such there is no law.” (239)

These are breakers of vicious and cruel chains. They’re
emotional healers of the cancers of revenge. They’re spiritual
healers of sick and contagious anger. They lift from the heart
millstone weights of bitterness. They’re foundations upon
which marriages can be rebuilt. They’re erasers of past
stumblings and pillars of future strength. Moses prayed in
Numbers 14, “let the power of my Lord be great…” But the
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context isn’t miracles. Oh no, it’s quite grander, that being;
mercy, longsuffering, forgiveness, and pardon toward an erring
people. So if you really want “to do all things through Christ,”
if you want to “Be…perfect, even as your Father which…is
perfect,” live out forgiveness. Exonerate for all, even,
especially, those in mirrors, have strayed. Jesus is saying you
can have a new beginning. You can receive and be received.
You can “eat of the fruit of the land of Canaan,” (240) that milk
and honey the wilderness is past clean slate inheritance of the
Lord. By forgiveness you can rejoice as the father and prodigal.
Frankly forgiven; hug, kiss, dance, and feast when that which
was dead is alive and lost found! This is the white stone. What
a glorious gift!
Of a new name written on the stone, we are told no one

would understand it save he who receives it. There is but one
other scripture wherein a similar situation exists. Revelation
fourteen speaks of a group of martyrs standing before God’s
throne. Known as the hundred and forty-four thousand, they
are singing “a new song” that “no man could learn.” (241) And
why? These male virgin Jews are holy preachers of a
tribulation gospel. Refusing the mark of the beast and standing
against the False Prophet, Anti-Christ, and Beast, they are men
killed in spite and because of a salvation message. Slain for the
testimony of Christ, the Lord rewards them with a song
designed specifically and especially for them. No one else
could learn much less sing it for no one else had the ministry
they did. Such is a “new name” on a white stone for repenting
Pergamos couples. Like the martyrs, only the overcoming
marriage will understand the depths of the meaning of this new
name. Jesus said the person who is forgiven much loves much
and this is the principle of this name. Only the marriage whose
partners forsake the doctrines of Balaam and the Nicolatitans
will enter into its treasures. Remember this is Pergamos, two
whose practice was to marry anything and everything,
including evil. When repentant, they are given a new name,
thus forever changing how they are known intimately to
themselves and publicly to the world.
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Attempting to grasp this reward, remember, this marriage
was called out for its sin. Upon repenting, God wipes the slate
clean and says we'll not be known like that anymore. This is
not a gauze or a band-aid on an old name---it's a brand-new
name on a clean white slate! God, for His glory and your good,
would not have us living righteously but remembered or
recognized by a sinful history. Not haunted by past stumblings,
the identifying markers of idolatry, fornication, and pride will be
gone. Realizing the blessedness of being turned from the
consequences of your sins, you’ll experience what David when
he said, “He brought me up also out of an horrible pit, out of
the miry clay, and set my feet upon a rock, and established my
goings. And he hath put a new song in my mouth, even praise
unto our God: many shall see it, and fear, and shall trust in the
LORD.” (243)

I’ll mention one last thought in connection with this new
name. In Genesis chapter thirty-two we have the story of a
man wrestling with Jacob. In the end we see two results. 1)
Jacob becomes lame for the rest of his life and 2) his name is
changed to Israel. Jacob means supplanter or trickster and it’s
quite easy to see up to this night his entire life was spent
planning and scheming. But in this chapter his name is
changed. Much could be said about being left alone with God.
Priceless lessons can be learned from the fact that when his
thigh was put out of joint his walk with the Lord was forever
changed. But I simply want to say when he was brought to the
end of himself, when he realized how weak he really was, then,
and only then did he learn the value of clinging only to God for
blessings he had previously tried to self-secure. He became a
“prince” and was to never again live as the calculating Jacob.
Never again would he trust wooden stakes or pretend to be
someone he was not for he was given “power with God and with
men.” What a vast difference an encounter with God and a
name change makes! And oh how this ought to speak to your
heart about this gift! Wouldn’t it be great if the very essence
and nature of your relationship was changed for good?
Wouldn’t it be great if the character of your marriage was
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transformed as much as your soul was when you became a
believer? We need couples today whose relationship is skewed
from the norm! Living according to the flesh, our world
condemns this experience saying, for the rest of his life Jacob
walked with a limp. True, but they cannot see that he also
walked with God. Overcoming couples will encounter this and
my earnest prayer is, for this new name, we would with the
determination and desperation of Jacob cry out to the Lord
Jesus, “I will not let thee go except thou bless me!”
In conclusion, what has the Lord revealed to you in light of

this Permagos marriage? To what have you pledged allegiance
or joined yourself to? Have you forgotten or dumb downed the
presence of an old devil-influenced nature? Practically
speaking, have you discounted the strength and deliverance
provided by the name and faith of the Lord? Are you married
to beliefs that stir up the Lord’s hatred?
Your marriage is in the world but it should not be of it. You

are to live on a plane of faith seeing, being persuaded by, and
embracing the Lord's counsel as the ultimate authority for
actions. Through Pergamos we see husbands and wives are
prone to marry both good and evil. Joshua admonished Israel
not to “make marriages” with the remnant of the nations they
drove from the Promised Land. He forewarned they would be
snares, traps, scourges, and “thorns in your eyes, until ye
perish from off this good land.” (244) Israel’s past proves they
ignored this, and once again Jesus’ word of “much marriage” is
warning against history repeating itself. Listen, before God and
as a couple, answer this question: "Has the sword of Jesus
convinced you of sin?" If so, then repent. Turn and put
marriage ordering faith in the name of the Lord Jesus.
Conspire and slay would-be masters that beset, and run with
what Jesus praised as being able to build and defend a strong
marriage. Praise God, nothing else is required. And praise
Him even more, nothing else is more powerful. If you repent,
the Lord promises to nourish and restrengthen your marriage
in spite of its past. You'll have new nourishment, a new start,
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and a new name proving that He is well able to preserve your
relationship without spot or blemish in perilous times.
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CHAPTER 4

THE THYATIRA MARRIAGE

In our forth marriage the Lord continues to discuss marriage
affecting attitudes for it is one thing to be married, but quite
another to be the spouse you’re called to be. Just remember,
holding a magnifying glass over a spouse is not the proper
starting point when it comes to relationship management. In
Genesis (1) Sarai blamed Abram saying, "My wrong be upon
thee," but she could not escape the fruit of her own doing. She
had done wrong and her case grew worse when she accused
her husband for her own unbelief and restlessness. Her words
exaggerated supposed wrongs of another and how rare it is to
be a partner who willingly and regularly approaches resolution
by first confessing, “for I know that for my sake this great
tempest is upon you” (2) or plead, “Teach me, and I will hold my
tongue: and cause me to understand wherein I have erred.” (3)

We resist, and even loath the opportunity to overcome evil with
such good. As if Bible verses, we argue, “It takes two to tango,”
and “There are two sides to every story.” But in the Kingdom of
God, actual scripture teaches, "first cast out the beam out of
thine own eye; and then shalt thou see clearly to cast out the
mote out of thy brother's eye." (4) Placing yourself in the cross-
hairs of examination, take dead aim at duties, responsibilities,
and opportunities you have as a spouse. Zero in on them like a
bullet in flight. You might think or feel this is impossible or
unfair, but it can and must be done for “who hath hardened
himself against (the Lord), and hath prospered?” (5)

Concerning Absalom, David said, “Deal gently for my sake with
the young man.” (6) What good was there in a son who rejoiced
when co-rebels vowed, “I will smite the king only?” Yet a
father’s longings for reconciliation overcame evil coup desires.
If David displayed such grace for so bad a son, you can first
turn your attention to yourself. Some argue, “The case may be
so with a father and a son, but not so between a husband and a
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wife.” I would only say if it takes greater grace to focus on self,
then that grace is available and it makes the decision to do so
that much more honorable.
Before moving on take some time to pray. Physically on your

knees, earnestly desire a good ground heart ready to receive
what is to be revealed. “Bow (your) knees unto the Father of
our Lord Jesus Christ” (9) and pray for a teachable spirit. Pray
the seed of the Lord’s word would take root in the broken
ground of a fallow heart. Pray He would “wakeneth mine ear to
hear as the learned.” (10) Ask God to incline your heart unto
His testimonies for if not, how shall the earthly understand
Thyatira’s heavenly voice? If you’re not teachable, how shall
you be reachable? Doesn’t the priest washing in the water of
the brass laver before entering the Tabernacle mean anything
today? Jesus rebuked the Pharisees saying, “have ye not read”
and although we know they had, indeed even committing many
scriptures to memory, His words, “if ye had known what this
meaneth” (11) proves life changing revelation is not achieved by
the mechanics of keen eyes, sharp ears, or disciplined minds.
True learning involves much more than the mere scanning of

words. Without a ready heart each and every divine instruction
will encounter endless objections and reasonings that are
dangerous stumbling blocks to a child-like faith, obedient heart,
and subsequently a blessed marriage. Isaiah said; “the heart of
this people is waxed gross, and their ears are dull of hearing,
and their eyes have they closed.” (12) Given the divorce rate and
marital strife of our day, we would be hard pressed to prove the
prophet was singling out the Children of Israel. Trusting in the
Lord’s word with our whole heart is the solution for a broken
marriage, but as Jerusalem chose to reject Jesus so to can we,
thus ensuring "our house being left unto us desolate." (13) So
pray then, “Teach me to do thy will; for thou art my God: thy
spirit is good.” (14)

Thyatria means "sacrifice" and Revelation 2:18-29 reads,
"And unto the angel of the church in Thyatira write; These
things saith the Son of God, who hath his eyes like unto a flame
of fire, and his feet are like fine brass; I know thy works, and
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charity, and service, and faith, and thy patience, and thy works;
and the last to be more than the first. Notwithstanding I have a
few things against thee, because thou sufferest that woman
Jezebel, which calleth herself a prophetess, to teach and to
seduce my servants to commit fornication, and to eat things
sacrificed unto idols. And I gave her space to repent of her
fornication; and she repented not. Behold, I will cast her into a
bed, and them that commit adultery with her into great
tribulation, except they repent of their deeds. And I will kill her
children with death; and all the churches shall know that I am
he which searcheth the reins and hearts: and I will give unto
every one of you according to your works. But unto you I say,
and unto the rest in Thyatria, as many as have not this
doctrine, and which have not known the depths of Satan, as
they speak; I will put upon you none other burden. But that
which ye have already hold fast till I come. And he that
overcometh, and keepeth my works unto the end, to him will I
give power over the nations: and he shall rule them with a rod
of iron; as the vessels of a potter shall they be broken to shivers:
even as I received of my Father. And I will give him the
morning star. He that Hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit
saith unto the churches."
The Lord Jesus presents Himself to this marriage as having

fiery eyes and feet of brass. Both of these speak of judgment
and how atypical from religious images that decorate churches,
homes, or minds. We don't appreciate much less want a
judging Jesus even though David said he would “sing of his
judgment” and this is one of the ways He “is known.” We don't
like and won't echo David's repeated prayer, "Judge me, Oh
God." (15) Immaturity, ignorance, and imagination puts Jesus on
a contemporary Calvary. Restricting jurisdiction to an empty
tomb, actions say: He can save my soul, but managing my
marriage is my mantle. Regardless, Jesus is who He is and to
think or act like He’ll gladly conform to imaginary molds is
practical humanism wherein man is god and everyone else,
especially Jesus, is his creation. Jesus’ introduction is much
like what Moses and the children of Israel saw in Exodus 24
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when from Mt. Sinai the Lord called for Moses to come up. To
those afar off, God appeared as a devouring fire. On the
mountain were thunderings, lightnings, and smoking “and so
terrible was the sight, that Moses said, I exceedingly fear and
quake.” (16) When Moses delayed to come down from the
mountain the Children of Israel confessed, "we wot not what is
become of him" (17) and then turned to make the famed golden
calf. How universally different it was for Moses! He walked
into exactly what Israel saw, but rather than a devouring fire,
he entered into the very presence of God. There God spoke "as
a man speaketh unto his friend" (18) and the glory of His
presence caused Moses' face to so shine that the children of
Israel "were afraid to come nigh him." (19) A fiery eyed and
brazen footed Jesus is no different and to a Thyatira marriage
He is manifested precisely as it needs Him to be. We don't
need a God who conveniently fits our reality. Neither will it do
to have a Savior who is the image of perceptions. It’s crazy to
think a god created by the limitations of the mind and the
variableness of the senses will suffice. God said; "I AM THAT I
AM" (20) not "I am what you: assume, imagine, prefer, or
pretend" and claiming that same name in John chapter eight
Jesus is saying we'll know Him as He is or not at all. This
image isn’t very appealing. Disappointing or scary to human
expectations, its contrary to what we wish or want. However, it
is not our right or business to attempt to create by the standard
of imagination, pleasure, or self a marital puppet judge. More
than we will ever know, our greatest need is Jesus. My hope is
we'll experience the reality Moses did instead of entertaining
the wildly superstitious and unfounded speculation of ignorant
bystanders!
So why eyes and feet of brass? To experience the Lord’s

judgment is a giant couple principle. Having God's mind guard
against or root out foolish behaviors or mindsets is essential.
But we rarely see a hunger for this, especially in mirrors.
When it comes to practical employment of this thought,
husbands and wives refuse to pray, “Search me, O God, and
know my heart: try me, and know my thoughts: And see if
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there be any wicked way in me, and lead me in the way
everlasting.” (22) We're usually way too busy inspecting and
criticizing to fervently pray for and earnestly covet the Lord’s
judgment. This is not only foolish, but wrong. First, it asserts
self to be a more proper judge than "He that sitteth in the
heavens." (23) Second, it reverses the scriptural order of
judgment. I am to examine myself before concerning myself
with others. And thirdly, it boasts a self-righteous spouse-
condemning attitude whose bias magnifies the errors of
another while justifying or trivializing its own. None of these
positions are remotely true, but day after day, argument after
argument, (some spoken) couples abandon faith in and
obedience to God's word and relentlessly employ the Christ-
dishonoring practice of placing judgment upon their own
shoulders to legislate from the bench of self. Like a terminal
but unknown cancer, our craving for control has metastasized.
Listen, what decent parent believes, “My children don’t need
my judgment?” What successful society has no governing
body? Still, couples shrink from a judging Jesus. As a
preventative measure or during a full-blown crisis, we need a
judge and who better than God? We need an expert who can
delicately, authoritatively, accurately, and justly examine.
Called “the Judge of all the earth” (25) His jurisdiction includes
marriage and He is qualified and ready to take up our case as
soon as we ask.
Note also the Lord will judge FOR us. That is, with fiery eyes

and feet of brass He stands in our defense, declaring what is
right in marriage. How important this is in a time when the
divine architecture of marriage is being ransacked.
Contemporary arguments are that God’s word does not
condemn same sex marriages or others described as: open,
monogamish, polyfidelitous, polygamous, polyandry, or ones of
anarchy. That is, one cannot find a verse denouncing them.
While true, God did say, “let every man have his own wife, and
let every woman have her own husband.” If someone defies
what scripture plainly states, it’s delusional to think obedience
would rule had God said more. David in Psalm 100:4 said he
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could enter the Lord's courts with praise. He knew the Lord
would judge righteously. Corrupt, but cunning arguments
would not sway God. Evidence could not be hid or tampered
with. Statements and even thoughts could not be twisted or
perverted. All would be exactly declared by the One who said,
"I love judgment,"(26) thus David was glad to enter the judgment
halls of the Lord. "We have an advocate with the Father, Jesus
Christ the righteous" (27) standing as our intercessor, and we
need not worry or fear for if God be for us, who can be against
us? The Apostle Paul spoke of this principle saying, when men
forsook him, Jesus did not. (28) After all he had done, when
there should have been a huge following, only One was with
him. A tremendous testimony to the faithfulness of our Lord,
Jesus refused to allow Paul to be alone and therefore visited an
obscure prison cell and as Paul put it; "stood by me." Your
marriage is no different. Order it according to God's word and
what He designed and developed He'll defend when godly
principles are challenged. Build it according to His pattern and
a fiery-eyed brazen-footed Judge will stand by you as if in a 21st
century prison.
As mentioned, Thyatira means sacrifice and in this passage

we’ll see two different mind and therefore action sets. One
sacrifice is evil, the other righteous. One offering is to sin, the
other to what is good and acceptable. “I would have you wise
unto that which is good, and simple concerning evil” (29) and
this is what we are about to see.
We’re tempted to believe we don't see or hear much about

sacrifices today. The idea seems an unfamiliar relic with little
modern-day significance. Unless, of course, we're talking about
chess or baseball. In the simplest of terms, sacrifice is defined
as "that which is offered." The pragmatic application is that in
terms of devotion, energy, interest, money, and time, husbands
and wives regularly sacrifice. This in and of itself is good. It's
within the human spirit to be involved and devoted. Paul
praised the house of Stephanas for "addicting themselves to the
ministry of the saints." (30) Jesus taught in eternal and heavenly
ways to "lay up for yourselves treasures." In the same breath
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He said, "where your treasure is, there will your heart be also"
(31) which reveals the means to know exactly what we are
sacrificing to. Jesus said, have treasure. “Lay up,” it’s right.
Just be careful where it’s at. Look around you. Look at your
life. What captures your heart, time, mind and money? Is it
eternal? Heavenly? Will it endure the fires of the Judgment
seat of Christ? Knowing, “by thy words thou shalt be justified,
and by thy words thou shalt be condemned” (32) answer
carefully lest you prove yourself a living perjurer.
In the context then of sacrifice, the Lord speaks of this

marriage’s good. In verse nineteen He praised their works,
charity, service, faith, and patience. This is a marriage
sacrificed unto righteousness. Recall Matthew 25:31-46 where
the Lord commends those who had ministered to Him.
Surprised, the servants said they never saw the Lord hungry,
thirsty, a stranger, naked, sick, or imprisoned. But the Lord
responds with the incredible truth, when they ministered unto
one of His brethren, He counted it as done unto Him. This
should absolutely revolutionize marriages! The truth is, it is a
ministry to Jesus himself when husbands and wives sacrifice
themselves for each other. Many confine ministry to a
historical definition or traditional context. But according to
Jesus, it can be conducted within the framework of your
relationship. You don’t have to hold some religious position or
title. You don’t have to wait until a particular day or go to a
foreign land. Each and every day you can take up the cause for
a far too often ignored or shunned ministry. Oh let this
principle sink deep into your heart and it will radically alter the
way you treat your spouse. For if your Lord and Savior walked
into your house right now which of you would abuse, criticize,
ignore, mistreat, neglect, subjugate, tempt, or yell at Him?
Would you would plop down to some self indulging interest and
with the snap of a finger or voice demand He serve you? You’d
say, “Not me! I’d treat Him as Lord.” Then get up and
minister to Him by satisfying the natural physical hungers of
your spouse. Quench an emotional thirst. Befriend a lonely or
hurting heart. Knowing your mate’s weaknesses, jealously
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protect vulnerabilities. Treat mental, physical, emotional, and
spiritual ills. If temptations hold a spouse as tightly as physical
jails do criminals, then start up a prison ministry! May it be
your joy to spend time, visit, and even be the cause for their
release. David said in Psalm 124, “Our soul is escaped as a
bird out of the snare of the fowlers: the snare is broken, and we
are escaped.” And wouldn’t it be absolutely cool if you were the
hammer the Lord used to break what traps your spouse? We
marvel that the Lord used an earthquake to secure Paul’s
release. But it would be an even greater miracle if your heart
was the mega-force by which your spouse’s escape was
affected. John 3:16 says, "For God so loved the world that He
gave…" He gave, He gave, and He gave. Did you get that?
And when a spouse loves to the point of giving his or her self, of
giving like God gave, of giving when it's costly, difficult, easy,
and, exciting, then those labors are marked by the Lord as done
unto Him.
Unfortunately, people are not nearly as astute. We've all seen

or felt labors and efforts go unnoticed, or worse, unappreciated.
A certain glance, extra chore, new perfume, or a "no reason"
phone call can go right by without the slightest
acknowledgment. This injures a giving spirit and serves to
quench future acts. But mark the words of the Lord well when
He said, "I know thy works." As much as Jesus noticed and
questioned, “where are the nine?” He highlights and
commends every sacrifice, and we would do well to follow His
lead. But saying this and doing it are two different things aren't
they?
Have you ever wondered why the early chapters of Leviticus

contain so much information about sacrifices? Without getting
into applications relating to the person, work, and office of
Christ, I believe they also contain a principle that can help
spouses notice each other’s efforts and labors. The sacrifices
ranged from an offering of cattle to one of flour. But given this
large span, all were acceptable, sweet smelling offerings. It
wasn't the size that mattered. Neither was it the value others
assigned. Rather, the difference maker was the giver's
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obedience to the Lord's provision. Husband, wife, if the Lord
revealed a distinct pleasure found in free-will offerings of the
heart, how could you not? If simple yet devoted acts were
admired, how could you ignore or chalk them up as nothing
more than the accomplishment of routine relationship
responsibilities…mundane marital mechanics? If He found no
dissatisfaction or disappointment in animals or grains how
could you not find love and devotion in greater gifts given you?
Expectations prevent seeing the invisible, that is, the giver’s
desire or soul and life's sweetest aromas go unsavored. Allowed
familiarity breeds contempt. We trivialize gestures of the heart
and permit the foxes of indifference and expectancy to spoil the
wines of marriage. Listen, expensive and elaborate are not the
sole means by which love is evaluated. David did say, "neither
will I offer burnt offerings unto the LORD my God of that
which doth cost me nothing." (36) But it's not what a pocketbook
can purchase that's costly; it's what comes out of one's
innermost being. A marriage healing perspective is to focus on
heart-felt sacrifices. This is the real measure of love, and
couples can retune their hearts so they once again enjoy acts of
love and devotion daily sent their way.
Scripture says of Jesus, “all that heard him were astonished

at his understanding.” (37) He saw as no other man ever had
and if you’ll look like He did, that is, at what lies beneath the
surface of physical acts, you’ll be amazed by living springs of
sacrifice. Truly the significance of giving is found in a heart’s
liberality in spite of resources, for it is how one gives and what's
left over that makes a difference. Remember, 5 barley loves +
a giving heart = 5000 satisfied appetites and an additional 12
full baskets. You should allow your heart to be the catalyst for
this math’s repeated calculation in your marriage.
Early in my marriage, gainful employment was a huge battle

I went through. Even with an engineering degree and an
excellent work ethic, I was unable to secure a job. From ditch
digging to engineering I applied for every type of work, but
nothing came through. We even had a friend, a recruiter for
the Air Force, who said, given my education he was "positive" I
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could enter the military. After all the testing, the phone call
finally came and I was not accepted. I tell this story because
my wife's reaction illustrates this point of sacrifice. She gently
hugged me and cried. She hurt because I hurt. I was
embarrassed because I thought I was to be the bread-winner. I
was supposed to be supporting my wife. I was responsible for
talking care of her, but not even with an advanced college
degree could I do so. However, on that day she communicated
that there are forms of support and care far deeper and more
meaningful than what could ever be afforded by an occupation.
Oh how much she said without words!! She truly couldn't have
cared less about money or career or more about me. I figured
she would be disappointed, but it never occurred to me she
would hurt and when she put aside herself in her caring for
me, my understanding of love was forever changed. “There is
no fear in love; but perfect love casteth out fear” John said. (38)

She wasn’t worried, as I was, about finances or the future. She
wasn’t disappointed or embarrassed and when we finished
hugging and crying, neither was I. I can't tell you how many
times I've been encouraged, deeply touched, and re-energized
by the 12 baskets full remembrance of that time. But I can tell
you this; it was one of the greatest acts of love toward me I had
ever experienced. Washington Irving once said, “There is in
every woman’s heart a spark of heavenly fire, which lies
dormant in the broad daylight of prosperity, but which kindles
up and beams and blazes in the dark hour of adversity.” How
absolutely and amazingly true!
The Lord knows your labor. If it’s been a while or if you have

stopped laboring for your spouse, Jesus urges you to start again.
Acts of love are like matches. Keep striking them for sooner or
later you'll start a fire. Also, if the Lord marks labors, so should
you. Praise privately and publicly labors both large and small!
Remembering actions are rooted in hearts, admire sacrifices
that meet your needs. Appreciate also those you perceive do
not for at the time it may be all “the flour” your spouse has, and
yet, they thought it best to offer to you. When tempted to think
efforts don’t measure up, change your yardstick. Encourage
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your spouse by appreciating all they do in your marriage. How
so? By believing, “Withhold not good from them to whom it is
due, when it is in the power of thine hand to do it” (39) has
direct application to marital responsibilities and opportunities.
Tell them! Show them! It's plain and simple communication.
Send a card, make a phone call, hold hands, kiss in public,
prepare a favorite meal, buy a tool, rent a favorite movie, dance
in a park or the kitchen, and forget about date nights--have a
date week, month, and life. It’s been well said, “One can give
without caring, but it is impossible to care without giving” and
you need to do whatever it takes, as long as the daily sacrifice
message continually understood is: you are special! I love you!
Don't ignore what you have misjudged as trivial. Don’t

classify efforts as petty. This causes more damage than what
you could possibly imagine for you wound the spirit.
Personalities might make recognition challenging, but a blessed
marriage is had when the joy is to continuously warm each
other at the fires of sacrifice. Remember:
“The liberal soul shall be made fat: and he that watereth

shall be watered also himself.” (40) (give and it shall be given
unto you. Luke 6:38)
“the liberal deviseth liberal things” (41) (act out generous

giving for it more blessed to give than to receive. Acts 20:35)
and
“A gift is as a precious stone in the eyes of him that hath it”

(42) (regardless of its price tag, gifts have great value. Note: the
gift is as a precious stone. It’s not the other way around.
Marketing ploys want us to believe what is purchased declares
true and enduring love. Maybe, but giving hearts are worth far
more.)
The Lord also says this marriage has charity. It’s amazing

that couples exercised the kind of love for each other that the
Lord has for the world. But of those privileged to live out the
high and holy reality of Christ and His bride, not doing so is the
greater surprise. Charity today means fundme pages, tax
deductions, community service, or volunteering, but this
couldn't be further from the Lord's meaning. Take the time to
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read the thirteenth chapter of I Corinthians. In fact, read it
ten times (out loud) and you’ll see what charity truly is and
why it is so powerful. You’ll also see why so few people have it.
Now, I ask, “Did you read I Corinthians 13 ten times?” It’s

easy to say, “I love you,” but how can I know this to be true? It
sounds right, but is it? It’s like parents saying they’d die for
their kids. Many call this love, but isn’t living for them a
greater sacrifice? So again, go read, and without doubt you’ll
know whether you have charity or not.
I once worked with physically and behaviorally challenged

children. Teaching how to achieve independence and function
in society, what I learned about charity was certainly the
greater lesson. Appearance or income bracket was
meaningless. Race, gender, titles, education, investment
portfolio diversification, and successes and failures meant less
than nothing. They weren’t fearful of political correctness.
Communicating affection, they gave out whopping bear hugs
like candy at a parade! I am not a touchy-feely person at all,
but I discovered charity is contagious and worth catching. I
found myself walking into classrooms wanting to hug students
before they had a chance to hug me! As opposed to a means of
crowd control, holding hands as we walked to lunch was fun.
Challenges still had to be dealt with, but charity made it easy to
do so. Charity is a wonderful thing, but to have it you must let
go of you. Experience sneers, “What do kids know about love?”
But this is a self-indicting question proving itself long and far
removed from the simplicity and virtues of I Corinthians 13.
Oh for an “en” and pandemic of this scripture!
Husbands, Paul said, “let all your things be done with

charity” (43) and so after work and before settling down to a self-
serving interest, fulfill this verse as it pertains to your wife. And
how? Start with the admonition to greet one another with “a
kiss of charity.” (44) After a hectic day, what a great way to begin
an evening! This, of course, is literal kissing. But it also speaks
to love expressed by the fruit of lips. What, do you think words
cannot touch or sooth a disquieted heart or spirit? Do you
consider what you have to say to be less important or influential
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than physical acts? If so, you have short changed charitable
communication or underestimated the power of “joy by the
answer of (a) mouth” or “a word spoken in due season, how
good is it!” (45) Men, live out charity toward your wife! Hug her
physically and with words. Help her. Tell her you missed her.
Tell her why. Talk to her about her day while giving her a pedi
or foot massage. (Yikes!) Slow dance in the living room. It's
legal! You see, charity doesn't seek to please self and living it
makes it possible for your wife to know in practical ways you
love her as much now as when newlyweds. Wives, it would
increase your marriage portfolio if you, through charity,
reinvested in some of your husband's interests. Cook dinner
half-naked. (double yikes!) Wear something sexy and help
change the oil in the car. You're married, it's legal! Have a
marathon sports or action movie weekend. Charity lifts up,
puts another first and when done your husband will know he's
still the #1 macho dude in your life. Charity is a wonderful
marriage builder. Rarely is self set aside for another, but that's
what charity is all about and this is what marriages so
desperately need. Phooey on more information about the
differences between the sexes. "Fervent charity among
yourselves" (46) is the key that “edifieth.” (47) Charity is a
couple’s “bond of perfectness.” (48) Without it, the Bible says
the effect, value, and profit of effort is nothing, but with it is
“good remembrance,” (49) “feasts,” (50) and every reason for
thankfulness and glory. You'd probably agree that if you lived
charitably you'd have a better marriage. But to do so takes
more than a mental assent. It takes an obedient faith and we
need to beware lest Jesus' condemnation of the Pharisees "they
say, and do not" (51) is found true of us. We love being healthy,
Lord, infect us with a charity pandemic!
Continuing on, the Lord applauds their service, faith, and

patience. These are praiseworthy sacrifices revealed as vital
ingredients in the making of a successful marriage. Study the
scriptures to see what the Lord says about each of these.
C’mon, if evil men study destruction and mischief (52), how
much more so should those who represent Jesus and His bride
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apply themselves to edification and love? And then, most
importantly, apply what you find for inspiration without
application is speculation. Be a doer of the word for fiery eyes
and brazen feet have judged such sacrifices well pleasing.
Of service you’ll discover verses advocating being “a servant

to wash the feet of the servants of (the) Lord.” (53) That our
flesh squirms here is proof we know very little, if anything, of
the truth “whosoever of you will be the chiefest, shall be
servant of all.” (54) Pride regards this principle trivial, but
nothing could be further from the truth. If a great marriage is
your desire, physically, emotionally, and spiritually clean and
sooth the actual feet of your spouse and the literal life walk
they represent.
Of faith multiplied scriptures encourage couples to serve as

unified teams. We have men’s and women’s, but how is it we
lack couple ministry? Paul praised Priscilla and Aquila calling
them, “my helpers in Christ Jesus.” He honored them saying,
“for my life laid down their own necks: unto whom not only I
give thanks, but also all the churches of the Gentiles.” He said,
“likewise greet the church that is in their house” (55) and
something is seriously wrong with unbalanced endeavors that
pull couples apart to have them go at it alone rather than
leveraging the advantages of two ministering as one.
Husbands and wives, serve as one
Divide not into single components.
Herein 1 + 1 is not mere addition
But powerful spiritual exponents.
Of patience you’ll find verses such as, “the God of patience

and consolation grant you to be likeminded one toward another
according to Christ Jesus.” And why? That those called one
flesh would truly “with one mind and one mouth glorify God.”
(56) You see, it’s one thing to talk of glorifying God, but it’s quite
another to live out the Christ-glorifying patience of long-
suffering spirits. We sing and pray that the Lord would glorify
the name of Jesus, and the Lord would respond, “I will, as you
let patience have her perfect work.” This makes couples,
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“perfect and entire, wanting nothing” (57) and what could be
more glorifying of God than this?
The Lord praised the good sacrifices of a Thyatira couple for

they fed the relationship’s soul rather than individuals only.
They created a song wherein disharmony was impossible. The
Bible says Jesus’ flesh abolished the enmity that existed
between a holy God and sinful man. (58) His sacrifice tore down
impassable walls making two one, and the union wherein works
of charity, service, faith, and patience are daily sacrifices will
have the same victorious and then galvanizing effect.
In verses twenty-four and twenty-five the marriage of such

attributes receives "none other burden" other than to "hold
fast." This shows His delight, for He never advises to continue
wasteful or hurtful practices. However, the world in which we
live devalues such a marriage. "A cut above stupid" is the
opinion of spouses sacrificing for each other. Catchall phrases,
such as, "You need to look out for yourself," or, "You've got your
rights!" are rebel justifications refusing to conform to Thyatira’s
good. Truly, “they have refused to receive correction: they have
made their faces harder than a rock; they have refused to
return. Therefore (God) said, Surely these are poor; they are
foolish: for they know not the way of the LORD, nor the
judgment of their God.” (59)

Remember, men love darkness because their deeds are evil.
The good sacrifices of a Thyatira marriage will be despised and
condemned as pearls cast before swine. A pleasure loving, self-
willed world knows nothing of God or His ways, and therefore
despises what disgusts it. When the alabaster box was broken
on Jesus, indignation said; "Why was this waste of the ointment
made?" (60) But a fiery-eyed Jesus declared the prophetic
sacrifice an eternal good work and His feet of brass squelched
the haughty pride of rebel bystanders. If a man "wastes" his
love on his wife as the Lord does for the church, if a wife's will
is "broken" by submitting to her husband as the church does to
Christ, the world will consider them ignorant fools. It argues,
“stolen waters" and "bread eaten in secret" are sweet and
pleasant (61). That is, pilfer what refreshes another (time,
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attention, a body) to consume it upon self lust, rather than
presenting yourselves (to each other) as living sacrifices. (62)

But such tempters become tormentors. Proverbs 20:17 says,
“Bread of deceit is sweet to a man; but afterwards his mouth
shall be filled with gravel.” If the world’s ways seem more
pleasurable than righteous sacrifices, go out and cram rocks
into your mouth. Such practical instruction shows temptation’s
inevitable end. A wicked world has millstones it loves to hang
about the necks of all who chain themselves to its burdensome
ways, especially couples of the living God. Salivating over the
prospect of blind and grind, it rejoices in couples who can see
no means of stopping the shame, depression, or anger of years
misspent. It’s sport and savor are self-made prisoners, modern
Samsons, who grinding with regret and remorse, produce a
bread of guilt. The world’s glee is to bring to pass the saying,
“How have I hated instruction, and my heart despised reproof;
And have not obeyed the voice of my teachers, nor inclined
mine ear to them that instructed me!” (63) Jesus on the other
hand would save and free from the masqueraded evil of
alternate lifestyles and choices.
In verse twenty, that which is displeasing is presented. Verse

twenty-four tells us it is a doctrine and is of the depths of
Satan. Consider the verse carefully as it bears out the devil's
craftiness and our propensity to be fooled by it. This is the part
of a marriage sacrificed unto evil. We wonder how good and
evil co-exist, but this is a classic example of, "a double minded
man." (64) There are many facets of marriage and you may have
submitted many to God's will and design. But there may also
exist some that are not. "These things ought not so to be" (65)

which is not to say, they cannot be. Arguing a fountain's
inability to give forth sweet and bitter water, James urges us to
have good works only. But we are not fountains of water are
we? Though it would be good were we as consistent as one.
Listen, the Lord knows a blessed marriage is a transformed one
wherein renewed minds live out His will. It's one where evil
imaginations, high things, and thoughts exalting themselves
against the knowledge of God are brought by captivity into
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obedience to Christ. We find through just a casual reading of
the Bible that from its nature to its members, from root to fruit,
flesh is defiled. We may dress it, keep it, perfume it, chain and
train it, but, "that which is born of the flesh is flesh" (66) and the
only way to produce a blessed relationship is “cease ye from
man” (67) to allow a fiery Lord to purge evil doctrines that as
leaven eventually corrupt good marriages.
The Lord opens verse twenty with "Notwithstanding." Given

this marriage’s tremendous good, Jesus refuses to overlook its
sin. Partners might tolerate or be insensitive toward evil, but
the One with eyes of fire and feet of brass is not. In the day in
which we live it is neither popular nor politically correct to
mention faults, much less sins. But such calls for tolerance
only evidence the fact that society knows nothing about open
rebuke being better than secret love or the wounds of a friend
being faithful. (68) The Lord calls a false balance an
abomination (69) and to focus on this marriage’s good and
overlook its evil would be, just that, for His concern is not
market scales. Is this not easily seen in the judgment of the
sons of Aaron (70) or Korah (71) and his company? How about
the congregation of the Children of Israel whose carcasses fell
in the wilderness? And what of Ananias and Sapphira? (72) In
these and more, God exercises righteous and holy judgment in
the midst of a people He deeply loves. Why? Because a little
leaven leavens the whole lump. (73) He understands if one eye
is evil, the entire body shall be full of great darkness (74) and
therefore moves against what will cause untold damage. This
can be pretty upsetting, even scary. We might argue, “”I’m
doing the best I can.” But faith, knowing “I write not these
things to shame you, but as my beloved sons I warn you,” lets
go of feelings and reasoning and rejoices to embrace a holy
Lord who living among His people in a wilderness world
cleanses all that ruins.
The problem causing doctrine can be summed up in one

word---allowance. The Lord says, "thou sufferest," meaning
they were permitting something to occur or exist. When newly
married, a wise man told me to consider marriage a garden.
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“Look at it in five years, he said, and what you see or find will
be there because you have allowed it to grow.” Marriage is a
field, a garden, and it produces what you sow. You get out of it
what you put into it. Proverbs 24 illustrates it, "I went by the
field of the slothful, and by the vineyard of the man void of
understanding; And lo, it was all grown over with thorns, and
nettles had covered the face thereof, and the stone wall thereof
was broken. Then I saw, and considered it well: I looked upon
it, and received instruction. Yet a little sleep, a little slumber, a
little folding of the hands to sleep: So shall thy proverty come to
as one that travelleth; and thy want as an armed man." What a
tremendous warning to partners who by allowed idleness have
quit working in their marriage! It's not that they can't work,
don't know how to work, or never worked. It's that they now
won't work. They're like the marketplace crowd Jesus asked;
"why stand ye here all the day idle?" (75) Shame on you for
suffering yourself to quit. But even greater shame to those
who, lazy in mind and therefore body, quit working as they
esteemed God's design for marriage unworthy of labor. You
ought to be embarrassed that thorny arguments choke pleasant
conversations. You should hang your head in shame when
nettles of anger and bitterness are more lush than service and
patience. And the weeds of indifference, the ones more
tenacious than charity, that’s nobody’s fault but your own. Lazy
and uncaring attitudes are overgrowing once fertile marriages
and the rebuke of "foolish" Galatians of old: "ye did run well;
who did hinder you that you should not obey the truth?" (76) is
as true of us today as it was of them long ago. We are guilty of
suffering. We stand rightly accused of believing and therefore
practicing a devil's doctrine. (his teachings are not restricted to
traditional theology.) Permitting corruption, the verse, “Be not
overcome of evil, but overcome evil with good” (77) judges rather
inspires. AWOL husbands and wives are in trouble for
practically knowing one of the depths of Satan and this because
they wander from the standard set forth in the picture of Jesus
and His bride. Is Jesus no longer building His church? Are the
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gates of hell prevailing? Of course not! You ought then to be
rebuked and exhorted over personal inactivity!
Suffering evil is wrong. Warnings such as "sufficient unto the

day is the evil thereof" (78) should alert us to evil's daily attack
against the inherent weaknesses of sinful flesh. Allowance
lowers our guard and it's no wonder we're unable to "perform
that which is good." (79) when rocked and staggered by evil's
one-two knockout punch. Evil's assault is so vast to avoid it
we'd have to "go out of the world." (80) Since that's not an
option, our only recourse, is to control it. To do this I must
understand how sin, "takes occasion to deceive and slay me."
(81)

In a word; "every man is tempted, when he is drawn away of
his own lust." How simple and clear it is that the root of many
marital problems is our "own lust" and the Holy Spirit
concludes, "when lust hath conceived, it brings forth sin, and
sin, when it is finished, brings forth death." (82) One might
believe problems to be more complicated or sophisticated, but
they are neither. A lustful thought, occasioning the
temptations of fornication and idolatry (the sins of our text),
occurs and entertained “because the shadow thereof is good.”
(83) Allowing such wicked and displaced passions it’s no wonder
heads and hearts go a whoring. Yielding is the conception of
uncleanness in the womb of our lives and when this sin is
brought forth, the child is called death. All this because a
thought wasn't properly managed. Thus the inspired Apostle
writes, "whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are
honest, whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things are pure,
whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things are of good
report; if there any virtue, and if there be any praise, THINK
on THESE things." (84) David also described a blessed man as
one whose "delight is in the law of the Lord, and in his law
doeth he mediate day and night." (85) Look, thoughts lead to
choices, choices practices, and practices patterns. We cannot
escape this natural progression. It’s as sure as planting corn or
trouble and reaping the same. I choose to allow, and because
God is not mocked, (86) I reap exactly what, where, and more
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than I sow. This is an unalterable principal. Sin's influence
may abound, but if we yield the members of our body as
instruments of righteousness, our marriages will be blessed
because God is not mocked. If the admonition to "resist the
devil and he will flee from you" (87) is a practical reality, we'll
have a better marriage for God is not mocked. God has given
us "exceeding great and precious promises" (88) and if by faith
we believe, embrace, hope in, and wait patiently for them, we’ll
without fail inherit their blessings because God never has been
and never will be mocked!
Personal history however proves properly managing thoughts

is easier said than done. Living out convictions rather than
corruptions, especially in terms of consistency, tends to be
philosophical, theoretical, or academic. Too often we find
ourselves mentally and emotionally embracing and therefore
acting out worldly mindsets. We believe marriage problems
are: beyond control, circumstantial, unavoidable, or natural.
We defend actions on the grounds we’re a product of our past.
Problems are blamed on external influences, actions of others,
or gene pools. People justify sin saying; “It’s not a choice, I was
born this way.” Which is why Jesus told us we had to be born
again. Listen, we've come to the point where we believe God's
grace cannot or will not help, so we abandon faith and allow the
"counsel of the ungodly." (90) Never in scripture does the Lord
even hint at such thoughts being plausible scapegoats for sin’s
continuance. To the contrary, control is not only possible, but
expected. Of such, you might like Saul, who, comparing David
against Goliath, said, "thou art not able to go against this
Philistine to fight with him, for thou art but a youth." (91) But
the question in David's heart was not whether he was able, but
whether Jehovah was. God has supplied the ability, grace, and
mercy necessary to produce the finest marital garden in the
world. If your marriage isn’t, then accept the fact that you have
allowed it to be so, and then do something about it. We have an
able God! “Greater is he that is in you, than he that is in the
world” (92) is still true. Grace is still God’s champion! His
strength is still made perfect in weakness! (93) And instead of
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hardening our hearts and allowing the deceitfulness of sin to
continually triumph, couples need to humble themselves so
that the power of a resurrected Christ may rest upon them.
So what evil then was allowed? The Lord points out the sin

of this marriage as "suffering that woman Jezebel ... to teach
and seduce" saints in ways that resulted in fornication and
eating things sacrificed to idols. First, it was a sin that Jezebel
was allowed to teach for it indicates a lack of: Leadership,
Wisdom, and Zeal.
The Thyatira men happily allowed someone or something the

responsibility of leadership. They also lacked the spiritual
wisdom necessary to foresee the damage this choice would
cause. Or if they did have that wisdom, they refused the zeal to
apply it. This same want thrives today. Allowing leadership to
fall to the church, wife, school, TV, web, or society, men think
they'll escape or be excused from the accountability assigned to
being a husband, but this is a huge mistake. Husbands are
called and positioned to be leaders. Now, does this imply they
can lead wherever or do however they wish? I will say yes, as
long as they are governed by two enormous principles: (1) Paul
said; "Be ye followers of me, even as I also am of Christ" (95) and
(2) he said again; "Husbands, love your wives, even as Christ
also loved the church, and gave himself for it." (96) Men you
better be absolutely certain your direction is after the Lord
Jesus and that decisions are super saturated with love. You will
be held strictly liable for how you treat and where you lead your
spouse and if acts and choices anger God for being full of self or
want for love, the New Testament warns, it’s a "fearful thing to
fall into the hands of a living God." (97) The smoke and fire of
Sinai will pale in comparison to bride abusers. If the righteous
law was greatly feared, how much more so misleading or
roughly handling the relationship that speaks of Christ and His
love of loves? Husbands, “He that trusteth in his own heart is a
fool” (98) and before allowing skewed thoughts, preconceived
notions, or wild imaginations to run rampant about what
leadership is, before allowing the attractive misguidance of
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worldly beliefs, consider what scripture says regarding true
leadership:
Lead:
softly (Genesis 33:14)
where God leads you (Deuteronomy 32:12)
in righteousness (Psalm 5:8)
in truth (Psalm 25:5)
in mercy (Psalm 43:3)
to the rock (Jesus) that is higher than you (Psalm 61:2)
in the way everlasting (Psalm 139:24)
with supplications (prayer) (Jeremiah 31:9) and
not into temptation. (Matthew 6:13)
Now, with these admonitions, lead. Not leading is a mistake,

but an even greater sin is embracing leadership principles that
are dumb “idols according to (your) own understanding.” (99)

In the greatness of sacrificial love and servanthood, lead. Lead
as Jesus does His church for there is a legion of Jezebels
waiting with baited breath to seduce your marriage and to
them; not leading is an open invitation. You might feel
unequipped, unsure, and unable, as Moses did when called to
be a deliverer. But scripture says “the gifts and calling of God
are without repentance.” (100) Of leadership, you don’t need a
life coach when you have a Lord Christ! He’s not sorry for nor
mistaken in giving you a role to fulfill and to question this is
nothing more than a manifest trust in self. Being “the head of
the wife” (101) is the perfect place to begin a lifetime of
dependence. Hudson Taylor once said, “All God’s giants have
been weak men, who did great things for God because they
reckoned on His being with them.” To Jezebels challenging
godly leadership principles faith says: "I come to thee in the
name of the Lord of hosts, the God of the armies of Israel,
whom thou hast defied. This day will the Lord deliver thee into
mine hand; and I will smite thee, and take thine head from
thee; ...that all the earth may know that there is a God in Israel.
And all this assembly shall know that the Lord saveth not with
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sword and spear: for the battle is the Lord's, and he will give
you into our hands." (102)

We also need wisdom. Surely God has made distinctions, but
the reason men and women don't understand each other is
because they don't seek to. Digging a well takes a lot of time,
effort, and energy and while we value the water to be had, our
longing for instant gratification has made us lazy. Our motto is,
“let someone else do the work. I just want to turn a faucet.”
But with wisdom, it is not so. Scripture speaks of buying,
finding, getting, intermeddling with, loving, learning, and
seeking wisdom and this is some good old-fashioned work a
super highway, broad band, high-speed society knows very little
about. We need to be extra careful when learning of each
other we are not simply expanding data. “Knowledge puffeth
up” (103) and if gathered wisdom doesn’t affect our hearts we’ll
never understand it being, “better than the merchandise of
silver, and the gain thereof than fine gold.” (104) Scripture says,
"He that walketh with wise men shall be wise" (105) and if we
want to understand the opposite sex, then spend time with all
the wise men and women of the Bible. Listen, if we would
channel as much energy here as we do: shopping, web surfing,
personal exercise, ministry, dieting, pleasure, computer games,
or career advancement, the Lord Jesus would be pleased to
reveal exactly how to happily live with a spouse. Hey, you
discovered what buttons anger or annoy, wouldn't it be
absolutely cool to know precisely how to turn them on or to
make them feel incredibly special? And not just for
information sake, but how and when to apply it? You know it
would. But too often we're content; it’s just easier, to shake our
heads or throw our hands into the air and conclude we're from
different planets. Listen, the secret is to seek. The solution is
to ask. “If any of you lack wisdom, let him ask of God, that
giveth to all men liberally, and upbraideth not; and it shall be
given him.” (107) A young, still wet behind the ears Solomon
asked for “an understanding heart…that I may discern between
good and bad.” His “speech pleased the Lord” and therefore
God said, “Behold, I have done according to thy words: lo, I
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have given thee a wise and an understanding heart; so that
there was none like thee before thee, neither after thee shall
any arise like unto thee.” (108) Wouldn’t it amazing if the Lord
said this was the type of husband or wife you were? Is it
possible the only reason you’re not is a misplaced faith? Listen,
God is able to make you wise. The question is, “Are you willing
to allow it?” Don't be lazy like the Thyatria men. Jezebels will
take full advantage of "a little sleep, and a little folding of the
hands." Get up and seek then for Jesus promises "ye shall find."
(109)

Of zeal I simply say, God make us men and women who are
marriage zealots. It’s not that we don’t have zeal. Rather, a
legion of interests and lovers have been given marriage’s
rightful place. Relationships have been reprioritized by the
abundance of things and activities possessing minds, time, and
worse, hearts. Scripture says, "it is good to be zealously
affected always in a good thing" (110) and what could be better
than in a Christ-less world living out with passion and
enthusiasm the earthly picture of a heavenly bridegroom and
the bride He is espoused to? Listen, it would revolutionize
marriages if partners were caught up in, dedicated to, focused
on, jealous about, and in a word, zealous about communication,
forgiveness, love making, praising, serving, time together,
supporting, and respecting each other. Possessing such an
incredible attention and fervor would inspire others. Of
ministering, Paul said, zeal provokes others for good. (111) So if
you want to make a difference, (say, in the relationships of your
children, church, or community), be zealous towards your
spouse. Impossible for others not to notice your good, I believe
the Lord will purposefully show them (a city on a hill cannot be
hid) the blessings God intended in marriage by spot and
highlighting yours.
Second, there was allowance in what was actually taught.

Jezebel means "unmarried," and we're told her end was to
seduce to fornication and cause to eat things sacrificed to idols.
This represents an unrestrained evil influence enticing those
governed by senses and flesh to engage in sensual practices
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with complete abandon and total disregard for the effects of a
so-called liberty. Obviously, the primary application of “seduce
to fornication” is sexual. And well it should be for in the U.S.
alone pornography revenue is measured in billions. STD’s
have increased 10-fold since 1950 with an estimated 12 to 15
million new infections each year. Major corporations and a
plethora of hotel chains make this material readily accessible.
They blatantly deny the Proverb, “Treasures of wickedness
profit nothing.” (112) Pointing to mega profits they counter this
verse, but those blinded by a love for the wages of
unrighteousness shall soon learn “riches profit not in the day of
wrath” (113) and the hope of them that traffic humans “shall be
cut off” and their “trust shall be a spider's web.” (114) In
addition, typing the word “porn” into any search engine
produces hundreds of millions of hits. Multiply this by access
as easy and close as a back pocket and business greedy for gain
sees a market that’s just too lucrative to ignore. With XXX-
rated movies comprising about 70% of hotel rentals, prostitutes
producing thousands of new movies each year, tens of
thousands of anything goes chat rooms, sexting, and personal
web cams, how contemporary is the message of One whose
eyes are like unto a flame of fire and feet like unto fine brass.
However, to preclude applications to adulterous behavior in the
form of loving alcohol, ambition, pleasure, preeminence,
wealth, the world, or self would be shortchanging the manifold
applications of this verse. (Please reread that last sentence.
For while you might not be guilty of sexual disloyalty, the
unfaithfulness of a harlot heart is no less significant.) John
exhorted to “love not the world, neither the things that are in
the world.” (115) James admonished believers saying, “Ye
adulterers and adulteresses, know ye not that the friendship of
the world is enmity with God? whosoever therefore will be a
friend of the world is the enemy of God.” (116) Time and time
again in the Old Testament God rebuked His people for
engaging in illicit relationships. Charged with “playing the
harlot with many lovers” (117) Israel’s sin were alliances with
rebel nations. No matter how acceptable, legal, exciting, or
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helpful, when ties displaced God Israel was guilty of committing
whoredoms. Surely these are clear enough to dispel the
thought that forbidden acts are limited to physical promiscuity
only.
Scripture says in the end times people will be "lovers of

pleasures rather than lovers of God." (118) Modern Solomons,
concubines of the flesh have corrupted consciences to the point
where we comfortably court extra marital affairs. Jezebel
reasons a rendezvous with someone or something other than a
spouse enhances a relationship. With impudent kisses she
catches those "void of understanding." (119) She persuades and
convinces that adult chat rooms, pornography, or other
pleasures of the flesh excites the senses and "with much fair
speech she causes to yield, with the flattering of her lips she
forces." (120) Listen, God doesn't care if it's the 1st or the 21st
century. Any and all sex between a man and a woman not
married to each other is pronounced sin. It's not an affair of
the mind, it's adultery of the heart according to Jesus and it’s
wrong. If “the thought of foolishness is sin” (121), how more so
physically guilty of, thinking about, looking at, or chatting
fornication? Proverbs says you're "as an ox going to the
slaughter, or as a fool to the correction of the stocks." (122)

Wisdom cries out and understanding puts forth her voice:
"Hearken unto me now therefore; O ye children, and attend to
the words of my mouth. Let not your heart decline to her
ways, go not astray on her paths. For she hath cast down many
wounded: yea, many strong men have been slain by her. Her
house is the way to hell, going down to the chambers of death."
(123)

You talk about plain, right across the plate speech. There’s
no ambiguity when it comes to the Lord’s expectations about
purity for the dangers and death of sin. He said, “Now the body
is not for fornication.” “Shall I then take the members of
Christ, and make them the members of an harlot? God forbid!”
(124) “To avoid fornication, let every man have his own wife, and
let every woman have her own husband” (125) is the plain word
of the Lord. One cannot argue against such simplicity, but
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because we don’t like it we employ a legion of arguments to
justify what we do with our bodies. But the Lord refutes each
and every one saying, “your body is the temple of the Holy
Ghost which is in you, which ye have of God, and ye are not
your own. For ye are bought with a price: therefore glorify God
in your body, and in your spirit, which are God's.” (126) Knowing
it doesn't take much or long to spoil purity God is very
straightforward. When warning of Jezebel He is extremely
clear and yet people relentlessly defend promiscuity saying,
"Well, that was Old Testament." But did you know that while
the Old Testament uses the word fornication 4 times the New
Testament does so 32? Regardless of dispensations or social
acceptance, flesh is flesh. It'll never be anything more and God
says of this particular work: flee it, avoid it, abstain from it, and
put it off, that it be not named among you, not even once! (127)

This Jezebel has seduced long enough! She has crept in
unaware “turning the grace of our God into lasciviousness.” (128)

Her “death is come up into our windows (your eyes) and is
entered into our palaces (your homes via T.V.’s, computers, and
phones).” (129) Exposed for the demon she is, please
understand her sole desire and ultimate joy is to make
marriages a living hell. Ironically agreeing with the scripture,
“Hell and destruction are never full,” (130) she aggressively
pursues making you her next writhing victim. We need to
realize what Jude says he says to all, “I will therefore put you in
remembrance, though ye once knew this, (speaking of
lasciviousness) how that the Lord, having saved the people out
of the land of Egypt, afterward destroyed them that believed
not.” He then used the cities of Sodom and Gomorrha as
examples of the judgment to come when people give
“themselves over to fornication, and go after strange flesh.” (131)

Husbands, wives, the appeal, the lascivious invitation and
attraction of strange flesh is incredibly strong, and "the man
that wandereth out of the way of understanding shall remain in
the congregation of the dead." (132) So strong is this trap that
“none that go unto her return again, neither take they hold of
the paths of life.” (133) It will ensnare some to its pursuit their
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entire lives. Others as slaves of error will never escape its
voracious temptations, being “holden with the cords of his
sins.” (134) It’s a merciless taskmaster hell-bent on destroying
your mind, body, spirit, ministry, testimony, holiness, dignity,
integrity, health, and marriage.
In the seventeenth chapter of Revelation we are shown “the

great whore that sitteth upon many waters.” (135) There are
several thoughts as to who or what she really is, but what is
known, her activities make the “inhabitants of the earth”
“drunk with the wine of her fornication” and she uses
“sorceries” to deceive “all nations.” You see, sin is appealing
and stimulating as it is stealth. It is practical death appearing
as lively pleasure. Fornication is as intoxicating as wine and the
world’s message is affairs, lust, pornography, and every other
unrestrained sensual desire is exciting, fascinating, and
invigorating, and you ought to join in the fun. But scripture
warns, “look not thou upon the wine…when it moveth itself
aright.” And why? “At the last it biteth like a serpent, and
stingeth like an adder.” (136) This whore is portrayed as alluring,
attractive, powerful, and wealthy, but in reality, she is addicting,
defiling, dominating, rank, rotten, unholy, and wicked. She is a
woman “drunken with the blood of the saints” trafficking in the
“souls of men” and her sole desire is to kill your marriage by
ripping its soul apart. But her means are not violent. They are
wines of the flesh and you better wake up for the “golden cup
in her hand (is) full of abominations and filthiness of her
fornication.” Husband, wife, scripture screams; “Can a man
take fire in his bosom, and his clothes not be burned? Can one
go upon hot coals, and his feet not be burned? So he that
goeth in to his neighbour's wife; whosoever toucheth her shall
not be innocent!” (137)

So we are strongly warned against fornication. (Again,
remember this is not confined to sexual sins. It applies to any
temptress who stealing your heart would cause cheating
passions or runaway devotions.) But knowing to avoid it and
consistent success are two entirely different experiences and its
time we escape the quagmire of agreeing to do good while
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failing to do so. (138) Listen to wisdom as it reveals how to "keep
thee from the strange woman, from the stranger that flattereth
with her words." (139) First, David made a commitment to God
and himself that he would "set no wicked thing before mine
eyes." (140) Job said, “I made a covenant with mine eyes; why
then should I think upon a maid?” (141) These men had wives
so they weren’t speaking out against women. Rather, they were
embracing a lifestyle of monogamy and faithfulness. So don't
search with those words. Don't click that link. Don't drive by
that business. At all costs, for Jeremiah said your eyes affect
your heart, don't allow yourself to see what you know tempts.
You are in absolute control of “those that look out of the
windows.” (142) No one can force you to stare at what you
resolve not to. Someone once said the reason the lions didn’t
eat Daniel was that he was all backbone. Someone else said to
take some of the bone out of your head and put it in your back!
With grit, guts, purpose, and determination and accountability
make and stick to the promise David and Job did. Second,
when repeatedly tempted by Potiphar's shameless and daring
wife, Joseph refused advances by telling her she did not belong
to him and that it would be a "great wickedness" (143) to indulge
unchaste desires. She was eager and willing to throw decency,
conscious, and reputation to the wind. She trivialized adultery,
but Joseph knew this was hell’s trap and reacted accordingly.
Your mental accounting and verbal reaction should be no less.
James teaches your tongue is like the helm of a ship that is very
powerful in directing physical actions. Use it then for
righteousness. Parents teach children if ever propositioned by
a stranger to immediately cry out for help. We tell them to
scream bloody murder. We say, at the top of your lungs, to “Cry
aloud, spare not, lift up thy voice like a trumpet,” (145) and to
run away as fast as they can. Should your reaction toward sin
should be any less intense or vocal? Do you believe fornication
to be less dangerous than the motives and actions of a
kidnapper? That as an adult you’re not as vulnerable as the
prey of a child molester? Be careful, underestimating Jezebel
is super costly. You know Joseph lost his coat but not his
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character when his master’s wife grabbed him and to be as
righteous, to maintain integrity, do likewise. Thirdly, the
spiritual position, the position of faith of what to think about
fornication and how to avoid it comes from I Corinthians,
chapter 6, verses 13-20. These teach the Lord is for your body
just as much as our bodies are for Him and we should never
join them to harlots. It is a sin against our own self to commit
this sexual act (including mentally and emotionally) and our
ultimate goal should be to glorify God by pureness of body and
spirit. Truly of this sin, “A prudent man foreseeth the evil, and
hideth himself: but the simple pass on, and are punished.” (146)

Lastly, to satisfy God-given sexual desires the Bible says;
"Marriage is honourable in all, and the bed undefiled." (147)

Sexual appetites, large or small, passionate or routine are to be
satisfied in the context of marriage between a husband and a
wife. Alone. Together. Period. So says Proverbs 5:15-17!
There's nothing sinful with being wild with each other, if that's
the need. Likewise, it's paramount to be tender, intimate, and
loving, if that's the need. It's honorable! There's no
defilement, neither is it gross or dirty. Keep reading I
Corinthians for chapter 7 is quite clear, even explicit, when
discussing the maintenance of needs. And if we invested more
time in going above and beyond the call of sexual duty there'd
be a lot less fornication among God's people! Look, if you fight
this Jezebel on these fronts: mental, physical, and spiritual
while being the sexual partner your spouse needs then
Solomon says; you'll "have a good reward for your labour...And if
one prevail against him, two shall withstand him." (148) Good
habits are just as easy to form as bad ones and doing so
prevents Jezebel from even standing a chance at ruining your
marriage.

Know this all you whore-things
Who’d steal our hearts
To confine us to jail.
Reserved for you is
An everlasting prison
Of brimstone and fire in hell.
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By faith we resist
And you must flee
On our hearts you have no claim.
Your bands are broken
Our soul is escaped
By God’s word and Jesus’ name!

Before moving on, consider briefly what's been called a "mid-
life crisis." Ever seen its behavior or heard its voice? I’ve heard
men "tease" wives saying when they (the wives) hit forty, they
were going to be traded in for two twenties. What an idiotic
and dishonoring thing! (Obviously giving themselves far too
much credit, men never have been and never will be wired for
220.) It never should have been thought, much less said. But
it was. Now, do you think this crisis truly exists? Is it an
unavoidable reality? Is it predictable, even inevitable? If so,
would scripture allow; an affair, trade in an aging spouse, buy a
sports car, or run away from family and responsibility that we
might find our self? (Which, to no surprise, Proverbs 18:2 says
is the desire and subsequent actions of fools.) You say; "Well of
course not." But just like the teasing, it's happening. Spouses
who claim to be blood-bought born-again believers are forsaking
"the wife of their youth" (149) and the desire of “thy husband.”
(150) It starts when Jezebel knocks on a heart’s door saying;
"Come, let us take our fill of love until the morning: let us
solace ourselves with loves." (151) She parades her feeling,
staying, and living young fantasies in the mind of one who's
elected to fear growing old and just like Eve in through a door
intentionally opened comes a thief and murderer.
Now, does the Bible indeed speak of this issue? The question

itself is Jezebel's attempt to degrade believers and disgrace the
name of Christ. She has many garments, but she is the enemy
of Christ, the Bible, and your marriage. God promised to
"thoroughly furnish unto all good works" (152) and faith believes
He has done exactly that.
A friend once confessed when he went through his forties he

had an affair. He hung his head low for a moment and as he
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slowly raised it he smiled and said---"with my wife!” Ha! What
a victory for them and Jesus! What a great testimony to
Christ’s ability! He sought the Lord and found Him faithful to
promises in His word. "Seek and ye shall find" Jesus said and
in so doing my friend found his wife to be the one "whom my
soul loveth." (153) The Lord told him how to “rejoice with the
wife of thy youth.” (154) Jesus showed how to fall in love again
and now the marriage is a continual honeymoon. What a great
God we have! No wonder David shouted, "Let God arise, let his
enemies be scattered…As smoke is driven away, so drive them
away: as wax melteth before the fire, so let the wicked perish at
the presence of God. But let the righteous be glad…yea, let
them exceedingly rejoice." (155) Yes, the Bible speaks to
challenges. And whether real or imagined, large or small,
complex or simple, the One who has given unto us all things
that pertain unto life and godliness (156) has a verse, a story, or a
principle for you. The Captain of our Salvation (157) will
navigate you to it. The Light of the world (158) will help you see
it. The Bread of Life and Heaven (159) will nourish you by it (the
hidden manna gift of Pergamos) so you are carried far above
the camouflaged traps of Jezebel.
Additionally, the Lord points out that it is a woman who is

teaching, and not just any woman. Jezebel is the most wicked
woman of scripture and, through Baal worship, she brought
great sorrow to Israel. But initially, she wasn't Israel's problem.
She was Ahab's and he refused, being in the position of
leadership, to deal with her. It was sin for her to be as she was,
but it was sin also for Ahab to allow her to continue so.
I mention this as I believe our passage speaks more so to

men than it does women. Scripture teaches it is not the
responsibility of women to lead, it is the husband's. I know this
is contrary to modern thinking, and has been labeled
extremism and antiquated. But God's word governs the roles of
a Christian marriage however burdensome that word seems to
a godless world. This in no way, shape or form means a man is
better than a woman. Jesus condemned this doctrine in His
message to the Pergamos marriage. It also does not imply a
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wife has no input in decision making. To the contrary, she is
often, if not always, the finest counselor a husband has. But,
men, you are the spiritual leader. The bottom line is, “every
house is builded by some man” (161) and husbands are
accountable for the marriage they construct. It is our job to
follow the Godly models of scripture while standing against evils
that would usurp them. Scripture promotes this by the classic
picture of the builders of the wall of Jerusalem in Nehemiah
chapter 4 verse 17. “Every one with one of his hands wrought
in the work, and with the other hand held a weapon” and the
Lord would be well pleased with husbands following this
example. But, if your actions want for scriptural foundations
and framing, then don’t be surprised at the fulfillment of the
Lord’s promise, “he that troubleth his own house shall inherit
the wind.”(162) If you're not sure how to build, join an
accountability group, for "in the multitude of counsellors, there
is safety." (163) Employ what works for other believers and meet
regularly to ensure progress. Read the Bible and books by
Christians who have built Godly marriages. Fast. Pray. These
are the tools available for the "perfecting of the saints." (164) It’s
not that you don’t have them. You just need to use them. And
you will when you believe their effect is better than
conventional tools the world promotes.
Wives, having spoken to men, may I say the character of

Jezebel need to be avoided at all costs. An unruly rebel her
practice was to time and time again usurp authority. But no
matter the success of her enterprises, they were wrong and the
grotesque account of her death clearly declares the execution
of the Lord's angry but righteous judgment. I mean, how
immoral were her works and ways that the Almighty would
alter the basic instincts of animals so that not even dogs would
eat her hands or feet! (165) But in spite of her ungodliness in
many wives her spirit lives. Let me illustrate. I once heard a
young husband announce he believed God was calling him and
his family as missionaries. It is possible, in youth and zeal he
was mistaken. But rather than seek for assurance, the wife
rose up and simply said she would have none of this. Defying
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her husband, she refused submission by the ingenious and
industrious threat of divorce. If pursuing the matter was the
husband’s choice, then ending the marriage would be hers.
She knew nothing of the spirit that caused Esther to place her
fate in the hands of an unseen God. Never once did she
consider the counsel of Mordecai, “who knoweth whether thou
art come to the kingdom for such a time as this?” (166) This was
that rebellious spirit of Jezebel. Seizing control, she leveraged
the threat and promise of the marriage’s demise as skillfully as
Jezebel, who using Ahab’s ring sealed the letters that
guaranteed Naboth’s death and the confiscation of his vineyard.
(167) She defended supposed rights rather than obey the
commanded to submit. The word of God, had no place in her
heart as she divorced in an instant (remember, Jezebel means
unmarried) the thought of obeying the one she was told to
reverence. To avoid conflict the husband allowed life to resume
as if nothing had happened. Was she right in what she did?
Many argue so, but to those who “covet fields, (of ease, control,
or disobedience) and take them by violence” scripture says,
“Therefore thus saith the LORD; Behold, against this family do
I devise an evil.” (168) History records this happened to the
historical Jezebel and any wife that houses the same wicked
spirit cannot expect a different outcome.
Now, as awful as she was, God gave Jezebel twenty years to

do one thing---repent. Nothing more could add to the
difference true repentance makes and nothing less will be
accepted. The Lord says to those who have fallen by their
iniquity to "take words, and turn to the Lord.” Our sole
responsibility is to return to the One we have forsaken saying,
“Take away all iniquity, and receive us graciously: so will we
render the calves of our lips. Asshur shall not save us; we will
not ride upon horses; neither will we say any more to the work
of our hands, Ye are our gods: for in thee the fatherless findeth
mercy." (169) This is repentance. It’s changing masters. It's a
turning from and a returning to. In lowliness of heart it is
being broken over the consequences of sin, and its presence.
It’s loving righteousness and hating evil. Jesus taught “cleanse
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first that which is within the cup and platter, that the outside of
them may be clean also” (170) thus repentance is the mercy of
an inward work of grace manifest by outward changes. In the
book of Ezra the king of Persia said, “Whatsoever is
commanded by the God of heaven, let it be diligently done” but
Jezebel’s choice, and “them that commit adultery with her”
was to refuse this. She thumbed her nose at contrition. There
was no shame in staunch defiance. There was no bearing of
reproach for her cruel and brutal handling of God’s people and
warnings. And so it came to pass that her hard and impenitent
heart treasured up for herself wrath against the day of wrath
and revelation of the righteous judgement of God. (171)

So then husbands and wives, what have you been allowing?
According to the word of God, what good or evil? The Lord's
admonition is to actively fight any and all Jezebels. He says to
"put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make not provision for
the flesh, to fulfill the lust thereof." (172) However she appears,
vigorously refuse her rule and ruin. By grace and by faith take
a stand for righteousness. Live out God-given responsibilities
and opportunities for charity, service, faith, and patience.
Solitary husbands and widow wives weep sore in the night over
befriended Jezebels. As slaves of aggressive enemies, couples
are afflicted, bitter, miserable, and destitute of the peace, joy,
and love that used to impress. This is what happens when the
heathen are allowed into the sanctuary of marriage. And when
a marriage that should have been a comfort is not, when
confusion, depression, and sadness is the rule, when finally
tired of the sham and mockery we’ve made of that which
pictures Jesus and His bride, then the Lord’s admonition will
be the same as it’s always been; repent. Repent of suffering
Jezebel and eternity will bear out the wisdom and blessing of
choosing rightly.
In verse twenty-two we have the Lord’s motivation by

warning, in which He promises great tribulation to couples who
refuse to follow His admonition to repent. Given the divorce
rate of our day, failure is simply a matter of time for many.
While claiming to be Christian, lives are filled with everything
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contrary to two as one living happily ever after. This was not
the Lord's will for these marriages, but it could be His doing. I
stress it is the Lord who in our text says HE will cast the
unrepentant into great tribulation. Cutting cross-grain to
modern opinions of God, the Bible is as true as it is simple.
What God says, God will do. Through teachings of love and
tolerance people have tried to strip Jesus of His authority to
oversee marriages, but they have been miserable failures.
Regardless of logical deductions and reasonings that usurp or
explain away the frequent chastening of a loving father, He
remains a faithful ambassador of correction. He promises to
not stand by while we walk contrary to His will and thankfully,
“where the word of a king is, there is power.” (173) He knows
Jezebel's intent is to lead marriages into the depths of hell and
He just won't stand for it. He offers His word as instruction for
righteousness. His Spirit bears witness with our spirit of the
need to repent. If we stubbornly refuse to do so, He will not
hesitate to introduce tribulation to steer us out of harm's way.
Such measures grieve Him, but the Bible calls this "the
goodness of God." (174) Every parent who’s ever disciplined his
or her child knows this feeling. Remember your parents saying,
"this hurts me more than it does you?" At the time you knew
they were crazy, but now you know better. Psalm 23 says; "thy
rod and thy staff, they comfort me." These are absolute
protection from wolves and such. Knowing God will knock
predators senseless gives us great peace. But the same
instruments (with a different force and intent) are used to
correct straying sheep. (I have raised sheep, and wander they
will!) In time, such pain will be understood and even praised
for souls delivered from death, eyes from tears, and feet from
falling when Divine chastisement caused repentance. How
right David was when he said, “It is good for me that I have
been afflicted; that I might learn thy statutes.” (175)

The solution to marital problems, in a word, is repent. "This
is the thing which the Lord commanded to be done." (176) This
is not good advise or something to lightly consider as if one
opinion among many. Neither is it a church creed or a decree
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of a religious leader. It cannot be claimed that He hasn’t
spoken. Neither is His message difficult to understand. It's
simple. It's complete. And it's the total package solution for a
Thyatira marriage. When Andrew compared the number of
hungry people to meager resources, it was natural to conclude,
"but what are they among so many?" (177) Had he realized Jesus
was able to do exceeding abundantly above all that we ask or
think he would have said, "Lord, here's some bread, and two
small fish, we need thousands of more people!" But ignorance
caused a missed opportunity and right now you need to make
sure you're not doing the same. You might think or feel
problems are too large, too complex, too extreme for such a
simple solution, but don't you believe it. There are thieves in
your mind called unbelief and skepticism trying to rob you of
God's blessing. God has not spoken less than what is needed or
more than is possible. Listen, discard what tempts you to
believe His word has failed you. Rejoice in the fact that His
edict is as clear and simple as it is effective. So many couples
shrug their shoulders, shake their heads, or throw their hands
up in the air when trying to find answers for problems plaguing
their relationships. They carry about the indecisive weights of
“ifs, buts, and perhaps” and it’s no wonder they grow weary.
There is no relief or comfort in these for they carry no promise
or peace. But this not our case! We have a crystal-clear
directive! We can say; “I know exactly how to clean up the
mess I’ve made of my marriage.” We can with full assurance of
heart, great peace of mind, and boldness of spirit say; “I know
perfectly well where to begin and what to begin with.” We need
to confess our marriages are troubled because of evil allowance.
We’ve dabbled in idolatry. We’ve entertained thoughts of
fornication and played with adultery. A puffed-up world
ignorantly applauds consenting adults, but the Holy Spirit,
repulsed by a lack of remorse in I Corinthians chapter five,
strongly condemned the activity and arrogant pride of sinful
allowance.
Husband, wife, would the Lord say to repent if there were no

need? Is this an, at best, marginally important issue? Even
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worse, are you going to brush aside this admonition as one for
others only? Over and over again we say, “My marriage is fine,”
or “We’re doing good,” but some of us are making “clean the
outside of the cup.” (178) Willingly blind hypocrites, we refuse
true internal cleanliness. We believe God is going to bless a
superficial form of righteousness while overlooking secret sins
of unrepentant hearts. No wonder He calls us “fools.” If the
heart isn’t right it doesn’t matter what kind of ring, smile, or
accolade you wear. We can say we love Jesus, wave our hands,
sing the songs of the faith, and strive to better our
relationships, but it will all be in vain when we harbor sins the
Lord clearly says to repent of. Go read the book of Malachi for
there you’ll find God is not obligated to accept anything of sin
infected hearts. Looking at marred sacrifices He told His own
people, “I have no pleasure in you.” (179) In particular He
upbraided husbands who had “dealt treacherously” against
their wives. And what were their actions? Malachi states they
lightly esteemed divorce, covered up violence with garments of
secrecy, called evil good, and justified twisted thinking and ways
saying, God delighted in or overlooked them. (180) What a
contemporary picture of the two-faced fools we are! Say what
you want, we have polluted the gift of marriage. We have
profaned this holy gift and made it lame, sick, and corrupt.
Self injected delusion says God is pleased, but our divorce rate
(and only God knows the co-existing but mentally divorced
rate) is proof that God absolutely refuses to bless unrepentant
Thyatira couples. Folks, Jezebels wines have seduced to
idolatry and fornication long enough. The time to “cleanse”
“that which is within” is now. Jesus calls to repent of “extortion
and excess” for hearts exceedingly full of things other than a
spouse will not be permitted. He calls to repent of “ravening
and wickedness” for He will not tolerate a consuming (rather
than serving) of one another. Repent then. Get on your knees,
rend your heart for you cannot afford in a time of great moral
crisis to maintain stoic neutrality or staunch stubbornness.
“Take heed to your spirit” and repent and God promises to
forgive, cleanse, and reward you with gifts and true riches.
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To the marriage that overcomes God promises two rewards;
"power" and the "morning star." Biblical rewards can inspire
and maintain change. One of the factors Moses considered
when he judged “the reproach of Christ greater riches than the
treasures in Egypt” was the "respect unto the recompense of
the reward." (181) Jesus spoke of having "great rewards." (182)

Paul spoke of "reaching forth unto those things which are
before" and "pressing toward the mark for the prize.” (183)

Throughout scripture we see this motivation. Not the temporal
rewards that an unrighteous world or covetous heart would lust
after, but true rewards. Rewards described as "gold, silver, and
precious stones." (184) Rewards that can bless and enrich lives
and souls so much the Bible says the end is “no sorrow.” (185)

They’re called great, sure, and open before men and couples
ought to take dead aim at what God has set before them. I
mean, they ought to go for it! Past successes and failures
contain valuable lessons and we are counseled to invest time in
remembering them. But we are to look back only for so long. A
day needs to dawn wherein putting our “hand to the plow” (186)

we refuse to allow past sins to delay, discourage, or derail. If
you aim at nothing then that’s exactly what you’ll hit. Either
that or you’ll be caught in the vicious cycle of falling right back
into sins forsaken. What a waste that would be especially when
in the light of God-given rewards such a squandering takes
place. We have set before us a divine compass and what better
direction could one possibly go than toward the reward of the
Lord? Caleb said of Hebron, "give me this mountain, whereof
the Lord spake" (187) and his spirit can be your inspiration. It is
true that in the mountain were the great and fenced cities of
the Anakims. So notorious was their reputation, as great,
many, tall, and giants, even Joshua asked, “Who can stand
before the children of Anak?!” (188) But Caleb was undeterred
for he knew the right question was really, “Who can stand
before Jehovah?!” In his mind the reward of the Lord was too
valuable to miss. The opportunity to posses what God would
give was too important to shrink away from. He would have the
inheritance of the Lord and the faith that carried him to the
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top of the mountain was, “if so be the LORD will be with me,
then I shall be able to drive them out, as the LORD said.” (189)

In the end he expelled the strong sons of Anak for “he wholly
followed the LORD God of Israel.” (190) He let nothing cloud
this vision. Within him was “another spirit” (191) refreshingly
different from the spies who discouraged the hearts of Israel
and he is your hero and mentor when considering Thyatira’s
rewards. Lay aside besetting thoughts and discouraging ways
that would rob you of the Lord’s blessing. Jim Elliott said; “He
is no fool who gives up that which he cannot keep, to gain what
he cannot lose.” and this not only applies to lives but to the
rewards Jesus gives.
The first reward is "power over the nations." There is much

talk in Christian circles of power. Much of it is nothing more
than unscriptural wishful theories of carnal immature minds.
Founded in the error of not knowing the scripture or the power
of God, they're as empty and useless as the puffed-up
knowledge Paul rebuked. (195) When the angel of the Lord
came to Gideon, he declared, "The Lord is with thee, thou
mighty man of valour." But Gideon responded, "If the Lord is
with us, why then is all this befallen us? and wherebe all his
miracles?" (196) What super great questions!! If Jesus is present
in our marriages, why all the unhappiness? If full of His Spirit
why the affairs, anger, apathy, division, divorce, domestic
violence, drunkenness, fights, individualism, isolation, lack of
couple ministry, lording, materialism, pornography, subjugation,
and usurping? Where is that miraculous power that lifts
Christian couples far above the marriages of the world? Where
is that Holy Ghost power that would establish, proclaim, and
prove your marriage as one of authority? Where? It's here,
God says, in His gift of power over the nations. God's reward is
designed to position couples as leaders and examples over the
nations; that is, the many diverse opinions and formats people
have about marriage. How so? By His Spirit giving power
through repentant hearts. Listen, we can sit around in Bible
studies, conferences, and seminars studying and gathering
volumes of knowledge until Jesus comes back and still not have
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one ounce of power. Power comes from God and if you're going
to have it, it'll be a gift received when subscribing to the
righteous act of repentance you break off the mother sin of
allowance and her daughters; fornication and idolatry, and
embrace again charity, service, faith, and patience so that these
last works, as our text says, would be “more than the first.”
Scripture states, it is God “that giveth thee power to get
wealth.” (197) Many embarrass this by shackling it to greedy
thoughts about money. But what of admiration, commitment,
direction, joy, longevity, love, peace, purity, purpose, unity, and
resolve? The Lord would be more pleased to give these and
more as opposed to what the world drools for. The wealth given
Jesus was the heathen (198) and He wants to give this same gift
over and over again to living pictures of Christ and His bride.
This divine gift takes divine power and here Jesus happily gives
it.
The idea here is not that this marriage is better than others.

We're not in a contest wherein we compare ourselves with or
compete against others. This is an unwise practice. (199)

Rather, God is plainly declaring marriages following His counsel
among those that do not. It's no secret that marriages are
continuously failing. Every day relationships fatigue under the
tremendous stress and pressure of ungodly allowances. It is at
this moment, during the break up and down, that Jesus desires
to use your marriage to provide answers that are as sure and
strong as a rod of iron. Power over the nations is about
opportunity and ministry rather than dominance or a spirit of
elitism. It's providing nourishment as a modern-day Joseph to
a truth and solution starved community of husbands and wives.
(200) Unsuccessful in attempts to live by bread alone, they need
lifestyle words (some spoken) from God-empowered couple
ambassadors. It's being a David, of whom the Lord spoke, "I
took thee from the sheepcote, from following the sheep, to be
ruler over my people," (201) in a local church to, as Peter said,
"feed the flock of God" and to be Godly marital "ensamples to
the flock." (202) Worldly philosophies scoff at the testimony of
such a husband and wife. They mimic Pharaoh’s boast, "Who
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is the Lord, that I should obey his voice?" (203) However, “the
Egyptians dead upon the sea shore” (204) proves that neither
ignorance of nor arrogance to the great "I Am" can diminish the
powerful testimony of a happy, healthy, and enduring marriage.
Most couples steer clear of predictions of longevity. They
promise a lifetime of commitment, but when it comes to staying
together until death parts vows are shown to be not worth the
paper they’re written on. Additionally, countless children are
petrified as night after night they worry themselves to sleep
wondering if tomorrow will be the last day they are a family. (In
innocence they just don’t understand that reality hasn’t been
true for quite some time.) Now I ask, “Is this the best God can
do?” Are Christian marriages just a roll of the dice or a shot in
the dark? No! No! A million times, NO!! Oh how we need to
realize that Jesus is again breathing on us saying, “receive ye
the Holy Ghost.” That is; His words, enlightenment,
conviction, and empowering so millions would be set on a
lifetime course of unwavering love and unity. Picture a
professional baseball player picking up a bat. Imagine a
surgeon reaching for a scalpel. Are they full of worry that these
instruments will fail them? If not, do you think the Holy Spirit
is any less able to use repentant husbands and wives to portray
Christ and His bride? The world's greatest need is Christ and
as husbands and wives walk in charity, service, faith, patience,
they are given a ministry that "makes a difference" (206) among
the marriages ungodly counsel has ruined. Thus the inspired
prayer, “Feed thy people with thy rod…the nations shall see and
be confounded at all their might.” (207)

The second reward, "the morning star," is mentioned but
twice in scripture. Here to an overcoming Thyatira couple and
again in Revelation 22. In the last chapter of the Bible, after
that "great and terrible day of the Lord" (208) Jesus steps forth as
the sign of the dawn of eternity future. On that day, "former
things are passed away" (209) and all that is old is rolled up as a
scroll and a "new heavens and a new earth, wherein dwelleth
righteousness" (210) begins. Christians, according to God’s
promises, anticipate that day, and to non-Christians, Jesus
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prophetically extends a final invitation saying, "And let him that
is athirst come. And whosoever will, let him take the water of
life freely." (211) In a word, the entire scene speaks of hope. Not
a crossing of the fingers I bought a lottery ticket I hope I win
hope, but a steadfast and sure anchor of the soul hope that
permeates a spirit, soul, and body with peace and assurance.
When eternity future is recorded, when John finishes
accounting forever, we see Jesus, the bright and morning star.
He would not have us fearful of Revelation’s judgments. The
violence, death, war, famine, eternal lake of fire, and righteous
judgments confuse and challenge, and so He arises, as He once
did on a tempest driven lake, in a fashion that again says,
“Peace, be still.” The result long ago was “there was a great
calm” (212) and the intent of Jesus, our morning star, is no
different. The author and finisher of faith wants to fill up your
vision. He would have you hear His invitation and see His
person so you’ll experience the same peace and hope that filled
the disciples long ago. From the onset of His earthly life to the
dawn of eternity this has been Jesus’ desire. Of His birth
scripture says of the men that came to worship him, when they
saw “his star” “they rejoiced with exceeding great joy.” (213)

From the first time to the forever last, He would have us rejoice
and not be afraid. So as David we say, “Why art thou cast
down, O my soul? and why art thou disquieted in me? hope
thou in God: for I shall yet praise him for the help of his
countenance.” (214)

How then does this apply to a Thyatira marriage? “It is not
in man that walketh to direct his steps.” (215) Therefore, a light
to safely navigate through the complexity of marriage is given.
We act as though we're in control, like we know where we're
headed and what we’re doing, but in reality, we can't even see
what lies within the next 24 hours. How much less plotting a
safe course through the vast sea of marriage? By thought, add
to your stature. Try creating a universe. Too hard? How about
something easier then, like a blade of grass or snowflake. You
see, all these are alike to us and all are alike to God. We need
something outside of and far beyond ourselves that guarantees
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we will end life happily married. And what's impossible to find
in us, God happily provides in Jesus, the morning star, of whom
the Bible prophesied, “The people that walked in darkness have
seen a great light: they that dwell in the land of the shadow of
death, upon them hath the light shined.” (216) Every day you
can possess a blessed assurance that your journey is guided by
the Lord God for He is “the confidence of all the ends of the
earth, and of them that are afar off upon the sea.” (217) The
Light of the world is well able to “guide our feet into the way of
peace” (218) still. Every course you are called upon to strike can
be done so in certainty for the morning star said; "he that
followeth me shall not walk in darkness, but shall have the light
of life." (219)

One of the most famous scenes in the Bible is the parting of
the Red Sea. With the armies of Egypt bearing down we find
Moses saying, "Stand still and see the salvation of the Lord."
"The Lord shall fight for you, and ye shall hold your peace."
After this the Lord tells Moses to "go forward: but lift up thy
rod...over the sea, and divide it." (220) Speculation imagines how
Moses must have felt upon hearing this. We believe we’ll never
know exactly what he thought. And yet, in the context of
relationship management, we can for at times knowing "where
to go from here" or "how to go on" feels and seems just as
daunting. In fact, some might prefer the commanded to split a
sea over fixing a marriage thinking it might be an easier task.
Standing still represents repentance in that Israel ceased

from their strivings to depend upon God. The going forward
illustrates God's faithfulness in directing His people that look to
Him and an obedient following. It is also said at this time the
pillar of cloud that had been before the Children of Israel
moved between them and Pharaoh’s chariots “and it was a
cloud and darkness to them, but it gave light by night to these.”
(221) Thank God, it's not in His character to instruct a marriage
to go forward without providing direction. Praise God also that
while the ways of the Lord are clouded darkness to the world;
they are protection and light to us. You might feel like those
folks in Acts chapter 27:20; “And when neither sun nor stars in
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many days appeared, and no small tempest lay on us, all hope
that we should be saved was then taken away. But through
simple revelation God brings us to the place where like Paul we
say, “be of good cheer…be of good cheer: for I believe God, that
it shall be even as it was told me.” (222) Such assurance
confuses the world for it cannot find in itself a reason to against
hope believe in hope. As unaware of the true source for such a
trust it is impressed by the quiet confidence it gives to those
who have it. The purpose of the morning star is to give hope
and direction to couples that they might be happy successful
partners. With the hand of God upon them, Ezra testified, “he
delivered us from the hand of the enemy, and of such as lay in
wait by the way.” (223) Drowned Egyptians, a slumbering Saul in
the same cave as David, and Jesus simply passing through
those who would cast him headlong down a hill proves God’s
ability and desire to guide and keep your marriage in spite of its
million enemies. Knowing God protects in the most perilous of
times while confusing and exposing enemies who think they
have the upper hand gives hope that Job says, makes one
"secure." (224) In Israel’s darkest hour hope enabled Jeremiah to
believe, God’s mercies are new every morning. (225) Hope is
beyond self. It rests in a God who creates and controls the
future. When it was time to enter Jerusalem Jesus told the
disciples, “ye shall find a colt tied.” (226) When the Lord’s
Supper was to be made Jesus said, “Go ye into the city, and
there shall meet you a man bearing a pitcher of water.” (227) He
told Peter he would find money in a fish’s mouth (228) and the
conclusion of the matter was they “found as he had said unto
them!” How God like! How incredibly easy it is for the One
who created the universe to orchestrate circumstances when
accomplishing His will! And this same power exists when it
comes to your relationship. This Thyatira marriage was caught
in the quicksand of allowance. Along the way they made some
terrible decisions which flung open a door for Jezebels to
destroy it. But upon repentance, the Lord Jesus promises
power and direction, so He would truly and practically be “the
hope of his people” (229).
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This reward is important because of all the confusion
surrounding modern marriages. Obscure roles, uncertain
futures, and spiritual chaos have left many marriages in the
dark as to how to "go forward." Couples say, "I don't know what
to do", "I'm not sure if anything can be done", or “I’m not sure
if this or that will work.” But certainly, while they may not, God
does for He promised, “wisdom and knowledge shall be the
stability of thy times” (230) and again, “God hath not given us the
spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and of a sound mind.”
(231) He has immediate and complete access to repentant
minds and spirits to which He also makes known His ways
which are far beyond the consultations, imaginations, and
limitations of the natural mind. When it was time for Joseph to
rule Egypt the minds of a butler and a baker became a
workshop. (232) Belshazzar witnessed a wall become a
parchment. (233) At Jesus’ trial Pilate’s wife said, “Have thou
nothing to do with that just man: for I have suffered many
things this day in a dream because of him.” (234) You know who
was responsible for these events and if the Lord can fill the
minds of those who do not believe in Him, how much more so
two who do? Husband, wife, Jesus taught against divorce
saying, “from the beginning it was not so.” (235) The “two shall
be one flesh” (236) is the commission and if we don’t or can’t
understand this it is certain that we will not discharge it
correctly. So then, how can we? By the light and hope gift of
the morning star which the Star of Jacob (237) is please to give to
those who repent. Heaven knows we need more couples today
that know exactly where they are going in their relationship
with God and each other. We need couples who, because of the
security of God's guidance, are full of purpose and certainty
rather than repeated train wreck. Such marriages who
consistently and brightly shine with the light of the star of
heaven will testify in a time of failed opinions and untested
speculation, God's way is not only right, but best. Isaiah
prophesied, “light (shall) break forth as the morning,” and
“light (shall) rise in obscurity, and thy darkness (shall) be as the
noon day.” (238) The question is; “Was he speaking of you?”
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In conclusion, I refer to a quick story. I called a woman to
gather some information about a potential divorce, and she
informed me that she and her husband led separate lives. "He
lives in (state) and I live in (country)," she said, "and we do our
own thing." As I hung up I thought what a contrary picture this
was to God's design, especially when considering what marriage
is to portray. How in the world could two maintain individuality
as if a wedding day vow? It was sad to know that once lush
green gardens of charity and labor were now overgrown by
weeds of distance and indifference. Just one call, you know
there are thousands of other couples with the same story.
Husbands and wives are separated physically, emotionally, and
spiritually, because they have sacrificed their marriage on alters
of evil allowances. Marriages are being destroyed by hellish
teachings that condone and encourage idolatry and fornication.
When the “great whore” is judged in Revelation heaven’s
response is “Alleluia.” When her smoke begins that eternal
journey of rising “up for ever and ever” heaven’s hosts will
praise and worship the Lord God. (239) May it be as you repent
of the sin in your heart you say, “God do so and more to the
seductive teachings of Jezebel!”

We rejoice in Jezebel’s judgment O Lord!
Her sins in us we roughly treat!
May the fires of hell burn and consume,
Especially her hands and feet!
Too long she’s plagued and ruled us O Lord!
Her allowance we quickly and cruelly unseat!
Repentance again spells her sure doom,
Spilling her blood we repeat, repeat, and repeat!

The Lord has not left this marriage without remedy. His
fiery eyes and feet of brass call for the righteous decision to
repent. Love has moved Him to urge, by warning and reward,
to stop courting Jezebels bent on destroying us. Remember,
this marriage is an example of a divided heart. Though it
possessed extremely good traits, the entire marriage, as found
in evil allowance, was not right. And Jesus, knowing the sin of
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these agreements would spread like a malignant and terminal
cancer, said repent. Sampson's loss because of a little
allowance should clearly alert to you the seriousness of this
issue. (240) Repent therefore, of the evil you have sacrificed to.
Repent that you might say, “Truly the light is sweet, and a
pleasant thing it is for the eyes to behold the sun” (241) (and in
our day, the Son). God has some tremendous rewards for you
and our prayer and the Lord’s will is that your allowance would
be turned from Jezebel to “there shall be a performance of
those things…told (you) of the Lord.” (242)
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CHAPTER 5

THE SARDIS MARRIAGE

Scripture tells us when Moses delayed to come down from
Mt. Sinai, the children of Israel became restless and, rising up,
fashioned and worshipped a golden calf. Left with, "Tarry ye
here for us, until we come again unto you," (1) forty days and
nights proved too much for hearts governed by the senses. As a
result, three thousand people lost their lives and additionally
the Bible says, "the Lord plagued the people, because they
made the calf, which Aaron made." (2) It's amazing God’s
people “make gods." Even worse is the ease, speed, and
complete trust they have in what’s called "the work of men's
hands" (3) fashioned “according to their own understanding.” (4)

This same turning, misplaced trust, and the death it works is
what Sardis is all about. This fifth church is the first of two
which the Lord is very displeased with and so it follows there is
little commendation for the marriage it represents. One might
hope that only a few couples would resemble Sardis, but it
actually represents a great number, possibly the majority, of
relationships.
In short, Sardis represents relationships that, by inches, are

dying. We may deny or resign ourselves to live with gradual
marital atrophy, but scripture asks; "If we have forgotten the
name of our God, or stretched out our hands to a strange god;
shall not God search this out?" (5) This is Sardis. It's Jesus
investigating and responding to marriages pinning away and for
those experiencing confusion, depression, emptiness,
frustration, and loneliness in what they hoped would be
fulfilling, He has some real answers. It's true that many "Secret
things belong unto the Lord our God" (6), but the solution for
this trouble-stricken marriage is not among them. It’s “not
hidden...neither is it far off...but the word is very nigh unto
thee…that thou mayest do it." (7) Thank God for a near word
from heaven! Thank God it's not too complicated or far beyond
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us! Thank God also that death is nothing to the Lord! "He that
beliveth in me, though he were dead, yet shall he live," (8) Jesus
said and regardless of what conventional logic or practical
experience says, Sardis is a life-giving message to each and
every marriage that is spiraling downward. You’ll see in its
message “that God doth talk with man, and he liveth.” (9) God
gives "power to the faint, and to them that have no might he
increaseth strength," (10) and to couples filled with empty
dreams and dashed expectations, to partners regretting
dismissing pre-marital counselling (like that has power over
death), Sardis promises revival by inspiring us to trust in a God
who raises the dead still. (11) Speaking to marriages
characterized in modern terms as "on the rocks" Jesus says, "I
am the resurrection and the life" (12) and He who raised the
dead in times past can do the same for today's lifeless couples.
Sardis literally means "remnant" and our passage in

Revelation 3:1-6 reads, "And unto the church in Sardis write;
These things saith he that hath the seven Spirits of God, and
the seven stars; I know thy works, that thou hast a name that
thou livest, and art dead. Be watchful, and strengthen the
things which remain, that are ready to die: for I have not found
thy works perfect before God. Remember therefore how thou
hast received and heard, and hold fast, and repent. If therefore
thou shalt not watch, I will come on thee as a thief, and thou
shalt not know what hour I will come upon thee. Thou hast a
few names in Sardis which have not defiled their garments;
and they are worthy. He that overcometh, the same shall be
clothed in white raiment; and I will not blot out his name out of
the book of life, but I will confess his name before my Father
and before his angels. He that hath an ear, let him hear what
the Spirit saith unto the churches."
The Lord presents Himself as the One having the seven

Spirits of God and the seven stars. You might think since He
had little to praise He would have shown Himself differently. A
despot commanding, "Get right!" might seem appropriate. A
counselor would be more politically correct in our day.
However, the words of Mark 7:37 remind us of when the people
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praised the Lord saying, "He hath done all things well." Truly
then, He presents himself well at Sardis. Scripture tells us the
seven Spirits are: before the throne of God, Revelation 1:4; are
burning lamps of fire, Revelation 4:5; and are the horns and
eyes of the Lord Jesus, Revelation 5:6. And Revelation 1:20
tells us plainly the seven stars are the angels of the seven
churches.
So what does this mean to marriage? The passage states

Jesus has these Spirits and stars. That is, they belong to or are
of Him. Either way, they are before, give light, sound, and see
for Him. Their actions, position, purpose, and, in short,
everything they do is for Him and what we see here is the Lord
presenting Himself in the light of expertise and authority. As if
conducting a spiritual autopsy, Jesus is revealing from a divine
perspective a marriage in grave danger and foreseeing man's
propensity to deny what he is accused of, He occupies the
ground of one who not only knows what he is talking about, but
has the right to do so. This is so critical to dying marriages. I
can’t risk limited knowledge or experience. I can't afford
educated assumptions, human intuitions, or gut. If but a
remnant of my relationship is alive I must have both "the
inspiration of the Almighty," (14) and “the vision of the Almighty.”
(15) And it is utterly impossible for anyone but Jesus to have this
for “the seven spirits of God” serve no other. This should
encourage and embolden us to seek marital answers of Christ,
but for the most part couples are indifferent to what Jesus
routinely applauded for same reason the Israel made their
golden calf. In deed, we prefer to trust anything rather than
the owner of the seven Spirits. Look to the book of Malachi for
a clear example of this. In it the Lord makes several
accusations, but each one is refuted by a people desperately
willing to justify self filled lifestyles. Questioning the authority
and accuracy of charges proved God's people, at times,
deliberately choose not to listen to, much less obey their God.
Because they had no heart for them, heavenly words were
rejected and therefore replaced by feelings of harsh
condemnation. He wasn’t considered very “seeker friendly”
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and so they rebelled against what was said, and in essence
called God a liar. Some say this was Old Testament, but today’s
hearts are no different. We remain “children in whom is no
faith” (16) as there’s been no evolution of the human heart.
Jesus knows this and that’s why he takes the ground of
authority and expertise when addressing Sardis.
So understand first, for a dying marriage, answers do not

begin with a response to the question, "What do I need to do?"
They start rather with a person. Paul asked, "O wretched man
that I am, WHO shall deliver me...?" and the answer for a body
of death is the same for a marriage of death; "Jesus Christ our
Lord." (19) For many this is impossibly narrow. But to faith, no
greater resource is available. Think back and you'll remember
a time when you, by grace, placed your faith in Jesus alone for
the uttermost salvation of your soul. "Dead in trespasses and
sins" (21) you realized the absolute impossibility of eternally
putting away a sin debt for which you had “nothing to pay”.
Trusting Him as your Savior, scripture says you were quickened
when He, by Himself, purged your sins and imputed to your
account His own righteousness without works. Now it's time to
revisit that child-like faith for the salvation of your marriage.
Just as lifeless, your marriage can be just as saved for scripture
says it is not “a thing incredible…that God should raise the
dead.” (24)

Verse one brings this marriage’s works to light and there is no
commendation. The Lord says, " I know thy works, that thou
hast a name that thou livest, and art dead." They have
professions, but not possessions. Sardis partners say they are
married and with rings and certificates look so, but of the
designed and desired union between two, only a remnant
remains. Affections are nothing more than Judas kisses. For
all intents and purposes, what used to be is gone. Outwardly
things looked normal, but what one saw was a testi-lie, nothing
more than a shell, a temporary veneer, stuffed animals and wax
figurines depicted as "whited sepulchres, which indeed appear
beautiful outward, but are within full of dead men's bones." (25)

It's amazing the testi-phony of a Sardis couple and the Lord's
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findings are so different. With one boasting life and the other
finding death, it would be difficult for the two to be further
apart. This begs the question, “How did this happen?”
First, it's a simple matter of saving face. That is, couples

know there are problems, but rather than deal with them, they
think it’s better to lie about anything being wrong. Pride is the
root of such actions and wisdom says, "he that covereth his sins
shall not prosper," (26). Husbands and wives are masters of
wearing masks. They can instantly put on a show that shames
Hollywood’s best. But making ourselves to be somebody else
proves we cannot bear ourselves as we really are. We hide from
others and ourselves too. And all this acting stems from the
fact while tired of marital strife, we are also desperately
unwilling to let others know of it by “confessing…faults one to
another.” (28) What a living contradiction! The marriage is
dying, but fear and pride are alive and well! Let me ask, have
you ever been afraid to seek a surgeon’s help? Ever felt
uncomfortable with employing the expertise of a CPA,
electrician, computer programmer, lawyer, or travel agent?
Why of course not. We recognize and respect knowledge and
experience in these professions. However, when it comes to
relationship management this breaks down entirely. According
to Jesus, though dying, some of you would never be caught
dead in the office of a godly marriage counselor. It would be a
million years before you would darken such a professional’s
door. There has to be some crisis or threat before begrudgingly
giving in to such assistance. This is such backward thinking!
To say the least it’s hypocritical, puffed-up, and unreasonable.
To say the most, it’s living out scriptures such as, “A scorner
loveth not one that reproveth him: neither will he go unto the
wise.” (29) Of all the scriptures to keep, couples stupidly pick
this one.
We go to great lengths to maintain physical possessions. At

the same time, we shrink from the opportunity and
responsibility of properly managing our marriage. But, what
ever happened to good old fashion preventative maintenance?
Men and women continuously update investment portfolios,
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change the oil in vehicles, remodel homes, upgrade phones,
and endure continuing education or personal fitness programs
as a matter of course. They’re a no-brainer and are applauded
as wise and right. But to have my marriage professionally
evaluated, to strengthen it via an accountability group, or to
diversify my marital portfolio with seminars or marital
management courses, we think, if not actually say, absolutely
not. Not in my lifetime or over my dead body. And then we sit
around and scratch our heads like a monkey doing a calculus
problem and wonder why our bodies, careers, cars, homes,
PCs, taxes, and retirement plans are all perfectly in line while
our marriages reek with discord and failure. Answer this,
whether simple or elaborate did you plan your wedding? Why
then would you not plan your marriage?
Second, it's a matter of not knowing what marriage is

supposed to be. That is, belief in and demands of unfounded
expectations. Not all marital expectations are wrong. Many
are godly and necessary, but some are rooted in fairy-tell stories
or cultural norms and again wisdom says; "There is a way
which seemeth right unto a man, but the end thereof are the
ways of death." (30) To base a relationship on "That's the way I
was raised," or "That's what I believe," rather than biblical
precepts is to chart certain failure. Moses said, “after the
doings of the land of Egypt” and “after the doings of the land of
Canaan” “shall ye not do: neither shall ye walk in their
ordinances.” (31) The conduct of God’s people is not governed
by opinions, cultures, tolerances, or freedoms so-called. It’s not
a matter of how people live or what they judge or assume to be
right. Rather, it’s a matter of what Jehovah said to do or not do.
Society will throw out ignorant and meaningless views
concerning the proper conduct of husband and wives, but
really it’s just a matter of being obedient to, “Ye shall do my
judgments, and keep mine ordinances, to walk therein.” And
to a dying marriage, what a tremendous balm and reviving it is
to hear the promise, “which if a man do, he shall live.” (32)

Look, in spite of the greatest and most noble aspirations, it is
impossible to build a happy marriage using blueprints that set
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forth principles other than those found in God's word. You
might as well step on a scale and weigh less by sucking your
stomach in. It just doesn't work! Each year thousands of
newlyweds begin relationships with the greatest hopes and
dreams for marital bliss, but a divorce industry proves
something is seriously lacking.
So what is marriage? How do we define it or what thoughts

do I need to hold about it? Well, according to scripture,
marriage is a living relationship that functions so much in sync
that two, God says, become one flesh. It's a divine provision
wherein the meeting of mutual needs mesh like gears, and it's
also a living picture of that glorious, mysterious, and living
relationship between Christ and His church with which He has
become one.
Consider when man and woman were first brought together.

Creation in Genesis chapter one testifies of God’s handiwork.
And in all it's expanse, from its mega-galaxies down to its sub-
atomic particles, the one and only part wanting was man.
Therefore, in Genesis chapter two, God created woman (This is
the Divine architecture and another He will not sanction!) to
remedy that which was pronounced "not good"---loneliness. (34)

What an amazing thought. Here is perfect man in a perfect
paradise, and yet he is alone and therefore lonely. Husband;
stop for a minute here and survey your life. Do you realize
things are not the answer to loneliness? Do you think scripture
says in vain, “a man's life consisteth not in the abundance of
the things which he possesseth?” (35) It's amazing how much
stuff we have. We pack, stack, and rack it and yet we're still as
lonely and isolated as can be. To admit this is considered
weakness, so husbands adorn Sardis’ mask and as gold medal
champions conceal even the most serious of problems. Listen,
you can have, buy, and possess, or, "gain the whole world" (36)

and you'll die a lonely man because things, titles, toys, and
trinkets never have and never will fill the void designed for a
companion described as, "bone of my bones, and flesh of my
flesh." (37)
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Wives, this has great meaning for you as well. Loneliness
was the state and God said you're the perfect solution. “Two
are better than one” as each is better together than apart. Help
is promised for “if they fall, the one will lift up his fellow.”
Physical and emotional necessities will be jointly met for “if two
lie together, then they have heat” and it’s no small wonder
Solomon said “woe to him that is alone…for he hath not
another to help him.” (38) Wife, consider your thoughts and
subsequent actions about your inherent responsibilities and
opportunities. The Lord designed you to be a completing and
encouraging help, but our generation judges this antiquated.
Disappointed in what the bride is to the groom, they think
nothing of trampling under foot the picture of Christ and His
bride. You’ll do as you wish, but scripture places great value on
a wife who lives out God's will and furthermore teaches a
husband of such "praises her." (39)

Before moving on, take a quick self-evaluation? Even more,
sit down and have a frank heart to heart discussion with your
spouse. Husband, is praising your wife a self expectation of
great importance? Wife, is being a "helpmeet" a top priority?
And what of counseling? Do you resist professional spiritual
guidance because it’s embarrassing or a waste of time and
money? Can you find even one receipt that verifies investment
here? Maybe the absence of one is a strong indication of
unbalanced thoughts about therapy being suitable for others
only. Remember, Sardis is a dying marriage. Only a remnant
remains and answers here could indicate a far greater problem.
Genesis chapter two continues to define marriage as man

leaving "his father, and his mother," and cleaving unto his wife.
(40) Leave and cleave: heaven’s super excellent couple
principles!! This word cleave was used when Moses charged
Israel saying, "Thou shalt fear the Lord thy God; him shalt thou
serve, and to him shalt thou cleave." (41) Joshua used it when
admonishing the two and one-half tribes of Israel returning to
the "other side of Jordan." (42) Am I saying you should cleave to
your spouse as you do to the Lord? No, God is. He said cleave,
meaning you ought to be joined to, stick with, commit to, stand
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by, and hang on to your spouse with everything you've got!
Cleave physically like Jacob did to the angel saying, “I will not
let thee go!” (43) Hang on mentally like Ruth did when she
forsook her race, culture, heritage, and family, being “stedfastly
minded” (44) to continue with Naomi. Have the tenacious
mindset Hosea did when he told his wife, “I will betroth thee
unto me for ever.” (45) This is cleaving. It’s determining,
purposing, and living out in the reality of physical challenges,
mental adversity, or spiritual hardships the divine expectation,
“I will cleave unto my spouse!" This is Jesus’ commitment
toward His church (I will never leave thee (46)) and husbands
are told plainly to "love your wives, even as Christ also loved the
church." (47) Cleaving is an emotional, mental, physical, and
spiritual act that God says needs to permeate your entire being.
If your marriage is going to work, if it's going to live, you need to
breathe, eat, sleep, and in a word live cleaving. The world
clearly refuses to embrace this standard. When things go
south, its philosophies and practice is to cut their losses and
run. They’ll marry “for better or worse,” but not “for good.”
The term “wedlock” is confusing except to those who consider
marriage a prison from which there is not much hope for
parole much less escape. But believers understand cleaving
was one of the first principles the Lord said exists in a marriage
teeming with life.
Genesis two concludes, "They were both naked, the man and

his wife, and were not ashamed." (48) As with cleaving, I believe
it would be shallow and disadvantageous to limit this scripture
to physical terms only. Obviously, it's right and pure to be
naked with your spouse. According to Hebrews 13, "Marriage is
honorable in all, and the bed undefiled." It’s also right and
pure to have a relationship where both husband and wife are
completely open with and bare before each other. Nothing is
covered in secret. There’s no looking over the shoulder for
fear, for people with nothing to hide, hide nothing. Adam and
Eve were happy and unashamed that they were "bone of bone"
and "flesh of flesh." From the depths of their beings to the
superficial, from the inside to the outside, they were honest,
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open, and vulnerable with each other. It is sometimes
frustrating to experience the diversity God hard-wired into men
and women. But this in no way implies that “until death do us
part” we might as well resign ourselves to continual head-
butting. Yes God made differences. But He also made a way
for them to mesh. How? "They were naked, and were not
ashamed." God couldn't have made it any simpler or practical.
Anyone and everyone can be naked. The question is, will you?
In physical terms, wife, your husband would probably love it

if you spent more time being naked. Physically naked! You
might worry that he will be "grossed out" by your body. You
might say, "Oh, I could never do that!” Listen, God said, "they
were not ashamed." In the honorable state of marriage, a wife
has a God-given responsibility to meet the needs of her
husband and the time has come to stop making excuses as to
why you’re not fulfilling them. He may need for you to be more
physically open and to refuse this is to defraud. I Corinthians
chapter 7, verses 2-5 are explicitly clear about this and though
wives resist, the passage remains unchanged. I once spoke
with a woman who wanted her husband to help with house
cleaning. Generally speaking, this wouldn’t be on a husband’s
“favorite things” list. But rather than nag him (her words) for
help, she suggested they clean house together while naked.
Man did this change his opinion of housework! She said he
was a cleaning fool! Now he wants to clean house all the time!
(I wonder what they did for yard work? Just kidding) This was
a mutual meeting of needs that turned discord into harmony.
Now, to husbands that are jumping up and down here, the
Bible says to you, "dwell with them (your wives) according to
knowledge." (49) A balancing note for you; compliments are
incredibly weighty and powerful. Tremendously important, you
should regularly shower your wife with comments about her
beauty. (There’s a bathing that’s as important and exciting as a
bathroom one.) Really, how difficult is it to take her in your
arms and say, “Honey, you look great!”? Or, “You’re beautiful.
Simply beautiful.” In reality, the difficulty lies in trying to think
of anything wiser or more encouraging to say and yet stubborn
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husbands consider avoidance a more worthy endeavor. Your
wife gets dressed up and you have nothing to say? No praise?
No doting? And you expect her to be OK with what you’re
communicating? (Do you think a lack of words says nothing?)
What a bone and block head! You’ve been played and are
playing the fool! You know nothing of “pleasant words
are…sweet to the soul” (50). Solomon said a husband ought to
praise his wife and maybe one of the reasons she has a difficult
time being naked for you is that you make her feel unattractive,
sometimes completely ugly, by a lack of compliments. Go read
Song of Solomon and note the praise Solomon has for the
beauty of his lover. And not just her physical aspects, but her
entire being. Notice also how she responded to words of love.
I'm telling you men, sometimes you make it very difficult it on
yourself by not saying anything about your wife's beauty and
that's nobody's fault but your own.
Now lest we be out of balance, consider this being naked

from an emotional perspective. Husband, chances are, your
wife would be thrilled if you exposed more so and often your
deeply personal and innermost feelings. Most men have no
problem with the idea of strutting their stuff like some proud
gobbler. C’mon guys, you know this is true! You know about
flexing and pretending! You never met a mirror you didn’t like.
So if you’re not afraid of being physically nude, but you are of
emotional openness, then you really are a turkey. I mean, open
up and talk! Talk to your wife about dreams, desires, fears,
hopes, and weaknesses! You might fret about losing your
"manliness." (I’m not sure how you define this. The phrase to
be strong and act like men appears once in the New Testament.
The following verse says, “Let all your things be done with
charity” (51), and that places an interesting spin on what it really
means to be manly.) You might think it a sign of weakness to
cry or not have answers for personal or corporate challenges.
You might be embarrassed about heart secrets. You might feel
uncomfortable with the thought of praying with your spouse in
the privacy of your home. Again, God said, "they were not
ashamed." Husbands, you also have a God-given responsibility
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to meet wife needs. Hers may be for you to communicate
passions and securities (that is, why you love her and plans to
do so forever) and the fact of the matter is, it's not an option
not to. You could be defrauding as well! I Corinthians 7 which
states your body is not your own absolutely applies to you too
and this whole idea of retreating into some emotional cave
needs to be judged as an ungodly act of escapism that does a
great deal more than increase the physical distance between
two called one. It is said of the great miracle working Prophet
Elijah, “he came thither unto a cave, and lodged there.” (52)

Was hiding allowed? Was secluded in darkness and privacy
approved? God’s question, “What doest thou here?” and
command, “Go” proves withdrawing is never the proper place
of duty and service. Husbands, a self-imposed solitary
confinement is never appropriate. That Lot “dwelt in a cave,
he and his two daughters” emphatically proves how incredibility
dangerous and disastrous such thinking is. Now wives,
scripture says a foolish woman pulls down her house with her
hands (53) and a very important note for you is, you should
ensure that criticizing (pulling down) your husband is never
practiced. With the precision of a laser or the brutality of an
electric chair why use what should be destroyed? Your
husband might be emotionally closed because your comments
make him feel like he can never do anything right. He feels
like a complete idiot or failure because you always have a
suggestion, you always have a word that in your opinion helps,
but your impact negates your intent. Feeling inadequate is a
great fear and like Nebuchadnezzar you’re stoking that furnace
seven-fold. You too should read Song of Solomon and as you do
take note of the respect she has for Solomon. When was the
last time your place with your husband was; “I sat down under
his shadow with great delight, and his fruit was sweet to my
taste?” (54) It's easy to sit back and suggest, recommend, or cast
stones. That's not your calling and it's sometimes difficult to
see a wife doing anything else. As with the men, this is no
one’s fault, and responsibility to correct, but your own.
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Other applications could be considered, but in short: cleaving
and nakedness help a marriage live. The question is, will you
be more so toward each other? Are you willing to risk being as
God intended or will you be a modern-day Jonah? (55) It can be
difficult to hold to the level of commitment these principles
demand. Finding partners with "a mind to work" (56) in these
areas is uncommon. But it's life and the way of faith to align
ourselves with the marital principles of scripture. Without
them relationships will be torn apart and this is one of the
reasons Sardis was in such peril. Before moving on, stop and
consider how much these principles live in your marriage. Can
you daily see them? Are they tangible? Be careful how you
answer. A Sardis mask answer is yes, but in reality it’s, as Jesus
said, an answer that honors God with lip service only, but
carries no devotion of heart or certainly daily practical
applications.
In Sardis, God's design for marriage had completely broken

down. This church was meeting, singing, taking up offerings,
fellowshipping, growing, and professed itself alive. But the
Lord pronounced the possession death and professions
fraudulent for fabricated actions are worthless no matter how
convincing. Every religious activity in the eyes of the owner of
the seven Spirits was counterfeit. All appeared well and proper,
but the hustle and bustle was manufactured energy founded in
the feigned efforts of men and there are multitudes of
marriages functioning under the same pretense. You've seen
them. You know them. Yours may be one of them. And all too
often we're content to masquerade as being happily married
instead of fixing the awful mess we've made of things. I'm not
sure who we're trying to fool when we do this: ourselves,
others, God, or all three. But one thing is certain, what's in the
heart abundantly comes out in life eventually and when it does,
the reality of Sardis will be known.
As an illustration, recall when Jacob deceived his father

Isaac. (57) With his mother’s aide (really?!) Jacob pretended to
look and even smell like his brother Esau. Deceit filled the
entire scene as he casually and repeatedly lied. His actions
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were morally wrong, as trickery should never be one’s trust, but
before consenting to hypocritical judgment, in your marriage,
does dressing up and acting sound familiar? Ever faked being
happily married? Right now, does performance prove
professions lies? Honestly, who hasn't, at some point and time
done so. We put on wedding bands and smiles and mimic the
sounds of a happy couple, but while we alter our appearance,
we cannot change our voice. Isaac said, "The voice is Jacob's
voice, but the hands are the hands of Esau." (58) The true voice
that springs from the heart cannot be transformed into what it
is not. It cannot be trained to be phony. Sardis tried, they
boasted of life, but was it was a life of acting, deceit, secrecy,
and death. And while they fooled some, they knew the trouble
they were in and Proverbs says of this condition, "the heart
knoweth his own bitterness" (59) and again, “even in laughter
the heart is sorrowful.” (60)

Thus far has the Lord's seven-spirit accuracy proven His
authority and expertise? Is there teeming life between you and
your spouse? For fear or shame, would you scatter like mice or
roaches if an intense spotlight hit your marriage? Had any
thoughts of leaving (physically doing what is a mental reality)?
Covered up anything lately? Ever acted like Jacob? There's
probably not a couple who could answer “no” to all these
questions. The truth be told, every one of us has at some point
and time adorned the mask of Sardis, and there’s no sense in
trying to deny or correct the assessment of the Lord Jesus.
Right now, we just need to be still and know He IS God. His
name is Jesus and He’s still in the business of saving “people
from their sins!” (61) He still turns “the curse into a blessing.”
(62) He longs for us to stop our counterfeiting that we might
truly possess abundant life and though we might struggle to
believe it, there is much hope that this marriage of death will
live again. This is exactly the type of marriage wherein the
Lord says, “the voice of joy, and the voice of gladness, the voice
of the bridegroom, and the voice of the bride…shall say praise
the Lord of hosts: for the Lord is good; for his mercy endureth
for ever.” (63) You might wonder how. But the when the living
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God is brought in, how could it not be so?! The testimony of
the world and personal history says once a marriage is dead, it’s
dead. When it’s over and done with, just throw in the towel
and move on. But that’s because it knows nothing of raising
the dead. Job said, “God is greater than man!” (64) John said,
“God is greater than our heart!” (65) In the past you might have
willingly received this witness of men, but “the witness of God
is greater!” (66) And as He “breathed into (Adam’s) nostrils the
breath of life; and man became a living soul” (67) so to can He
do to the lifeless soul of a Sardis marriage.
There is an amazing story in Judges chapter thirteen, which

illustrates several of the aforementioned points. The story
surrounds the would-be parents of Samson. An angel visited
Samson's mother and told her she would conceive and bear a
son. In a second visit, the angel appeared to both the woman
and her husband, Manoah. After being told how to raise the
child, they offered a sacrifice to the Lord and the angel
ascended back to heaven in the flame of the fire. An incredible
sight, the couple’s reaction is more so. Manoah, governed by
feelings or senses, immediately ignores what he was just told
and in fear believes they would die because they had seen God.
A spiritual low, thankfully Manoah had a wife who was
spiritually sharp enough to disagree with him. Yes, disagree!
At this moment she was loving and respectful enough to be a
genuine helpmeet. She was iron sharpening iron. (68) "If the
Lord were pleased to kill us, (she said) he would not have
received a burnt offering and a meat offering at our hands,
neither would he have shewed us all these things, nor would as
at this time have told us such things as these." (69) What an
incredible stroke of spiritual genius! Manoah was wrong, but
her words were repeatedly "us" not “you.” His understanding
was incomplete, but rather than attack a weakness, her words
directed thoughts toward the character of God and how His
word applied to them as a couple. Amazing wisdom! Israel had
been slaves for forty years and the Lord was moving to deliver
them and Manoah's wife, bless her spirit-filled heart,
understood this. She knew they couldn't die because safety
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was based in God's acceptance of the sacrifice. She understood
God's word "shall not return...void, but it shall accomplish that
which the Lord pleases" (70) so it didn't matter what they had
seen or felt like. You talk about a grand-slam; Manoah's wife
was truly remarkable! She belted out a spiritual homerun and
this is a perfect example of someone's abundance supplying
another’s want so there is equality. (71) God make us more so
like this remarkable woman!!
On the other hand, the revelation was too much for Manoah

as he believed a vision regarding life was a precursor to death.
Manoah was as faithless as he was ignorant and how true of a
Sardis marriage! Because Jesus’ message is perceived as bitter
we're overcome by the same emotions that took Manoah and
it's impossible to comprehend He has judged us for good. Let's
face it, the first words out of his mouth were; “you’re lying” and
"you're dead," so we feel we might as well call it quits, file for
divorce, and get it over with. Oh how the wisdom and faith of
Manoah's wife should admonish us! He has come to restore
not remove, to bless not bury and though His words cause a
great deal of pain remember, the "blueness of a wound
cleanseth away evil: so do stripes the inward parts of the belly."
(72) His goal is to cleanse. His desire is truth in "the inward
parts." (73) And we ought to echo the words of David when
broken over his own sin he prayed; "purge me…and I shall be
clean...Make me to hear joy and gladness, that the bones which
thou hast broken may rejoice." (74) When the relationship is all
but dead couples are quick to believe their senses rather than
God's word. They say getting married "was a mistake." They
believe "we should have never gotten together." They conclude
someone else must be their soul mate (no scriptural basis for
that term) and vows, commitments, and even the will of God
are tossed aside as an old rag. This is the living spirit of
Manoah. We conclude, "We shall surely die" rather than
ascribe God the praise, He finishes what He begins. "We shall
surely die" is the bottom-line as opposed to believing God will
do "wondrously" in our marriage. Hopelessness fills our hearts
as unbelief convinces us the Lord is pleased to simply stand by
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and watch the marriage expire. How unlike God! What a
display of a lack of knowledge of both the character and on-
going work of the Lord Jesus! After Israel had made the golden
calf the Lord told Moses to "leave me alone...that I may
consume them and I will make of thee a great nation." (75) This
was a blank check for personal greatness, but rather than cash
it in, Moses prays for the people on the basis of God's glory and
the fulfillment of His promise to Abraham, Isaac, and Israel.
Unable to find any good in Israel, he looked to Jehovah for all
that was needed. Husband, wife, you too have a Prophet
described as "like unto” Moses. (76) Interceding at this very
moment scripture says, "He which hath begun a good work in
you will perform it until the day of Jesus Christ." (77) You may
not feel it, but it's true. You might not believe it, but that
doesn't make it so. "If we believe not, yet he abideth faithful,
he cannot deny himself" (78) and as your High Priest He is
ordering events and circumstances that will fulfill the calling of
being "heirs together of the grace of life." (79)

The "few" of verse four completes the Lord's assessment. In
the middle of all the death of Sardis, there were believers
whom Jesus said had the right to walk with Him. They were
found "worthy" as they had "not defiled their garments" and it's
extremely important to consider this. First, this privilege was
bestowed because their conduct was the result, not the
procuring cause, of the relationship. Each and every Christian
is declared to be a child of God at the instant of the born-again
experience. By the "Spirit of adoption," (80) by the "operation of
God" (81) "now are we the sons of God" (82) John says, and being
made "unto our God kings and priests" (83) we enjoy showing
"forth the praises of him who hath called us out of darkness
into his marvelous light." (84) Certainly the knowledge and
experience of being “followers of God, as dear children” (85)

varies drastically, but our standing before God does not hinge
on these. Sonship is one thing, fellowship is another, and it is
scripture that distinguishes these two.
Second, it's important because what Jesus said of the worthy

few reveals what really caused death in the lives of the Sardis
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Christians, and so many marriages. So what was the problem?
Simply this, defiled garments. It is easy to understand the
overall meaning of the word "defile" as presented in scripture.
Connected to it are terms such as:
sexual immorality--Genesis 34 adultery—

Numbers 5:20
incest—Leviticus 18:7, 27 homosexuality—

Leviticus 18:22, 27
whoredom—Ezekiel 43:7 bestiality

Leviticus--18:23
wizardry—Leviticus 19:31 bloody hands—

Isaiah 59:3
evil thoughts—Matthew 15:19 backsliding—

Jeremiah 3:8-9
bitterness—Hebrews 12:15 robbery—Ezekiel

7:22 idolatry—Ezekiel 20:7 wine—
Daniel 1:8 and lies—Matthew 15:18-20 just
to name a few.
It's described as something you can both see and do. It

affects the mind, conscience, body, land, and buildings. The
Promised Land was defiled by Israel’s “own way and by their
doings” (86) and even more, Ezekiel charges them with defiling
God's name (87) by their actions. Given where defilement comes
from, what shapes it, what defines it, and its affects, it becomes
clear that the Lord isn't talking about clothing.
So what then do garments mean? They suggest the idea of

habits, mindsets, or activities. James said of the wicked rich
that their garments were "moth-eaten." (88) It wasn't that they
wore worn out insect ruined clothes. They were clearly rich.
Rather he was speaking of their greed, fraud, and murderous
ways. Scripture speaks of people being clothed in cursing,
dishonor, righteousness, shame, trembling, and humility. Of
Jesus, Isaiah prophesied, "he shall put on the garments of
vengeance for clothing, and was clad with zeal as a cloke" (89)

and God is described as wearing honor, majesty, and light. (90)

This easily shows garments representing things other than
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materials that cover bodies and the Lord is saying Sardis
couples had no life because of defiled lifestyles. “He that
pursueth evil purseuth it to his own death,” (91) and expecting
to fare well while doing ill is a living lie for "sin, when it is
finished, bringeth forth death." (92)

Christians are not magically protected from the work of evil.
Were this true there would be no evil accounting of the death
of Ananias and Sapphira. I Corinthians would be as short as
Jude. Peter would not have been a bigot. (93) There would be
no cause to exhort believers to be filled with the Spirit as
opposed to wine at the Lord’s Table. (94) The charge “them that
sin rebuke before all” (95) along with “if any provide not for his
own, and specially for those of his own house, he hath denied
the faith, and is worse than an infidel” (96) would be groundless
as would “lay aside the sin which doth so easily beset us.” (97)

John’s urgings to “sin not” (98) and to “keep yourselves from
idols” (99) would be superfluous. If sin isn’t a reality Jesus would
not have found any death in Sardis but His testimony proves
otherwise. By the grace of God, we are the sons of God.
However, we at times adorn garments that betray our heritage
and personal history bears testimony to the truth spoken by the
One owning the seven Spirits of God.
If husbands and wives are not immune from committing sin,

then neither are they exempt from its wages. We cannot live
out sin and expect to avoid its consequences. Snubbing
sanctity opens the doors for days and years to be consumed by
trouble and the notion of having fulfilling relationships while
practicing sin is like a thief expecting God to give joy for stolen
goods. His sole responsibility, from scripture’s admonition “let
him that stole steal no more,” is to return that which was
taken, forsake the defiling act of thievery, and “labour… that he
may have to give to him that needeth.” (100) Proverbs says, “He
that walketh uprightly walketh surely” (101) and until this is done
it is the highest form of ignorance or arrogance to think God
will bless a sinful lifestyle. And the same is true of having a
happy marriage. Sin cannot be clung to. Defiling habits must
be forsaken. If not, when things go wrong, don’t blame finances
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or different: intimacy, child-rearing, communication, or
financial needs. In reality it’s simply reaping the wages of sin
for they that buy the pleasures of sin purchase also its
problems. “He that soweth to his flesh shall of the flesh reap
corruption” (102) and Jesus is saying couples have, like Israel of
old, "committed a trespass..." that caused "the anger of the
Lord." And until defiling habits are dealt with the Lord's
judgment is "neither will I be with you any more, except ye
destroy the accursed from among you." (103) Oh, we cannot
imagine how much the Lord hates sin. He hates what it did to
His Son. He hates what it will do to your marriage, and finding
such immediately sets him upon a course of action to rid it so
we might entirely miss its bumper crop. The previous Old
Testament quotes seem tough, but the New Testament verse,
"If any man defile the temple of God, him shall God destroy; for
the temple of God is holy, which temple ye are" (105) is just as
strong, if not more so.
In our application, it is the sin of husbands and wives that

causes marital death. Sin at times is an open outward act,
such as "rendering evil for evil, or railing for railing." (106) At
other times it is an inward secret such as; "whosoever looketh
on a woman to lust after her hath committed adultery with her
already in his heart." (107) Either way, it is sin. This is not a
gender thing. It's not that we're from different planets. It's an
old-fashion plain-and-simple sin problem and countless
marriages are defiled and dying because of it.
Take some time to consider Haggai's advice, "consider your

ways." (108) As individuals and couples, sit down and examine,
“that it may go well with thee, and with thy children,” whether
activities would be "right in the sight of the Lord." (109) (First
take off your Sardis mask) Finding sinful practices is usually
easy. (There’s something terribly wrong with that statement!)
The challenge is to forsake them. (Isn’t that just as bad?)
Listen, the best of men are men at best. Scripture says, "every
man at his best state is altogether vanity." (111) We are prone to
err in our hearts, bent to back-sliding (112), and it is utterly
impossible to walk through life making decision after decision
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and have all of them perfectly match the counsel of the Lord,
“for there is no man that sinneth not.” (113) Go read of the “sin
of ignorance” in chapters four and five of Leviticus. Therein
you’ll find when a soul sinned through ignorance they were
pronounced guilty. Awareness or realization mattered not as
God’s holiness is the standard of righteousness, not conscious.
Many things are deemed acceptable for by minute degrees we
are led into defilement. Yea many things don’t even prick our
conscience so we might even begin to question their standing
before God. But does ignorance make actions right in the
presence of a thrice holy God? Is God bound to tolerate
unrighteousness because of spiritual dullness? Not by any
means! When His holiness is offended, we are guilty whether
we know it or not!
If skeptical here, consider the case of sexually transmitted

diseases. When men began to gorge themselves the thought of
incurable diseases was not considered. It was impossible for
natural intellects to conceive such an outcome. People
believed they could enjoy promiscuity without consequence as
the rational, “I don’t see anything wrong with this”, or “I don’t
believe this is sin” ruled sensuous behavior. Such flawed
reasoning tries to make God a liar, but a lack of knowledge, the
inability to detect, or defiance to God’s word cannot render
truth impotent. Neither does it alter or excuse one from God’s
principle of reaping the fruits of corrupt seeds sown to the
flesh. The Lord said, “let every man have his own wife, and let
every woman have her own husband” (114), and again, “Thou
shalt not lie with mankind, as with womankind: it is
abomination. Neither shalt thou lie with any beast to defile
thyself therewith: neither shall any woman stand before a beast
to lie down thereto: it is confusion. Defile not ye yourselves in
any of these things!” (115) And the graves of multiplied
thousands are a sobering testimony to the unalterable truth
that uncontrolled lust yields the only result possible of such
defilement, death. According to Romans chapter 1, when
people worship the creature more than the Creator, when they
refuse to retain the knowledge of God in their hearts, they are
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given up and over to the uncleanness of lustful hearts.
Working that which is unseemly they, through vile affections,
dishonor their bodies between themselves and the horrific end
is “receiving in themselves that recompense of their error
which was meet (suitable).” (116) This is eating, “the fruit of
their own way.” (117) It is drinking what they brew. Rejecting
reproof, the prosperity of ungoverned sensuality was a bounty of
disease. Thus the Holy Spirit says, “they that will be rich (not
in terms of money only, but in swelling thoughts and corrupt
actions) fall into temptation and a snare, and into many foolish
and hurtful lusts, which drown men in destruction and
perdition.” (118) This is the strength of God’s word. If you don’t
care for it, change it. It’s as easy as reordering the past. Many
an S.T.D. victim wishes (in vain) that were possible.
Even worse than this sin of ignorance is outright sin. That is,

out of anger, revenge, spite, adventure, or curiosity partners
knowingly, willingly, and deliberately sin as if it was something
to be trifled with and not greatly abhorred and feared. Couples
give up integrity for iniquity. They trade dignity for defilement.
“Accustomed to do evil” (125) they practice what they know to be
wrong, boldly ignoring God’s explicit warnings that such
decisions produce completely defiled lives. They toy with the
idea, it’s easier to pray for forgiveness than to resist temptation.
Being ingenious and tenacious, they draw one another into sin.
With nets of fun and snares of excitement spouses catch each
other in activities that both used to loath. (When she asked,
“wherefore then layest thou a snare for my life, to cause me to
die?” (126) the witch of Endor proved herself wiser than Sardis
couples.) Bored with righteousness, they become aggressive
and relentless hunters of a spouse who still embraces it.
Fueled by immorality, the results of being degraded in body and
spirit is they stop at nothing to sin. Is this not clearly seen in
the life of Lot? When lust blazed in his daughters, did they
douse it? Sodom’s smoke was a message of grace sent to
prevent sin from polluting spirits vexed by filthy conversations.
But it was mocked by repeated drunkenness and incest. “For a
piece of bread (men) will transgress” (128), “A wise man feareth,
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and departeth from evil: but the fool rageth, and is confident,”
(129) and though a sorry friend, Eliphaz was correct in saying,
“the heavens are not clean in (God’s) sight. How much more
abominable and filthy is man, which drinketh iniquity like
water?”(130)

Now remember, sinning purposefully is not necessarily the
same as sinning openly. Sardis professed one thing while living
another and there are multitudes of couples whose sin is
secretive. As drunkards, in defiance to “I will walk within my
house with a perfect heart. I will set no evil thing before mine
eyes” (131), behind closed doors they intoxicate themselves with
the sickest of sins. Then on Sunday morning Christian
chameleons waltz into church and declare “things are fine” and
“all is well.” What hypocrites! As modern Jezebels, we paint
ourselves up and deck ourselves out with feigned assurance.
(132) A $200 suit or $100 hat will easily overlay a 10-cent
character. Artificial ambassadors, we fake “righteousness, and
peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost,” (133) but we are sorry
imposters and ventriloquists. The Lord accused Israel saying,
“For when they had slain their children to their idols, then they
came the same day into my sanctuary to profane it; and, lo,
thus have they done in the midst of mine house.” (134) They
killed their children, and in many ways themselves too. And if
not physically, spirits were slain when children were prostituted
to parent idols. What a depiction of Sardis and the dying
marriage it represents.
Pharaoh opposed God saying, “who is the Lord, that I should

obey his voice.” “I know not the Lord, neither will I let Israel
go” (135) and what a tremendous revelation it is that if God isn’t
known, He cannot be obeyed. Without knowledge it is
impossible to act appropriately. The two go hand in hand and
while multitudes of husbands and wives claim to know Christ
Jesus, sinful lifestyles testify otherwise. Did Pharaoh’s
arrogance shelter him from sin’s consequences? Not by any
means. Disobedience resulted in a hard heart, a dead son, a
lost kingdom, and he was ultimately judged as a vessel “unto
dishonour.” (136) His life serves as an impressive commentary
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on the upside-down principle of Ecclesiastes 10:6-7; “Folly is
set in great dignity, and the rich sit in low place. I have seen
servants upon horses, and princes walking as servants upon the
earth. He that diggeth a pit shall fall into it.” What a loud
warning to couples who deliberately and unashamedly walk in
disobedience. You might be convinced that what you’re doing
is justified, isn’t all that bad, can be gotten away with, or may be
repented of later. But intentional sin is a dagger stabbed into
the very heart of a relationship. It is the height of foolishness
to think this won’t cause casualties for it is when corrupt
passions are allowed that sin’s death becomes our punishment!
How sad it is to see men and women who have been made
“unto God, kings and priests” living lowly! How disappointing
to see those called to the highest privileges living as gutter
drunkards! The Bible says, “to whom ye yield yourselves
servants to obey, his servants ye are” (137) and how backwards it
is to see sin riding upon the throne of our lives and us walking
as slaves. Openly and secretly, couples are playing with ought
to be put away, courting what is condemned, and ministering to
what they’re told to mortify. (138) And even more disturbing is
the Lord’s revelation; “when thou doest evil, then thou
rejoicest.” (139) Striving to “fare sumptuously every day” (140)

there’s no concern that the New Testament calls covetousness
idolatry. (141) Wandering eyes and hearts lust for others and we
refuse to call this adultery. Mouths are full of cursing, hearts
are ruled by greed, and the internet is a well-worn path to evil.
People are drunk with wine and pleasure. Husbands are too
proud to love and serve, wives are too stubborn to submit and
reverence and though people scoff, all this and more is a
horrible pit into which we have fallen. Oh how we are no
different than the Children of Israel who in their hearts and
lives set up “idols against herself to defile herself.” (142)

Now most couples never confess as a personal goal the
practice of deliberate sin. But, it’s easy to say we want to be
kept from sin and quite another to passionately and practically
avoid its occasion. Scripture states; “he that perverteth his
ways shall be known” (143) and to see this, consider the fall of
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Samson for it shows how cleverly sin charms that we might be
found foolishly mishandling God’s gift of marriage.
Samson was a Nazarite unto God. For a good while he

avoided strong drink, dead animals, and cutting his hair, but his
life shows of the one whose first recorded words were “I have
seen a woman” demonstrates, even prophesies, he repeatedly
struggled with a lustful eye. One could argue a far deeper
problem existed as Jesus called such adultery of the heart. The
door sin used was the eye and his story adds tremendous
weight to Jesus’ teaching, “if thine eye offend thee, pluck it out,
and cast it from thee.” (144) Easy to do with an eye, but what are
you going to do with a cheating heart?
Samson failed or refused to place a premium on warnings of

being brought low. Physical strength may have lulled him into a
false sense of security. Maybe ability hypnotized. Either way,
the threat of languishing, for so is Delilah’s name, sounded no
alarm in the heart of one whose besetting sin required repeated
escapes from inordinate love. Taken with a different kind of
wine in the Valley of Sorek, the world’s strongest man had dealt
with women before and he saw no reason why with Delilah
things would be different. Such is the deception of self
confidence. Delilah’s warmth was as corrupt as her lusts and
other than making victory easier, that Samson gave her his
heart made no difference whatsoever. Neither did the word,
“My son, be wise, and make my heart glad, that I may answer
him that reproacheth me.” (145) David and Job weren’t the
devil’s only targets, but this time a weak spirit in a strong body
proved blaspheme kindling.
Judges 16 shows sin’s intent is to lure by fascination that it

may bind, afflict, and injure. Its relentless passion will employ
every means possible in its repeated attempts to destroy. Verse
15 calls love into question when temptation is disallowed.
Verse 16 speaks of daily enticements to yield and of
confrontations when that goal is not achieved. Sin was so
persistent that Samson’s “soul was vexed unto death” and who
has not had the thoughts or feelings of not being able to live
without what fills our hearts and minds.
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Matthew Henry said, “It is impossible to determine which is
greater, Delilah’s wickedness or Samson’s daring. When you
consider it, what could be more evil to continuously attempt to
discover a secret that for money’s sake would endanger a life?
Likewise, what could be more audacious than Samson flirting
with what was so clearly aiming to destroy him?” How amazing
it is that three encounters of, “the Philistines be upon thee,
Samson” did not awaken him to the dangers at hand. (Was he
not blind long before anything touched his physical eyes?)
Thus are the actions of natures driven by the love of money
and flesh. In attempts to procure the wages of
unrighteousness, sin leverages the heart, words of devotion,
and non-violent calls to give in to that which may not appear
ungodly, but is. Delilah pressed Samson to reveal how he could
be destroyed (using an attractive spin, “wherein thy great
strength lieth.”) and yielding was signing his own death
certificate. So in verse 19 she rocks Samson to sleep and we
see physically what had occurred spiritually. Confident in self-
management, he’s resting when he should have been wrestling.
When the spirit gave in, the body followed. Comfortable with
what opinion deemed safe he became afflicted and eventually
chained by what was initially arousing and in a bizarre twist,
captivating. The Lord said, “Cursed be the man that trusteth
in man, and maketh flesh his arm, and whose heart departeth
from the LORD” (146) and oh how Samson must have later
wished that early on his soul, in spite of his body, would have
found “be strong in the Lord, and in the power of his might”
(147) more appealing, alluring, and attractive than sleeping in the
enemy’s lap!
Samson’s willful indulgence resulted in blindness (in mind

and body), being bound (mental, physical, and emotional
addictions), grinding (with remorse and regrets) in a (mental,
physical, and emotional) prison. And this because while fully
aware of the crucial need to take heed to his spirit he chose to
not to. Sensuality superseded the admonition to “depart; for
this is not your rest: because it is polluted, it shall destroy you,
even with a sore destruction.” (148) Unconcerned with no ability
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to preclude the wages of sin, passions took precedence. An
over indulgent liberty emboldened him to entertain that which
proved fatal. He found, as should we, he was no match for sin.
Like us, he was a man given to appetite, but what he ate
emptied his life. How true it is that “sin, when it is finished,
bringeth forth death.” (149)

Temptation’s passion and draw
Succeeds when someone yields.
Craving strange cisterns the flaw
Oxen hasten to unkept fields.
Caught and kissed by speech and attire
The strong and ignorant surrender.
Snared and held in pleasure’s mire
By a subtle but tenacious pretender.
Words, sweet words, smoother than oil
With deception as black as the night.
Forge the chains that torment and spoil
Enslaved and tortured by a weaker’s might.
Drink running water from thine own well
Despise the bosom of a stranger.
Arrested by virtue keeps us from hell
Tis pleasant rejoicing and no danger.

Earlier Ecclesiastes 10 was quoted. That scripture
continues, “whoso breaketh an hedge, a serpent shall bite him.”
It is no surprise the natural mind endlessly questions this, but
faith enjoys divine boundaries. A defiled world hates limitation.
It encourages coloring outside the lines and rearranging marital
furniture. Excited by rambunctious lifestyles, it blindly argues
against margins, borders, and restrictions. The natural mind
cannot understand the things of the Spirit, thus it is impossible
for it to even imagine the promise of a deadly wound being
inflicted when breaking through what God said not to. For the
child of God however, nothing could be more settling than to
know God is so concerned about our safety and happiness that
He takes measures to prevent even the possibility of sin’s
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poisonous attack. Listen, given the nature of flesh and the
power of sin, sometimes a single decision produces a lifetime of
defilement. People’s actions cause them to “go down quick into
the pits” that are deep, narrow, and corrupt. Once there they
“understand that (they) have provoked the LORD,” (150) but by
then the damage is done. You have ordered and carried out the
death sentence for your relationship and this is why it's so very
important to take a long, hard, scriptural, and, prayerful look at
your habits to see which ones are causing it to pine away. So,
again, go and “consider your ways” for:
Defiling garments on racks galore,
Looking and fitting quite well.
But thoughts are chains and actions prisons,
The label purchased, a guaranteed hell.
There are several ways to avoid a thousand different razors.

First, examine activities in light of God's word. “The entrance
of thy words giveth light; it giveth understanding unto the
simple,” (151) and it is within scripture we find directives and
principles that address actions. What we feel or reason is
irrelevant. Cultural norms, fads, and logical deductions have
no bearing in shaping righteous lifestyles for citizens of the
household of God. As "strangers and pilgrims" we need to
ensure our conversation (lifestyle) is:
becoming of the gospel—Philippians 1:27 holy—I

Peter 1:15
without covetousness—Hebrews 13:5 honest—I

Peter 2:12
chaste—I Peter 3:2 and good in

Christ—I Peter 3:16
Second, ask other believers. In the "multitude of counsellors

there is safety" (152) and if you want to know if a particular
practice is would edify, encourage, or bless a spouse, run it by
your pastor. Ask the elders of your church. Tell the deacons or
your Sunday school class your plans or past actions and you'll
find your answer right quickly. (What a terrifying thought to
those used to Sardis’ mask! Keepers of secrets, they panic at
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the mere suggestion of disclosure.) Third, wisdom says, "The
wicked flee when no man pursueth." (153) If you're looking over
your shoulder to see if anybody is watching, if afraid someone
will catch you in the act, if constantly worrying about hidden
things being uncovered, or if deleted history isn’t entirely done
so, then you can conclude the activity is ungodly because of
senseless fear. And forth, Daniel confessed, “to us belongeth
confusion of face…because we have sinned against thee.” (154)

Sin caused a complete lack of understanding of how to fix what
was wrong. So if you have no clue how to make things right,
then the problem is one of sin. What I'm saying is; if you really
want to know whether something is right, it's quite easy. It's
not as subjective or complex as some would hope or argue.
God has not left us to elitists nor is our lot one of independence
or self reliance. All we have to do is read a little and ask a little.
The New Testament says, "as he which hath called you is holy,
so be ye holy in all manner of conversation." (155) Can you
imagine God requiring his children to live up to such a
standard without the means to do so? A parent might as well
send their child outside on a bitter winter day and with no coat
demand their little bodies withstand hypothermia. A good
parent would never do this and neither does God. He has given
ample instruction on how to keep garments undefiled, the
question is, will we? An even more searching question is, does
Jesus’ word to a few believers long ago, “they shall walk with
me in white: for they are worthy” inspire couples to even want
to?
Verses two and three reveal the solution for this dying

marriage. Without a moment’s hesitancy the Lord transitions
from His assessment into a decisive and robust solution. When
it comes to life and death, He cuts to the chase and is still
unafraid to touch leper couples saying, “I will; be thou clean.”
(156) Our marriages may be “in desolate places as dead men.”
(157) Each and every morning we say of a nation of
relationships, “behold, they were all dead corpses.” (158) But the
Lord will not stand for this. David prayed; “Wilt thou show
wonders to the dead? shall the dead arise and praise thee?
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Selah. Shall thy lovingkindness be declared in the grave? or thy
faithfulness in destruction?” (159) and the resounding answer is
absolutely yes! No wonder John said He was “full of grace and
truth." (160) No wonder Jeremiah said, "it is of the Lord's
mercies that we are not consumed…his compassions fail not.
They are new every morning: great is thy faithfulness." (161)

“The fountain of living waters,” (162) has come to “subdues
iniquities.” (164) He “revives the spirit of the humble, and…the
heart of the contrite ones.” (165). Those that are sick, Jesus said,
need a physician, and if you're ready to admit your marriage’s
illness, then the Great Physician stands ready to apply His
healing touch. We praise Him for making known unto us “the
ways of life” still. (166)

The Lord first says to be "watchful." That is, be full of watch.
Parts of this marriage; attention, communication, dating,
friendship, fun, honor, passion, respect, romance, touch, and
virtue had died. Only a remnant; raising children, providing
food and shelter, having sex as opposed to making love
remained and the Lord is saying, "watch out." Don't be like the
disciples who, on the night the Lord was praying in the garden,
were found "sleeping for sorrow." (167) Death's awful stench
hung heavy in the air thus, “watchful” isn’t a relaxed casual
viewing, but an intense observation as the life of a marriage
hangs in the balance.
It would do you well to visit an Intensive Care Unit. I don't

mean to be insensitive, but sometimes to grasp the Lord's
message, we need to experience His words. Jeremiah was
instructed to go down to the potter’s house for there the Lord
said, “I will cause thee to hear my words.” (168) If the Lord
easily used a simple place of pots, how much more an ICU? So
humbly and quietly go and receive the instruction of the Lord
from those riveted to bedsides. Sermons, to which the greatest
theologians cannot compare, are delivered by those speaking to
(sometimes with words) and stroking a motionless body whose
life could be swept away at any moment. Each beep of a heart
monitor is a sign of life. Every breath gives hope. You’ll see
flowers or stuffed animals representing the heart-felt and hope-
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filled well wishes and prayers of friends, family, and co-workers.
Doctors and nurses monitor and leverage the most advanced
technologies in their round-the-clock care. These perspectives
and more demonstrate being full of watch and this is what your
marriage needs. The Lord is saying only a small part of this
marriage is alive and your attention needs to be arrested and
redirected so the rest of it does not die also.
Have we not seen husbands focus on sports as if the world

revolved around the outcome? They arrange, coordinate,
multitask, and plan entire weekends around some game, but
giving their wife the same time and attention is thought trivial
and bothersome. In fact, if asked to do this, most men would
sport a blank stare as if to say, "Why would I do that?" (What a
bunch of idiots. Genesis chapter 26, verse 8 says; "Isaac was
sporting with Rebekah his wife." If you want to be a fanatic, go
learn why this is much more exciting than some stupid game.)
And wives are just as guilty. If you dare, venture out Black
Friday and witness the feeding frenzy. Wives anticipate this day
like no other. With a light in their eye and an excitement they
haven’t physically felt in quite some time they'll bound out of
bed, fight crowds, and drool over killer sales, all the while
ignoring or despising the needs of a husband.
Is this watchful? Well of course it is. Just not balanced.

Enjoying sports and shopping aren't wrong. But when the
trivial or temporal are deemed more deserving of attention than
a spouse, then a serious sin problem exists. Now, before
dismissing this as not your case, consider once again Samson.
You remember his might. But do you recall Delilah’s pretended
kindnesses intoxicating him? What good was a drunken spirit
in a strong body? In the moment he judged breaking a vow
inconsequential. When he needed strength, he rose up as
other times but "knew not" that the Lord and his power were
gone. (169) His inability to see around the corner led to his
disgrace and demise and you need to ensure you’re not
mimicking his dullness. We need to be full of watch. Be as
watchful over each other as God is over you--it's that important-
-it's that critical.
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Verse two says "to strengthen" is also a part of Sardis'
solution. To watch is not enough. You must also strengthen.
In the previous illustration, if a parent had a critically ill child,
would they simply watch? Of course not. Daily, parents go into
life-long debt when saving a child's life and God says your
marriage needs the same effort. Watching does not prevent
death. It identifies what has and is dying while strengthening
works to prevent, even reverse it.
So the question to ask then is "How?" How do I watch over

my marriage? How do I strengthen it? Excluding, opinion,
trends, hearsay, expertise (so-called), band-aids, and everything
else that is earthly or at best humanistic, the Lord Jesus in
verse three tells us.
Jesus says "remember" how they "received and heard," and to

"hold fast and repent." The Lord’s first word to a dying
relationship is remember. How simple! And yet how difficult
to be obedient! Our instant high-speed give me a book, pill,
pod cast, shot, or 1-hour T.V. show times have programmed us
in such a way that we’d rather go and do that we would be
done. We don’t want to spend a lot of time on this. But to
Sardis the word of the Lord is, “Be ye not as the horse…which
have no understanding: whose mouth must be held in with bit
and bridle.” (170) You need a reason to forever run and it would
be ill-advised to bolt out of a relationship gate at the firing of
some marital gun without one. Lifelong motivation for lifetime
change begins by investing time and energy in recalling how
things were when you first received your spouse. Remember:

how it was to hear their voice?
when it was your favorite song?
when their name was safe in your mouth?
when their quirks were fun and not wrong?
being connected to their highs and lows?
being a spouse worth dying for?
being a spouse worth following?
how it was your joy, and never a chore.
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Recalling early days makes it easy, even enjoyable to admit,
"those were good times." If you’re not sure what to remember,
scripture says to recall:
“the covenant” (Genesis 9:15-16) between you and your

wife,
“pleasant things…in the days of old” (Lamentations 1:7)
your “holy promise” (Psalm 105:42)
“tender mercies” and “lovingkindnesses” (Psalm 25:6)
their “work of faith, labor of love, and patience” (I

Thessalonians 1:3)
not each other’s sinful youth or the anguish it causes (Psalm

25:7)
each other in “prayers” (II Timothy 1:3) and
the “labor and travail” of years gone by (I Thessalonians 2:9)
These are just a few areas into which thoughts can be

channeled. And why? The Lord is guiding you to times when
marriage was pleasing, alive, and, “glory in the land of the
living” (171) for in the middle of death it’s difficult to realize it
ever was. Death’s depression tempts us to believe things will
never get better. As if attending the funeral of our own
marriage, we feel awkward and uneasy not knowing exactly
what to say or do. But through the encouragement of
remembrance, the Lord provides the means whereby couples
can hope against what seems so intimidating. I mean, really, if
Jesus was not speaking here, could you with bold and true
confidence stand against death? David said, “For my life is
spent with grief, and my years with sighing: my strength faileth
because of mine iniquity…I am like a broken vessel.” (172) Oh
how sin weighs us down! Its death feels eternal! It would have
us believe our marriage will never live again! But “The
resurrection, and the life” says not so! “Believest thou this?”
(173)

If your marriage is to live, if you’re going to strengthen it out,
start with remembrance. Early in your relationship your
heart’s desire was to be with that one special person. Where or
how didn't matter, only who. You knew they weren’t perfect,
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but they were the perfect one for you. Love was not blind. To
the contrary, it saw as never before! This was love’s finest
hour! Remember when regardless of what your spouse was
wearing--they were handsome or beautiful? Remember when a
hot cup of coffee was all that was needed for wandering
conversations and romantic times? Jesus says remember these
as they will prove you can be in love with the one you're in such
conflict with now.
Remembering the past good also helps to let go of the present

bad. That is, it enables to forgive. Look, hanging on to
bitterness requires no special ability. If that is your talent, it’s
one Jesus wouldn’t mind you burying. Anyone can voice
objections, and while such protests might prove one right,
dredging never produces love or fixes the past. It is “glory to
pass over a transgression" (174) and if you really have been:
discounted, discarded, dismissed, disrespected, dishonored,
disaffirmed, and disgraced then hear the admonition; "Forbear
one another, and forgive one another, if any man have a quarrel
against any: even as Christ forgave you, so also do ye." (175) How
blessed to your own soul are the words, “their sins and
iniquities will I remember no more,” (176) and again, “blessed is
the man to whom the Lord will not impute sin?” (177) All the
wonderful thoughts about your own righteous standing before a
thrice-holy God stem from the Lord’s manifold grace toward
you. Think about your own forgiveness. Is it not powerful and
liberating? Why, time would fail to speak of the settled peace
wrought by divine forgiveness. Words cannot adequately
express the blessed assurance conveyed by statements such as,
“who shall lay any thing to the charge of God’s elect? It is God
that justifieth.” (178) If the case be so personally, when couples
forgive each other, it is impossible for such to be less than twice
as impressive! Forgiveness causes chains of bitterness and
vengeance to fall from minds and hearts. In the presence of
forgiveness lording of history is history. Jesus prayed, “Father,
forgive them; for they know not what they do.” (179) This is
mercy and grace in action and right now you have the
opportunity to truly be a little Christ. How wonderful the
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words “Neither do I condemn thee” (180) must have sounded to
the woman caught in the very act of adultery! Could she argue
she was tricked or set up? What did it matter if she were?
Accountable for her choices, what a difference it was, how
surprising and pleasant to experience the reconciliation,
restoration, and redemption of the New verses the repugnant,
retributive, and ruthless rigidity of the Old. Oh, it is utterly
impossible for anger, disappointment, or revenge to withstand
this divine language. Upon remembering, if spouses would
clasp each other’s hands and confess their “faults one to
another, and pray one for another,” (181) if they would in concert
practice, “when they had nothing to pay, he frankly forgave
them,” (182) they would realize the glorious power of forgiveness.
Experiencing its cleansing and healing, they would live out
“overcoming evil with good” (183) and enjoy forgiveness’ truth
“against such there is no law.” (184) When it comes to the past
James said, “speak…and do, as they that shall be judged by the
law of liberty. For he shall have judgment without mercy, that
hath showed no mercy; and mercy rejoiceth against judgment.”
(185) How on earth could those seated in heavenly places in
Christ Jesus ever be guilty of no mercy!? What an alien
concept to spirits quickened and energized by the “love of God”
being “shed abroad in our hearts by the Holy Ghost.” (186) What
a foreign language to the recipients of grace! Self preservation
and revenge fights and frightens forgiveness, but pardoning
introduces couples to a joy known only by mercy and a freedom
experienced only by a complete and willful release. Else, why
does scripture speak of joy in the presence of the angels when
sinners repent? Certainly there is elation for the person, but
releasing sins into a sea of forgetfulness, having them
instantaneously and eternally be as far as the East is from the
West creates a divine joy as well. Oh may the scripture, “sins,
which are many, are forgiven” (187) be joyously true time and
again for countless couples!!
So, have remembrance times. Do remembrance things.

Allow remembrance to turn “the shadow of death into the
morning.” (188) Watch home movies, visit old dating spots, talk
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about good times, and relive old moments. Such does a
marriage a world of good. It reminds of incredible times. It
shows just how far ideas and actions have taken you from them.
It also affords the opportunity to confess and forgive
movements away from such.

Remember the good of way back when?
Remember caught by the subtlety of sin?
Remember it’s not, but can be as it’s been.
Remember, Oh remember then!

Also included as a part of the solution is hearing. The Lord
repeatedly admonishes Revelation churches saying; “He that
hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith.” Reminded of a
natural ability to perceive sound (they had physical ears) the
challenge is to return to a type of hearing defilement had long
dulled. That this statement is needed at all should teach us
while we can indeed hear words, we are not accustomed to
listening to what’s being said. How much more then should we
attend to Jesus’ words when He found it necessary to repeat
them seven-fold.
The book of The Song Of Solomon is a beautiful illustration

of this remembering and hearing of which you would do well to
walk in rather than trample on. Solomon's lover says, "By night
on my bed I sought him whom my soul loveth." Dismissing the
business of the day and tomorrow’s demands, she spent some
heart time remembering Solomon: what he meant to her, how
she loved him and how he loved her. A deep longing moved her
to seek him which was only pacified by an intense embrace
described as "I would not let go." (189) (here's cleaving). For
Solomon, remembrance was so sweet he said her love was
better than much wine, all spices, (190) and that she had
ravished his heart. (here's leaving) Additionally, it was the joy
and rejoicing of his heart to hear the voice of his beloved. This
of course meant her literal voice, but it also included the
unspoken expressions of an innermost being. When Hannah
prayed the Bible says, “she spake in her heart…her voice was
not heard.” (191) As a spouse you know there are burdens and
joys for which words cannot be found. You used to hear them,
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and you are highly privileged to do so still. When Amnon raped
his sister you can hear an eternity’s worth of objections in her
desperate plea; “Nay, my brother, do not force me!” (192) What a
gigantic story these seven words tell! Listen to a spirit crying
out for purity! And every person who has ever been abused
knows there’s not a language on earth that can remotely
express the anger, confusion, guilt, and pain when righteous
protests fall on uncircumcised ears! By these, do you see what
Jesus meant when he told Sardis to hear? Do you understand
what couples are to do goes far beyond basic communication?
When Solomon said, “sweet is thy voice” (193) he was
referencing so much more than mere words. Husband, has
your wife told you; “you’re not hearing what I’m saying?” Wife,
have you ever heard your husband say; “that’s not what I said?”
These indicate a greater emphasis on personal agendas and
words rather than hearts. They also signify the Lord’s
command to remember and hear is for you. Solomon’s lover
said, “His mouth is most sweet.” (194) Solomon praised his
lover’s voice saying, “thy speech is comely” (195) and we need to
return to a depth of listening long forsaken.
C’mon, take off your Sardis mask and for the first time in a

long time be honest. Do you see Solomon’s relationship in a
mirror? Describing couples you know, is the word ravish the
first to come to mind? Other than newlyweds, can you think of
one where love and respect is intense and perpetual? Listen,
there are a million things demanding your energy. Life doesn't
allot time to be ravished by each other. (Is this on your i-
calendar?) There's no daily message to spend time being
consumed with a spouse because of who they are. In fact, the
message is that the material shows love. Things equal love.
And buying into this marketing machine we push ourselves to
get more and more as reflected in our activities, choices, and
debts and the pathetic but not surprising result is going, going,
gone are the ravishing thoughts and feelings of times past.
Early in your marriage I bet your spouse ravished your heart.
They would speak and hearing them was sweetness. Proverbs
says that the way of a man with a maid is wonderful. (196)
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Knowing this, you should spend some time watching and
listening to newlyweds, couples who are dating, parents
listening to the coos of a newborn, or first-time grandparents.
They bear testimony to the truth a voice can bring joy, and you
will be reminded that it used to be so for you as well.
The Lord says also to hold fast and repent. Tenaciously cling

to what builds and grows relationships and repent from
garments killing it. Hold fast not only means holding on to
something but it also conveys the idea of not moving. Don't
give any ground. Never, ever move away from those things that
you know to be right and healthy. What things? Things such
as back rubs, charity, compliments, couple ministry, dates,
flowers, forgiveness, gifts, holding hands, honesty, kindness,
matching t-shirts, mercy, opening doors, picnics, praise, prayer,
respect, serving one another, song dedications, spontaneous
sex, support, talks, tenderness, trust, vulnerability, walks,
wandering conversations, and more. Things you used to do
with joy and anticipation but have long since moved away from.
And repent, stop, forsake, break off, and quit doing those things
you know to be sinful and sick. What things? Defiling things.
Things such as abuse, adultery of the body and heart, anger,
backbiting, being unthankful and unmerciful, bitterness,
concealment, covetous demands, critical and condemning
spirits, drunkenness and other addictions, evil concupiscence,
evil speaking, fierceness, haughtiness, holding grudges,
ignoring and despising needs, indifference, individualism,
isolation, laziness, lying, malice, unforgivness, placing a higher
emphasis on personal agendas, rights, and wants rather than
those of your spouse, pride, subjugation, using sex as leverage
or a weapon, vengeance, yelling, and for husbands a lack of
charity and service and for wives a lack of submission and
respect.
God has given you the means and admonition to

restrengthen your marriage. The first step in doing so is to
remember. Recall how you initially received, and how sweet it
was to hear that special voice. Seeing the life of your
relationship hangs in the balance, quickly and stubbornly
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reclaim what you cast by the wayside and repent, and get a
Godly hatred for foolish but crafty things that have sidetracked
you. Do this and you'll be on your way to reviving your
relationship. I spoke once with an individual who labeled this
advice; ineffective. This shouldn't surprise us. Hosea 8:12
says, “I have written to him the great things of my law, but they
were counted as a strange thing.” God's word has never fit
what the world considers right. The natural mind is forever
confused by and therefore questioning “thus saith the Lord.”
Regardless, God says any couple can take the simple principles
of the Word of God and revive a dying marriage. Spouses can
pick up a Bible and right what is wrong. Co-existing in mental
divorce, considering it predictable even inevitable, the world
says; "follow me," but it knows nothing of raising the dead. In
keeping what the Bible says, "there is great reward" (197) and it
remains true that couples who build their marriages upon the
rock-solid ground of the word of God will teem with abundant
life. Impossible for the effect of the word of God to be
otherwise the only One who knows anything about raising from
the dead says remembering, hearing, repenting, and holding
fast is the way to breathe life back into remnant marriages.
From verse three, note that it is your choice to affect the

dying process by the phrase, "if therefore, thou shalt not
watch." Jesus helps all who come to Him, but He requires "first
a willing mind." (198) Knowing He allowed the rich young ruler
walk away, it’s your choice to get better or suffer the
consequences of your decision not to. I know we feel like not
trying. We've given and given and just can't do so anymore.
But by grace and by faith we can. A stuttering sheep herder
felt totally unequipped when called to deliver a million plus
people out of Egypt. But Moses did. When Jesus taught to
forgive up to 7 times in one day, the astonished disciples said,
"Lord, Increase our faith." (199) And you know what? He did
that too. You see, it's not a question of who you are. It's a
question of who's in you. It's not an ability thing, it's a "the just
shall live by faith" thing. (200) Wounded spirits say forgiveness is
out of the question. Of getting back to how things used to be,
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confused feelings question, “how can we know the way?” (201)

Emotion doubts restoration and thus speaks of marriage in
terms of the dead. But "greater is he that is in you, than he
that is in the world." (202) Where "sin abounded, grace can
much more abound." (203) These are the life-giving words of the
Lord and this, my friend, makes all things possible. Revival and
resurrection starts when faith decides: to remember, hear, hold
fast, and repent. If you're being tempted to not do so, then
focus is on self or circumstances which is a lack of confidence
in God. You came to Christ when you realized your sin debt
was something you could never satisfy. With “nothing to pay,"
Jesus "frankly forgave" all. Now, it is time to experience this
same victory in your marriage. Follow God's counsel and your
marriage will experience what Zacchaeus did the day salvation
came to his house. (204)

The leprous men in II Kings chapter 7 illustrate well this
point of personal responsibility. Syria’s king besieged the city
Samaria in II Kings chapter 6, but rather than conventional
war machines, his principle military weapon was starvation.
Cutting off the food supply, the people became so desperate
they resorted to cannibalism. As for the four lepers, they
experienced gradual death on two fronts. Weak and drawn
from a war induced famine, they also pined away as a steady
disease hammered their bodies. Starving lepers, nobody would
have faulted them if they would have decided to “curse God
and die,” but they refused to let go of life by embracing death.
They knew there was no profit in allowing death to take its final
toll. Rallying around the word of the Lord spoken by His
prophet Elisha their life changing battle cry became, “Why sit
we here until we die?” and this faith revealed an impossible
and unimaginable deliverance. Venturing, like Peter stepping
out of his boat, into the Syrian camp they found God had
scattered the enemy. Logic said this was the wrong way.
Expecting life in an adversary’s camp appeared desperate, even
suicidal. But believing God would not cause enemies to flee
from those whose faith honors the Lord when following His
word should be a more frightful thought. True, they eventually
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died from the disease that coursed their veins, but an entire
city was saved when in the middle of death they strove for and
found life.
Does this not speak to Sardis couples? Can a dying

relationship have this experience? Defilement is taking its toll
and the question is; are you going to sit around and allow its
evil work? Unbelief, experience, and a thousand other
influences say "give up,” “it’s over,” “it’s too late,” “you’ve gone
too far,” or “done too much." But they do so because they do
not have the means to live. Jeremiah said Israel, “found grace
in the wilderness.” (205) He said also that the Lord “satiated the
weary soul” and “replenished every sorrowful soul.” (206)

Considering his ministry, that’s super amazing!! Paul said “my
God shall supply all your need according to his riches in glory
by Christ Jesus” (207) and right now your most critical need is
life. You don’t need more money, a bigger house, or a million
other things sinful hearts covet! We need living relationships
and we’ll have them when we get busy doing what God said to
do. Have some mustard seed faith in the Lord Jesus.
Remember, hear, hold fast, and repent rather than living out:

The desire of the slothful kills.
Procrastination fills with sorrow.
Refusing to labor while coveting life,
The solution: I’ll change ________. (From Proverbs

21:25-26)
If you'd put as much carefulness, energy, passion, revenge,

vehement desire, and zeal into doing the Lord’s counsel as you
do arguing, defending self, straining gnats, stubbornness, and
following the counsel of the ungodly, your relationship would
heal in no time. We'd look at your marriage and declare you "to
be clear in this matter." (208) You say it’s too hard, but the
hardships of a failed marriage are far greater! You worry about
failing again, but the Bible praises a just man who falls seven
times and rises up again. (209) Victories are waiting, and God
wants to start winning in your marriage today! Nehemiah
admitted the walls of Jerusalem were “broken down” and that
the gates of the city had been “consumed with fire.” (210) A
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physical reality He was personally distressed and confessed it a
national tragedy saying Jerusalem “lieth waste.” But God was
moving in the lives of His people. Nehemiah described a God-
given burden to rebuild as “the hand of my God” being “good
upon me.” This enabled him to by faith issue the challenge,
“come, and let us build up the wall of Jerusalem, that we be no
more a reproach” and an inspired people (this is what faith
does) answered, “let us rise up and build” and the Bible says,
“they strengthened their hands for this good work.” (2110) Do
you not see Jesus in Nehemiah? Seeing our destruction, His
sadness is outweighed by His determination to rebuild.
Jerusalem was the city of God as your marriage is the earthly
picture of Christ and His church and it is in His heart to repair
all that is broken. He’s calling couples, “come, let us build.”
The Sardis tools are well able to restore what defilement has
destroyed. In them lies the ability to reclaim your marriage’s
former glory. This is a good work! This is a great work!
Enemies scoff, “What do these feeble Jews?...will they revive
the stones out of the heaps of the rubbish which are burned?”,
but this is no threat or match for a steadfast faith that believes,
“The God of heaven, he will prosper us; therefore we his
servants will arise and build.” Listen, live out God's remedy
and, like the four leprous men, your marriage will turn into a
"day of good tidings" for “God is not the God of the dead, but of
the living.” (212)

At the end of verse three we have a warning to those refusing
the Lord's counsel. He says, "If therefore, thou shalt not
watch, I will come on thee as a thief." God takes your marriage,
His solution, and your response to it more serious than we
could ever imagine. It may be considered natural for a
marriage to experience death in some form or fashion, but to
live with it is not God’s standard. Jesus understands the
weakness of the human body, but rejecting the help He offers
will not be tolerated. God's holiness is as quick to judge
outright disobedience as His grace readily accepts the faintest
struggles of a sincere heart. We shouldn't cower at this
warning, but Jesus becoming as a thief places an impressive
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commentary on the words; "God is greatly to be feared in the
assembly of the saints, and to be had in reverence of all them
that are about him." (213)

We hear so much about a saving, loving, and coming Jesus,
but here "this same Jesus" (214) describes Himself as you never
would have. This is not a prophesy about His return. Rather,
He’s saying your marriage is one of your most valuable
possessions. You ought to treasure and guard it with all
diligence. Some spend more time watching perishable stocks
than their relationship. Others invest more in securing career,
health, homes, pleasure, retirement, and status than their
marriage. And when things fall apart everybody wonders why.
The revelation of Jesus as a thief to us ought to shock us! It
should awaken us to: (1) the Lord allows us to make choices, (2)

there are inescapable consequences connected to them, and (3)

deciding to turn from His word moves Him to an action we
would have never believed were it not in the Bible. We’re not
told specifically what will be taken. It could be the marriage's
remaining undefiled good. It could be calls to repentance. “No
man can come to me, except the Father which hath sent me
draw him” (215) and who can self recover once wooing is gone?
Neither do we know when “as a thief” occurs, for He said we
wouldn't know the hour. But what is certain is when God gives
wisdom He exacts accountability. He expects action when light
is given for "walk," said He, "while ye have the light, lest
darkness come upon you." (216)

Make no mistake my friend; turning away the Lord’s word
invokes serious consequences. Your marriage will continue to
degrade as a heavenly Father is moved to disciplinary measures
and ultimately all that the marriage ever had will be gone.
Gone because of defilement or gone because it was taken away.
Listen, God is not impotent. You are sorely mistaken if you
believe your unscriptural or unbalanced definition of Jesus’ love
backs him into some corner wherein He has no recourse but to
put up with disobedience. God will repeatedly call, but
constant refusal to harken has terrible consequences. We
develop spiritual scar tissue so God’s pricking of the conscience
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no longer bothers. Indifference escorts us to a line where God
says, "If that's the way you want to go, I'll let you. I won't bother
you any more", just like He did not plead with or chase that
rich young ruler. But know, of that divine time the Lord also
says, "because I have called, and ye refused; I have stretched
out my hand, and no man regarded; But ye have set at naught
all my counsel, and would none of my reproof;.....Then shall
they call on me, but I will not answer; they shall seek me early,
but they shall not fine me: For that they hated knowledge, and
did not choose the fear of the Lord....Therefore shall they eat of
the fruit of their own way, and be filled with their own devices."
(220) Motivation by warning is quite scary. May it serve to fulfill
in our marriages the truth, “by mercy and truth iniquity is
purged: and by the fear of the LORD men depart from evil.”
(221)

In verse five we have the rewards for the Sardis couple who
follows the Lord's counsel. Like warning, rewards are used to
affect change. When realizing the advantages of doing so,
people do change. Having a measurable return serves as the
motivating piece that keeps us focused and on track. And if
this isn’t present, folks get caught in the never-ending circle of
hoping, trying, and failing. Have you ever tried to change
something in your marriage? For example, you had a fight.
There was a commitment to change. There was success. The
new behavior disappeared. There was a fight.......
Sound familiar? The problem could be we're not associating

benefits with change. Maybe we're losing sight of them as
they’re not esteemed as they should be. Either way, the Lord
now presents rewards that are well able to inspire enduring
change.
There are two rewards: (1) white raiment and (2) the

marriage's name is not blotted out of the book of life. White, in
scripture, speaks of forgiveness and righteousness. Isaiah said,
"Though your sins be as scarlet, they shall be as white as snow."
(222) Snow is brilliant and pristine and if you’ve ever seen a
fresh blanket, you know why it’s used to portrait divine
forgiveness. “Hast thou entered into the treasures of the
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snow?” Many think this speaks of frozen water only. We know
raiment speaks of habits and activities. Thus, this reward
speaks of the benefits of a cleansed and righteous lifestyle.
When considering this reward, picture a bride in her

wedding dress. Now you can dress up a groom any way you
want to and he'll still be ugly, but the bride, when she walks
down the isle, she's just beautiful. Even if the groom is
handsome, all eyes are on the bride. Likewise, the Lord's gift
for this marriage is to live in the beautiful attire of a righteous
life. Not just for a day, but every day. Not just for one occasion,
but in every situation. If you'll get a concordance and look up
the term righteous, and its variations, you'll see why this is such
a valuable reward. A few thoughts connected to it are:
the Lord knoweth the way of the righteous, the Lord

upholdeth the righteous,
light is sown for them, their hope is gladness, they are

delivered out of trouble, the
righteous cry and the Lord heareth, the house of the

righteous shall stand, the
Lord loves them, the way of the righteous is life and in their

pathway is no death,
the lips of the righteous know what is acceptable, their way is

made plain, the
righteous sing and rejoice, and they are given hope in death.
On and on scripture goes about the advantages, blessings,

outcomes, perspectives, and resources, of the righteous and the
Lord is saying He'll replace death and defilement with the
practical and eternal blessings of white raiment. C’mon, for
once, be honest about the sin in your relationship. You’re really
not fooling anyone with your pretense. Has sin blessed? Has it
created a marriage that’s just a little slice of heaven on earth?
Has it procured love, joy, peace, harmony, and fulfillment? If
not, then why are you thinking of snubbing the Lord’s gift? We
cringe at the phrase “righteous life” but when watching a bride
do you cry out “legalism?” Why then assess this gift as
unsuitable? Trying to save us from the hard way of the
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transgressor the Lord, by the enticing glory and beauty of
righteous garments, holds out one of the most symbolic
gestures of blessedness we’ve ever known. Go look at your own
wedding pictures. Look at all the smiling, tears, hugging, joy,
devotion, and promise of the day. These represent the reward
of white raiment. They’re a precursor to the “marriage supper
of the Lamb” whereat Christ’s bride has been “granted that she
should be arrayed in fine linen, clean and white: for the fine
linen is the righteousness of saints.”(224) And as the overcoming
marriage is adorned the response of those watching will be the
same as when a bride first walks down an isle. With their
breath all but taken away they say, "Wow, beautiful! Simply
beautiful!"
The second reward deals with the marriage’s name and the

book of life. Sardis, and the once healthy marriage it
represents, had come to the place where only a remnant of life
remained. The reward here is, as it forsakes defilement its
name is not blotted out. Another scripture states, "For if ye live
after the flesh, ye shall die: but if ye through the Spirit do
mortify the deeds of the body, ye shall live." (225) Many
marriages fail today. With countless others simply co-existing
in states of mental or emotional divorce it’s no wonder the
world turns its back on Christianity. Ludicrous to expect others
to be impressed with and therefore desirous of death, most
couples have nothing that inspires others to proclaim, "Draw
me, we will run after thee." (226) But not the overcoming Sardis
marriage. It lives, and nothing is more important or inspiring.
There's a great story in the book of Ezekiel we need to be

reminded of. Taking Ezekiel to a valley full of dry, disjointed
bones, the Lord asks, "Can these bones live?" What an absurd
question to the natural mind! Contrary to everything we
purport to be true of death, Ezekiel’s answer, "Lord God, thou
knowest" (227) moves the question of life from the natural to the
supernatural. The story continues with the bones coming to
life, and God then says of His people, "And ye shall know that I
am the Lord, when I have opened your graves, O my people,
and brought you up out of your graves. And shall put my spirit
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in you, and ye shall live." What an excellent picture of the
overcoming Sardis marriage. All but dead, God brings it back to
life and there is tremendous praise and joy because of it.
Remember that Intensive Care Unit? Imagine the feelings, the
emotions people have when they learn a loved one will be OK.
People shout for joy, collapse, break down and sob tears of relief
and thanks. They hug relatives and strangers and pat each
other on the back for indescribable joy. There's just a wide
range of great emotions because a loved one, who was almost
dead, is going to live. This is not blotting out of the book of life.
It's having a revived marriage. Out of a marriage casket,
Lazarus couples are raised to a newness of life. God breaths
life back into the relationship and rather than a bunch of
disjoint and parched bones, it’s once again alive and well.
I shared in my introduction that I was at the point of getting

a divorce. I believe now, Sardis was the church that most
accurately represented my marriage. If you had asked me
then, "Will your marriage live?" the only answer I could have
given was, "No." I had about as much hope as the widow
woman that Elijah was sent to in I Kings 17. Death seemed
inevitable, but when she by faith obeyed the word of the Lord
her “barrel of meal wasted not, neither did the cruse of oil fail,
according to the word of the LORD.” (228) Ah, praise the Lord
Jesus! Now because of this same word, my marriage is going to
make it! And not just survive, but I’m enjoying the life God has
brought back into it! I didn't believe that such a jacked-up
dysfunctional relationship could be so fixed. But I can happily
say, “My heart is fixed, O God, my heart is fixed: I will sing and
give praise” (229) and the Lord would say, “He shall not be afraid
of evil tidings: his heart is fixed, trusting in the LORD.” (230) I
didn't know how to escape self sprung traps. Unable to infuse
life, Jesus stepped in and turned a curse into a blessing. Now I
know a little of what Micah meant when he said, "Rejoice not
against me, O mine enemy: when I fall, I shall arise; when I sit
in darkness, the Lord shall be a light unto me.....he will bring
me forth to the light; and I shall behold his righteousness." (231)
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In conclusion; “Do you truly possess what you profess?” Is
the Lord a thief to you? Can you find any death in your
marriage? How much still exists of your honeymoon? Are you
enjoying the benefits of righteousness and does your
relationship teem with life? If all of your answers here are not
good I refer you to one final story.
Acts chapter twelve records the martyrdom of James, and

Peter awaited the same fate. Miraculously delivered he ends
up at a prayer meeting. A girl heard him knocking and when
she recognized his voice she ran and told others he was at the
door. They eventually opened the door and were astonished to
see one they thought was all but dead.
Death had occurred and more, seemingly unavoidable, death

was only hours away. But God stepped in and changed
everything. With Him a spoken word creates a universe as
easily as one simple question silences critics. While marital
revival seems improbable, even impossible, to Him it's the same
as calming seas, giving sight, opening deaf ears and prisons,
raising the dead, or saving souls. If you walk in His counsel
your marriage will be restored as any other result is
categorically impossible for it is connected to His glory.
Deuteronomy puts it this way, "these blessings shall come on
thee, and overtake thee." (232) Peter's knowledge and experience
assured him God never uses earthquakes to open jails. Maybe
he thought God only appeared as a “still small voice.” (233) But
it didn't take long to be thankful that God's workings are
dependent upon Him, not us. Jesus said, God is able to raise
up people from stones, (234) and we therefore account He is able
also to raise up marriages from their stony death. To the
astonishment of others, and maybe with a little sensationalism,
He can bring life back into your marriage and make it as
beautiful and alive as it was on your wedding day. Jesus said,
“The hour is coming, and now is, when the dead shall hear the
voice of the Son of God: and they that hear shall live.” (235)

Does a proper single doctrinal interpretation preclude a
practical couple application?
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Has the Lord Jesus spoken to you through Sardis? Has His
seven-spirit expertise and authority shown you He knows all
about your mask? Has His Spirit convicted you of defiled
garments? Does the call to, “change your garments” (236) sway?
Has He convinced you His rewards are indeed worth
"coveting?" (237) If so, right now, as a couple, get on your knees
and resolve as one to obey the word of the Lord. When the
Lord told Hezekiah, “Set thine house in order: for thou shalt
die, and not live” the Bible says he wept and prayed so
earnestly that God not only added fifteen years to his life, but
even backed up the sun by ten degrees. (238) Wow, can you
imagine what God would do if couples who received the same
death sentence prayed the same way!? Who knows what kind
of spin He would surprise us with! I tell you; we would see
greater than what was done “in those days when…Hezekiah
was sick unto death” for reversing the earth’s rotation is
nothing compared to turning the death of hearts into life!
Determine today to return to that Garden of Eden marriage
where husband and wife were "one" and in no way "ashamed."
Decide to watch, strengthen, and to remember, hear, repent,
and hold fast for your marriage has been dry bones long enough
and “by these things men live!” (239) The time has come to no
longer “remain among the graves” (240) or to have your “dwelling
among the tombs.” (241) The Lord Jesus has placed before you
life and death and His admonition to choose life is the same
today as it was in days of Moses. (242) Don’t focus on past
stumblings, “but yield yourselves unto God, as those that are
alive from the dead.” (243) “Seek good, and not evil, that ye may
live.” (244) Don’t let the cold hard testimony of failure steal the
life-giving words “fear not, believe only.” (245) “The victory that
overcometh” (246) is faith in God's word and your marriage can
experience what Daniel did who when taken up out of the lion's
den (that place of certain death) it was said, "no manner of
hurt was found upon him, because he believed in his God." (247)

Oh praise the Lord Jesus for a righteous name not blotted out!
Oh how sure is His promise, “I will restore to you the years that
the locust hath eaten…And ye shall eat in plenty, and be
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satisfied, and praise the name of the LORD your God, that hath
dealt wondrously with you: and my people shall never be
ashamed.” (2487) May it convince husbands and wives that
death’s reign is over! Before Jesus’ return may couples fulfill
the prophesy “thy dead men shall live!” (249) May they be
inspired by “Christ…our life” (250) so as to live by and in “the
power of his resurrection.” (251)
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CHAPTER 6

THE PHILADELPHIA MARRIAGE

When Israel was to be delivered from Egypt, Moses stood
before Pharaoh saying, "Let my people go, that they may hold a
feast unto me in the wilderness." (1) There's a real beauty in
the deliverance God has for His people. They were to get away
from Pharaoh, so they would be close to Him. Rather than
toiling with bricks, they were to feast before traveling to
Canaan. Freedom was good, but God’s plans also included a
banquet and more importantly, fellowship. And why? Because
God's glory and Israel's relationship to the Lord were connected
by this deliverance. Anything less than spectacular would have
been dishonoring to God and Israel would have simply moved
from one taskmaster to another. In the context of marriage,
Philadelphia, our sixth church is this deliverance once again.
We will see marriage as the Lord intends. It's not just
surviving, neither is it a good marriage---it's a God glorifying
Christ honoring believer satisfying feast! Previous churches
apprised us of good traits that bless relationships, but this
marriage is the ultimate. Former churches also revealed
couple problems, but with Philadelphia this is not the case as it
lacks correction. That’s why among marriages, it is most
excellent. The Lord said, “I have surely seen the affliction of
my people which are in Egypt, and have heard their cry by
reason of their taskmasters; for I know their sorrows; And I am
come down to deliver them out of the hand of the Egyptians,
and to bring them up out of that land unto a good land and a
large, unto a land flowing with milk and honey.” (2) This is what
Philadelphia is all about. Grieved by marital friction,
frustration, and failure, and fed up with misguided thoughts
causing untold sorrow, God is again coming down to transform
burdensome relationships into ones that are good, large, and
flow with blessings. You’ll see why Philadelphia represents
what the Lord wants in relationships. You’ll also see why it
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represents a great minority of marriages. Problems “reported
commonly” (3) among couples are an embarrassing commentary
on the Lord's desire and ample grace, but this no longer has to
be so. By the grace of God, you can have the best of marriages.
By the gift of Philadelphia, you can live out the reality most
only dream about. If this sounds too “pie in the sky,” remember
upon hearing Moses speak of freedom it is said of the children
of Israel, “And the people believed: and when they heard that
the LORD had visited the children of Israel, and that he had
looked upon their affliction, then they bowed their heads and
worshipped.” (4) May we be filled with the same response
toward the passage now before us!
Before reading, you should spend some time in prayer.

Philadelphia will challenge you to break from traditional
philosophies and accepted norms and preparing your heart to
hear this word of the Lord is critical. While preparing to battle
Jericho, Joshua happened upon a man with a drawn sword and
the leader of Israel discovered he was not the commander he
thought he was. “What saith my lord unto his servant?” was
his question of “the captain of the host of the Lord” and when
told to take off his shoes for he stood on holy ground, it is said,
“and Joshua did so.” (5) There was no need for human battle
plans or strategies for it was time to “walk by faith, not by
sight.” (6) Understanding “we wrestle not against flesh and
blood,” (7) he needed to “know that the LORD saveth not with
sword and spear: for the battle is the Lord's.” (8) On his face
and worshipping seems an unlikely place for a General, but
submission to God’s plan guaranteed victory for what walls
could withstand the arm of the Lord? God’s test was to see
whether he would believe rather than doubt what seemed
impossible, and Joshua passed. Now it’s our turn. So like
shoes, may opinions, expertise, and experience be taken off for
Philadelphia is holy ground and if you’ll follow what He says,
like the walls of Jericho, problems will “fall down flat” (9) and
you’ll have a continual feast marriage.
Philadelphia literally means "brotherly love" and our passage

in Revelation 3:7-13 reads, "And unto the angel of the church
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in Philadelphia write; These things saith he that is holy, he that
it true, he that hath the key of David, he that openeth, and no
man shutteth; and shutteth, and no man openeth; I know thy
works: behold, I have set before thee an open door, and no man
can shut it; for thou hast a little strength, and has kept my
word, and hast not denied my name. Behold, I will make them
of the synagogue of Satan, which say they are Jews, and are
not, but do lie; behold, I will make them to come and worship
before thy feet, and to know that I have loved thee. Because
thou hast kept the word of my patience, I also will keep thee
from the hour of temptation, which shall come upon all the
world, to try them that dwell upon the earth. Behold, I come
quickly: hold that fast which thou hast, that no man take thy
crown. Him that overcometh will I make a pillar in the temple
of my God and he shall go no more out: and I will write upon
him the name of my God, and the name of the city of my God,
which is new Jerusalem, which cometh down out of heaven
from my God: and I will write upon him my new name. He that
hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the
churches."
Revealing a marriage characterized by love, the Lord

manifests Himself in a four-fold fashion. Of the seven
churches it is the most descriptive introduction of Jesus. I
believe He is proclaiming His expertise so His remarks
concerning a full of praise marriage will never be questioned.
Our propensity is to trust accolades and titles. Track records
and experience play a large part in convincing us of someone’s
ability, know-how, and trust-worthiness. Jesus therefore takes
the time to manifest why He alone is uniquely qualified to
declare what truly constitutes the best of marriages. Men boast
of men. Rank and popularity impress and sway. But all that
man brings to the table, pales in comparison to the person of
Christ. No one in the history of mankind has ever come close
to possessing what is necessary to describe a perfect marriage.
But in Jesus, they are intrinsic.
He first displays His holiness. I told you! With a single

statement everything is put in its proper place. We are of the
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earth and therefore earthly. Jesus however is the trice-holy
“Lord from heaven.” (10) Not a one of us can claim holiness as
a fundamental character trait. We had to be washed,
sanctified, and justified, but with Jesus, it’s what He is. His
presence makes environments such as the ground, mountains,
and the heavens holy. His arm, name, and spirit are holiness
personified. His words, works, and promises are called holy
and it’s no wonder the Lord asked Isaiah, “To whom then will
ye liken me, or shall I be equal? saith the Holy One." (12) When
He took upon “the form of a servant” and walked in the
“likeness of men” (13) most saw, like the badger skin that covered
the Tabernacle, “no form nor comeliness” and “no beauty that
we should desire him.” (14) But when transfigured “his face did
shine as the sun, and his raiment was white as the light.” (15) A
momentary glimpse of divine holiness, one day the same will
eternally break forth when a holy Jerusalem descends from
heaven “having the glory of God” with “no need of the sun,
neither of the moon, to shine in it: for the glory of God did
lighten it, and the Lamb is the light thereof.” (16) Though veiled
in flesh, everything He said and did came from a holy spirit,
soul, and body and mankind has been eternally changed
because of it. Holiness condemned us as sinners, and likewise
forever satisfied God’s righteous standard when as a lamb
without spot or blemish “he was wounded for our
transgressions” and “bruised for our iniquities.” (17) Holiness
proclaimed liberty to captives, and the opening of prisons by a
gospel of imputed righteousness without works. And soon,
holiness “shall be revealed from heaven with his mighty angels,
In flaming fire taking vengeance on them that know not God,
and that obey not the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ: Who
shall be punished with everlasting destruction from the
presence of the Lord, and from the glory of his power; When
he shall come to be glorified in his saints, and to be admired in
all them that believe.” (10) Time and words would fail before
exhausting the range of the holiness of Christ. He is “glorious
in holiness,” (19) and the more we consider Him the more
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clearly we see why David could sing, rejoice, and “give thanks
at the remembrance of his holiness.” (20)

He then that is holy looks at this marriage and declares no
sin. Holiness shining as the strength of the sun illuminates no
flaws. “Knowing” partners are so imperfect, we ask, "How in
the world can this be?" However, in a marriage ruled by love,
"How could it not?" Love, we are told, suffers long and is kind.
It doesn’t envy nor is it filled with puffed-up pride. (21) Working
no ill and covering a multitude of sin (22), it denies self and
esteems others “better than themselves.” (23) It thinks no evil,
bears all things, endures all things, hopes all things, and never
fails and when this kind of love lives in a relationship, the Lord
finds no shortcomings whatsoever. We see problems arising out
of our own thoughts on love, but that’s because they’re skewed
by comparisons to puppy-love feelings, honeymoon excitement,
or the make believe of Hollywood. While these contain
elements of love, true love goes far beyond feelings, zeal, and
dreams. Scripture says love is active, both seen and heard and
isn’t feigned. It’s sincere and proven in service. It’s a vocation
and journey abounding more and more while comforting and
knitting hearts together. It’s bestowing, compassionate, bold,
and never grievous. No wonder the Lord had nothing but
praise for a Philadelphia marriage.
Forever cynics, we’re tempted to believe there’s no way a

marriage could stand flawless. Don’t you want to say every
marriage has faults? We argue, marriages can’t be perfect
because people aren’t. Everyone has problems. Personal
history says every marriage experiences cycles. And that’s why,
to confirm a marriage's ability to stand perfect, the Lord next
calls Himself "he that is true." Jesus is truth personified. “Full
of grace and truth” (24), never once did He use false words or
leverage technical definitions to wiggle out of words improperly
spoken. Scripture prophesied in Him “mercy and truth are
met together,” and again, “truth shall spring out of the earth”
(25) and this was fulfilled when Jesus grew “as a tender plant,
and as a root out of a dry ground.” (26) But as people missed His
holiness so too have they failed to recognize this. We confine or
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conform truth to cultural, historical, legal, or relative settings.
But Jesus put away all this juggling and redefining saying, “I
am…the truth” and “every one that is of the truth heareth my
voice.”(27) Listen, Jesus knows exactly what is required for a
marriage to stand without a single misgiving. He knows
precisely how couples can live in happiness and harmony. Just
like heavenly mansions, were it not possible He would have said
so. Marriage is not about starter marriages, pre-nuptials, or
staying together for fear or the sake of the kids while you can’t
stand each other. Nor is it testing compatibility by first living
together. I once heard a woman say her desire was to be
monetarily secure prior to getting married as she didn’t want to
financially trust another. Logically sound we nod in intellectual
agreement with this carefulness. Such architecture impresses,
but is this what the bride of Christ does? Does groom
apprehension make relationship escape clauses necessary?
Listen, God could never approve the profound fear and
uncertainty of such reasoning. Judging them lies designed to
prevent us from enjoying His good and perfect gift, He would
say they have enslaved us far too long! Jesus said; “ye shall
know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.” (29) And the
simple truth of Philadelphia is every couple has the opportunity
to be the best of marriages. So says holy and truthful Jesus.
The Lord next states He has the "key of David." A quote

from Isaiah chapter twenty-two, scripture does not provide an
exact definition of what this key is. The statement could mean
Jesus today is as the priest Eliakim who, in Isaiah’s day, had the
responsibility of granting temple access. Likewise, if you’re
going to enter heaven, Jesus is the key. It could represent the
Lord's right to set on the throne of David. Thus one, out of the
loins of David, forever continuing David’s kingdom. In our
application to marriage, however, we’ll consider this key from a
slightly different perspective. Rather than a physical tool or
prophetic symbol, I view this key as an element of David’s
character. What was it? What key found him such favor with
God? How did he reign as he did or have the victories we read
of? Was it simply chance or good old fashion hard work
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coupled with natural talent? No. For favor with God has never
been established on grounds such as these. What then? How
did he find such goodwill? David’s key, the reason he enjoyed
such a blessed life, was a direct result of his love for the Lord.
David loved the Lord greatly. We are told, “the LORD hath
sought him a man after his own heart,” (30) and “David the son
of Jesse,” was the end of that quest. (31) We see this love over
and over again in the Psalms as he praises, trusts in, delights
in, leans on, cries out to, and worships the Lord God. People
say, “Communication is the key to great marriages.” But love is
a greater key and the Lord Jesus has this for your marriage.
Because we cannot fully understand it, it is absolutely

impossible to describe Jesus’ love. Such a task has been
likened to numbering the stars, add in the dust particles of the
world and then multiply that sum by the number of the sea’s
sands. Even if that were possible, it would only represent the
beginning. Like a multi-faceted diamond, it impresses no
matter what angle is considered. But an old poem, found
penciled on the walls of an insane asylum, later put into song
by Frederick M. Lehman, said it well with these words:
"If we with ink the ocean filled, and were the sky a

parchment made.
Were every stalk on earth a quill and every man a scribe by

trade.
To write the love of God above would drain the ocean dry.
Nor could the scroll, contain the whole, when stretched from

sky to sky.
The love of God, how rich and pure. How measureless and

strong.
It shall forever more endure, the saints and angels song."
Oh, how we praise God for His love! Many a marriage

counselor has done well, but none of them love as Jesus. What
“manner of love the Father hath bestowed upon us, that we
should be called the sons of God.” (32) We “were not a people,
but are now the people of God: which had not obtained mercy,
but now have.” (33) David said God “daily loads us with
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benefits” (34) and shows us “marvellous kindness” (35) and what
earthly therapist is able, or has the eternal desire, to do this?
Husband, wife, love is the key Jesus has for you. Paul prayed
that we would “know the love of Christ, which passeth
knowledge” (36) and it is our marriage’s blessed privilege to daily
experience an unsearchable love that is like no other.
So the first three statements speak of Jesus’ character, while

the last speaks of that character in action. Thus we have the
revelation of who He is, and also of what He is doing. In His
introduction the Lord reveals himself as opening or shutting
doors. Applied to marriage then, we learn that God did not join
you and your spouse and then set you adrift in a sea of
uncertainty. Neither is He sitting in heaven with His fingers
crossed fretting over your best. Holiness, truth, and love would
not allow this. Our marriages are not a collection of daily
happenstances. We’re not living out some marital hodgepodge.
Rather “his wonderful works to the children of men!” (42) are a
precise series of doors ordered open or shut by a loving Father.
They are divine appointments of wisdom and love designed for
God’s praise and your good.
Joseph declared all he experienced: sold by his brothers,

falsely accused, thrown into a dungeon, forgotten by the butler,
highly exalted, ALL of it, God meant and worked out for good.
(43) He viewed everything a door, hinged on God's grace, whose
working greatly blessed thousands. As only He could, God
ordered and timed circumstances that honored His people and
glorified Himself. It was not possible for Joseph to imagine,
much less accomplish, these events, but with God a simple
word brought everything to pass. It is sweet to know He has
the power to do so. Even sweeter is the understanding that our
marriages are now the object of that same power and love.
Every marital avenue or barrier is a chance to see the wisdom,
power, love, and grace of God. But I wonder if God is not
repeatedly disappointed by our failure to appreciate and thus
appropriate what He designs and orders. Have you ever seen a
parent dragging a child where they didn't want to go? Ever
been that child? Ever heard conflict between parents and
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teenagers? Ever been that teen? What ought to be realized
privileges we label duty or constraint, and therefore kick,
scream, and fight the entire way. Most assuredly, there should
be a more proper response to the loving open-door guidance of
a holy and truthful Jesus.
After His description, verse eight reveals why Philadelphia is

the best marriage. It’s critical to remember what you are about
to see did not originate from me. All I know is my response to
what He says hinges on what I think of Him which is why the
Lord gave a four-fold self-description. This is the Lord's
instruction, not man's and there's a great gulf fixed difference
between the two. The natural mind would look at Moses,
"mighty in words and deeds," "grown," and "learned" (45) in the
finest schools of Pharaoh and conclude him perfect for the
work of the Lord. Yet God knew better. He knew 40 years in
"the backside of the desert" (46) would provide the perfect
learning environment for some of Moses’ most important
lessons of which the masters of Egypt knew nothing. The same
is true of marriage. If God is not our instructor, it will be
absolutely impossible to possess the best of relationships.
Consider this point carefully. Many say they love God, but this
and obedience to God's word go hand-in-hand. Jesus said, "If a
man love me, he will keep my words." (47) and again, "Why call
ye me, Lord, Lord, and do not the things which I say?" (48) Do
you desire a great marriage? Then obey the word of God while
forsaking the so-called wisdom of self and this world.
The Lord identifies three traits in this wonderful marriage. A

lifetime of application is derived from them, but only three
elements are needed to produce a brotherly love marriage.
Sound too simple? It’s within our nature to complicate things.
Simple is not the governing rule, but with such an important
issue why depress hearts with complexity or attempt to draw
focus away from Jesus with expertise so-called? These serve
only to make matters worse when it's unnecessary to do so.
Proverbs says, “Cast out the scorner, and contention shall go
out; yea, strife and reproach shall cease.” (49) This inclination
to question God needs to be kicked out of our minds. Doubting
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is an unruly spirit that would usurp the Lord and we ought not
give it “place by subjection, not for an hour!” (50) If you’re
expecting the sensational, you’ll not be impressed. (Like,
Jesus, there was “no beauty that we should desire him.”) If you
desire the drama of wind, earthquakes or fire, Philadelphia will
be anticlimactic. (Like the Tabernacle’s exterior.) Heaven’s
solutions are super effective in and of themselves, thus we
should disallow disappointments driven by earthly desires and
even demands of the flesh.
First, this marriage is recognized for "a little strength." We

would be immediately disqualified or greatly discouraged had
the Lord praised the strength of a thousand Samson’s. It only
took a small young boy to strike down Goliath. It was a "little
maid" that inspired Naaman to seek a cleansing from
“incurable” leprosy. Those that gather a little manna “had no
lack” and it took just “a few little fishes” to feed thousands and
faith the size of a mustard seed, called “the least of all seeds,”
grows into “the greatest among herbs.” The examples go on
and on as scripture teaches, "God has chosen the weak things
of the world to confound the things which are mighty" (52) and
here a perceived weakness is commended as a foundational
building block of a super marriage.
Are you surprised by the first ingredient? Look, you don't

need the knowledge of a trained professional or counselor. You
are not dependant on insights of scholars or programs of
intellects. The Lord isn’t requiring the great power of an
Olympian. He's just looking for a little strength and this makes
every marriage eligible for success. Chapter nine of John's
Gospel tells of a man healed of blindness. The debate following
is an example of this little strength. The sum total of the man's
theology was, "Once I was blind, now I can see, and Jesus is the
difference." What else did he need to know? Seeing the faces
of his family or telling the colors of a sunset was proof the Lord
had done a wondrous thing. Just a single piece of knowledge
can enable you to stand strong. One experience, such as
knowing the circumstances the Lord used to bring you and
your spouse together provides ability far beyond self. A simple
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decision to reject fatalism (haven’t you heard people say
“whatever will be, will be”) empowers us to live out in godly
energy and faith marriage as it should be. Ruth said unto
Namoi, “Entreat me not to leave thee, or to return from
following after thee: for whither thou goest, I will go; and where
thou lodgest, I will lodge: thy people shall be my people, and thy
God my God: Where thou diest, will I die, and there will I be
buried: the LORD do so to me, and more also, if ought but
death part thee and me.” (53) A single-minded commitment was
her “little strength” and every one of us has the opportunity to
resign ourselves to the same course the far-removed
grandmother of Jesus was so blessed by.
Strength is physical capacity. It also represents firmness of

will. "A little strength" contains both and we need to
understand we carry into relationships all the necessary
ingredients for a successful or failed marriage. Exercising what
lies within can produce a rock-solid relationship or a marriage-
killing concoction that’s as potent as the “cruel venom of asps.”
(54) Dark reasonings such as, "If it doesn't work out we can get
divorced,” “I’ll go home to my parents,” or belief in starter
marriages and prenuptial agreements are nothing more than
prescriptions for disaster. Many partners, in the back of their
minds, or in the depths of their hearts, hold these as plausible
alternatives, but they are completely contrary to the idea of
firmness of will. Neither do they house the physical
commitment necessary for success. Where would you or the
church be if the Lord embraced such attitudes? As His child
and bride, what security or peace could we possibly have? But
the Lord is eternally firm in His commitment for He said, “I
will never leave thee, nor forsake thee” (55) and His will is, “as
he is, so are we in this world.” (56) That is, we have this same
dedication and devotion toward our spouse.
My friend, we are saturated with ideas, attitudes, and actions

of the world that do not help marriages endure. Continually
testing steadfastness, they hope for a point of weakness, and
unless we maintain a little strength, they will find it. When
newly wed you probably didn’t spend much time contemplating
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what you would do if things got rough. You thought the good
would surely outweigh and outlast any bad. Now by experience
you realize there are many times when sparks fly. Some of you
feel your marriage is nothing but a bonfire. But whether sparks
simply burn out or start raging infernos depends upon what you
embrace. Jeremiah asked, “If thou hast run with the footmen,
and they have wearied thee, then how canst thou contend with
horses? and if in the land of peace, wherein thou trustedst,
they wearied thee, then how wilt thou do in the swelling of
Jordan?” (61) If the little and petty stress and strain now, what
does this say of your little strength? Do you really think where
you squeeze a tube of toothpaste, the position of the toilet seat,
or clothes on the floor matter? (I speak of responding to needs,
not a license to ignore.) If so, what are you going to do when
the devil tries to devour you? (62) Jesus says the first ingredient
is a strength whose essence says, "I can do all things through
Christ which strengtheneth me." (63)

Stop here for a moment and consider the strength you have
for your spouse. You might feel empty, frustrated, indifferent,
or mad, but that is not having no strength. If you'll set troubles
momentarily aside, the Lord will show you the truth of the
scripture, "Many waters cannot quench love, neither can the
floods drown it!" (64) At one point in my marriage my wife and I
were at tremendous odds. We could not stand, much less love,
each other. Floods of hateful emotions and the many waters of
sin seemed to destroy all. But God said love had not been
quenched and the question became, will we believe what felt
untrue? Would emotions govern? A simple child-like faith in
His word, regardless of feelings or circumstances was the "little
strength," God used to rebuild our marriage. Husbands, wives,
quit thinking your marriage is over. This thought is the
faithless reasoning of unbelief and it causes nothing but
stumbling. It’s always wrong and it’s always dark because it
closes the door of faith in God by the self-opened doors of
reason or emotion. Like the healed blind man, there is at least
one thing that uniquely ties you and your spouse together.
What you need to do is tenaciously reclaim it. The devil
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whispers, “The flame is out. It's time to find a new, hotter,
fresher love.” But that blasted accuser is forever a liar and you
can cause him to flee by a little strength!
Focus on the still small voice of the Lord God as revealed in

His word. Reject thoughts and advice that are contrary to what
you read and then do what God says. You might not feel like it.
You might think it won’t do any good as too much damage has
been done. The devil, your flesh, and the world encourage you
to trust your feelings, go with your gut, and to do what’s right
for you. Such are the subtle lies of a fallen cherub, body, and
world whose hateful desires are to make merchandise of those
who listen to their wicked ways. Nothing more than murderous
counsellors, their goal and joy is the destruction of your
marriage and the Christ and His bride picture it represents.
Your God promises to ordain strength because of your enemies.
(66) “They that stumbled are girded with strength.” (67) “”He
giveth power to the faint” (68) is scripture’s promise. Perpetual
disharmony and thoughts of divorce are the fruit of wheat-
choking tares, but though “an enemy hath done this” (69), a little
strength says, God takes pleasure in turning such curses into
blessings.
So what will it be for you? Are you willing to exercise a little

strength in your marriage? You no doubt have it; it’s just that
your relationship hasn’t been its beneficiary. We’ve been led to
believe marriage is a roll of the dice with no guarantees, and if
yours is happy then count yourself lucky for hitting the
marriage lottery. If not, that’s just the way it is, better luck next
time. Buy another ticket. But the Bible says it was unbelief,
not bad luck, which kept Israel out of the land of promise.
Listen, you don’t need good luck when you have a good Lord!
The Lord Jesus is revealing elements of the ultimate marriage
and though men say seeing is believing, in the Kingdom of God
the divine order is just the opposite. “Said I not unto thee,
that, if thou wouldest believe, thou shouldest see the glory of
God?” (70) Jesus said, and right now, right here, He is opening a
door of opportunity for you to believe and practically live in a
great relationship. This isn’t too large of an expectation. It’s
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not unrealistic or presumptuous for God is the one who said,
“All things are possible to him that believeth.” (71) Unbelief has
robbed, stripped, and blinded us long enough and He that is
true is saying you don’t need much strength to have a super
marriage. All it takes is just a little and our response to this
encouraging word is to worship He that is holy for His truth has
not allowed the serpent that beguiled Eve through subtlety, to
corrupt our minds from the “simplicity that is in Christ.” (72)

The second ingredient of the best marriage centers on His
word. He states, "Thou hast kept my word." I once heard of a
woman who shared the following: She had picked up her
young son from Sunday School (she did not attend, like a lot of
parents) and on the way home she asked what was talked about
in church. As he hung his head and shrugged his shoulders,
she, encouraging him, said, “Tell me, what did they teach you?”
The boy looked up and rolling his eyes said, “I’ll tell you what
they said. Moses came up to the Red Sea and the Egyptian
army was hot on his heels. So he brought out his pontoon
troops and they built a pontoon bridge across the sea. Then
after the Children of Israel got across they blew up the bride
while the Egyptians were on it and that’s how they all died in
the sea.” His mother gasped and asked, “They didn’t tell you
that, Did they!?” The boy said, “No, but you wouldn’t believe
what they did tell me.” (Of course this is a joke) But what’s
not funny is that there are a lot of folks who don’t believe the
word! And if they do not believe it is certain they will not keep
it. From Genesis to Revelation one can see the ruined lives of
those who chose not to believe much less obey God, and it’s
foolish to think couples walking contrary to "thus saith the
Lord" will be any different. Likewise, it is equally impossible to
avoid the Lord’s blessings when His voice is followed. The
Lord praised Philadelphia for obedience. He found their hearts
to be living examples of good soil which, “having heard the
word, keep it.” (73) And in short, to possess a Philadelphia
marriage we must do likewise.
Unfortunately, many couples are ignorant of or downright

rebellious to what God's word says. It's wrong that following His
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word seems an unbearable burden. Especially in the light of
Jeremiah’s word, “thy word was unto me the joy and rejoicing
of mine heart.” (74) “For this is the love of God, that we keep his
commandments: and his commandments are not grievous” (75),
and oh how we need to be couples whose living stems from
"every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God." (76) It is
said by the age of ten Fanny Crosby memorized the first four
books of the Bible and the four Gospels. Her passion was to
“desire the sincere milk of the word.” (77) I personally know a
man who in the first 3 years as a Christian read the New
Testament 60, yes sixty, times and the Old Testament 15.
These are mentors for letting “the word of Christ dwell in you
richly.” (78) “The words of his mouth,” more important than
necessary food (79), must top of our list of marital resources for
only they can inspire and instruct in such a way “that the man
(woman and marriage) of God may be perfect, thoroughly
furnished unto all good works.” (80) Imagine changing a flat
tire, preparing a meal, or performing your job without tools,
utensils, or resources? Go try it. I mean it. Get up and try it
and you’ll find that the simplest job becomes immediately
impossible and this pales in comparison to relationship
management. Now, how do we keep God's word? It’s by living
out marital passages. Incorporate the practical teachings of
passages such as I Corinthians 7, Ephesians 5, and I Peter 3.
There are many others but, the goal is to keep them, not just to
know where they can be found in the Bible.
For example, of communication, the Bible uses two disciples

walking to a village called Emmaus. Their “communing and
reasoning” (82), is the answer to Amos’ question, “Can two walk
together, except they be agreed?” Can two walk together? Yes.
How? By being agreed. And how is that done? By communing
and reasoning as opposed to correcting or lording. (What a
difference it would make if spouses acted the same way toward
each other as they do when taking communion!) But the
actual exchanges couples have are quite different. Behind
closed doors couples find themselves steeped in volatile
disagreements in spite of scripture’s admonition to not render
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railing for railing. Though God said not to, we trade insults and
accusations as freely as throwing out candy in a parade.
Society believes in the right to defend. It promotes venting and
standing up for self. This proves it knows nothing of God or His
ways. “I am purposed that my mouth shall not transgress” (83)

and “it is an honour…to cease from strife” (84) are divine words
that as vinegar set the world’s teeth on edge. “Leave off
contention, before it be meddled with” (85) is a spirit-filled
warning the ungodly loath and it’s just plain wrong to be better
acquainted with the ways of the world, both philosophically and
practically, than God’s. We say there is one God, but one could
easily argue we are pantheists. Does not rage reign? For many,
criticism or sarcasm takes preeminence over “speaking the
truth in love?” (86) A lack of “wholesome tongues” is
“perverseness” and “a breach in the spirit” (87) and it’s time to
dethrone anger for it has lorded itself far too long. The
sovereignty given to hasty spirits exalting folly (88) in toe-to-toe
yelling matches must be brought to an immediate end. To our
detriment we have purchased the means and ways of those
who have no concern for us. Hey, the same Bible that says
you’re saved by grace says a soft answer turns away wrath, (89)

and whatever happened to partners tenaciously clinging to the
latter doctrine as much as the former? If, “Blessed are the
peacemakers,” (90), then what of peace: breakers, takers, and
forsakers? “He that is slow to anger is better than the mighty;
and he that ruleth his spirit than he that taketh a city?” (91) You
want to be mightier than military leaders such as Moses,
Joshua, or David? Then “be not hasty in thy spirit to be angry.”
(92) Losing tempers translates to losing control of tongues, and
angry words evoke such damage and pain that scripture refers
to them as causing death as they pierce the soul. Going deep
into the innermost parts, such swords should not be sheathed
in the spirit of your spouse. As water spilt to the ground their
harm is impossible to manage much less retrieve and we
should not for a moment think scripture says in vain, “wrath is
cruel, and anger is outrageous.” (93) Many partners get
historical when they get hysterical and rage blinds them to the
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admonition “an ungodly man diggeth up evil: and in his lips
there is as a burning fire.” (94) Recounting past sins is an
ungodly practice. It is exhuming what has been covered by the
blood of Jesus. As raging infernos, furious words destroy and
scar and every time you’re tempted to resurrect a forgiven past
you need to employ Solomon’s wisdom, “Whoso keepeth his
mouth and his tongue keepeth his soul from troubles,” (95) that
is, control of your mouth! Let it be governed by temperance,
wisdom, grace, and the law of kindness. James adds, “where
envying and strife is, there is confusion and every evil work.” (96)

No wonder when anger runs unchecked perplexed husbands
and wives fall into sin. Contrary to this, the Bible speaks of
couples praying together and yet how many jealously, fervently,
and carefully keep this scripture? (97) What a strange thing that
those united in so many ways neglect or even despise this
opportunity. But they do. Most couples could count on one
hand the number of times they have knelt in the solitude of
their home and, as one, cried out to Almighty God. Could the
reason we feel like yelling so much be we haven't been praying
at all? Might it be possible if couples regularly prayed together
God might be relieved of some of the marital burdens He is to
contend with?

Stomping and yelling
Fussing and fighting
Couples use words to slay.
No turning of cheek
No holding of tongues
Loathing to kneel and pray.

Words wounding spirits
Some spoken some not
Embracing conflict’s unrest
Casualties of anger
Forsaking prayer’s balm
Never forever blessed.
Here’s another example of keeping the word. The Bible

teaches husbands and wives are to meet each other’s sexual
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needs. But for all scripture says about it, sex is one of the top
reasons for marital discord. God designed sex to be fun, good,
pure, and right. But when partners are at odds here, when
they abuse and misuse this gift, then a hotbed of problems are
created. (Hosea said, “Their heart is divided; now shall they be
found faulty.” (98) “Faulty” indicates blame, but in geological
terms, it is obvious why divided hearts are so devastating.
Earthquakes cause incredible damage, so does sex when
someone inappropriately “slips.”) A man once said,
“Occasionally, every man in his heart wants his wife to act
toward him as a whore.” He justified this saying it brings
excitement, freshness, and the diversity of role playing into
relationships that have become routine or mundane.
Concerning a wife, this is one of the most degrading,
demoralizing, and demonic statements ever made. Peter
reminds us, “For when they speak great swelling words of
vanity, they allure through the lusts of the flesh, through much
wantonness, those that were clean escaped from them who live
in error. While they promise them liberty, they themselves are
the servants of corruption: for of whom a man is overcome, of
the same is he brought in bondage.” (99) Husbands, your wife---
a whore, there simply could not be a more ignorant and hellish
statement! Blind to what whores are truly like, he was
absolutely barbaric about the relationship that should exist
between partners in love. It is the height of absurdity to believe
a filthy harlot could ever suffice for a loving and pleasant
spouse! This statement could not be fueled by anything other
than demon immorality! A whore's way is the way to hell. (100)

Isaiah said the seed of the adulterer and the whore was “sons of
the sorceress.” (101) Called “a deep ditch” (102) there is absolutely
no way to ever get anything godly out of the lewd thought of
your wife being a woman described as opening her feet to
everyone that passes by. (103) Men, don’t ever think of asking
your wife to act this way. Such a sick desire shows a total
failure to cultivate a proper relationship. Such a filthy thought
is coughed up out of the belly of hell. It’s as wicked as you
trusting your grossest sins to get you into heaven. The Lord
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designed sex to be: exciting, exhausting, fulfilling, passionate,
romantic, routine, spontaneous, and tender. He wants you to
have super and everyday sex. His desire is the volume would
be according to the depth. That is, the frequency is as fulfilling
for one as intimacy is for the other. But the way of a whore is
not the means for this. We need to vehemently reject what is
falsely attractive and truthfully destructive while admiring the
treasures of marriage that far outweigh diseased whoredoms.
Sex should not be used as a weapon or leverage. It’s one of the
ways a husband and wife are “one flesh.” Part of how the Lord
created us, scripture teaches to enjoy and properly use what
God has given for a mistake in this area hardens the heart more
than any other sin. Study I Corinthians chapter seven. The
Lord says some extremely important and practical things here
about a sexual relationship. The world says your body is yours
and no one has the right to tell you what to do with it.
Scripture disagrees as it wisely discusses benevolence and
practically, even prophetically, reveals incontinence as the basis
for giving up control. You see, as wrong as it is when adultery is
committed there are times when the wrong is two-fold. One
sinned by having sex outside of marriage, but another may have
sinned by withholding. It’s called defrauding and we are told
plainly not to so. Mimic also the Song of Solomon. The title
itself suggests men openly and regularly communicating love,
that is, touching (without hands) and husbands should learn
much about the effects of words (or lack thereof). The beauty
of desire in action has as a critical verbal piece that outside the
bedroom is highlighted by blatant disregard. Husbands, have
you written any songs or drafted any love poems lately?
Solomon wrote 1005 with an entire book being his song of
songs. So, it’s not that you don’t have a Biblical model.
Preserved for learning and application is the difference
expression will make. Truly, those who do a million things with
great success can likewise sing, write, and talk out a great
marriage! Jesus said, “go ye and learn what that meaneth” (104)

and this includes employing what He will gladly show you!
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Is sex a source of marital frustration? Are you disappointed
when comparing the quality and quantity of desires against
reality? If so, consider the following. When the Children of
Israel offered their possessions for the building of the temple
scripture says, “Then the people rejoiced, for that they offered
willingly, because with perfect heart they offered willingly to the
LORD.” (105) This verse teaches much about relationship
principles but here’s the bottom line: a faith-based change of
heart caused them to take what they claimed as their own,
willingly give it away, which in return filled them with great joy.
What a tremendous marriage changing verse! In the Kingdom
of God there are great principles upon which lives are to be
built. A few are:
To be great one must be the servant of all. Mark 10:44
To save our lives we must lose them. Luke 9:24, and,
We will reap what, where, exactly and more than what we

sow. Galatians 6:7
In spite of cunning arguments or logical deductions of the

natural mind, these are enormous truths. Likewise is the
spiritual truth for practically experiencing the true joy of sex.
To be filled, one must give. But more so than not, couples are
frustrated because while desiring the fruits of intimacy they’re
unwilling to walk through the open door of giving. In a great
battle for control, individuals resist giving their souls, spirits,
and bodies to each other. Physical access is withheld or
bargained. Connecting emotionally is marginalized, off limits,
or, at best, regulated. We live as if he that is true never said it’s
more blessed to give than to receive. (106) Of sexual giving:

Truth says tis “more blessed to give”
Jesus in no way had it reversed.
But desiring and living only to receive
Yields sex lives only and continuously cursed.
But the Bible contains no error
In its translation, nothing was lost.
Perfectly preserved is truth revealed
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We just won’t pay what giving cost.
So desiring more sex, spouses actually get less
When happy to receive but not give, give, give.
Refusing instruction that would bless, bless, bless
Two rather than one, are two combative.

Few are the couples whose sexual motto is “my joy is (your)
joy.” (107) Rare is the pragmatic standard of the dispensation of
your: body, time, words, touch, and focus; “given to me for
you.” But when minds are filled and bodies controlled by a
giving spirit this liberality not only supplies needs but produces
joy in such cheerful givers. Wives, if you shut down
impromptu advances, then you ought to be ashamed for
quenching your giving spirit. Wives justify a coldhearted “no”
saying, “you haven’t done anything for me so I’ll not do
anything for you,” but this is nothing more than selfishness.
Likewise, husbands dedicated to self-interests, personal
agendas, and careers, your wife deserves a greater devotion of
heart. Take the time you spend anticipating and building up to
events that excite the senses such as; camping, hiking, hunting,
sports, gaming, or vacations, and double it for your wife. Paul
said, “I will very gladly spend and be spent for you” (108) and if
you balk at such investment then shame on you for being so
incredibly and foolishly out of balance! You too are neglecting
the opportunity to employ and enjoy the gift of giving. This isn’t
about defining or controlling needs. It’s about putting down
selfish practices and preferences to find corporate joy in a
spirit-filled life of giving.
Another keeping the word of God principle is found in I Peter

wherein a husband is told to honor his wife. Scripture is clear,
so husbands quit fooling around. Stop acting like you’re not
sure what to do, or there’s no divine expectation, and get to
work. Among many, here are three ways to do this. First,
honor your wife by your presence. Spend quality and a large
quantity of time with her. Not her with you. Not her with you
and your friends or hobbies. Plain and simple, you with her.
Disobedience here sends a signal your wife isn’t a priority any
more. That her person used to be worth investing in but now,
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not. That the chase used to be exciting, but no longer is. You
might argue this is not your intent, but actions speak louder
than words for Proverbs 6:13 says one “speaketh with his feet.”
Her understanding of how much you care and value her is
connected to the time you give and you need to start obeying
your way to marital success. Second, honor her also with
presents. Israel was told to honor the Lord with substance, but
you can be sure the owner of the universe, who could create
millions more, wasn’t impressed with the physical things they
brought. Rather it was a giving spirit and a willing heart that
moved Him. Now, when’s the last time your wife saw this in
you? When was the last time it was the rejoicing of your heart
to give her something she didn’t need, but was pleased to have?
Husbands, wives are going to buy things. It’s within their
nature to feather the nest. However, they’ll be the first to
admit that much of the fun of something they want is lost when
they’re forced to buy it rather than receiving it from an in touch
and tuned in mate. So men, get with the program. Here’s a
simple way to communicate in a love language your wife will
easily understand. Saying (use words if you need to); “I
noticed and wanted to take care of you” will rock her world.
(Now don’t be a goof. A gift plus words are like a home run
turned into a grand slam. Solomon described pleasant words
“as an honeycomb, sweet to the soul, and health to the bones.”
(109) So buy gifts, and then give the full experience of love by
expressing why it such a blessing to do so.
Here’s a practical example of gift giving men face every year.

Have you ever heard complaints about Valentine’s Day…from
within? Protesting commercialism, husbands say, “I don’t need
some calendar event to tell me how or when it’s time to show
love. I can do that any day of the year.”, but do such tightwad
whiners follow through? Most of the time men can’t find a no-
reason receipt that disproves hollow boastings. Men, gifts are
an investment. Cards, flowers and other gifts can have a
blockbuster return! You might think, “It’s just a card. What’s
the big deal?” But wives have an internal calculator that
accounts things differently. To her there’s a message of
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enduring love, a devoted heart, and a joyful giving of self. Gifts
show she still catches your eye. A song in her heart tells her
she’s valuable, meaningful, interesting, and fairer than she ever
was and can you honestly think of anything better than a wife
when spending money where it will show more? Gifts can
represent a message of love and there isn’t anything more
important a husband could give and there isn’t anything a wife
would rather have. Men, shake their heads saying, “I don’t
understand this.” But every day you take advantage in spite of
ignorance. Not knowing how medicine or electricity works
never prevented you from enjoying them. So it is with presents
for your wife. Zechariah asked, “who hath despised the day of
small things?” (110) All I can say is, it had better not be you.
Thirdly, honor her by praising her. The Bible says, “Whoso
findeth a wife findeth a good thing” (111) and she needs to hear
why this is true for you. Private and public, spontaneous and
planned accolades regarding her beauty and worth ought to be
as consistent and natural as eating. “So ought men to love
their wives as their own bodies.” (112) and which of you would
forego a day without food? As far as expressive love is
concerned, men feel it is a most difficult calling. We say it’s
just not in our nature to be open about feelings. We believe
paychecks and homes are acceptable substitutes for intimate
conversations. We claim we don’t understand “connecting
emotionally.” But that’s a sham and copout! The issue here is
not one of complexity. It’s simply a lack of effort. C’mon, quit
discrediting scripture. Proverbs 12:24 states; “The hand of the
diligent shall bear rule: but the slothful shall be under tribute.”
You believe hard work and focus produces mastery. But of
understanding emotional needs, you assuage (without
authority) its pragmatism. This verse clearly teaches laziness,
not ability, creates slaves. So if ignorance of the opposite sex
taxes you, the problem is not one of intelligence. Were that the
case you might count yourself fortunate for one can always
educate the mind. No, a much more serious malady exists, for
a slothful spirit in a human body is a cancer of the will. But
even if connecting emotionally is difficult, the point is, God
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never asked you to understand it. He said meet the needs of
your partner. All men know very well how to nourish and
cherish their own bodies and the Bible is saying your wife needs
to be the object of the same attention you give to yourself. (And
of mystical osmoses, you know, when husbands say, “my wife
knows I love her. I just never tell her.” There’s a Greek word
for that, baloney!) If you’re thinking, “I already do this,” I
remind you Paul prayed, “the Lord make you to increase and
abound in love one toward another.” (113) So there’s no saying,
“it’s enough” or “this is a verse with application to members of
a church, but not to couples.” We have a directive to “withhold
not good from them to whom it is due, when it is in the power
of thine hand to do it” (114) and if Jesus praises His bride, then
your wife deserves the same from you. If you’re worried efforts
might not be exactly right, here are a few suggestions: First,
tune into your wife like you do yourself and you’ll shortly
discover what’s important to her. Second, women are very
intuitive. They possess an innate ability to see love in the most
awkward efforts. You praise, and the clumsiest of packages will
be happily received. When the heart is right the mouth cannot
but speak so and this love language makes all the difference,
not in the world, but in a heart, which is a far grander place.
Third, ask. “The soul of the sluggard desireth, and hath
nothing.” (115), so if you want to know what makes your wife tic-
talk to her. Lazy husbands with their hands in their pockets,
act as if Jesus never said, “ask and it shall be given.” (116)

Inactivity is robust pride refusing outside help and; I’m sorry
sluggard man, who did you say the weaker vessel was?
I recently heard a husband complaining about his “wife’s

excessive shopping habit.” While covetousness could be a retail
porn addiction, the fault might lie with the husband. How so?
It’s been suggested some women with a low self esteem self
medicate by overindulging in shopping. Men listen closely, if
you begrudgingly spend time with your wife, if you never of
your own volition give her gifts, if you never boast of, praise,
and compliment her then it’s no wonder she’s searching for
fulfillment. The loud and clear signal you’re sending is she’s
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just not worth the time, effort, or investment anymore. No
wonder she’s shopping! Maybe she’s got a low self esteem
because that’s what you gave! If pleasant words are sweet to
the soul and health to the bones then what effect will a lack
from you be? If you expect it to be anything other than
bitterness and weakness you might as well admit a practical
belief in witchcraft. You think without any effort, sweetness
and strength will just magically appear. Rather than diligently
working to fulfill Peter’s admonition to give honor (in the form
of pleasant praise) to your wife, “as unto the weaker vessel” (117)

you believe your wife will just automatically be sweet and
strong. And if she isn’t Pilot-husbands symbolically wash their
hands as if to absolve any and all responsibility. Can you
imagine Jesus treating His bride this way? You say, “No!”
Then why are you acting so toward yours? You couldn’t be
more unloving! Did you ever think about this? Of course not.
You’re too busy being wrapped up in self-righteousness
(incredibly small and insignificant package) to believe anyone
other than your wife is completely at fault. What the Lord said
to Cain about his relationship to Able can in principle be
applied to you with your wife; “Why art thou wroth? and why is
thy countenance fallen? If thou doest well, shalt thou not be
accepted? and if thou doest not well, sin lieth at the door.” (118)

You are connected to the challenges your wife has and the
reason many wives are depressed and down on themselves is
rooted in a lack of charity from husbands whose actions deny a
once active love. We have not done well, and therefore have no
business or right being angry with anyone other than ourselves.
So has the Lord has pricked your heart? Are you asking

“what shall we do?” If so get up and get busy for change is not
grasped by contemplation only. The mouth, hands, and feet are
the plows of the mind. Practice chivalry. Get remarried. Elope
again and again. Wear a shirt that says, “I’m with beautiful.”
Write some love letters. Dance. Buy gifts. The next time V-
day comes around, get 12 cards and then mail one each month.
Forget about 1 day, have a V-week by renting “chick flicks” for 7
nights in a row. Arrange a day off from everything except her.
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Give her a massage. Serenade her. In the dead of winter throw
her pajamas in the dryer about 10 minutes before bedtime. On
and on we could go for a lack of examples of how to
demonstrate love is not the problem. It’s doing them and
here’s the bottom line: if you’ll quit being so self-centered and
start showing your wife on a regular basis she’s still your love of
loves, you’ll be well on your way to keeping the Lord’s word of
honoring her which results in a full of praise marriage.
Ephesians, Colossians, and I Peter instruct a wife to submit

to her own husband as she would to the Lord and Titus says a
woman can beautify holiness by loving her husband. (What an
amazing thought! Wives, beauty reaches far beyond personal
adornment. Each day you affect the attractiveness of
something you thought was pretty well off on its own.) This is
the admonition of the New Testament. Wives, you agreed as
scripture instructed husbands to love. Now it’s your turn to
fulfill the exhortation of God’s word. In our day, can you think
of a greater challenge posted to Christian women? It’s not that
you don’t have direction. Neither is this principle difficult to
understand. It’s just that it cuts so much against the grain of
society that we don’t even hear this whispered much less
proclaimed in Christian circles. Think back, when was the last
time you heard this boldly preached as a doctrine of our Lord?
Have you ever heard such a sermon? Probably not and one of
the reasons is that our seeker friendly philosophies have
displaced God’s clear word for fear of the world’s contempt.
We cower at their disdain, so we juggle languages as if the Bible
contained a mistake or God failed to precisely communicate.
Submission is labeled an archaic, degrading, and devaluing
concept. It’s considered scary and dangerous (The Spirit
admonished those in authority to lead by example, as they are
not lords (119)), but this does not cancel God’s word.
Submission doesn’t mean you’re a little browbeaten mindless
servant that asks, “How high?” every time a husband says
jump. (Does this describe the relationship between Jesus and
His bride?) Rather, it’s being responsible and faithful in a
position of accountability so they that “watch for your souls,”
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“may do it with joy.” (120) Wives, your husband needs to know
that when he makes decisions you’re mentally, emotionally,
spiritually, and physically behind him. Your backing means
more to him than a thousand other assurances. When
Jonathan asked his armor bearer to go into battle, his response
was, “Do all that is in thine heart…behold, I am with thee
according to thy heart.” (121) and he should be your mentor/
hero. Some argue he didn’t have a choice. If that’s true, this
makes your decision to do so much more honorable. Wife, if
your husband knows you’re with him, if he knows you’re
cheering him on, he’ll do valiantly for to respect, proudly
support, and stand with him is to meet his single most
important emotional need. Your strength of being able to
express feelings and emotions in an uplifting manner can make
your man feel like he’s still your knight in shinning armor and
when that happens there’s no giant too tall. James spoke of the
destructive power of the tongue. But the very same member
can also be used for tremendous good. He said; “Even so the
tongue is a little member, and boasteth great things.” (122) So
use it that way. Hey, Proverbs 16:24 absolutely applies to you
too! Talk about the great things your man has done. Your
husband’s attitude, desires, passions, self-esteem, and get-up-
and-go are the great ship James said is turned with a “very
small helm” and you can positively influence everything about
your husband by what you say to and about him. Wives,
beautify holiness by speaking words seasoned with grace. And
“as unto the Lord,” (123) and “as it is fit in the Lord” (124) submit.
After discussion follow. If you cannot reach an agreement or if
unsure of a particular direction, as the church would to Jesus,
submit. I realize this flies in the face of today’s feminists.
Hearts not governed by the word of the Lord will angrily lash
out against what they cannot understand, but dysfunctional
and unsuccessful relationships are testimony enough that the
wicked are “snared in the work of their own hands.” (125) Wives,
listen to the heart of Ruth; “for whither thou goest, I will go;
and where thou lodgest, I will lodge: thy people shall be my
people, and thy God my God.” (126) Can you successfully argue
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she was not greatly blessed by the decision to submit, first to
the God of Israel and then to Naomi?
You see, marriage is not a 50-50 deal where you meet

somewhere in the middle. It’s been said whosoever thinks this
just doesn’t know the half of it. It’s 100% on the part of both
partners and I simply ask; is this what you find in your
marriage? With a divorce industry in our day, we would be
hard pressed to prove the majority of marriages function
according to Bible principles. The truth of the matter is,
despite all of God’s clear and careful instruction, indifference
and outright disobedience to His word results in a multitude of
problems and failures. We have a bunch of dusty Bibles and
therefore dirty lives. Sin has kept us from the Bible rather than
allowing the Bible to keep us from sin. But this Philadelphia
marriage, Jesus said, kept His word. It can be done, and we
need to take upon ourselves the attitude and actions of the
Psalmist when he said, "I thought on my ways, and turned my
feet unto thy testimonies, I made haste, and delayed not to
keep thy commandments." (127)

The third and final ingredient of this ideal marriage is found
in the statement, "Thou hast not denied my name." This
element has important application in two areas: recognition
and dependence. First, if you were a Philadelphia marriage,
whom would you credit? What would you identify or point out
as the reason for success? Earlier, a reference was made to I
Corinthians 1 where God said He chooses the weak things of
the world to confound the mighty. And why? That no flesh
should glory in God's presence. God is very jealous when it
comes to glory. He said, “I will be honoured upon Pharaoh,
and upon all his host; that the Egyptians may know that I am
the LORD.” (137) And again, “I will be exalted among the
heathen, I will be exalted in the earth.” (138) God is describing
the best of marriages and to have one is not a function of
chance. It's not a fluke, fate, or the result of good old fashion
hard work. The Philadelphia Christians arrived at a place of
praise, and they were quick and careful to publicize that it was
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Jesus who was the cause and catalyst of their prosperous
journey.
We live in a time where great importance is put on

education, experience, and position. Man made titles such as
"Doctor" or "Reverend" are used to validate messages, convey
accuracy, express experience, and (for some) to impress or
attract. Not so with the Philadelphia church, and not so with a
Philadelphia marriage. Any opportunity to speak of success
was an opportunity to speak of Christ. It was Jesus and Jesus
only! Let me ask, if you could tune into heaven, what would
the Lord be saying about your marriage? Would He be almost
embarrassed by the vast credit it gives Him? Would He say
you’re a personal blessing as people everywhere see Him as
responsible for all the good in your marriage? We say, "Give
credit where credit is due," and Philadelphia had done just
that. Instead of glorying in themselves or their
accomplishments, they praised and honored the worthy name
of Jesus! They echoed the praise of the twenty-four elders of
Revelation 4:11 saying, "Thou art worthy, Oh Lord, to receive
glory and honour and power: for thou hast created all things
(including this Philadelphia marriage), and for thy pleasure
they are and were created." (You’re marriage has a greater
purpose than just living happily ever after.) Seeing you were
saved, baptized, and gather in the name “above every name,”
(140) why in the world would you think building a successful
relationship upon some other foundation is in any way
possible? Seeing that God praised Philadelphia’s action, we
should be admonished and inspired to do the same.
Second, in terms of dependence, this marriage constantly

drew upon the Lord’s name. Whether it was comfort,
direction, joy, inspiration, or solutions, the name of Jesus was
Philadelphia’s wellspring. Samuel said, "Hitherto hath THE
LORD helped us" (141) and you need to realize it is impossible to
build a marriage free of condemnation without considering the
importance of Jesus' name. You've got to get your eyes off self.
You've got to stop running to quick fix seminars or trusting what
the Lord described as “broken cisterns, that can hold no water.”
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(142) Do you believe, “Neither is there salvation in any other: for
there is none other name under heaven given among men,
whereby we must be saved” (143) has but a single application? If
in that name we receive forgiveness of sins, then it is also able
to save your marriage for its power is not limited. If through
that name we receive answers to prayer, then it is also the
means for answers for a happy and healthy marriage. If that
name is the name to which every knee shall bow, then it is
imperative we confess its Lordship for it possesses the hope of a
Philadelphia marriage.
Years ago I found myself in the presence of a marital dispute

where a husband, under the influence of medication and
alcohol, was threatening to kill his spouse, and then himself.
He had fired several rounds of a 45-caliber pistol into the
ground to prove he was serious, and the wife, understandably,
was on the verge of hysteria. It was a very tense and dangerous
situation. With absolutely no idea how to defuse the situation,
suddenly the thought to pray entered my mind. So right then,
right there, in the middle of all the threats and crying I knelt
down and began to pray. Now I had prayed many a prayer in
my life, but never before had I prayed or been taught to pray as
I did that day. The only words I could speak were "Lord Jesus."
Nothing else came to mind. Nothing else came out of my
mouth. All prayer models went right out the door. Not that
they’re bad, but in retrospect I believe what happened was
what Paul described saying, “the Spirit also helpeth our
infirmities: for we know not what we should pray for as we
ought.” (144) I don't know how long my praying continued. 5
seconds, 5 minutes, I have no idea. But then "without reason,"
the husband came over to me, said he was leaving, and did so.
Later that night, the couple ended up at their pastor's house
with the man praying to be saved. I don't understand all that
happened that day, but I believe the power of the name of the
Lord Jesus delivered me and that family from harm. Truly;
“they cry unto the LORD in their trouble, and he bringeth
them out of their distresses. He maketh the storm a calm, so
that the waves thereof are still. Then are they glad because
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they be quiet; so he bringeth them unto their desired haven.
Oh that men would praise the LORD for his goodness, and for
his wonderful works to the children of men!” (145)

Philadelphia didn't deny the name of Christ, but most
couples squander this Divine resource. In daily applications
verses such as, “The name of the LORD is a strong tower: the
righteous runneth into it, and is safe,” (146) “the Lord hear thee
in the day of trouble; the name of the God of Jacob defend
thee,” (147) “Some trust in chariots, and some in horses: but we
will remember the name of the LORD our God,” (148) and “Save
me, O God, by thy name” (149) sound foreign. We believe
depending on Jesus' name is not very realistic much less
effectual so we turn on some i-device and soak up the advice of
those more concerned about advertising revenue, ratings, likes,
and subscribers rather than propagating Jesus. Ignoring
scripture’s that speak of the Lord’s powerful name, we attend
seminars, talk to counselors, and trust programs. No wonder
the Lord said, “in vain shalt thou use many medicines; for thou
shalt not be cured.” (150) David said, “I will call upon the
LORD, who is worthy to be praised: so shall I be saved from
mine enemies.” (151) and perpetual unhappiness proves the
inadequacy of alternate choices. Of dependence, consider the
thief crucified alongside Jesus. Given what the Lord looked
like, how practical was his request? (152) Trusting someone
whose “visage was so marred more than any man, and his form
more than the sons of men” (153) must have seemed and felt
crazy. But believing the testimonies about Jesus from the
ungodly, regardless of appearance, made all the difference in
this world, and the next. Oh, the instant he got to paradise he
was walking and leaping and praising God! God turned his
mourning into dancing and girded him with gladness to the end
his glory would sing praise unto God (154) and this because by
faith he looked beyond the physical, rejected mental
justifications, and called on Jesus. Husband and wife, we need
to do the same! Praise God, we can do the same! Many of us
in the same shape that thief was, broken and about to die, have
the same perfect opportunity to call out to the one described
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as, “able also to save them to the uttermost that come unto God
by him.” (155) It's time to start calling on the greatest resource
available. Nothing will better help your marriage, make the
devil angrier, or give God greater glory than scores of couples
praising and crying out to the glorious, worthy, and matchless
name of Jesus Christ!
Having identified the virtues of this marriage, the Lord in

verse nine addresses an issue of extreme importance. He says;
“Behold, I will make them of the synagogue of Satan, which say
they are Jews, and are not, but do lie; behold, I will make them
to come and worship before thy feet, and to know that I have
loved thee.” Here God sets about to expose people who claim
to be His but, in reality, are not. This similar thought was
expressed in two previous churches. In Ephesus the Lord said,
"thou hast tried them which say they are Apostles, and are not,
but hast found them liars." And of Smyrna we read; “I know
the blasphemy of them which say they are Jews, and are not,
but are the synagogue of Satan.” What does this mean?
Simply this, Satan has always seen to it that counterfeits exist
for by them he attempts to neutralize or confuse the work of
the Lord. In our analogy, you know there are multitudes of
marriage books, councilors, seminars, T.V. shows, pod casts,
and web sites. They sound right, look good, and boast user
friendly keys for a better marriage. But a truthful Lord is
saying some who would slip an arm around you and point your
marriage in a particular direction are, literally, of the synagogue
of Satan. “They that are such serve not our Lord Jesus Christ,
but their own belly; and by good words and fair speeches
deceive the hearts of the simple.” (156) Cunning liars, they boast
great swelling words of success but they will be exposed for
what they truly are---ministers of Satan.
Throughout scripture false ministers have claimed and

possessed tremendous, even miraculous, power. Moses faced
this when the sorcerers of Egypt turned rods into serpents,
water into blood, and brought forth frogs. (157) Revelation
describes a beast with the ability to give life to an image to the
end he would deceive “them that dwell on the earth by the
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means of those miracles which he had power to do.” (158) But
don’t be moved by all this. In the past God overcame Egyptian
magicians. In the future He’ll cast the beast alive into a lake of
fire. And presently He charges Himself with moving against
liars. He’ll ensure their corrupt psychological analyses and
humanistic advice completely fails. And why? Because their
claims, words, and works exclude Him and His word and this,
the Lord will disallow.
A “synagogue” is the program structure that looks right.

“Which say they are Jews” is the verbiage that seems to ring
true. But beneath this facade is a reality Paul warned of saying,
in the last days men would “resist the truth” by “having a form
of godliness” while “denying the power thereof.” (159) These
imitators concoct the most satanic means of resisting God’s
truth. Their potion is to mimic true believers. Their witchcraft
adopts the same phraseology (remember the devil quoting
scripture?). But they categorically deny the cross of Jesus in
their hearts and His practical lordship over their lives. Every
marriage program will have truth. Satan sees to it for his
gospel is: success comes from, not a single, but multiple
resources. As long as a better relationship is procured sources
don’t matter for the end result is the same. During the first
three plagues many must have thought Moses was nothing
special. If the miracles were the same, so too were the
workers, right? If Moses was to free slaves by wonders, I
wonder how many on-lookers decided magicians could keep
them so by the same? But of the forth plague the Bible says;
“And the magicians did so with their enchantments to bring
forth lice, but they could not” and they quickly confessed; “This
is the finger of God.” (160) Their folly was manifested “unto all
men” and what the Lord did to Jannes and Jambres is exactly
what He will do to the liars of the synagogue of Satan. They’ll
run their course. They’ll have their time. But eventually their
power and wisdom “shall proceed no further.” (161) For God
“frustrateth the tokens of the liars, and maketh diviners mad.”
He will “turn wise men backward, and make their knowledge
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foolish” (162) and furthermore promises that men “of wicked
devices will he condemn.” (163)

I spoke with a man who said he and his wife had sought
counseling for marital problems. Their so-called advisor
suggested a six-month trial separation to see if things would
improve. This man is a physician, and I thought, for all his
education, he sure got fooled. If a severely wounded person
were wheeled into an emergency room, would he send the
patient away for six months to see if the injury would self heal?
Of course not! But this is exactly what he and his wife were
advised to do. What sad and sorry advice! It proves to be
nothing but “wind and confusion.” (164) This couple was like
King Asa who “was diseased in his feet, until his disease was
exceeding great: yet in his disease he sought not to the LORD,
but to the physicians.” (165) Their counselor was a “forger of
lies” and a “physician of no value.” (166) No wonder the Lord
said, “Woe to the rebellious children, saith the LORD, that take
counsel, but not of me; and that cover with a covering, but not
of my spirit, that they may add sin to sin: That walk to go down
into Egypt, and have not asked at my mouth; to strengthen
themselves in the strength of Pharaoh, and to trust in the
shadow of Egypt! Therefore shall the strength of Pharaoh be
your shame, and the trust in the shadow of Egypt your
confusion.” (167) Scripture indeed speaks of spouses separating
while they give themselves “to fasting and prayer” (168) and how
convenient, modern, and acceptable, it was to omit this and
Jesus. Listen, the devil has legions of people who look right,
talk right, and will impress you with accolades galore as they
work to skirt, ignore, and even undermine God's word. Their
words are more so a business than a ministry. They’ll never tell
you, “The way of the LORD is strength to the upright.” (169)

They’ll impress you with data, experience, intellect, stories,
theory, and titles. Human tenure and expertise are beds of
“carved works” and “fine linens of Egypt.” Ventures into the
psyche are perfumes of “myrrh, aloes, and cinnamon.” (170)

They’ll never counsel you to “Seek ye the LORD while he may
be found, call ye upon him while he is near” (171) for to get close
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to Him is to get away from them and that would be financially
devastating. For pigs people are still avoiding Christ! (172) Not
“valiant for the truth upon the earth.” (173) all they have and
know is contained within self and therefore their advice stems
from intellectual power and extensive learning. It will never
rise above that which is human and is condemned as “earthly,
sensual, devilish.” (174) The Lord judged such intelligence
saying, “thy wisdom and thy knowledge, it hath perverted
thee…therefore, shall evil come upon thee.” (175) The bottom
line is this: if you follow half-truths it will be just a matter of
time before your marriage splits like Israel did in Rehoboam’s
time. Listening to the wrong people set the nation on a
collision course with disaster. Had he listened to the word of
the Lord he would have said, “thou through thy
commandments hast made me wiser than mine enemies,” “I
have more understanding than all my teachers,” and “I
understand more than the ancients.” (176) Of those that misled
him, and all others who have us trust man to the exclusion of
God, scripture says, “Cursed be he that maketh the blind to
wander out of the way. And all the people shall say, Amen.” (177)

This idea of claiming power is not as old or foreign as we
think. I saw, on a nationally televised program, a "Ph.D." who
was billed as having "new" and "wonderful" information that
promised to save and improve marriages. With best-selling
books she traveled the country giving lectures, and was
featured in numerous national magazine articles. But, Jesus
was never mentioned. No inn room still, it’s like He was born
every time the program was conducted. Carefully, purposefully,
excluding the Lord, the program was entirely humanistic in
that a great marriage is produced by you. The philosophy is,
“My power and the might of mine hand hath gotten me this
wealth.” (178) It is true; we reap what, where, more and exactly
what we sow. But just as true is the impossibility of having a
marriage so full of love that before God it stands free of
condemnation, without including the Lord Jesus. Offering
money, Simon asked the Apostles, "Give me also this power,
that on whomsoever I lay hands, he may receive the Holy
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Ghost." Peter said, "Thy money perish with thee, because thou
hast thought that the gift of God may be purchased with
money." (179) Desiring a good thing, Simon did the very best he
could in trying to obtain it. But a man's best is not the standard
God uses when giving gifts to men. You know that one cannot
purchase the gift of God with money! Likewise, neither can we
have the best of marriages by trusting and relying solely on self!
I was grateful for the good information the program shared.
Jesus was right saying, “the children of this world are in their
generation wiser than the children of light.” (180) But, Peter said
Simon was "not right in this matter" and any person or
organization claiming solutions for improving marriages must;
to be lasting, balanced, and approved of the Lord, include
Jesus. Otherwise, failure shall be the inevitable end, as the
source of power is, at best, man. And scripture says of this,
“Vain is the help of man” and only “through God shall we do
valiantly: for he it is that shall tread down our enemies.” (181)

We'll consider two final points in our passage. Not having to
say “repent,” (how nice!) in verse eleven the Lord warns to
"Hold fast...that no man take thy crown." The minute couples
begin to live out Philadelphian principles several dynamics are
put into motion. First understand this decision is a life style
whose fruit starts and continuously stems from a once-and-for-
all faith-based decision. This isn’t some pep rally hype whose
emotional high or viral trend soon fades. Rather it’s a steadfast
direction wherein each and every day two as one recommit to
strength, keeping God word, and depending on Jesus’ name.
Manna was gathered daily. (182) David offered daily praise
offerings for daily benefits. (183) Paul said, “I die daily.” (184)

Jesus prayed, “Give us this day our daily bread” (185) and
exhorted us to “take up his cross daily” (186) and the
maintenance of your relationship is no less needful. As you
care daily for your physical body (eating, showering,
entertaining, and exercising), so must your relationship be.
Corporately, begin every day with David’s prayer for a clean
heart and a renewed right spirit toward your lover. Have daily
devotions together. Every night replace being buried in that
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blasted i-thing with some good old fashion family time and end
the day with what David described as singing praises “aloud
upon their bed.” (187) Do this and that ugly phrase “we just
grew apart” won’t even get a foothold in your relationship much
less grow.
The second dynamic is the warning of our text. There are at

least two major forces that set themselves against those who
desire the best of marriages. They are; your own flesh and
other people. Considering the latter, either by ignorance or
deliberate action people will attempt to ruin your marriage.
This sounds strange, but the warning proves the distinct
possibility. From the beginning, man’s history has been for the
ungodly to hate and injure the righteous. Cain murdered Abel.
(192) And why? Because the Lord accepted Abel’s sacrifice and
therefore him while rejecting Cain’s. So Cain reacted
accordingly. That which filled Able with peace filled Cain with
vengeance and attempts to ruin your Philadelphia marriage will
be no different. The Bible says, “men love darkness rather
than light because their deeds (are) evil” (193) and again, “the
wicked bend their bow… that they may privily shoot at the
upright in heart.” (194) Even more, because judgement is not
executed speedily, scripture says, “the heart of the sons of men
is fully set in them to do evil.” (195) That evil, in this case, is to
steal away whatever good they see in you or your spouse.
Consider the Lord Jesus. He spent His entire life doing good,
and yet the world couldn’t have hated Him more. When
crucified, they rejoiced in that He was finally dead and gone.
Men haven’t changed over the last two thousand years. There’s
been no evolution of the human heart. As a Philadelphia
couple you'll be a light in a dark world. You’ll be a beacon
showing how couples can live in love and harmony. Your
relationship will testify God's plan is the right and only way to
have a great marriage. And for all this good, people will reward
you as they did Jesus. They’ll do and take what they want and
leave nothing in return. Isn't this what happened with Joseph
and Potiphar's wife? (196) A good man serving God, and
faithfully conducting his master's business, he had to flee her
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forceful and ungodly advances. So out of control, defiling
herself, committing adultery, and ruining a reputation mattered
not. The flames of fornication were so intense, one day she
grabbed him and cried; “lie with me.” And to keep from being
burned by sin, to hold fast his integrity, he literally ran right out
of his coat. Listen, Jesus is telling us to hold fast, as many
people care nothing about destroying relationships or families.
Driven by greed, lust, or envy they follow plans and actions that
get them exactly what they want, regardless of collateral
damage. Jezebel’s still murder for good land. Human nature
doesn’t cringe at the thought of taking pleasure in another’s
ruin. Its sole sport is debauching integrity and unjust gain.
Such “are the ways of every one that is greedy,” (197) and how
disappointed God must be when those who know “more than
the beasts of the earth” (198) live as if they don’t. When you
leave your home or car, do you lock the doors? Why act
differently when it comes to protecting your marriage?
Especially in light of this warning. The devil hates a
Philadelphia couple and he'll do whatever it takes to spoil them.
He’ll set up a Judas in your circle. He’ll send a “very subtil”
Jonadab. You protect earthly goods, how much more the
picture of Jesus and His bride?
Another man that will “take thy crown” is you. Sinful

wretched self with relentless resolve will tempt you to refocus
attention solely and squarely on you. Any spirit-filled thought
such as service vs. self or ministry vs. me will be met with
vehement opposition for Paul said, “the flesh lusteth against
the Spirit.” (199) Daily challenges will tempt you to give up
Philadelphia principles. And there’s no avoidance or discharge
here for our struggles come “of your lusts that war in your
members.” (200) The Word of God says, “present your bodies a
living sacrifice” (201) and flesh says, “I’m going to do what I
want.” The Bible says, “Only by pride cometh contention” (202)

and our old man says, “I’ve got my rights.” Scripture says,
“Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay down his
life for his friends” (203) and an old nature says, “It’s my body
and my life!” You see it’s not a question of ability or knowledge,
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but to whom will you yield? A spiritual battle, please realize
struggles to live as one don’t stem from some fictitious different
planet scapegoat or a website’s software mismatch glitch. The
truth is, “we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against
principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness
of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.” (204)

And far too often we’re duped and spoiled by their attacks
because we under estimated their desire, cunning, and power.
Consider the Lord opening the Gospel door to the Gentiles. (205)

Using a vision of unclean animals, the Lord charged Peter to,
“Rise, kill, and eat.” But his response was, “Not so, Lord; for I
have never eaten any thing that is common or unclean.” In
his; mind’s logic, religious tradition, and sincere devotion there
was absolutely no way he would imagine much less do what was
commanded. Being repulsed in mind, body, and heart, he
reacted accordingly. Peter; “thou knowest that I love thee”
spirit-filled Gospel preaching scripture writing missionary Peter,
repeatedly said “no” to God. Now whether he was prejudice or
just in the flesh, he was totally unaware of the tremendous
blessing the Lord was presenting. But after finally hearing
God’s admonition, “What God hath cleansed, that call not thou
common” Peter yielded. Can we not see our own resistance
here? The scripture has counseled, shown, and plainly told us
over and over how to live with our spouse, but we continue to
miss the blessing of the Lord saying, “Not so Lord.” And we
feel really good about it because we’ve got some slick
justification, a classic rebuttal that sounds right, feels good, fits
the cultural climate of the day, and for a time is successful.
The commands of the Lord are, “submit” wives to your own
husbands, and, “love your wife as your own body” husband, but
in concert we say, “Not so Lord.” No wonder we’re in such
distress. Scripture says, “O that thou hadst hearkened to my
commandments! then had thy peace been as a river, and thy
righteousness as the waves of the sea.” (206) But unhappiness
and divorce prove a stiff-necked rebellion to “thus saith the
Lord.” Look, disobedience is disobedience no matter how
beautifully and carefully it’s packaged, and great marriages will
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never be had until we “put off…the old man, which is corrupt
according to the deceitful lusts; And be renewed in the spirit of
your mind. And that ye put on the new man, which after God is
created in righteousness and true holiness.” (207) “One sinner
destroyeth much good” (208) and that sinner is our old nature!
Jesus said, “hold fast” which means every time you’re enticed
to believe living for your spouse is stupid, a waste, a lost cause,
or just not for you anymore remember this thought’s source.
Remember, you’re in a battle. Remember, the just live by faith
in God’s word in spite of feelings, logic, or cultural norms and
remember to judge it as a subtle but powerful attempt to “take
thy crown.”
Consider two men before moving on for they demonstrate

the attacks Jesus warns of. One of the most notorious stories in
the Bible is David and Bathsheba. (209) At the pinnacle of his
career “the enemies of the LORD” conspired to use the
weakness of the flesh “to blaspheme” God and degrade His
children. In a moment of time David failed to “hold fast.”
Forgetting the admonition of his day, “when the host goeth
forth against thine enemies, then keep thee from every wicked
thing” (210) set-in motion a chain of terrible events that never
left David’s house. The other not so famous man is Uzziah. (211)

Scripture says, “He did that which was right in the sight of the
LORD.” “He sought God” and was “marvellously helped” and
this incited the enemy to take yet another crown from the
children of the Lord. But the strategy wasn’t to leverage
cravings of the flesh. The Bible says, “when he was strong, his
heart was lifted up to his destruction” and this is how “he
transgressed against the LORD his God.” A proud unrepentant
heart infected his body and what an incredibly sad commentary
it is that “he was cut off from the house of the LORD” with his
epitaph simply but concisely reading, “He is a leper.”
Jesus warns, “hold fast!” All of us know couples who used to

be something for God and now are not. Lights and salt of the
past, effectiveness has been reduced to less than nothing.
Their leprous testimony is used to highlight hypocrisy. If Paul
feared becoming a castaway (212) then with all diligence couples
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better watch their steps and take heed to their spirits! How
insightful and prophetic is the admonition to “cleanse yourself
from all filthiness of the flesh and spirit”! (213) You better
“watch thou in all things” (214) for in the mind of your enemies
this crown is up for grabs and they’ll not think twice to take it
by any and all means.
After His warning, we have the rewards for the best of

marriages. Verse ten says the Lord will keep couples from
temptation. In attempts to hold fast, is it possible to see or
know everything that would come against us? If it’s not even
on the radar of conscience can it be guarded against?
Obviously no, but the promise, “I will be an enemy unto thine
enemies…mine Angel shall go before thee…and I will cut them
off” (215) gives tremendous peace for of unseen temptations,
“the LORD fighteth for them.”(216)

Scripture says, He "preserveth the way of his saints," (217) and
this promise in action is seen in Exodus chapters 8, 9, and 10
in three of the plagues of Egypt. Flies infested, hail destroyed,
and darkness shrouded a nation while Goshen was spared.
Could Israel do this? Why the answer is obvious. God
orchestrated events by placing a "division" between nations.
One was ravaged, the other went wholly untouched, and the
sole reason was to show Jehovah as Lord in heaven and earth.
Likewise, Jesus is promising to protect Philadelphia couples.
Nothing gives a greater assurance than knowing, when God is
for us nothing can be otherwise. (218) When Jehoiakim went to
arrest an unsuspecting Jeremiah and Baruch the Bible says,
“the LORD hid them.” (219) He sees and knows what is beyond
us, and in eternity we’ll stand amazed at the secret workings of
God. How much He took care of us, “according to the integrity
of his heart” and guided us "by the skilfulness of His hands” (220)

will be shocking, and we will truly praise Him then for the
blessings of present temptations removed that we are
completely unaware of now.
The explicit rewards listed in verse twelve are: (1) to be made

a pillar and (2) the receiving of three new names. Scripture
uses pillars to depict testimony and strength. Jesus said,
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“remember Lot’s wife” for her becoming “a pillar of salt” (221)

speaks volumes about disobedience and desiring what the Lord
delivers from. After his vision, Jacob took a stone and “set it up
for a pillar” (222) for Bethel testified of “none other but the house
of God.” The testimony of the pillar of cloud and fire was it
gave, “light in the way wherein they should go” (223) and its
strength was God speaking out of its midst. The Lord made
Jeremiah an “iron pillar” (224) when he was to witness against
the house of Israel. Lastly, Paul described James, Cephas, and
John as “pillars” (225) of the church and who could argue these
living stones were not strong testimonies for the Lord Jesus?
To see how this reward applies to marriage, consider the

pillars of Solomon's temple. There were but two, and once
built they were named Boaz and Jachin. (226) No other part of
the temple was named after men, and being the Lord's temple
it’s odd the names were present at all. We'll see why this was
proper and why the Lord rewards a Philadelphia marriage by
making it like pillars of long ago. Of the pillar Boaz, you know
access to God in the Old Testament was extremely restricted.
Only the priests of Levi were allowed to enter the temple, and
even for them, strict standards, even those beyond personal
control, (227) disqualified many from the "Holiest of all." Given
this, a pillar named Boaz seems a real misnomer. How so?
The book of Ruth, is one of great love. It demonstrates
enduring and sacrificial love through Ruth and Namoi, and first
love with Boaz and Ruth. It illustrates how God loves to forgive
and portrays the love Christ has for His church. This little
four-chapter book is packed with words, actions, and pictures
of love, and this, not restriction or disqualification, is the
message of the pillar. Ruth was a Moabite and for the way they
as a nation treated Israel in the wilderness the Lord said they,
"should not come into the congregation of God for ever." (228)

But the book ends with Boaz and Ruth married, giving birth to
Obed. He was David's grandfather of whom Matthew chapter
one says Jesus was a son. It surprises us to find a Moabite in
the lineage of the Son of God, but this is the message of the
mercy, grace, and love of Jesus and likewise, the pillar Boaz. As
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people approached Jehovah the pillar preached love,
forgiveness, and reconciliation. For God’s glory and praise, its
consistent message was, God brings the absolute best out of
what was certainly the worst. Year after year it proclaimed that
no matter how bad, no matter how bleak, the way back to God
was still open! This message of reconciliation is paramount
and the Lord rewards a Philadelphia marriage the privilege of
declaring it. He’ll take this ruled by love marriage and display it
before the unbelieving, distressed, and discontented that they
might hope in God. Peter worded it this way, that “they may by
your good works, which they shall behold, glorify God in the day
of visitation.” (229) Isaiah described this testimony as so
inspiring that others will be encouraged to “build the old waste
places.” So enduring will the witness of Philadelphia couples be
that they will “raise up the foundations of many generations.”
This couple will be called, “The repairer of the breach, The
restorer of paths to dwell in” (230) and what a blessed privilege it
is to carry the reputation “all that see them shall acknowledge
them, that they are the seed which the LORD hath blessed!”
(231) To splitting marriages, to those at odds, to those who
cannot imagine returning to first love, God takes a brotherly
love marriage and says, what sin has ruined can be restored.
Displaying the relationship gives couples the opportunity to say,
“We will go with you: for we have heard that God is with you.”
(232) This marriage, “a blessing in the midst of the land” (233) the
Lord sets forth as an invitation so others might find God. He
said, “I will make them…a blessing” (234) from which we get Ira
B. Wilson’s prayer chorus;

Make me a blessing, make me a blessing,
Out of my life, may Jesus shine.
Make me a blessing, O Savior I pray,
Make me a blessing, to someone today.

The Lord would honor such a request by the radiant and
powerful testimony of a Philadelphia pillar. It is difficult to
imagine a greater privilege.
Now, what of the pillar named Jachin? If the pillar Boaz

invited people back into fellowship with the Lord, what more
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was needed? The answer is much! It’s amazing that nowhere
in scripture do we find a deed or story by anyone with this
name. Given all the names that could have been picked;
Samuel, Joshua, Moses, or Abraham, why allow such an
obscure person to have such a tremendous honor? The reason
lies in the name's meaning, "he will establish." Boaz said,
"Come one, come all." Jachin said, and "God will establish
you!" Boaz spoke of love and forgiveness. Jachin spoke of it
enduring. God wouldn’t say; "establish yourself" or "prove every
day that you belong here." No! He was saying He was the
dependable One! That He would work to establish hearts and
lives! It was a promise based on His eternal love and divine
ability! A testimony to His great faithfulness, we can thank God
that what was true in Solomon's time is the same today! Peter
said, "But the God of all grace, who hath called us unto his
eternal glory by Jesus Christ, after that ye have suffered a
while, make you perfect, stablish, strengthen, settle you." (235)

Likewise, Paul said, "Being confident of this very thing, that he
which hath begun a good work in you will perform it until the
day of Jesus Christ." (236) The Lord says He is the means for
sustained marital peace, joy, strength, depth, and harmony. It
is a reality and He'll use a Philadelphia marriage to declare it.
“A city that is set on a hill cannot be hid. Neither do men light
a candle, and put it under a bushel, but on a candlestick; and it
giveth light unto all that are in the house” (237) and this is the
gift for couples with a little strength, who keep God’s word, and
are completely relying on Jesus’ name. You see, there’s a bigger
picture than simply surviving marriage or living happily ever
after. It’s not about you; but it is absolutely about God making
“known what is the riches of the glory of this mystery among
the Gentiles; which is Christ in you, the hope of glory.” (238)

Listen, there are multitudes of couples who need establishing
and the Lord will reach them by the Jachin testimony of a
Philadelphia marriage. In offices, daycares, schoolrooms,
grocery stores, job sites, and friend’s homes God wants others
to see the completing, stabilizing, strengthening, and settling
ability of the God of all grace. Newlyweds whose honeymoon is
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over need to know what Jachin means. Couples dealing with
boredom or indifference, God would show a Jachin testimony.
Those coping with temptation and forgiveness require the
steadfast declaration that God “is able to keep us from falling,
and to present us faultless before the presence of his glory” (239)

and He is pleased to provide it in the real live picture of a
Philadelphia couple. The attractiveness of this relationship will
be seen as something others wish they had. And they can if
they are willing to allow God to make them so. Oh that we
might through the gifts of our Lord Jesus be couples that hear
others saying a thousand times over, “I have learned by
experience that the LORD hath blessed me for thy sake.” (240)

The Lord also says three names will be written on this
marriage. The act of God writing occurs four times in
scripture. In Exodus and Deuteronomy, He wrote on tables of
stone. In Daniel, it was a wall. Jesus used the ground in John’s
gospel. And on this overcoming marriage the names of “God,”
the “new Jerusalem," and Jesus’ “new name” are written.
Men’s names were inscribed on the temple of old, where the

Lord God had placed “his name.” Here heavenly names are
ascribed to Philadelphia marriages. The progression of God
writing is: The Law, judgement, mercy, and lastly glory and
honor. The Law was a standard of righteousness to be kept.
Failing in every point, we are judged and condemned. Paul put
it this way, “And the commandment, which was ordained to life,
I found to be unto death. For sin, taking occasion by the
commandment, deceived me, and by it slew me.” (241) Jesus
then steps forth and to those believing and receiving Him, says,
“Neither do I condemn thee.” (242) No wonder the scripture
says of Jesus, “the common people heard him gladly.” (243) And
now, even more, those who live out Philadelphian principles are
rewarded honor and glory. Many things ascribed to God’s will
are nothing more than the energy of restless natures. God has
not sanctioned the activity, but can you imagine God being so
pleased with the day in and day out life of your marriage that
He would be happy to label it with His own name? Can you
believe Him to be so pleased with your relationship that He
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identifies it as His dwelling place? Can you picture God writing
on your marriage the name to which every knee shall bow!
What a tremendous honor! The Bible says, “Eye hath not
seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into the heart of
man, the things which God hath prepared for them that love
him. But God hath revealed them unto us by his Spirit” (244)

and what a glorious thing to see God showing His desire to
award this marriage so.
The Apostle Paul described believers as epistles, “known and

read of all men.” He said they were “manifestly declared to be
the epistle of Christ ministered by us, written not with ink, but
with the Spirit of the living God; not in tables of stone, but in
fleshly tables of the heart.” (245) In a godless world, “There be
many that say, Who will show us any good?” (246) And Jehovah
responds by the living testimony of Jesus in Philadelphia
couples. We need to know, our marriages are books. People
read our chapters every day, and if they put yours down right
now, what would they say it was about? What is the title and
theme? Are they inspired to have faith? Do they see God and
learn of Jesus? If “there come in one that believeth not, or one
unlearned, he is convinced of all, he is judged of all: And thus
are the secrets of his heart made manifest; and so falling down
on his face he will worship God, and report that God is in you of
a truth?” (247) Or would they see; struggling, rocky
relationships, bored wives, addicted husbands, friends drifting
apart, or co-existing but separated spouses? Solomon prayed
that “all people of the earth may know thy name…and may
know that this house…is called by thy name” (248) and a greater
than Solomon is answering, using the house of Philadelphia
couples! We praise the Lord Jesus for this revelation and we
ask that through the power of His Spirit that He would “incline
our hearts unto him” (249) that we might receive it.
In conclusion, I say again that Philadelphia represents the

marriage that Jesus desires for you. Holiness found nothing
that merited correction. Truthfulness revealed praiseworthy
characteristics. For such a marriage the key of love opens
doors of ministry while closing and ones of temptation and I
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simply ask, is this your reality? If not, an even more searching
question is, do you even long for it to be so?
We live in a time when marriage carries only a shadow of its

intended joy and honor. Most folks esteem it far less important
than the Lord does. When Ezekiel’s wife was taken to heaven
the Lord said Israel would also lose “their strength, the joy of
their glory, the desire of their eyes, and whereupon they set
their minds.” (250) Would you suffer nearly as much if your
marriage failed? Is that how would you calculate it out?
Listen, you need to reject what an ignorant and rebellious
world preaches about God’s holy and honorable gift. The
polluted ideas and ways of godless masses need to be
completely condemned and forsaken. Wheat marriages have
too long looked like the marriage tares of the world. There’s
little if any difference and all are the worse for it. Jesus
entered a ship once and to teach the multitudes asked his
disciples to “thrust out a little.” When done He looked his
disciples dead in the eye and told them to “launch out into the
deep” for a draught. (251) Husbands, wives, it’s time to get
serious. It’s time to launch out into the deep waters of a
Philadelphia marriage. We’ve listened to teaching after
teaching. We’ve got books, CDs, and pod casts galore. We’ve
heard sermon upon sermon about building better relationships,
and yet compared to the glorious standard “they shall be one”
we have some of the sorriest marriages ever! No wonder God
said of His people “they come,” “they sit,” and “they hear,” “but
they will not do…for with their mouth they show much love,
but their heart goeth after their covetousness.” (252) Jesus said
the best marriage: has a little strength, has kept His word, and
has not denied His name. These, and only these, provide for a
brotherly love marriage. It’s impossible to miss the mark of the
greatest marriage with them and it’s just as impossible to be
successful without them.
From the onset of this chapter I said this is the Lord's

counsel and urged you to set aside traditional beliefs and
accepted norms as to what constitutes a great marriage. Did
you? If so, what will you now do with what the Lord has
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shown? God has not brought this information your way to
simply fill your head with more knowledge. (God deliver us
from the idolatrous worship of intelligentsia!) You have it so
that by grace you can enjoy the best marriage in the world as
the Lord uses it to minister. So quit thinking it’s cool or
interesting. Truth is not grasped by contemplation only. Get
busy. Act. Work out the Lord’s revelation. From the heart to
the hands, from the inside to the outside make a faith-based
decision and an enduring commitment that you will henceforth
walk in the Damascus road light God has given.
The Lord desires to give you gifts that right now are beyond

your wildest imaginations. Oh how I pray for circumcised
hearts and ears that we might hear “what the Spirit saith.”
The testimony of Jesus is plain enough. Like Canaan of old,
Philadelphia, “surely floweth with milk and honey” (254) and is
“the glory of all lands.” (255) Unbelief tempts us to look at
difficulties. It reminds us of a long and dark history of past
struggles, even failures. However, faith considers the word of
God in our hands and reasons “we are well able” to enter into
the promises of the Lord. Husband, wife, bring in the living
God! No wall is higher than “I AM.” No city is too great, no
giant too strong. The evil reports of flesh and senses are
nothing to Him. Don’t look at the grasshopper of self. Of the
message of Philadelphia pray that a double portion of the spirit
of Caleb might rest upon your marriage so that two as one
would say, “let us go up at once, and possess it.” (256)
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CHAPTER 7

THE LAODICEA MARRIAGE

Having considered the best and most noble relationship, we
now come to our seventh and final marriage. While
Philadelphia should have been a springboard and catalyst for
even greater marital heights, we will see that Laodicea actually
depicts the worst possible marriage. It’s an incredibly sad
commentary that the blueprints for the ultimate marriage are
used for nothing more than to start and fan the fires of the
poorest of marriages. But this has always been man’s history.
In a perfect Eden, Adam and Eve chose a lie and death over
truth and life with God. In Canaan the Children of Israel
sought other gods. No sooner had the New Testament begun
that we find warnings regarding people rising up in the church
who, “speaking perverse things” attempt to “draw away
disciples after them.” (1) And after the millennial reign of
Christ, Revelation twenty reveals a people, numbered “as the
sand of the sea,” gathering to war against God. (2) In spite of
perfect environments, lands of milk and honey, grace, and a
thousand-year reign of righteousness man’s testimony in every
dispensation is one of wrong choices, miscalculations, and out-
right rebellion and the path Laodicea follows is no different. In
all previous marriages the Lord praised good traits, but this isn’t
true of Laodicea. Having then no good whatsoever, it truly
constitutes the most awful relationship possible and though it
might surprise you what makes this marriage so bad, the
greater shock is the tremendous number of Christian marriages
it represents.
What an alarming thought--not one praiseworthy element in

Laodicea! Who would have ever imagined the church sinking
to such lows? Yet, in our analogy, considering the number of
couples who adored and pledged an undying love fighting,
despising, divorcing, and even emotionally and physically
harming each other we are forced to acknowledge the
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Laodicean condition is not only possible, but commonplace.
Coming out of Egypt, God led the Children of Israel to Mt.
Sinai so they might enjoy feasting with Him. However, despite
His greatest mercies and deliverance, Israel showed man's
propensity to set God aside to follow his own imaginations and
desires. Fashioning a golden calf, Aaron proclaimed, "To
morrow is a feast to the Lord," and the Bible says Israel
celebrated by eating, drinking, and dancing naked around a
man-made idol. (3) What a complete and total wreck they made
of what God desired! No sooner were they set free from Egypt,
that they succumbed to an even greater taskmaster,
themselves. Rejoicing in the “works of their own hands” (4)

they enjoyed themselves, more than God. They changed “the
glory of the uncorruptible God into an image made like to
corruptible man, and to birds, and fourfooted beasts.” (5) But
the Lord's plague in addition to Levi’s sword (6) are sobering
reminders that anything fashioned by man which attempts to
displace God, however beautiful, valuable, or pleasing man may
deem, will certainly meet the Lord’s bitter judgment. Listen,
God has called us to enjoy marriage. But, like Israel of old, we
have shamed our calling and ourselves by crafting relationships
according to us.
As with previous marriages I would urge you to fast and pray

before considering Laodicea. Though Jesus said His disciples
would do this when He was gone, in spite of Paul saying
couples would give themselves to such, (7) when was the last
time you did? Your marriage is at stake and the question to ask
is not will we, but why haven’t we done this? Stop reading and
ask the Lord for a good ground heart that you might receive
what the Spirit sows. Our food thoughts and drink ways have
lowered inhibitions to the point where we are embarrassing
pictures of Christ and His bride. What the Lord said of Israel
long ago; the people brought “out of…Egypt, have corrupted
themselves,” (8) is no less true today. Husband, wife, scripture
says, "open rebuke is better than secret love," and “faithful are
the wounds of a friend.” (9) Laodicea is the Lord's rebuke of a
marriage completely void of praise and He would have us
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critically and carefully consider it lest we continue or fall into
its condemnation. If David prayed, “see if there be any wicked
way in me, and lead me in the way everlasting,” (10) how much
more should we?
Laodicea literally means "peoples rights" and Revelation

3:14-22 reads, "And unto the angel of the church of the
Laodiceans write; These things saith the Amen, the faithful
and true witness, the beginning of the creation of God; I know
thy works, that thou art neither cold nor hot, I would thou wert
cold or hot. So then because thou art lukewarm, and neither
cold nor hot, I will spue thee out of my mouth. Because thou
sayest I am rich, and increased with goods, and have need of
nothing; and knowest not that thou are wretched, and
miserable, and poor, and blind, and naked: I counsel thee to
buy of me gold tried in the fire, that thou mayest be rich; and
white raiment that thou mayest be clothed, and that the shame
of thy nakedness do not appear; and anoint thine eyes with eye
salve, that thou mayest see. As many as I love, I rebuke and
chasten: be zealous therefore, and repent. Behold, I stand at
the door, and knock: if any man hear my voice, and open the
door, I will come into him, and will sup with him. and he with
me. To him that overcometh will I grant to sit with me in my
throne, even as I overcame, and am set down with my Father in
his throne. He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit
saith unto the churches."
The Lord Jesus introduces Himself with the statements: the

Amen, the faithful and true witness and the beginning of the
creation of God. The first title is connected to the content of
what He says while the second represents an authority to say it.
When dealing with the worst of marriages the Lord occupies

the ground of faithfulness and truth for there are certain things
Jesus will not do. One is to witness the failings of His people
and be unmoved to help. And in this case, help begins with
information about our true condition for left to ourselves we
could never muster up the will much less the ability needed to
search out and then face destructive issues. In John’s gospel
we see an example of this. (11) Knowing the bitterness,
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discouragement, or indifference wrought by the failure of five
marriages, Jesus makes a special trip to speak to a Samaritan
woman about living water. Can you imagine enduring failed
marriage after failed marriage? She might have been burdened
with social stigmas or the mental weight of multiple divorces. A
marital tumbleweed, she might have happily exchanged one
spouse for another or been polyandric. Either way, Jesus
sought to give her the gift of God and this was the faithfulness
of One driven “to seek and to save that which was lost.” (12)

Conservatives had written her off as a five-time loser,
progressives celebrated choice, but Jesus said, “he must needs
go through Samaria.” That’s the marked difference of a Savior
and it’s no wonder after meeting Him the woman said, “is not
this the Christ?”
We see truth in that when she asks for a drink of the water of

life, Jesus tells her, “Go, call thy husband.” He loved her, and
longed for her to enjoy living waters, but the sin in her life had
to be dealt with. It could not be ignored though it was probably
the furthest thing from her mind. What a surprise it must have
been to hear this out-of-nowhere statement. She may have
considered the status of past relationships unimportant or
private. But personal opinions or cultural norms are not the
measure Jesus uses when dealing with the cleansing of sin or
the salvation of a soul. Jesus addressed an area she believed to
be unknown, off limits, or maybe even acceptable and her
response models the same legal juggling and semantic games
modern times have shown us with the impropriety of
politicians, business executives, and athletes. “I have no
husband,” she proclaimed. But can you imagine her even
greater surprise when Jesus said in fact she had had “five
husbands; and he whom thou now hast is not thy husband?”
Caught twice she confessed, “Sir, I perceive that thou art a
prophet” and this same uncompromising dialogue is what we
are about to hear concerning marriage. Jesus desires the best
relationship possible but faithfulness and truth prohibit Him
from overlooking Laodicean conditions. You might criticize
Him as judgmental or intolerant. You might justify thoughts
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and actions as genetic or within social trends and legal
boundaries. But Jesus knows what sin is and what it will do if
allowed to run unchecked. We thank the heavenly Amen
witness for speaking what we so desperately need to hear that
we would practically experience “whoso confesseth and
forsaketh (sin) shall have mercy.” (13)

I also point out that the Lord, while uncompromising, is
extremely careful in His dealings. The priests in Leviticus
were called upon to inspect people, clothing, and homes when
the suspicion of leprosy arose. (14) Great care and patience was
taken lest that which was leprosy was overlooked, or, that which
was not was condemned. And how were they to accurately
pronounce a “plague of leprosy” or “a fretting leprosy?” Was it
expertise or experience? Heavens no! Everything was
perfectly laid out in “the law for all manner of…leprosy.”
Mental any or everything added nothing to a divine word
addressing every manifestation. Feelings or opinions were
immaterial. All one had to do was read what was written to
accurately and assuredly differentiate between a filthy, rotting,
spreading disease that appeared innocent and superficial
blemishes that truly were. The difference sometimes hinged
on nothing more than the depth of a spot on the skin. At other
times the distinction was the color of a hair. These indicators
might have seemed unimportant to the natural eye, but the
slightest variation meant being clean or unclean. It meant
being able to worship the Lord and fellowship with His people
or not and what chaos, confusion, and division there would
have been had these tiny yet all important peculiarities been
left to human speculation.
Do you believe Jesus is any less careful? Did the priests have

a greater mandate or fervent desire to be more exacting?
Certainly not. As the living Word He, more faithfully and
accurately, reveals and judges sin that, infinitely more so than
leprosy, will eventually rot and kill any measure of marital peace
or joy. Close inspection may make us feel guilty, set us on edge,
be considered bothersome, or even wrong. Fear causes us to
say our lives are our own business. At other times, sin is so
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valued, we refuse the command to “burn that garment.” (15)

Marriages are houses and the word to “take away the stones in
which the plague (sin) is...and…take other stones (Godly
marriage principles), and put them in the place of those
stones” is considered too difficult. Sin seems more enjoyable
than causing “the house to be scraped within round about.” (16)

But marital soundness and happiness are the Lord’s desire and
when by faithful inspection He finds sin sick areas His
command to “carry forth the filthiness out of this place…be not
now negligent” (17) is there that we might not miss even one of
His glorious blessings.
Before proceeding, settle this point about Jesus functioning

as the “High Priest of our profession” (18) still. Fully apprised of
your marriage’s status, grace moves Him to speak that we
might cleanse our relationships. And until yielding blesses your
mind and settles your heart it’s nonsense to read on for each
divine assessment will be scoffed by doubt and kicked by
disbelief. Were not the Pharisees guilty of this when they
confidently (but without proof) discounted Jesus saying, “He
hath a devil, and is mad; why hear ye him?” (19) Unable to deny
His notable wisdom or works, they resorted to accusations of
lunacy and demon possession. This unruly spirit thrives in
unbelieving hearts today and you need to ensure you’re not so
set against Jesus that you feel compelled and comfortable when
dismissing His words as incoherent or devilish. Few ever
verbally do this. But, loud unruly thoughts of the mind
manifested by stubborn rebellious actions of the body prove
many husbands and wives modern day Pharisees. If Jesus,
“humbled himself and became obedient,” (20) and prayed, “not
as I will, but as thou wilt.”(21) If He was pleased to live out, “I
lay down my life,” (22) and “I come to do thy Thy will, O God.”
(23) Then we should happily welcome His inspection and
correction for He said, “it is enough for the disciple that he be
as his master, and the servant as his lord.” (24)

In the second title Jesus calls Himself the beginning of the
creation of God. “By him were all things created, that are in
heaven, and that are in earth, visible and invisible…all things
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were created by him, and for him.” (25) This includes marriage
and as its designer, He is divinely qualified to assess its
correctness. Marriage was not created in the mind of man.
One of those good and perfect gifts coming “down from the
Father of lights” (26) it was the Lord who united man and
woman, not evolution or natural instinct. A plan designed to
accomplish both God’s glory and man’s good, people may
recognize the Lord as the architect of marriage, but, by their
actions, seem suspicious as to whether He, as a competent
manager, is able, or has the right, to sustain it. This is the same
mistake Eve made when she added words to the Lord’s
command concerning the tree of the knowledge of good and
evil. Reason and logic removed her from the ground of simple
faith in God's pure word and set in motion the wheels of the fall
of the entire human race. At the time her words seemed
insignificant, but, “how great a matter a little fire kindleth!" (27)

Now it's easy to criticize Eve. It’s easy to cast stones at
someone else’s stumbling, but as you begin each day created
for you as a spouse, practically speaking, who are your
counselor and guide? When it comes to relationship
management what's the basis of your confidence? Like Eve, do
you trust God's word plus whatever, or would your marriage
evidence a steadfast faith in a word forever “settled in heaven?”
(28) Listen, Jesus not only created that which was best for us,
but also provided a way for us to live out that which He made.
In spite of best intentions or extensive learning, no one is better
qualified than Jesus to make and keep us right. He’s the
author and finisher of marriage and we should happily accept
that it is His absolute right to give counsel and that His counsel
is absolutely right.
Having identified Himself, the Lord addresses in verse fifteen

Laodicea’s works. In short, it is lukewarm and being neither
cold nor hot it is despised. Is Jesus unwise in saying more than
was needed? That is, was He too harsh? Did He say less than
what was true? That is, did He miss the good? It’s impossible
to correct what we are ignorant of, so Jesus uses extremely
clear and practical terminology. Everyone understands “hot or
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cold.” We know what “lukewarm” is. Simplicity revealed the
Lord’s displeasure, but note--knowledge does not automatically
equate to a life changing faith. Good works should be the result
of good knowledge, but Laodicea proves it is not always so.
When they first came to Canaan Israel understood what God
was capable of doing. But “the word preached did not profit
them, not being mixed with faith in them that heard it.” (29) “A
stubborn and rebellious generation; a generation that set not
their heart aright” (30) calculated God’s power right out of the
equation when “an evil report” (31) disallowed the promise of a
land of milk and honey. Even experiential knowledge of a
divided sea, the pillar of cloud and fire, and angel’s food availed
nothing as a sight driven fear reduced a people, “whose spirit
was not stedfast with God” (32) to self proclaimed grasshoppers.
The Lord swore of a generation that “believed not in God” (33)

that they “should not enter into his rest” (34) and thus it will be
for couples who by the same spirit of unbelief dismiss or flatly
deny the Lord’s assessment. The data is the marriage is
lukewarm. The revelation is as true as it is accurate, but it
won’t do an ounce of good unless mixed with faith and only
time will tell whether you will “hear…instruction” regarding
your relationship or be “a scorner (that) heareth not rebuke.”
(35)

And that’s it. There’s no “few” as there was in the Sardis
marriage. No “rest” as with Thyatira. Everything about this
relationship is concisely and categorically condemned and the
question becomes, “What caused the lukewarmness?” I
believe the Lord gives us the answer and it lies in the meaning
of the name Laodicea, “people's rights.”
Would you agree we live in time vividly marked by individual

rights? Why the answer is without controversy. You know
there’s not an element of society that’s not been inundated by
the thought of having, protecting, and gaining personal rights.
They are at times praised as long over due monumental
achievements such as the civil rights and suffrage causes.
They can also be riotous and deadly as the right to life and right
to choose clashes. In any event our age is characterized by a
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fanatical pursuit for rights and the Christian marriage has not
avoided the influences of this movement.
In particular, husbands and wives have given a tremendous

preeminence to rights. Conventional wisdom reasons if I’m
afforded civil, constitutional, legal, and human rights, then
marital rights must exist as well. But no matter how plausible
this philosophy, no matter how right the intellectual
architecture sounds or good it feels, the Lord’s response to the
lordship of rights and what He says of their effect should in no
small way alert us to the inherent dangers of an appealing but
flawed logic. Remember the serpent Moses made? (36) Once
lifted up on a pole, at the word of the Lord, if one of the
Children of Israel were bitten by a “fiery serpent,” then “when
he beheld the serpent of brass, he lived.” But in the days of
Hezekiah the very same artifact became a snare. Religious
capitalism or superstition changed it into an idolatrous
stumbling stone and Hezekiah doing “that which was right in
the sight of the LORD,” “brake in pieces the brazen serpent”
calling it “Nehushtan.” (37) Never intended to be idolized God
reduced it to nothing more than insignificant pieces of brass.
The same is true of Laodicea and their abuse of and
overindulgence in personal rights.
Scripture does speak of owning rights. Paul said, “I appeal

unto Caesar.” (38) He claimed the right to be married as other
Apostles. He even argued the right to “reap…carnal things”
(implying money, food, and supplies for and because of the
work of the Gospel) of the Corinthian believers. (39) At the same
time, He praised Timothy for his selfless care for the Philippian
believers. (40) He said, “though I be free from all men, yet have
I made myself servant unto all.” (41) And while owning the
liberty to eat meat sacrificed to idols he vowed to “eat no flesh
while the world standeth, lest I make my brother to offend.” (42)

So in context, the claiming and exercise of rights can be
appropriate. In a proper balance they can be good and not evil.
But, Laodicea totally missed this equity. Their name testifies to
an overall character and a gross imbalance. Actions were
steeped in a belief system of excessive personal rights which
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became a modern day “Nehushtan” wherein “every man did
that which was right in his own eyes.” (43) They weren’t zealous
about a just balance between love and liberty. Personal rights
became the means of securing the exaltation of self and this
boisterous lifestyle which destroyed the good of the Laodicean
church is doing so once again in countless marriages. Like
eating honey, couples are enjoying the sweetness of rights so
much, they vomit. So warns Proverbs 25:16.
In real terms, the lordship of rights is manifested in many

ways. Of Rehoboam scripture states, “he did evil, because he
prepared not his heart to seek the LORD” (44) (that is, there was
no preparation for good, so the only possible outcome was evil)
and today’s husbands are likewise conducting themselves in
ways that are absolutely contrary to “thus saith the LORD.”
Disregarding, even despising the Lordship of Christ and faithful
stewardship of the gift of marriage they, without authority,
believe and thus regulate marriage any way they wish. Walking
according to the course of the world they believe they’ll not be
held accountable for lightly esteeming the command; “love
your wives, even as Christ also loved the church.” (45) Yielding
to the prince of the power of the air (46) lives lived in terms of:
addiction, abuse, abandonment, adultery, dominance,
drunkenness, escapism, lasciviousness, laziness, leisure,
neglect, seditions, superiority, wrath, and many more are
ashamedly common. Even worse are the pathetic self-deluded
attempts to acquit such actions. A husband once said;
“Threesomes (sex between him, his wife and a third person)
are a sanctioned way to have an affair without cheating. I can
indulge the fantasy of having another woman without the guilt
and self-loathing that accompany infidelity.” What a pitiful
attempt to call wickedness good. It is the epitome of “fools
making a mock at sin.” (47) The statement is one of enormous
stupidity and it proves, “The way of a fool is right in his own
eyes” (48) and, “in the greatness of his folly he shall go astray.”
(49) Such a way is so dangerous scripture says it would be better
to meet a bear robbed of her whelps, rather than a fool his folly.
(50) Would you place yourself in the path of vicious animal
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instincts? Can you survive a mauling? Then why entertain
sexual improprieties that are even more perilous!? The world
claims such paths are invigorating as sport and pleasant as
laughter, but the truth is, they are dishonoring, devastating, and
dangerous. (I heard of a man who read a terrorizing message
the morning after his affair. Long gone, the woman had
written on the bathroom mirror, “Welcome to the world of
AIDS.”) The word of the Lord is; “Whoso committeth adultery
with a woman” lacks understanding, destroys his own soul,
wounds his own spirit, earns dishonor, shall not be innocent,
and obtains a reproach that the Bible says, “shall not be wiped
away.” (51)

As much at fault are Christian wives. Godly directives take a
back seat as they rush headlong into pursuits falsely portrayed
as glamorous and meaningful. With a deceitful beauty, by a
cunning wink, clamorous and brawling passions entice wives
into living for that which is purely worldly, selfish, and fleshly.
To illustrate this, wives, consider the question, “Who can find a
virtuous woman?” posed in Proverbs chapter 31. Meditate on
the focus of a woman whose worth is “far above rubies” and
ask, where are the women today whose spirits, hearts, and
bodies are so pure, so full of moral excellence that, like Ruth,
an entire pre-social media city is aware of their upright
character? (52) Where are the wives whose clothing is “strength
and honour” (53) rather than the carnal trends of Hollywood or
Paris? The passage says a virtuous woman knows “favour is
deceitful, and beauty is vain” (54) and what a stark contrast this
mindset is in light of billions spent each year on legions of so-
called beautifying products. Injections, liposuctions, implants,
body lifts, tucks, and surgery have become the means and
measurement of beauty and worth. But ladies, when are you
going to realize true beauty isn’t physical? Genuine and
praiseworthy beauty is an outward manifestation of an inward
treasure. Called the “the beauty of holiness” (55), what an
incredible disparity we see between women striving for
fashionable looks and those embodying Zion’s “perfection of
beauty.” (56) We’ve heard and poke fun with the phrase; men
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are pigs. But Solomon likened an outwardly attractive woman
without discretion (of mind, spirit, and body) to “a jewel of gold
in a swine's snout.” (57) Living as if real beauty dwells in the
realm of the physical is placing the precious jewel of your
person into a system of filthy stinking practices. You’re not a
pig, but you’re surrounding yourself with all that speaks of one.
If you think self worth is measured in terms of appearance,
consider the scripture, “the Lord shall be thy confidence.” (58)

If you think significance and self esteem is primarily found in
the superficial ornaments of the world such as tattoos, piercing,
corporate position, makeup, financial success, and ever
shrinking dress sizes, then you need to learn the value of letting
“the beauty of the Lord our God be upon us.” (59) Scripture
describes a virtuous woman as one who exchanges the aimless
and hollow promises of the world with the fear of the Lord.
The results of her exemplary lifestyle is “her children arise up,
and call her blessed; her husband also, and he praiseth her.” (61)

Is there anything more able to make a woman feel more
attractive, valuable, and loved? Wives, if this isn’t your reality
it’s time to examine the preeminence given to personal rights
and the direction they’ve taken you.
Completing this poor circle, it’s no surprise when children,

the great imitators, mimic parent pursuits. They “rise up
against their parents” (62) by divorcing and suing them as
opposed to honoring and obeying which scripture says is well
pleasing and right in the Lord. So if your children are
demanding, disobedient, disrespectful, impatient, spoiled,
unruly, and unthankful, consider your own attitude toward
personal rights. Children act what is modeled and their
behavior indicates the cause is within you. Beginning their
own wilderness, they bear parents whoredoms. (65) Knowing a
household’s determination toward sin can spread like an
infectious disease Jeremiah said, “The children gather wood,
and the fathers kindle the fire, and the women knead their
dough, to make cakes to the queen of heaven, and to pour out
drink offerings unto other gods, that they may provoke me to
anger.” (66) Everyone’s a contributing and happy proponent.
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Each is doing their part and playing their role, but the Lord
judges this corporate idolatry by promising families who walk in
their own counsels will experience “the confusion of their own
faces.” (67) You might argue there’s no connection between
rights and unhappy or divorced families. If so, consider
Balaam’s donkey.

The madness of the prophet
Was a push and drive for sin.
This took him not to honor or wealth
But to lows he ner’ had been.
A donkey saw what he could not
It wasn’t as dumb as we say.
Turning from an unseen sword
It foiled a deadly way.
Not admiring this “stupid” beast
Who’s the stubborn and blind now?
As fools we beat what prevents our ruin
When we ought to mimic their bow.
Thank you, Jesus, for a troubling word.
Thank you for drawing your sword.
Grace may crush and hurt our foot, but,
All in love from an Amen Lord!

From Numbers 22
Living under a standard of rights unseats everything that

would make marriage refreshing. It’s no surprise such a
condition renders the relationship completely unpalatable. In
fact the greater surprise would be a Jesus not repulsed by the
pollution of His creation and gift. When Adam and Eve were
placed into a perfect garden, it was the selfish pursuit of rights
(I can eat what I want, I can add to God’s word, I have the right
to be like god) that brought God's curse. When Israel was given
Canaan, it was the self-centered choice to forsake God for
alternate self-serving lifestyles that thrust them into captivity.
Paul warned of a time when a self-directing people would
forsake sound doctrine and this self: absorbed, pleasing, and
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managing spirit rules in countless marriages today. Carrying
the same cursing and captivity of old, it is impossible for this
tenacious drive to have any other outcome, and the Lord's
disapproval could not be more vivid in that He says, "I will spue
thee out of my mouth." Were not Adam and Eve driven from
Eden? Israel enslaved by Babaloyn? Itching ears “shall be
turned unto fables,” (70) and we’re sticking our heads in the
sand and calling God a liar if we believe we’ll escape similar
consequences when rights rule! Christian couples are highly
privileged and deeply responsible for accurately building,
according to a Spirit-given pattern, the relationship between
Christ and the church. We might never fathom the depths of
this blessed opportunity, but we are encouraged by the charge,
“Be strong and of good courage, and do it: fear not, nor be
dismayed: for the LORD God, even my God, will be with thee;
he will not fail thee, nor forsake thee, until thou hast finished
all the work.” (71) But if you choose instead a standard of
personal rights at that picture’s expense you can look into the
future and with 100% accuracy prophesy Jesus will become so
sickened and disgusted that He’ll vomit it away. What a
shameful foretelling indeed!
What an incredible response! Who would have ever

imagined or predicted this reaction? Ever seen a painting of
Jesus throwing up? And not His hands? Had He not Himself
said it, we would have vehemently rejected such a prophesy. It
seems so out of character of the Jesus we’ve been taught about
or profess to know. Perhaps we’re surprised as we’ve elected to
forget passion and zeal consume Him still. Perhaps we should
spend more time realizing what “Thou lovest righteousness,
and hatest wickedness” (72) really means and less time
speculating why the Lord would treat us so roughly. It is His
absolute pleasure to freely bestow unmerited favor on all who
in simple faith call upon His blessed name. In ages to come He
will “show the exceeding riches of his grace in his kindness
toward us.” (73) But “this same Jesus,” the Amen, the faithful
and true witness has somewhat to say to children whose walk is
contrary to His will and His stern words of rejection are no less
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true, divine, or blessed than, “for by grace are ye saved through
faith.” (74) Other New Testament passages show this
disciplinary measure as consistent and in perfect step with
Jesus’ character. In I Corinthians Paul said believers were
weak, sick, and some had even died because they dishonored
God at the supper table of God. In Hebrews we’re told,
“despise not thou the chastening of the Lord, nor faint when
thou art rebuked of him: for whom the Lord loveth he
chasteneth, and scourgeth every son whom he receiveth.” (75)

And five of the seven churches of Revelation are warned of
actions the Lord Jesus will take if they repent not. Just as
much as He is love, He is a thrice-holy Lord God Almighty with
a passion for redeeming and purifying “unto himself a peculiar
people, zealous of good works” (76). Our response to this should
be a “professed subjection” (77) as opposed to turning His
judgment into gall, but by rights we offer vinegar to a Lord we
suppose or pretend is in no position to reject it. Using the
reverence given to earthly fathers who correct as an
illustration, the writer of Hebrews asks, “shall we not much
rather be in subjection unto the Father of spirits, and live?” (78)

Living under the banner of personal rights makes it tough to
honestly answer this question in the affirmative, but knowing
Jesus has our best interests at heart we should bow our wills
and allow His Lordship over our marriages rather than
becoming hypocritically offended by words and actions we
ignorantly deem inappropriate.
So why does the Lord react this way? What’s His intent? In

short, the revelation solicits a response by removing earthly
limitations imposed on a heavenly Jesus. The Lord will not be
governed by human understanding. He’s not a puppet
fashioned and controlled by imagination or fancy. He is the
great “I Am” and when He reveals Himself our sole
responsibility is to act accordingly. Paul’s Damascus road
revelation was to make him “a minister and a witness” and his
testimony was, “I was not disobedient unto the heavenly
vision.” (81) Peter’s “great sheet” vision was opening the gospel
door to the Gentiles. (82) And though judged an “unlawful thing
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for a man that is a Jew to keep company, or come unto one of
another nation” he obediently preached with the heavenly
knowledge that, “God hath showed me that I should not call
any man common or unclean.” This is what divine revelation
does. In spite of reasoning, intellect, preference, emotion,
tradition or any other resource it provides Godly direction and
energy to accomplish what appears impossible, even wrong. It
changes hearts. It inspires action. It transforms thinking by
unimaginable mysteries and it is in this light that we
comprehend Jesus’ words, “I will spue thee out of my mouth.”
The revelation ought to shock us. His reaction toward a rights-
driven lukewarm marriage should be gross and upsetting for
how could we applaud what appalls Him? Knowing Jesus is
disgusted by our self-filled relationships ought to nauseate us
for how could we savor what makes Him ill? We should be
dazed, dumbfounded, stunned, astonished, and instantly
repentant. Not being so is a blatant display of how spiritually
unconscious partners really are and that’s one of the reasons
why Paul admonished slumbering believers to “awake to
righteousness.” (83) When Daniel understood the Lord’s vision
he said, “there remained no strength in me: for my comeliness
was turned in me into corruption, and I retained no strength,”
(84) and we should be no less “astonished at the doctrine of the
Lord.” (85) Of his revelation Daniel said he “stood trembling,”
and a lack of the same type of response on our part indicates
the degree to which couples are filled with hearts harder than
Pharaoh’s. Fasting and praying for three weeks, God Almighty
sent an angel to tell Daniel, “thy words were heard, and I am
come for thy words.” (86) Now, when was the last time you
prayed this long for such a word for your marriage and then
responded in self-loathing repentance when you got it?
You see, we’ll talk to friends, listen to i-casts, watch TV

shows, attend encounter weekends, and even get personal
counseling. All well and good, but there should also be times
when by the word of God we are absolutely staggered over the
pitiful quality of our relationships. Jeremiah put it this way,
“mine heart within me is broken because of the prophets; all
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my bones shake; I am like a drunken man, and like a man
whom wine hath overcome, because of the LORD, and because
of the words of his holiness.” (87) Holy words such as:

“they two shall be one flesh,” Ephesians 5:31,
a husband loving “his wife even as himself,” Ephesians 5:33,
a wife seeing “that she reverence her husband,” Ephesians

5:33 and
having a commitment as strong and deep as; “I will betroth

thee unto me for ever;
yea, I will betroth thee unto me in righteousness, and in

judgment, and in
lovingkindness, and in mercies. I will even betroth thee unto

me in
faithfulness,” Hosea 2:19-20
ought to stun you. They should shake, rattle, and roll your

spiritual bones. Realizing how far short of these commands
we’ve come ought to make us cry out like the blind men of
Matthew’s gospel, “Have mercy on us, O Lord, thou son of
David.” And if urged to be quiet our response should be, “but
they cried the more!” (88) When was the last time you
considered yourself blind and therefore prayed and prayed and
prayed until, by grace, God opened the “eyes of your
understanding” (89) and you genuinely saw and truly understood
what your spouse was saying/needing? Can you remember the
day? Can you point it out on the calendar? Of marital
responsibilities when was the last time you prayed like Jesus,
“not my will, but thine?” Wives when was the last time you
fasted and prayed about “being in subjection unto (your) own
husband?” (90) Husbands, when was the last time you sought
for weeks God’s practical wisdom on how to “dwell with (your
wife) according to knowledge,” or how to be obedient to the
command “giving honour unto (your) wife?” (91) Ever? Having
the right to, you’ve exercised the supposed right not to and it’s
no wonder our relationships are like the unrest of troubled
seas. If you’ve never or long given up on fasting and praying for
happiness, communion, peace, depth, oneness, fellowship,
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corporate ministry wherein a positive synergism yields 1+1 =
3, passion, longevity, a servant-like heart in your marriage, and
such then you shouldn’t be surprised that your relationship is
rather “an execration, and an astonishment, and a curse, and a
reproach” (92) and in the absolute worst of all words,
“lukewarm.”
Earlier a reference was made to a “fretting leprosy” as found

in houses, skin, and garments. Turning this around, wouldn’t it
be amazing if our High Priest found a “fretting” for right
marriages? In a time when nothing good was found, don’t you
think couples whose love and submission spreads like a
pandemic throughout every aspect of their relationship would
be pleasing, refreshing, or as our text states, “hot or cold?”
People talk of walls in relationships and usually do so in light of
bringing them down, but some are essential. When building
homes, the Children of Israel were to build “battlements”
(small walls lining the tops of houses) to prevent people from
accidentally falling off and injuring themselves. (93) What if
every wall in marriage was so designed? What if intentional
barriers were an active hatred for evil and injury (emotional,
mental, physical, and spiritual)? What if purposed boundaries
were courtesies, compassion, charity, forgiveness, servant hood,
and prayer? We have battlements that “are not the LORD'S,”
(94) but there would be “joy in the presence of the angels” (95) if
in every husband “in the skin of their flesh,” “from his head
even to his foot, wheresoever the priest looketh,” (96) such a
loving plague was found. He would rejoice over wives winning
disobedient husbands by garments infected with a “chaste
conversation coupled with fear.” (97) Whose real adornment,
draw, and beauty are “a meek and quiet spirit” rather than the
corrupt ornaments “of gold” or “apparel.” (98) Our Lord
appraised these as having “great price” and ills, such as being
“sick of love” (99) in the house, skin, and garment of your
marriage, Jesus would be pleased to not heal.
Now you know such thoughts and practices are the exception

and not the rule. Husbands are just not known for being
someone a wife could follow to the ends of the earth. Wives
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aren’t worth dieing for. Oh how we live in a time of immense
self-will! We demand the right to be treated better and to be
able to do as we please. Spouses burn with revenge when due
care isn’t exercised toward them as they feel it should be.
Scripture is thrown to the wind! Actions testify couples
couldn’t care less that Paul said, “in lowliness of mind let each
esteem other better than themselves.” (101) And again, walk
“with all lowliness and meekness, with longsuffering, forbearing
one another in love.” (102) We live out with brute force that
Jesus’ words, “bless them that curse you,” and “pray for them
which despitefully use you” (103) have individual applications
only. Do wives imitate Abigail’s heart and actions? She prayed
the iniquity of her foolish husband be placed on her and when
was the last time ladies you did this? (104) Are husbands
entreating the Lord for their wives for uncontrollable
circumstances as Isaac did for Rebekah? She was barren and
men when was the last time you fasted and prayed for the Lord
God to bless your wife in a way that was totally impossible for
you? (105) Is this what we see in couples? Usually not, and it’s
because we’ve given ourselves over to a lifestyle of rights
wherein attitudes and actions that speak of sacrifice and
another’s good at the expense of our own are atypical. Tele-
psychologists encourage, do what’s right for you. Internet
counselors give us permission to be ourselves at another’s
expense. We’ve elected regulation by a self-serving Laodicean
spirit whose joy is to routinely displace charity and replace
submission by the dominance of rights. But such preeminence
is categorically wrong. If you think you have the right to do
what you want, say what you want, go where you want, be what
you want, or act like you want then rights in your marriage is
excessive, yea, legion. Your knowledge of Jesus is limited to
data as it pertains to some historical figure rather than a Savior
and Lord. Free from judgment, boasting of rights, and control
of self runs wildly through your mind and therefore life. Such
allowance yields nothing but “trouble in the flesh” (106) and your
own personal history bears testimony to this truth. I bet you
could sit down right now and identify relationship troubles
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because of self. You spent or hoarded money according to you.
Personal physical needs and agendas took priority. In raising
children, your way was the right way, even the only way. You
practiced “my way or the highway.” You forced your will and
this was all the opportunity conflict needed. These are but a
few examples of living for self and the time has come to ask,
what will you do about the exertion of rights in your
relationship? This is a weighty question in a time of so much
willful pig-headedness. Long ago Moses asked, “Who is on the
Lord’s side?” (107) Of twelve only one tribe, Levi, stepped forth
and this question is once again searching hearts to see who will
“follow the Lamb whithersoever he goeth?” (108) Who is ready
to say of marital roles, responsibilities, and opportunities;
“Lord, what wilt thou have me to do?” Acts 9:6
“Speak, LORD; for thy servant heareth.” I Samuel 3:9 or
“Be it unto me according to thy word.” Luke 1:38
These are the questions and statements of broken and

contrite hearts which God promised not to despise. Indicators
of wills fully and completely submitted to “thus saith the Lord,”
all of us have the ability to forsake what Jesus said has exalted
itself against the knowledge of God. The question then is
simply; “Will we?”
Verse 16 then is the result of living by rights and verse 17

reveals how such a lifestyle was justified and even relished.
In short, the Laodicean believers held lifestyles and choices

to be right with the basis of their rational being physical
prosperity. Achievement, accomplishment, health, growth, and
ownership were used as proof of God’s blessing. Pointing to
mega-churches they thanked the Lord for His favor. Managing
giant budgets, they praised God’s goodness. One would be hard
pressed to look at Laodicea and not quote “the blessing of the
Lord, it maketh rich.” But of God’s true blessing, be careful,
for “that which is highly esteemed among men is abomination
in the sight of God.” (114)

In Eden, Eve “saw that the tree was good for food, and that it
was pleasant to the eyes, and a tree to be desired to make one
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wise.” (115) Thus she ate what God said not to. At Jericho,
Achan “saw among the spoils a goodly Babylonish garment” (116)

and he took what was commanded to be burned. Amnon
consumed by his sister’s appearance plotted to lie with her and
when she refused he, “being stronger than she, forced her.” (117)

In other words, he raped her. These three illustrate what is
called “the lust of the flesh, and the lust of the eyes, and the
pride of life.” (118) Extremely powerful temptations, Laodicea
was seduced by at least one if not all. Riches were just too
attractive to ignore. The quantity and quality of possessions
possessed hearts and became the measure, goal, and evidence
of divine blessing and Christian success. Believing in the right
to be prosperous, they claimed promises not belonging to a New
Testament church. Success-oriented theology guaranteed
material blessing, but according to the faithful and true witness
their true condition was ironically one of the saddest,
embarrassing, and most bankrupt ever. Thus, riches not only
disappointed, but destroyed. Listen, the Lord's assessment
should silence the argument; “the ruler of increase proves
God’s blessing.” Scripture teaches, “man looketh on the
outward appearance, but the LORD looketh on the heart” (119)

and we should know abounding physically and materially is no
proof we possess the spiritual relationship, and in our
application, the marriage, God intends. Job said, “The
tabernacles of robbers prosper, and they that provoke God are
secure; into whose hand God bringeth abundantly.” (120)

Witnessing “the prosperity of the wicked” (121) David passed on
the spiritual truth that “no man knoweth either love or hatred
by all that is before them.” (122) That is, the litmus paper of gain
never proves the perfect heart, will, and mind of God. Esau
received “bread and pottage of lentiles,” but he “despised his
birthright.” (123) Israel got what they asked for but of Saul’s
leadership the “the people followed him trembling” (124) and he
at last committed suicide. (125) Weary of heavenly bread, Israel
desired flesh, but as they gorged themselves on a bounty of
physical meat scripture says God “sent leanness into their
soul.” (126)
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God’s anger was kindled against Job’s friends for equating
health and safety to divine blessing. He concluded, "ye have
not spoken of me the thing that is right." (127) Naboth’s vineyard
was advantageously close to Ahab’s palace, but this proved fatal.
(128) Four hundred spirit-filled prophets prophesied of victory to,
of all people, Ahab. “Go up” and “prosper” for “God will deliver
it into the king's hand” was their prosperity gospel. Convincing
and contagious theatrics caused Ahab to predict he would
“return in peace.” One might say and believe all they want
about success, but that doesn’t make it so and I wonder as his
blood ran in the midst of his chariot if he with his last words
cursed the false prophets who duped as the memory of
Micaiah’s words, “I did see all Israel scattered upon the
mountains, as sheep that have no shepherd” (129) haunted.
When the disciples heard Jesus say, “it is easier for a camel to
go through the eye of a needle, than for a rich man to enter
into the kingdom of God,” they were “exceedingly amazed”
saying, “Who then can be saved?” (130) They too believed
material gain was evidence of God’s blessing. (Amazing
disconnect for those so close to the One who owned the world
and yet had no place to lay His head!) Jesus taught a foolish
person “lays up treasure for himself, and is not rich toward
God.” (131) He also warned “a man's life consisteth not in the
abundance of the things which he possesseth.” (132) These
clearly show the belief, “gain is godliness” to be a faithless
superstition that scripture teaches to forsake. (133) Laodicea,
rich and prosperous Laodicea, represents an awful marriage.
Not the source of their gain, it is the height of absurdity to be
impressed with and desirous of what sickens Jesus. Nothing
merited the Lord’s praise and we must conclude that the true
riches of a blessed relationship are deeper, more precious and
pleasant, last longer, and are vastly different from what you
could ever purchase or represent with silver and gold.
If our world then holds personal rights and gain as sacred,

should they occupy the same place in a Christian marriage?
Were they praised as good for a relationship by Jesus? Shall we
prioritize that which He has so plainly spoken against? If the
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world zealously exalts rights and passionately seeks gain, should
we not then count these highest goals and most attractive
glories, as Paul said, dung and loss? (134) Shouldn’t the
scripture, “He that loveth silver shall not be satisfied with
silver; nor he that loveth abundance with increase: this is also
vanity” (135) set Christian couples on a path vastly different from
other popular ones? It immediately and continuously should,
but in spite of such wisdom many marriages are in fact
patterned solely after the passing shadow sand foundation
fancies of the ungodly. These things should not be, and the
question is not, “When will we reconsider our ways?” but
rather, “Why haven’t we already done so?” We have a “true
witness” word and it’s time we pursue it rather than society’s
covetous whims as it ill becomes the Christian marriage to seek
to be rich and honored in the same world where its cross-
carrying servant Lord was poor and despised.
Couples are to “walk in love,” (136) and while we intellectually

assent to this admonition, the reality is many struggle with
simply getting along and have long forsaken daily charity. And
why? Why the “wars and fightings among you?” Psychology
teaches difficulties are gender, genetic, or historical. With an
army of scapegoats, they delight to delegate blame, but conflict
is a direct result of “lusts that war in your members.” (137)

Materialism and rights perfectly mark what is condemned as an
adulterous relationship with the world. We may remain
physically pure, but forsaking the true riches of charity,
reverence, oneness, and honor, while convincing ourselves
that:

“Better is little with the fear of the LORD than great
treasure and trouble therewith.”
Proverbs 15:16
“Better is a dinner of herbs where love is, than a stalled ox

and hatred therewith.”
Proverbs 15:17

“Better is a little with righteousness than great revenues
without right.” Proverbs 16:8 and
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“Better is a dry morsel, and quietness therewith, than an
house full of sacrifices with

strife.” Proverbs 17:1
are scriptures with no application to marriage, is joining

ourselves to a different kind of harlot that is no less dangerous
than those who sell sex for a living.
Are these verses not clear? Laodicea, by a vicious taskmaster

called greed, was suckered into believing more was better. A
self created hell, they were always discontented. Pouring
themselves upon the same alters of those who bless the
covetous (138) they were ever chasing, longing, striving, seeking,
thirsting, and wanting, but not for each other. A different kind
of disease, self-indulgence permeated their being fulfilling the
word, “every one from the least even unto the greatest is given
to covetousness.” (139) In spite of the Lord’s warning that silver
and gold would become “the stumblingblock of their iniquity,”
they seized the right to be filled with a desire for more and
dedicated themselves to the relentless pursuit of the ownership
and worship of so-called gain. Addicted to excess they cared
not that God said it would not “satisfy their souls, neither fill
their bowels.” (140) Intoxicated by increase they “swallowed
down riches” and thumbed their noses at the Lord’s promise
that those who do so “shall vomit them up again: God shall cast
them out of his belly.” (141) Never once did they consider,
“blessed are they which do hunger and thirst after
righteousness: for they shall be filled.” (142) They hated
Solomon’s wisdom, “he that is greedy of gain troubleth his own
house” (143) and, “Labour not to be rich: cease from thine own
wisdom. Wilt thou set thine eyes upon that which is not?” (144)

Neither did they embrace the admonition, “having food and
raiment let us be therewith content.” (145) The warning, “they
that will be rich fall into temptation and a snare, and into many
foolish and hurtful lusts, which drown men in destruction and
perdition. For the love of money is the root of all evil: which
while some coveted after, they have erred from the faith, and
pierced themselves through with many sorrows. But thou, O
man of God, flee these things; and follow after righteousness,
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godliness, faith, love, patience, meekness… I give thee charge
in the sight of God…That thou keep this commandment
without spot, unrebukeable, until the appearing of our Lord
Jesus Christ” (146) sickened them. Feeding off words and
thoughts of foolishness they pursued richer, bigger, and flashier
while the Lord weighed their spirits and judged their
relationships as, “wretched, and miserable, and poor, and blind,
and naked.” How clear and true it is then, “There is that
maketh himself rich, yet hath nothing: there is that maketh
himself poor, yet hath great riches.” (147)

Comfort is our prison,
Ease our terrible chain.
Bound by stocks of abundance,
Our jail is excessive gain.
Prisoners of overindulgence,
A cruel self-imposed sentence.
Loathing freedom assuredly proves,
No remorse, no regret, no repentance.
Comfortable in our bondage,
This Egypt gladly bearing.
To repeated calls of deliverance,
Indifferent, apathetic, uncaring.
So redefining true persecution,
Suffering becomes a pleasure.
Gladly enduring the cross of wealth,
How deceiving are riches and treasure.
I realize downplaying rights and minimizing gain is quite

contrary to conventional wisdom. I believe also that today's
philosophies have done nothing but fragment and left desolate
countless marriages. What Peter said long ago is true of
modern movements, "while they promise...liberty, they
themselves are the servants of corruption: for of whom a man
is overcome, of the same is he brought in bondage." (148) Doing
what is perceived as right for self sounds good. Living as you
wish feels right. But these philosophies are nothing more than
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a bondage to self. A contemporary taskmaster, pursuing them
is as misguided as Israel asking; “Give us a king.” (149) Taken by
self and wanting to be as the nations around them they
completely ignored or denied the Lord’s warning concerning
Saul, “he will take your sons…daughters…fields…the tenth of
your seed…your goodliest young men…and sheep.” (150) And
today’s couples are likewise turning a deaf ear to Jesus’
admonition against living by rights and for material gain.
They’re remaking the same mistake. And what is it? The Lord
said, “they have rejected me, that I should not reign over them”
(151) which was the precursor to those chiding Jesus, “We will
not have this man to reign over us.” (152) Rather than be
governed by the “gracious words which proceed out of (the
Lord’s) mouth” (153) couples brashly and defiantly love rights
and honor riches. But as the Lord prophesied against Israel,
“And ye shall cry out in that day because of your king which ye
shall have chosen you; and the LORD will not hear you in that
day” (154) so too will the case be for marriages ruled by all but
God. Scripture says, "Faithful are the wounds of a friend" (155)

and Christ Jesus, your greatest friend, is trying to save you from
the tragedy of a Laodicean marriage. Proverbs states, “Without
counsel purposes are disappointed: but in the multitude of
counsellors they are established.” (156) Many say they want a
successful marriage. Couples say they desire a lasting
relationship. But a divorce industry proves intent and hope are
in and of themselves not enough. Therefore, God has sent
counselors. His Spirit and His word are able to make you truly
rich. They can take the weakest, stormiest, and doomed
relationships and transform them into strong, happy, and
secure ones. The simple truth of the matter is this; the choice
is yours as to whether you will “hear what the Spirit saith,”
(“and unto you that hear shall more be given” (157)), or by
stubbornness and rebellion force history to repeat itself by
again limiting “the Holy One of Israel.” (158) Long ago the Lord
said; “I spake unto thee in thy prosperity; but thou saidst, I will
not hear. This hath been thy manner from thy youth, that thou
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obeyedst not my voice.” (159) Husband, wife, will this be your
eulogy?
This completes the works of a Laodicean marriage. In a

single breath, every facet is evaluated and found far less
impressive than Laodicea boasted. Man has certainly raised
objections and brought arguments against what is written, but
this hasn’t changed anything. We’ll laugh, like Sarah, at this
word of the Lord, but in spite of Sarah’s disbelief God worked
out His plan and in verse eighteen we see this same grace.
Given Laodicea’s true condition this marriage has nothing to
merit even the least of heaven’s favor. There isn't a shred or
once of good that deserves goodwill and yet, He says “I counsel
thee,” and again, “as many as I love, I rebuke and chasten.”
No wonder John said “God is love.” (160) No wonder David said,
"If thou Lord, shouldest mark iniquities, O Lord, who shall
stand? But there is forgiveness with thee, that thou mayest be
feared." (161) In spite of offense, restoration is available for the
worst of marriages. Jesus says it’s three-fold and involves the
buying of gold, buying raiment, and obtaining eye salve.
Before proceeding, give yourself a spiritual checkup. Are you

a modern-day Jonah? That is, are you at odds with what's been
said? The Lord has judged two monumental areas of our lives
and declared their significance wanting. Many find this
distasteful but, “Doest thou well to be angry?” Are you justified
or wise in positioning yourself against the mercy of truth? In
the fourth chapter of his book, Jonah is camped on the
outskirts of Nineveh. Mad at God for making him appear the
fool, he was waiting to see what would become of the city when
verse 6 says, “And the LORD God prepared a gourd, and made
it to come up over Jonah, that it might be a shadow over his
head, to deliver him from his grief. So Jonah was exceeding
glad of the gourd.” Focusing on the latter part of this verse
reveals we are prone to find joy in things soon passed. Of the
earth, we take pleasure in that which is rooted in the same,
rejoicing “in a thing of nought.” (162) Happiness is contingent
upon temporary shades. People “weary themselves for very
vanity,” (163) but what drudgery and meager pursuits. You know
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that much emphasis, energy, emotion, time, and money is
invested in what a cursed world praises. Though the Lord said,
“let not the rich man glory in his riches” (164) we do it anyway.
We take great pride in status, preeminence, houses, careers,
cars, titles, and appearance, but the day is rapidly approaching
wherein the “riches and pleasures of this life” (165) will be shown
to be nothing more than withering gourds! Their nature is
carnal. Their time fleeting and temporal is the most we should
make of things highly esteemed among men. Scripture says,
“God prepared a worm…and it smote the gourd that it
withered” and rather than being angry at God’s truth or actions
we should release all “that is of the earth, (for it) is earthly” (166)

and soon to perish. That’s one of the reasons why we’re told to
“set your affection on things above, not on things on the earth.”
(167) So quit playing the devil’s hand! The Lord finds the
enjoyment of leveraging rights disgusting. He looked upon the
physical things people so diligently work for and take so much
pride in and devalues them as heart stealing thieves. Demas
forsook Paul because he “loved this present world.” (168) Jesus
spoke of the impossibility of serving two masters saying we
would “hate the one, and love the other.” (169) And yet, just like
Jonah, we are offended by and resistive to the Lord’s
admonition. What a haughty arrogant display of ego it is to
disbelieve the Lord’s estimation of materialism. And an even
greater sin is a resolve to disprove it. Would you argue He’s
condemning advantages He doesn’t understand? Does He just
need to discover that there really are “treasures in Egypt?” (170)

Listen, Jesus asked his disciples in a time when many people
turned their backs on Him, "Will ye also go away?" Peter said,
"Lord, to whom shall we go? thou hast the words of eternal
life." (171) Husband, wife, Jesus’ words have not changed and
though discomforting or scary, it would be disastrous to walk
away from them. No one else cares more about you than He
does. He said, "For the mountains shall depart, and the hills
be removed; but my kindness shall not depart from thee,
neither shall the covenant of my peace be removed, saith the
Lord that hath mercy on thee." (172) Releasing personal rights
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seems as daunting as removing mountains. Forsaking the
pleasures of life feels extreme, like the removing of foothills.
But if by faith we’ll follow the Jesus’ words the practical
blessings of God's kindness, peace, and mercy will easily
disprove the perception that we’ve given up grand things for
possessions of lesser value.
The Lord’s counsel begins with buying of Him “gold tried in

the fire, that thou mayest be rich.” First, there is no counselor
wiser or more able than Jesus. Proverbs 20:15 states, “There is
gold, and a multitude of rubies: but the lips of knowledge are a
precious jewel.” We know what attracted Laodicea. The
question is what will impress you for evidently there is a vast
difference between that which man perceives to be valuable
and what truly is. Each year millions of dollars and thousands
of hours are invested in a plethora of means to improve
marriages. While they may help, Jesus said, "buy of me," thus
He should be the primary consultant when seeking relationship
help. Joshua was tricked by the Gibeonites when he "asked not
counsel at the mouth of the Lord." (173) King David’s first
attempt to bring the Ark into Jerusalem went awry because,
“we sought him not after the due order.” (174) And the result of
this oversight? Uzzah was killed and David’s emotions ranged
from anger to being afraid of God. You see, position or
experience matters not. Degrees, titles, expertise, or skill,
however refined or elevated, will never supersede the person
and word of the Lord! "I am not eloquent" a highly educated
Moses claimed as he trusted the ability of his tongue more than
in the One who formed it. And what was God's answer? "Go,
and I will be with thy mouth, and teach thee what thou shalt
say." (175) "Shall I go up to the Philistines?" David asked the
Lord at the battle of Rephaim. And the answer was, “go up, for
I will doubtless deliver the Philistines into thine hand.” (176) But
battling the very same enemy a short time later God answers
the exact same question, “Thou shalt not go up.” Wait, the
Lord said until "thou hearest the sound of a going in the tops of
the mulberry trees." (177) As the young boy who slew Goliath
David believed, “the LORD saveth not with sword and spear:
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for the battle is the Lord's.” (178) As a seasoned and successful
warrior, he needed to be reminded of it. Past victories, ability,
and knowledge mean nothing for while “the horse is prepared
against the day of battle…safety is of the LORD.” (179) Planning,
consulting, and strategizing contributed nothing to God’s
wisdom or ability for “there is no restraint to the LORD to save
by many or by few.” So whether you’ve been married for one
year or fifty, this propensity to run everywhere rather than to
the One who created marriage needs to immediately stop. We
frequently and wholly trust the ability or intuition of self. We
find security in the greatness of position. We readily commit to
the success of experience, rest in the impressiveness of
accolades, and are prone to distrust God’s provision when
visible and ordinary means are available. The Lord said, “My
people ask counsel at their stocks” (180) so to trust Him no
further than what we can see, feel, and calculate out is really
no trust at all. Scripture says, “He that trusteth in his own
heart is a fool,” (181) so it’s not surprising couples are confused
and empty-handed when a search for a happy marriage
excludes Jesus. Forsaking the admonition, “Trust in the LORD
with all thine heart; and lean not unto thine own
understanding,” (182) makes it impossible to avoid the dreadful
consequences of human help. It also prevents the fulfillment
of the promise, “they looked unto him, and were lightened: and
their faces were not ashamed.” (183)

Second, the Lord says to buy purified gold. This means to
live by faith in your marriage. It’s taking away the dross of
unbelief that your marriage might be a vessel of purest silver.
(184) The Spirit of God connected gold and faith when He spoke
of "the trial of your faith, being much more precious than that
of gold that perisheth." (185) He says to consider trials normal
and to rejoice and the only way to do this is by faith. To the
natural mind this isn’t logical nor does it make sense but, by
faith, Christians can, have, and do. This does not come
automatically, easily, and neither is it cheap. It isn’t done
blindly nor is it a cold forced mechanical religious or academic
obligation. Rather, it’s the result of a conscious mature faith-
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based decision that says, in my marriage, I will live by God's
word. Regardless of feelings, opinions, or temporal results, I
will do what God said. This is the buying of pure gold and this
is what makes a marriage truly rich. It’s believing, "Husbands
love your wives as your own body," and "Wives submit yourself
unto your own husbands" (186) is right. It's avoiding adultery of
the heart and body by “every man having his own wife,
and…every woman having her own husband.” Called “due
benevolence” (187) it's performing acts of kindness and charity.
It's defrauding not. That is, not withholding sexually, spiritually,
physically, or emotionally that which belongs to the other.
Understanding incontinency, the Lord perfectly delegates the
responsibility of meeting needs by neither partner having power
over their own body. Faith says these things, and many others,
are true and right and a living faith works them out in practical
and tangible ways. James asked, “What doth it profit, my
brethren, though a man say he hath faith, and have not works?
can faith save him?” (188) Apply this question to the saving of
your marriage. Do you believe faith is a cure all? Listen how
James practically couples faith and works; “If a brother or sister
be naked, and destitute of daily food, And one of you say unto
them, Depart in peace, be ye warmed and filled;
notwithstanding ye give them not those things which are
needful to the body; what doth it profit? Even so faith, if it hath
not works, is dead, being alone.” (189) Faith says my spouse’s
needs are my responsibility, opportunity, and ministry. Works
says here are my body, time, and even my life. A champion
named rights is ruining marriages, and the Lord asks, “Are
there any David couples today?” Materialism is the title holder,
“Any Caleb couples out there?” Caleb “wholly followed the
LORD God” (190) and Jesus is saying the same spirit of unified
faiths in action is key to marital success. When couples live
this way the only thing goliath about relationship challengers
will be a giant thud as faith stones are sunk time and again into
foreheads of the ungodly. Overcoming and victory is bound up
in faith (191) and the time has come to live by a tried in the fire
one.
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The second part of the Lord's solution deals with the buying
of white raiment. This speaks of conducting your marriage in
personal righteousness. In the day and age in which we live,
multitudes embrace the right to live as they so please. There
are no guidelines for what they say or do other than "if it feels
good, and it doesn't hurt anyone (in their opinion), then do it."
Forsaking the Godly balances, “If it seem good unto you, and
that it be of the LORD our God” (193) and “If thou shalt do this
thing, and God command thee so” (194) has eroded practical
righteousness. A self-indulging attitude has usurped self-
sacrificing holiness and filled couples with little to no concern
for purity. You thought you didn’t have to worry about
possessing a holy marriage, but this is absolutely untrue for
who has proved God a liar by sowing “the wind” and not
reaping “the whirlwind?” (195) The foundation of our conduct is
based on the fact that God is our Father. He expects, and
clearly calls for personal sanctity in those He has introduced
into a relationship depicting Christ and His bride. But
husbands and wives have mocked this high and privileged
calling by choosing rather to enjoy the seasonal pleasures of sin.
Take some time here and read Leviticus chapters 18 through
20. There you’ll find the depths to which the human heart can
sink. But perhaps the most shocking point of these scriptures
is the realization God is speaking to His own people! Listen, if
Christians were unable to commit sin there would be no
admonition for God does not waste time with abstract
impossibilities. He does however warn against the realities of
an empowered fallen nature and when Christians commit some
the grossest sins imaginable it’s the direct result of a wholesale
rejection of an admonishment for personal holiness. Jesus
wants you to know, with all vengeance, sin, both fruit and root,
needs to be condemned and forsaken. Paul said, “Abhor that
which is evil; cleave to that which is good.” (196) He warned, “if
thou do that which is evil, be afraid.” (197) Righteousness ought
to be an unspotted life garment. Having the promises of God,
we should “cleanse ourselves from all filthiness of the flesh and
spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of God.” (198) The Bible
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says, “the disciples were called Christians first in Antioch.” (199)

This wasn’t a name they coined for themselves. Rather, the
disciple’s lives so closely resembled Jesus’ that others labeled
them “little Christ’s” and just how righteous was He? There
were no slick justifications leveraging liberty as an occasion for
the flesh. They lived out convictions of grace rather than
corrupt lusts. “Made free from sin” they “became the servants
of righteousness” (200) and lived as Jesus did; holy as a lamb
without spot or blemish. Now when was the last time someone
else correctly accused your marriage of this? Look, that the
majority of marriages are riddled with conflict is testimony
enough that lives are full of sin. Troubling our homes,
ungodliness has secured the inheritance of wind. (201) As surely
as farmers sow corn and reap the same, partners have sown to
the flesh and reaped corruption. Peter likens born-again
people entangled in the pollutions of the world to a dog “turned
to his own vomit again;” and a pig “that was washed to her
wallowing in the mire.” (202) Because of a new nature they’re
not such animals, but they’re living like them. What a gross,
embarrassing, and Christ-dishonoring comparison!
Husband, wife, it's time to buy white raiment. It's time to live

righteously. All things might be lawful for the Christian
marriage but scripture warns all things are not good. Neither
do all things edify. (203) Refusing to be brought under the power
of sinful practices, the great miracle working Apostle Paul
performed his greatest wonder when he put his body under
daily subjection lest sin, as an old rag, would cast his ministry,
testimony, and very life away. (204) Proverbs asks, "Can a man
take fire in his bosom, and his clothes not be burned?" (205) The
answer is obvious and you need to admit you are as powerless
against the wages of sin as clothes are against fire. How
ludicrous it would be to throw clothing into a roaring fire and
expect it to keep itself from burning. So then are husbands and
wives living out unrighteousness. They shall not be innocent or
immune from the consuming consequences of ungodly
lifestyles. Now some of you might reason clothes would not
burn were they treated with fire retardant chemicals. Maybe,
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but a fireplace is not the place for clothes! Why even make the
case! We ’re always searching for a work-a-round. We crave
what the Lord warned against and rather than asking, “What’s
wrong with something?” how about focusing on the rightness of
simple obedience. Remember the havoc and even death that
Achan’s sin brought upon himself, family, and nation? (206) And
why? Because he embraced the consequences of sin rather
than God’s clear directive. Likewise, many of the physical,
mental, and spiritual troubles couples face are nothing more
than the natural results of a lack of personal righteousness. It’s
not that they haven’t found their soul mate. It’s not friction
between people from different planets, personality quirks, or a
mutation of a marriage gene. Rather, it’s being unhappy and
discontented when reaping the unavoidable harvest of
unrighteousness. If we would heed the Lord's counsel, and live
in white raiment, we would avoid altogether the painful
burning and scaring effects of sin.
I know that on the surface this sounds rigid, even legalistic.

The ungodly teach we are free to do whatever, whenever, and
wherever we want. But advocates of care-free lifestyles force
themselves to turn a blind eye to the unavoidable costs of
unrestrained ways. Amongst a legion of sins that could be
named, consider the following two examples:
Isn't drinking alcoholic beverages condoned? Isn’t it socially

acceptable? But where are the stories of multitudes caught in
depression, disease, or dependency? How convenient it is to
omit; “Wine is a mocker, strong drink is raging: and whosoever
is deceived thereby is not wise.” (207) The Lord condemned
drinking and giving drink to neighbors saying it fills us with
“shame for glory” and its end to be “shameful spewing.” (208)

What was it the daughters of Lot used to numb morals? When
incest was to be repeatedly indulged, was it not wine? (209) And
I find it absolutely amazing that the Lord had to warn Aaron
and his sons to “not drink wine nor strong drink, thou, nor thy
sons with thee, when ye go into the tabernacle of the
congregation, lest ye die.” (210) The Lord described this as
distinguishing “between holy and unholy, and between unclean
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and clean” and warned actions here would teach future
generations. God was very jealous over His dwelling place, but
don’t you realize “the temple of God is holy” still, “which
temple ye are.” (211) “Your body is the temple of the Holy
Ghost” (212) and yet you indulge in what the Lord instructed not
to. To help rationalize drinking, corporations, driven by profit
margins, spend millions. Catchy slogans say intelligence co-
dwells with drinking, but this lure to “walk upon a snare” is
inviting “the robber (of dignity, purity, and integrity) to prevail
against (us).” (213) And if you think feigned restraints such as,
“Drink responsibly” will curb riot then you might as well bring
back the dead by placing flowers on a grave. The most
memorable commercials encourage drinking and the short-
lived Eighteenth Amendment proves those driven by lusts and
rights will despise and do everything in their power to suppress
admonitions of abstinence from drink. They’ll not broadcast
proof that alcohol is involved in if not directly responsible for:
50% of all auto fatalities 80% of all home violence
30% of all suicides 60% of all child abuse,

and
65% of all drownings.
Nor will you find them teaching couples how to be so

ravished with each other that they believe, “Let him kiss me
with the kisses of his mouth: for thy love is better than wine.”
(214) And yet, Christians defend the right to drink. They say
they do it moderately. Socially. But they do so with artificial
confidence and synthetic enlightenment. Advocate drinking all
you want to, the Proverb truth:
“Who hath woe? who hath sorrow? who hath contentions?

who hath babbling? who hath wounds without cause? who hath
redness of eyes? They that tarry long at the wine; they that go
to seek mixed wine. Look not thou upon the wine when it is
red, when it giveth his colour in the cup, when it moveth itself
aright. At the last it biteth like a serpent, and stingeth like an
adder. Thine eyes shall behold strange women, and thine heart
shall utter perverse things. Yea, thou shalt be as he that lieth
down in the midst of the sea, or as he that lieth upon the top of
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a mast. They have stricken me, shalt thou say, and I was not
sick; they have beaten me, and I felt it not: when shall I awake?
I will seek it yet again.” (215) cannot be denied.
Stonewall Jackson said, “I like liquor, its taste and its effects

and that’s the reason why I never drink it.” Billy Sunday said
alcohol was the “parent of crimes and the mother of sins.” He
said, “it has no faith, despises heaven, hates love, and scorns
virtue. It promises life and causes death. It promises
prosperity and sends adversity. It promises happiness and sends
misery.” Isaiah said, “Woe unto them that are mighty to drink
wine, and men of strength to mingle strong drink:…Therefore
as the fire devoureth the stubble, and the flame consumeth the
chaff, so their root shall be as rottenness, and their blossom
shall go up as dust: because they have cast away the law of the
LORD of hosts, and despised the word of the Holy One of
Israel.” (216) Is there not much Godly wisdom here? Of such,
Proverbs 8:36 sates, “he that sinneth against me (wisdom)
wrongeth his own soul: all they that hate me love death.” In
light of clear admonitions from God’s word are you still
defending the right to drink? Still convinced by a counsellor to
do wickedly? If so, your position reeks of Laodicea. It “is the
place of him that knoweth not God.” (217)

Doesn't a multi-billion dollar per year pornography industry
say, "Try it, you'll like it?" But adultery of the heart, affairs, lies,
abortions, illegitimate children, broken marriages, the wasted
lives of whores and those caught by the lascivious attraction of
strange flesh are kept far out of view. You’ll never see or hear
proponents of prostitution describe their craft as “the way to
hell, going down to the chambers of death.” (218) Pornographic
web sites and strip joints will never advocate; “Drink waters out
of thine own cistern, and running waters out of thine own
well…Let them be only thine own, and not strangers' with thee
(so no videos)…Rejoice with the wife of thy youth. Let her be
as the loving hind and pleasant roe; let her breasts satisfy thee
at all times; and be thou ravished always with her love. And
why wilt thou, my son, be ravished with a strange woman, and
embrace the bosom of a stranger?” (219) No, they’ll not preach
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such purity. They have a different gospel that endorses and
even praises their craft. Two prostitutes once said, “We are
saved. Sure we are prostitutes, but the Bible says, “all things
are lawful.” We enjoy what we do, and God wants us to be
happy. We are loved, and we love God too. “To the pure all
things are pure.” Our minds are pure, so is our prostitution.”
What an incredible twisting of scripture! Fulfilling “it is
abomination to fools to depart from evil” (220), warped spirits
misused Titus 1:15 as a leverage and occasion for sin. Had
they only read verse 16, “They profess that they know God; but
in works they deny him, being abominable, and disobedient,
and unto every good work reprobate,” they would have
immediately forsaken their anti-Christ ways. The Bible
describes “the eye of the adulterer” as one waiting “for the
twilight,” as one who conducts themselves in the dark secrets
of the night, so they might “dig through houses, which they had
marked for themselves in the daytime.” “They know not the
light” (Jesus) and to be discovered is “as the shadow of death”
and the “terrors of the shadow of death.” (221) Afraid to be
caught, all this secret looking and lusting behind closed doors
proves pornography a two-fold child and champion of hell so
strong that Proverbs warns, “none that go unto her return
again.” (222) Look, this industry desires nothing more than your
addiction that they might consume your money, dignity, purity,
body, and integrity. And they could not care less about the
damage done to your relationship with God and your spouse.
As alcohol destroys livers so will pornography devour a

marriage’s soul and proponents pocketing profits will simply
laugh and move on to their next victim when you inherit lust’s
whirlwind. Without authority, they release accountability
saying they never forced anyone to purchase their booze or visit
web sites. However, Jesus said of offenses, “woe to that man by
whom the offence cometh!” “Whoso shall offend one of these
little ones which believe in me, it were better for him that a
millstone were hanged about his neck, and that he were
drowned in the depth of the sea.” (223) The day is rapidly
approaching when the Lord Himself will execute a fiery
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vengeance upon those making merchandise of others. In their
prosperity they categorically deny the Lordship of Christ and
even go so far as to refute God’s existence. But God shall have
them in derision. “He will miserably destroy those wicked
men.” (224) Consuming both them and their stumbling blocks,
“The LORD will be terrible unto them.” (225) They shall be put
to shame and turned into hell. The word of the Lord toward
them is this, “The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God.
Corrupt are they, and have done abominable iniquity: there is
none that doeth good. God looked down from heaven upon the
children of men, to see if there were any that did understand,
that did seek God. Every one of them is gone back: they are
altogether become filthy; there is none that doeth good, no, not
one. Have the workers of iniquity no knowledge? who eat up
my people as they eat bread: they have not called upon God.
There were they in great fear, where no fear was: for God hath
scattered the bones of him that encampeth against thee: thou
hast put them to shame.” And why? Because “God hath
despised them.” (226) How then husband and wife could you not
do so as well?
Does living righteously still sound legalistic? Time would fail

to speak of other sins such as abuse, anger, bitterness, dishonor,
disrespect, hatred, idolatry, laziness, lording, lying, neglect,
pride, selfishness, strife, thievery, and violence. Addictions to
these and more are as powerful and devastating as the
examples given. Their fruits are spiritless, dreary, full of
schism and scorn, indifferent, half-hearted, uncommitted,
complacent, listless, and single couples. When the whole story
is told, is holiness nothing more than an enslaving religious ball
and chain? Is it opiate designed to numb the senses? Or is it
the means to “cleanse ourselves from all filthiness” (227) that we
might experience, “The statutes of the LORD are right,
rejoicing the heart.” (228) Listen, the devil is a liar, thief, and
murderer and he uses everything he can to deceive and
ultimately kill every good thing in your marriage. His stars will
persuade you that the riches and pleasures of this world are not
hurtful and in fact are worth investing in. Accomplished,
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connected, rich, and famous people who have and enjoy more
than what you could imagine are paraded as the ultimate
success story. But, remember everything physical is temporal.
As a story that is told the tangible will quickly pass away and
what doesn’t rot with time will one day soon melt with a
“fervent heat.” (229) This is truly sad for those so taken with the
material. But it’s even sadder when God's people are among
them. Called "fleshly lusts, which war against the soul" (230),
indulging them is taking a devastating toll (that’s what war
does) on Christian marriages. After washing the disciple’s feet
Jesus said, "ye should do as I have done to you. Verily, verily, I
say unto you, The servant is not greater than his lord; neither
he that is sent greater than he that sent him. If ye know these
things, HAPPY are ye if ye DO them." (231) The Lord, whose
every action manifested white raiment, gave us the greatest
example to follow. Is your marriage happy? If not, it's because
you've been spoiled by philosophy, vain deceit, tradition, and
the self-centered ways of the world. This second part of the
Lord's solution speaks of living righteously. He said this brings
happiness and has no shame. How, husband, can you expect
your wife to submit when your heart, mind, and life is full of
sin? How, wife is your husband to love you when sin rules your
body, soul, and spirit? Proverbs says righteousness exalts but
sin causes reproach (232) and rather than loving the former and
hating the latter many partners try to simultaneously manage
the two. Jesus said this “cannot” be done (233) which is why
couples are unhappy. Harboring a spirit that refuses to forsake
ungodly lifestyles, couples struggle for success. But failure is
only a matter of time for it is not possible for joyous
relationships to co-exist with sin. The mental and physical
strain on the fabric of marriage is too great. In addition, it is
impossible for God to bless a relationship clothed in
unrighteousness. It would dishonor Him and confuse you, and
therefore couples lack spiritual help that is so vital for success.
The question then is this, will you live so the shame of a naked
marriage will not be laid to your account, but the blessings of a
holy marriage will? This is a simple question, but one whose
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answer will affect you for the rest of this life and the one to
come. I hope you’ll decide to adorn white raiment while
despising the pathetic bowls of slop the devil masterfully tempts
and consequently destroys many with.
The final part of the Lord's solution is eye salve. Laodicean

believers were apprised of a need for eye medicine as they were
unable to see their true spiritual condition. Oh they had eyes
alright, but they were blind to the fact that what they believed
and practiced only worsened the condition they were ignorant
of. So it is with a Laodicean marriage. Fanny Cosby once said,
“It’s bad to be blind. But it’s even worse to have eyes and not
be able to see.” Incapable of understanding why marriage is
not as they hoped, couples, like a bat or a mole in the midday
sun, cannot see why it's sin to live as they do. Unaware of the
future, as was Lot, they’ll vehemently defend the well watered
plains of rights and materialism. With eyes wide open, “The
law of the wise is a fountain of life, to depart from the snares of
death” (234) is treated with contempt and it’s no wonder Jesus
said, “If therefore the light that is in thee be darkness, how
great is that darkness!” (235)

I remind you of when the devil deceived Eve. Everything he
told her was contrary to what the Lord would have her do, but
she just didn't see any problems with ultimately yielding to his
suggestions. She just didn't feel that what she was about to do
was wrong, much less a great sin. She would have vehemently
argued against personal liberality causing the fall of the entire
human race. But feelings or mental position were immaterial.
God said, "Don't eat," and that's all that mattered. Was
education the problem? Could we argue had Eve known the
scope of her sin she would have made a different decision? No.
To her the choice was inconsequential because "the natural
man receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God, for they are
foolishness to him; neither can he know them, because they
are spiritually discerned." (236) A "spiritual man" is never
produced by educating the "natural man." Eve clearly
understood the command, but operating in the flesh, and
treating the word of God with looseness, she chose to disobey it.
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Feelings and reasoning are frequent disguises for unbelief or
rebellion. Led by the lust of the eyes, Eve saw no problem in
yielding to the temptation, "Ye shall be as gods, knowing good
and evil." (237) But what he didn’t say was that they would have
no power to do the good or avoid the evil they would be
enlightened to. Doesn’t this bring force to Jesus’ prophesy, “if
the blind lead the blind, both shall fall into the ditch?” (238)

Consider also when David thought to bring the Ark to
Jerusalem. Twenty years earlier the Philistines had captured
the Ark and when they thought to rid themselves of it they
placed it upon “a new cart.” Nothing came against them for
this action, but this was no basis for David to attempt the same
thing. All that was needed for the safe and triumphant entry of
the Ark was contained in scripture. God had laid it out clearly
and plainly as to how it was to be moved. Evidently this didn’t
matter as David concluded the uneventful conduct of one
group was grounds enough for the successful enterprise of
another. To see if this is true all we need to do is look at the
tombstone of Uzzah. (239)

Listen, the faster we get off our high horses of self the sooner
we’ll be able to admit we need the Lord’s vision. He sees the
end from the beginning while our ability to see is put into
perspective; "Boast not thyself of TO MORROW; for thou
knowest not what a DAY may bring forth." (240) We can't even
see the next twenty-four hours, but God has completely
searched it out. Compounding this inability, hearts are also
affected by limited eyesight. Lot deduced the plains of Jordan
as a nice and prosperous place to live. Achan saw a goodly
Babylonish garment. David looked upon a very beautiful
woman. Six hundred thousand people saw mighty giants, lofty
walls, great cities and reduced themselves to grasshoppers
unable by divine power to be victorious over the circumstances
that had filled their vision. So much for decisions made on the
basis of sight. Scripture says four times the just shall live by
faith and this is why, to have the best of marriages, we must be
guided by God’s vision as contained in His word as opposed to
our own. When asked by Jesus, "What wilt thou that I should
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do unto thee," blind Bartimaeus said, "Lord, that I might
receive my sight." (241) Why don't you do the same? The Lord
says something is wrong with self vision. It’s natural, temporal,
and the sad state of your marriage shows it shuts out God
entirely. It's time to pray, with the desperation of a blind man
in the presence of the One who can instantaneously give sight,
"Lord, heal our eyes!" Jesus willingly has mercy on this kind of
prayer, but some of you are being tempted to think that your
vision is perfectly fine. Did not Jesus say to those who say, “we
see” that “therefore your sin remaineth?” (242)

Husband, what you see as the right way for marriage, does it
coincide with what the Lord shows here? Wife, your
understanding of roles, does it match Jesus’ counsel? With
most marriages ending in divorce or simply co-existing, the
honest answer for most, is no. John said if we love one another
there is “none occasion of stumbling.” (243) Were couples living
by this standard failure would not even be possible. But the
fact of the matter is most marriages do fail. Certainly they are
failing of love proving hearts are blind to hateful practices. You
say, “I don’t hate my spouse!” But this is why Jesus counseled
us to buy of Him eye salve. He wants us to see that living by
materialism and rights is hatred in disguise for not all wolves in
sheep’s clothing are people. Jesus defined the greatest love as
laying down one’s life. Yet multitudes of broken and frustrated
relationships prove such wisdom falling on deaf ears and
indifferent hearts. Professing love we maintain practical things
that destroy it. Like the adulteress of Proverbs 30, we eat what
is condemned and wiping our mouths we say, “I have done no
wickedness.” Joel described the effect this double-mindedness
has saying, “joy is withered away from the sons of men.” (245)

Ezekiel pictured discord as “the sword…without…and famine
within.” (246) Jeremiah said, “mine eye affecteth mine heart”
(247) and until we choose the healing and enlightening eye salve
of the Lord our confusion and frustration will be only
perpetuated for walking according to our own understanding
we “know not whither (we) go, because that darkness hath
blinded (our) eyes.” (248) But when Jesus is truly our light,
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when His vision practically becomes ours, then great avenues
of blessing become available as the Lord promised, “I will
instruct thee and teach thee in the way which thou shalt go: I
will guide thee with mine eye.” (249) Personal experience will be
He “guided them by the skilfulness of his hands” (250) and our
testimony shall be, “Thou in thy mercy hast led forth the
people which thou hast redeemed: thou hast guided them in
thy strength unto thy holy habitation.” (251) Of his failing sight
Paul praised the Galatians saying, “if it had been possible, ye
would have plucked out your own eyes, and have given them to
me.” (252) Do you think Jesus would do less? Oh how He would
admonish us to, “walk not as other Gentiles walk, in the vanity
of their mind, Having the understanding darkened, being
alienated from the life of God through the ignorance that is in
them, because of the blindness of their heart.” (253) Jesus told
his disciples, “blessed are your eyes, for they see,” (254) and oh
that these words would be true again today!
The reward offered is set forth in verse twenty-one saying;

"To him that overcometh will I grant to sit with me in my
throne, even as I also overcame, and am set down with my
Father in his throne." There was a time when James and John
asked Jesus; "Master, we would that thou shouldest do for us
whatsoever we shall desire." Not rebuking what seemed a
pretty egotistical petition, Jesus asked; "What would ye that I
should do for you?" Wow, this was their chance! Here was
their opportunity to ask the Lord for anything. A more
successful ministry. An easier life. More faith, power, notoriety,
success, influence, or money. And what was their request?
"Grant us to sit next to you in your glory." (255) Having seen
Jesus’ transfiguration, these men knew a little of the greatness,
honor, glory, and blessing of being in the presence of a glorified
Christ and they desired it above everything else. Sometimes we
misuse verses such as, “If ye shall ask any thing in my name, I
will do it.” (256) thinking the Lord is pleased to sign blank checks
for carnal or immature hearts. But, by refined faith, do you see
what walking with Jesus does? Can you, by eye salve, see how
His presence changes the mind and spirit by channeling them
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toward that which is truly eternal and glorious? Temporal
things no longer matter. All that men exalt, praise, and highly
esteem immediately loses its appeal when fellowship with the
living Lord is fully entered into. This is why Moses of the Land
of Promise, that awesome flowing with milk and honey, free
houses, crops, animals land, said, “If thy presence go not with
me, carry us not up hence.” (257) He knew a land, however
bountiful or prosperous, is no land without God.
Nothing could be more valuable than the Lord’s presence

and this is why the disciples asked for it. Jesus answers them
saying this privilege is reserved for those for whom it is
prepared, and our text shows an overcoming Ladociean church
as one of those candidates.
In our analogy it is absolutely amazing that a marriage

plagued by lukewarmness, blindness, and hearts ruled by rights
and materialism would be invited to be so elevated and
honored. But we shouldn’t be surprised the Lord reserves His
most treasured gift for the worst of marriages. I’m not sure
we’ll ever fully understand its manifold privileges. To
conceptualize it is difficult as we have no real reference point
for the vast majority of us will never sit in what is considered
honorable seats. We’ll just never have the opportunity or
chance. Except here. Praise God, what a marked differenced
we see in the person and gifts of Christ. Jesus said, “any man,”
who overcomes will sit with Him on His throne and this is
infinitely better than sitting with others who wield the mightiest
scepters of the world! They pale in comparison! They’re
paupers in the presence of the Owner of the universe! Our
Lord Jesus is from above and “above all,” He is “highly
exalted,” He is “sat down on the right hand of God; From
henceforth expecting till his enemies be made his footstool” (258)

and He is pleased to invite Laodicean marriages to join Him.
The idea here is one of power afforded by the presence of the

Lord Jesus. This is not a human or worldly power whose
source lies in rights, titles, or riches. Neither should it be
compared with historical or contemporary rulers, dictators, or
dignitaries. It’s a divine power. It’s a heavenly power. It’s
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completely foreign to anything and everything the world could
ever imagine to produce or possess for its living spring is none
other than the person of the Son of God.
In scripture there are many references to the advantages of

being in the Lord’s presence. If you’ll get a Bible and search
out the word “presence” you’ll find the following thoughts
associated with it:
Rest, graciousness, glory, honor, strength, gladness, singing,

judgment, the Lord
hearing prayers and helping, victory over enemies, the path

of life, fullness of joy,
pleasures evermore, tables prepared by God in the presence

of enemies, anointing,
safety, empathy, love, pity, mountain moving walled city

destroying sea splitting
power, worship, living victoriously over sin, and times of

refreshing.
Is the value of this reward coming into focus? Is the request

of James and John beginning to have appeal? Jesus is saying
couples can experience these blessings by the gift of His
presence. They’re available to those choosing Him over
Laodicean attractions. But they are a gift, given when Jesus is
esteemed greater and more valuable than temporal riches or
fleeting privileges. Here are a few ways this gift makes a
difference.
Jesus’ presence affords an uncanny rest in perilous times.

Remember when the disciple’s hearts were filled with fear as
water filled their boat? Had they believed it impossible to
perish because Jesus was present such feelings would have
been disallowed. They just didn’t know the wind and sea was
subject to His command. They had no idea He was the One
“which stilleth the noise of the seas, the noise of their waves,
and the tumult of the people.” (259) But you do and that’s why
two can say, “I will both lay me down in peace, and sleep: for
thou, LORD, only makest me dwell in safety.” (260) This is how
Peter could sleep on the night before his scheduled execution.
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Jesus promised to never leave or forsake us and this is how
couples can live out, “I will fear no evil: for thou art with me.”
(261). Are you filled with angst? Maybe Laodicea’s overcoming
challenge is for you.
His person also provides true joy. When my wife and I went

to S. Korea as missionaries I remember people shaking their
heads and calling us crazy. We packed what we could into 6
suitcases for our family of 4, sold everything else, and took off.
There was no support of any mission board or co-op program.
We had no home to go to or indigenous church to team with.
We couldn’t speak the language and had no guaranteed
income. Given this uncertainty, some considered this move
wrong. They questioned the wisdom of placing a family at such
risk. However, in jail Paul said, “I have all, and abound: I am
full” (262) and this is exactly what we experienced. Jesus was
with us, how could we not have what we needed? Oh to be
sure, we had needs and He miraculously provided for each and
every one. Time would fail me to tell you how the Lord worked
to supply them. My socks roll up and down every time I think
about how the Lord orchestrated people and events when
accomplishing His will. It was amazing and as we experienced
miracle after miracle the words questioning our actions simply
pinned away. Those that said we were crazy, were so
themselves for not getting out of their boats. His Lordship
turned apprehension on its head. His authority reduced
speculation to less than nothing. He filled our lives, not with
things for the sake of things, but with the incredible joy and
gladness that God practically reigns over heaven and earth still!
The verse about God owning “the cattle upon a thousand hills”
(263) holds true today! No wonder David said, “Thou hast put
gladness in my heart, more than in the time that their corn and
their wine increased,” and again, “thou hast…girded me with
gladness.” (264) Many waste their lives managing tomorrow.
Ignoring Jesus’ words, “Take no thought for your life” (265)

minds are consumed with anxiety or plans and the delight, joy,
and gladness of a living trust in a resurrected Lord is never
known. Never experiencing the abiding presence of the Lord
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Jesus it’s no wonder “gladness is taken from the plentiful field
(your marriage)…their shouting (the exuberance of a great
relationship) shall be no shouting.” (266) But David said, “in thy
presence is fulness of joy; at thy right hand there are pleasures
for evermore.” (267) And again, “I have set the LORD always
before me: because he is at my right hand, I shall not be
moved. Therefore my heart is glad, and my glory rejoiceth: my
flesh also shall rest in hope.” (268) Listen, if you’re your tired of
the unhappy status of your marriage, if what you’re doing
hasn’t produced abiding joy or gladness, consider Jesus’ gift of
Himself.
There is also a supernatural boldness associated with Jesus’

presence. When arrested, Peter and John in the presence of
rulers, high priests, and perhaps hundreds of onlookers
declared with an uncommon spirit of valor a resurrected
Christ. Considered “unlearned and ignorant men,” scripture
says the people marveled at their manifest boldness and took
note that its spring was in being “with Jesus.” (271) Like
Stephen, the crowds “were not able to resist the wisdom and
the spirit by which (they) spake” (272) and no wonder, for what
human intellect or invention could withstand “the ability which
God giveth.” (273)

These are but a sampling of this gift of Jesus. And the
opportunity to “dwell in the house of the LORD all the days of
(your) life, to behold the beauty of the LORD, and to inquire in
his temple” (274) is available to those willing to exchange for it
the supposed comforts and feigned benefits of a Laodicean
lifestyle. No wonder David said “Blessed are they that dwell in
thy house: they will be still praising thee.” (275)

Nothing is more valuable than having a marriage blessed by
the practical presence of Jesus. You might ascend the highest
thrones of earth, but it's far better to sit with Jesus. Rights and
riches have no value in His presence. Solomon’s lover said it
was His countenance that was “excellent!” (276) The queen of
Sheba swooned when she saw the majesty of Solomon saying,
“the half was not told me: thy wisdom and prosperity exceedeth
the fame which I heard.” She added, “Happy are thy men,
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happy are these thy servants, which stand continually before
thee”, (277) but do you not see that a “greater than Solomon is
here?” (278) In spite of all his power, riches, and dominion David
said; "Thou shalt make me full of joy with thy countenance."
(279) The presence of the Lord Jesus is a gift like no other.
Special made for Laodicean couples who repent, the question
becomes, relative to your marriage, where is Jesus? When He
was born, there was “no room…in the inn.” Is this still true?
Is your heart so booked? Many couples end up in; "The seat of
the scornful." (280) Called to be one, they’re bitter, unhappy, co-
existing, and ready to call it quits, but this isn't a destiny. Jesus
desires to grace marriages with His presence and you can be a
modern day Obededom whose household and “all that
pertaineth unto him” (281) was blessed when God’s presence
came to abide in his home.
Such reward is a great honor, but I'm afraid few couples will

attain it. Not for personalities or circumstances. Were these
the obstacles we would be well able to overcome them. No, the
thief is unbelief which is a far deeper and sinister problem.
Few will believe the Lord's assessment of their marriage. Fewer
still will be motivated by the Lord's reward as they will calculate
individual rights and things to be of greater value than the
offering of the Lord. Like Israel’s first trip to the banks of
Jordan, couples will esteem the Lord’s presence too scary or
shaky and will hence be turned into a great and terrible
wilderness. Like the people of the country of the Gadarenes,
afraid of Jesus, couples will “pray him to depart out of their
coasts.” (282) Dead pigs represent a steeper cost than they’re
willing to pay. In their minds and pocketbooks Jesus is too
expensive. The price of His fellowship is perceived to be too
high as the projected returns of His gift don’t appear profitable
enough. But we only need to point to the man out of whom
devils were cast to refute this assumption. Likewise, hundreds
of thousands of unnecessary wilderness graves solemnly
disprove the thought: desert life and wilderness wanderings
are better than Canaan.
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Without question the Lord is well able to take our marriages
and make them better, but while the thought of exchanging
rights and wealth for the person of Jesus is judged unpopular it
is done so at the expense of blessed relationships. People snub
their noses at a gift misunderstood but widespread
unhappiness, violence, and divorce are testimony enough that
such thoughts and actions are ill-advised and fraught with
disaster. Jesus taught that people who pray so others can see,
"have their reward." (283) Likewise, your current marital status
is the present reward of past choices and subsequent actions.
Right now you are reaping the results of you ordering your
marriage and the simple question to ask is, “Have my choices
built a happy, strong, and durable relationship?” Can you truly
say your marriage is the best thing since sliced bread? If not,
then as a couple, you have an important decision to make. If
you don’t want your marriage to continue as it is, you need to
stop living as you have been.
In conclusion, isn’t Laodicea most unpleasant? But tickling

our fancy never was the Lord’s goal, was it? Without
controversy He clearly disapproves of modern marriages. The
vast amount of discord and confusion today is sad but truthful
testimony that Jesus is not Lord over our marriages. Everyone
is doing "that which is right in his own eyes," (284) and He
therefore finds nothing to commend. Nauseated by lukewarm
ineffectiveness He reveals that pomp, glitter, materialism, and
show are nothing more than deceptive coverings of actual
faithlessness, unrighteousness, and blindness.
But while harshly judging such a marriage, the Lord did not

leave it without remedy. He loves you and He demonstrates it
by knocking at the door of your heart. "If any man hear my
voice, He says, and open the door, I will come in." How simple
and God-like! He has taken the first step and all He now
requires for a happy marriage is a willingness to allow Him in
and who cannot do this? Why not function by the eye of faith?
Why not see what a difference Jesus can make? My friend, you
stand at a tremendous crossroad. On one path individualism
and materialism are calling you to just keep on living the way
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you have been. They’ll promise things will improve and there’s
no reason to get caught up in some “presence of Jesus thing.”
On the other road stands faith, righteousness, and divine
vision. They are encouraging you to esteem “the reproach of
Christ greater riches than the treasures in Egypt.” (285) You
don’t want your marriage to just get better, you want it to be
absolutely incredible and Jesus is both door and key. And these
are the only two choices. This road splits and now you must
ask, “What will I do? What’s my decision going to be?” Will
you continue to regulate by rights or by God's word? Will you
govern by materialism or by faith? If you want power over self,
sin, and the devil then listen to Jesus’ counsel. If you want a
happy marriage, then as a couple repent, and open up to Him.
If not, then put this counsel aside and chalk it up as an
amusing twist to a portion of scripture that may be applicable to
a church, but not to a couple. But I would urge you, before any
more time is wasted, before any more damage is done, by grace
and by faith, choose the way of the Lord. Hosea said people
would “eat, and not have enough” because they “left off to take
heed to the LORD.” (286) Discounting the importance,
difference, and effect of the Bread of Life, unbelief has, for
couples, forfeited the healthy benefits of Laodicea’s reward far
too long.
When exhorted to possess the gift of the promise land the

Children of Israel living by sight refused the word of the Lord.
Then, upon hearing the evil tidings of the Lord (death in the
wilderness) they presumed to “go up unto the place which the
LORD hath promised.” (287) They could have been something,
but now they were only pretending to be and history records
the predictable and inevitable defeat when “the Lord is not
among you.” Husband, wife, the Lord is knocking and if you’ll
repent in meekness and contrition He promises restoration.
Don’t waste any more time. “Fear not: believe only, and (you)
shall be made whole.” (288) “Whosoever shall call upon the
name of the Lord shall be saved.” (289) “Call ye upon him while
he is near.” (290) Invite Him into your marriage and you’ll
experience first hand that He “only doeth wondrous things.”
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(291) He’ll turn your morning into dancing and gird it with
gladness. The glorious marriage He’ll build will sing praise
unto God and for this work you’ll say “O LORD my God, I will
give thanks unto thee for ever.” (292)
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CONCLUSION

“Now of the things which we have spoken this is the sum,” (1)

"Where no counsel is, the people fall," (2) and again, "Without
counsel purposes are disappointed." (3) Hosea said, “my people
are destroyed for a lack of knowledge” (4) and is this not clearly
seen in scores of Christian marriages?
Failing more than they succeed, you see them struggling to

change and groping for answers that will permanently fix what
promised to be fantastic that is practically frightful. Exhausted
by a spirit of heaviness, rather than living "happily ever after,"
couples with increasing frequency and certainty, are
overwhelmed. How much so? Like a tsunami. Marital efforts
and duties have become a burden far too heavy to bear.
Stooping and bowing as weary beasts, couples with heads
buried in their hands sit disappointed and disillusioned in the
midst of failed attempts to produce relationships that are the
joy of our lives and well able to stand life’s tests.
This is also what Jesus sees. Acutely aware of failings, cries,

and sorrows the Lord said, “I have surely seen the affliction of
my people,” but He’s not just looking in amazement or
disappointment. Grace moved Him to consider our condition,
and an even greater grace motivated Him to say, “I am come
down to deliver them.” (5) Habakkuk said, “Thou wentest forth
for the salvation of thy people” (6) and oh how we praise the
Lord Jesus for His coming down to give couples “one heart, and
one way!” (7) He knew we needed counsel. He knew we
needed direction and we rejoice in that He didn’t just shake His
head in frustration, but rather, “The LORD thundered from
heaven, and the most High uttered his voice.” (8) Has He not
“written to thee excellent things in counsels and knowledge,
That I might make thee know the certainty of the words of
truth?” (9) When it comes to relationship management nothing
was left to chance. There’s no need for speculation or
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conjecture. “I have given them thy word” (10) Jesus said and
what could possibly be lacking in words plainly spoken by “God
manifest in the flesh?” (11) Could man add new light? By luck
or diligence could we stumble across or discover something not
thoroughly revealed? Listen, we need what we have and have
what we need. God has gloriously prepared and furnished a
table in this wilderness world upon which lays the very Word of
God which thoroughly furnishes all marriages. The world
snubs its nose at this table saying, there is no fare. Religion
inspects the food and says, it is Divine, but you cannot
understand it. However, faith would say nonsense to the one
and fool to the other for “they know not the thoughts of the
LORD, neither understand they his counsel.” (12) It's one thing
to doubt that God has given counsel, and another to believe He
gave it, but it cannot be grasped. If either is true, we are left
without the guidance and inspiration necessary to live out
marriages where two are truly and happily one. But let there
be no doubt, God has spoken! He has clearly done so! And
what He gave is exactly what is needed to be happily married
while beautifully illustrating the glorious picture of Christ and
his bride!
Jesus said, "I will build my church," (13) and therefore

addressed seven scenarios representing the Church Age in its
entirety while practically characterizing local assemblies. As
complete as His atoning work on the cross of Calvary, so is His
ability to supply the needs of His people whatever the age or
challenge. Each message addressed the character of the Lord
and church, and perfectly provided the means whereby
assemblies can stand victorious. Surely Isaiah’s prophesy, “For
thou hast been a strength to the poor, a strength to the needy in
his distress, a refuge from the storm, a shadow from the heat,
when the blast of the terrible ones is as a storm against the
wall” (14) is fulfilled in the eternal priesthood of the Lord Jesus.
In the application of this text to marriage, the same is true.

Foreseeing the opportunities, propensities, and difficulties of
marriage, the Lord provided a means whereby we could read,
understand, and successfully workout this great mystery.
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Described as, “grace in the wilderness” (15) it was never the
Lord’s intent that we walk blindly or wildly through gifts He
leads us into, though by observation one might conclude this.
Nothing was to be left to fancy, imagination, or human
cunning, though by the experience of trial and error this might
be our case. We have His all sufficient word and faith, even the
weakest faith, in it will without fail lead each and every couple
to the “land that (God) will show you” (16) (land being a happy,
powerful, vibrant, and enduring relationship) that ye might
with joy draw out of the wells of His salvation. (17) This word,
we are promised, is infinitely surer than the ever-moving range
of senses or times. On its power there’s been no depreciation
nor has it begun to fatigue. The word that spanned the
heavens is the same word by which “all things consist” (18) and
this includes enabling grace to completely and happily fulfill
“what therefore God hath joined together, let not man put
asunder.” (19)

Having this word enables us to build with assurance and
precision relationships as the Lord intended. Its truth affords
the insight and ability to purge and depart from the iniquity
that would rule and ruin. Such a word creates a deep-seated
confidence and provides the power to achieve all of marriage’s
intended blessing and glory. All we need now is a willing mind,
devoted heart, and child-like faith that says, “all that the Lord
hath spoken we will do.” (20) This was the mindset of the
Children of Israel when building the Tabernacle. Scripture
records their success saying, “according to all that the LORD
commanded Moses, so the children of Israel made all the work.
And Moses did look upon all the work, and, behold, they had
done it as the LORD had commanded, even so had they done
it.” (21) You see, it is possible. In spite of faithless messages
purported by those who know nothing of God or His ways, great
marriages are achievable. Our world views marriage as nothing
more than dull badger skin (the external covering of the
wilderness Tabernacle), but it is impossible for living obedience
to the word of God to produce anything less than relationships
filled with the Lord’s glory. Admittedly, Israel later forsook the
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Lord, but such does not diminish what is gained by mimicking
their good accomplishment. Husband, wife, Revelation
chapters 2 and 3 are written for our learning and admonition.
Their nature was never intended to be so mysterious or
symbolic that it would preclude practical, even daily,
application. They are designed to enhance the relationship
between Christ and His church while simultaneously providing
guidance for how to genuinely and continuously possess the
greatest of human relationships.
In this appeal to press toward the mark of great marriages,

consider Numbers 27 for it houses two enormous principles.
The first is found in the daughters of Zelophehad and what
they teach concerning correctly esteeming what the Lord is
pleased to give. Their father had passed away having no sons,
thus they were destined to receive no inheritance in Canaan.
The situation seemed out of control for what could they
possibly do in the face of death, no brothers, and a law that
governed such matters? However, in their minds, the
possession was too valuable to just sit back and accept the cruel
hand life had dealt. The Promise Land was too desirable to
simply cross their arms and do nothing. They reasoned
perhaps, “Why should we lose out on what God for decades has
been leading us up to?” “Why walk away empty-handed when
we may not have to?” To live in a milk and honey land was
Israel’s high and holy privilege and there was absolutely no way
they were going to walk away from this blessing without
pursuing the matter. So they asked (how simple), “Give unto
us, a possession” and the Lord’s response was, “The daughters
of Zelophehad speak right” and He therefore commanded
Moses to give them the inheritance that was to be their
father’s. How could we expect a different outcome when the
desires of God’s people are rightly aligned with the gifts He
would give?
Can we not see an application to marriage? That which

illustrates the love God has for people, pictures the relationship
between Christ and his church, and meets every need of a man
and woman God has joined together is one of the most
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incredible gifts ever. It’s an earthly pattern of heavenly
realities. It’s a present picture of a future event and there’s a
special dignity and most blessed honor to be had in living out
the reality of the marriage supper of the Lamb. But the world
has lightly esteemed and roughly handled this. Across the
earth marriage seems evil, so they trample under foot and
devalue by all manner of sin that which Jesus said not to put
asunder. But, “What is that to thee?” (22) You are in no way
predestined to be caught in worldly norms or controlled by
wicked practices. A godless world ignorantly dismisses
marriage’s high honor and glory, but they cannot force you to
follow suit. You are not a mindless animal whose sole fate is
the slaughter house! The trite handling of marriage means less
than nothing to those called by Jesus to “follow thou me.”
Husbands, relentlessly seek the Lord’s face until He would be
pleased to pour into you the same accounting and valuation
mindset of Zelophehad’s daughters! Wives, earnestly pray that
the same character of those young ladies, which rightly and
highly esteemed the gifts and calling of the Lord, God would
form in you. They coveted God’s best and couples need their
zealous spirit. After chasing the money changers out of the
temple Jesus cried, “My house shall be called the house of
prayer!” (23) Righteous zeal did something about the disrespect
a bunch of money hungry idolaters had for the house of God.
He was eaten up by the mistreatment of the gift God had given
and oh how we need to feel the same toward marriage! Paul
said, “Be ye angry, and sin not” (24) and husbands ought to be
irate, wives should get furious, couples must get hopping up
and down mad, not at each other, but every time the blessed
gift of marriage is drug through the muck and mud of sin! The
Bible says when Nehemiah contended for the things of the
Lord he got furious. He threatened to “lay hands” on folks. He
“plucked off their hair” and even “chased” (25) people and you
ought to have the same fervent zeal for the holy state of
marriage. We need couples who will tenaciously lift up the
banner of holy matrimony! We need folks who believe in the
high privileges and sanctity of marriage! Tradition and
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experience say if your marriage is not going to make it, if it's not
going to be good, then that's just the way it goes. They reason
maybe lady luck will be on your side next time. Their attitude
is you win some and you lose some, so let’s not make such a big
deal out of a failed or rocky marriage. But Zelophehad’s
daughters would not stand for such a worldly status quo. They
stood in stark contrast to the dark and faithless reasonings of
unbelief. This was so refreshing to God that He instituted a
new commandment and your marriage can be the same oasis
for His promises today. Why live with the mindset that allows
promised inheritance to slip or fade away? Why accept a low
standard when there’s no reason to? Why settle for what's
dismissed as natural when God’s design is so much greater and
glorious? Being “Great in counsel, and mighty in work” (26) He
is willing and ready to lead you into the blessings and glories of
His creation. He is well able to lead you through the truth and
application of Revelation 2 and 3 and the grand decision to
make is this, are you willing to follow Him?
The second truth of Numbers 27 is found in verses 12-14. It

is without question one of the most profound days in Moses’ life
for he will see Canaan, die, and be buried by God. While much
could be said of this passage, I only want to say that seeing but
not partaking of what God promised should absolutely astonish
us. Moses repeatedly prayed to “let me go over and see the
good land that is beyond Jordan.” His importunity was
tenacious. Living “men ought always to pray, and not to faint,”
God eventually said, “speak no more unto me of this matter.”
(27) I wonder how many will survey from a distance the gifts of
Jesus and unlike Moses be content to let them be a vision only.
Of heaven’s gifts, how many will allow the condemnation,
“Behold, thou shalt see it with thine eyes, but shalt not eat
thereof.” (29) Unbelief shouts for joy every time it succeeds in
shutting couples out of the land of promise. Rebellion dances
with glee when marriages die this side of Jordan. When Moses
failed to sanctify the Lord, what he lost was incalculable, but
don’t you dare think the opportunity and privilege of portraying
Christ and His bride is any less significant. You stand at the
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door of Revelation’s great and mighty promises. Do not come
short of them! Don’t be found gazing or gawking at what could
have been! Your marriage can be a royal diadem in the glory
land of the Lord and I pray that a double portion of the spirit of
Caleb will inspire us to, not just wish, speculate, or vainly view
what could, should, or might have been, but to go up and
possess it at once!!
The Lord has taken us full circle with these seven marriages.

We've come from the zeal of newlyweds in Ephesus and the
heights of love in Philadelphia, to the depths of the death of
Sardis and the total and complete displeasure of Laodicea. The
Lord has faithfully revealed marriage and human nature in
every aspect. He praised the good, condemned the bad,
consoled the suffering, and offered divine rewards, solutions,
and warnings that we might truly say, “For by thee I have run
through a troop: by my God have I leaped over a wall.” (30) A
beautiful and amazing marriage is the gift of our Lord Jesus.
Certainly, He has answered the prayer, “That the LORD thy
God may show us the way wherein we may walk, and the thing
that we may do.” (31)

I believe you can very easily find aspects of your marriages in
one, if not several, of the marriages presented. But the secret
of change is applying what the Lord convicts you of or inspires
you with. By these Revelation chapters a "good ground" (32)

marriage can be thirty, sixty, a hundred times better than it is
right now. Can we believe this? Thirty times more so in love?
Sixty times happier? In one hundred more ways one? We’re
told God is able to do, “exceeding abundantly above all that we
ask or think” (33) so is this expectation of multiplying
relationships too large of a draft on God? Do you think He’s
done all He can and can do no more? As it stands right now, is
your relationship the best He can do? Nonsense! Oh faithless
nonsense!! We can’t even begin to imagine the height, depth,
or breadth the Lord can take relationships to and it’s time to
stop restricting God by earthly experience, education, and
expectations. Listen, we sing in our churches “open the eyes of
my heart Lord. Open the eyes of my heart.” You know what?
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He has! The incredible potential of marriage could not be
clearer, but His revelation is one thing and our enjoyment of it
is quite another. History records the King of Syria’s desire to
kill the prophet Elisha. Discovering him in the city of Dothan
(34) we read, “Therefore sent he thither horses, and chariots,
and a great host: and they came by night, and compassed the
city about.” Seeing this host on the morrow Elisha’s servant
cried, “Alas, my master! how shall we do?” And Elisha’s
answered, by the innumerable fiery host of the Lord! That’s
how! His statement, “Fear not: for they that be with us are
more than they that be with them” is the Old Testament
precursor to the New Testament truth, “greater is he that is in
you, than he that is in the world” (35) and how easy it would
have been for God’s fiery chariots to consume mere humans.
How incredibly stronger they were than wood. Elisha prayed
for the eyes of his servant to be truly opened and when they
were he realized what had been true all along, that, “the
mountain was full of horses and chariots of fire round about.”
Listen, marriage is more important than we could ever
imagine. The significance and potential of that which speaks of
Christ and the bride is in God’s estimation priceless. We just
haven’t realized this truth and reality for focusing on
circumstances. Its glory has been clouded by concentrating on
challenges rather than what God will greatly do in the midst of
them. If we could truly see marriage from God’s perspective it
would radically change us. If by the eye of faith our vision were
filled with the privileges of this gift of God our enjoyment of the
Lord’s provision would be so real that any host would stand
powerless to dissuade us. But this is a big “if” and the question
that the Lord asked of Jeremiah, Amos, and Zechariah
becomes the question He now asks you, “What seest thou?”
How do you view marriage? Can you conceptualize its true
meaning? Can you visualize the impact God desires? By the
rewards of each marriage, can you envision the high plane God
intends you to live on? In your mind is marriage a ministry and
opportunity to glorify God by living out in a godless world the
picture of Jesus and his bride? If so, I would beseech you to by
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faith begin living out in the power of the Spirit your relationship
in accordance with the word of God. If you don’t see it,
perhaps your spiritual eyes have become dim. Isaiah said
dimness was caused by looking to the earth for help (36) and
Jeremiah attributed dimness to the wages of sin. (37) Whatever
the case, if you’re not moved by how far short you have fallen of
the glory of God, or if you’re just not inspired by God’s high
calling you should consider seriously praying that the Lord
would open your eyes just as He did for Elisha’s servant so very
long ago.
I opened this book with the confession that my marriage at

one time was in great trouble. Now, decades later, I can
worship and praise the Lord Jesus because He rescued it! His
revelation, conviction, instruction, and enabling grace
dovetailed together to save my marriage from certain failure
and all I can say is, “he hath triumphed gloriously…the LORD
is my strength and song…he is become my salvation…and I will
exalt him.” (38) Like Lot, by thought and action I chose what
seemed to be well-watered plains (39) not knowing,
understanding, or probably even caring about God’s opinion. I
thought I was doing pretty well. At the very least, as well as I
could, but in just a few short years the terrible state of my
marriage clearly showed how greatly I had erred and how
pathetic the tools of reason and sight really are. The Lord
never promised to bless or honor the best of efforts or
intentions however sincere they might be. And being brutally
honest, I’d be lying if I tried to convince you I had really tried
“my best.” Most of the time I was simply doing what was
convenient or good for me. I had ignored or downplayed the
word of the Lord as it pertained to marriage and the time had
come to simply reap what I had so foolishly sown.
The Lord could have written me off as a lost cause but David

said, “He hath not dealt with us after our sins; nor rewarded us
according to our iniquities.” (40) In love He mercifully reached
down and pulled me from the terrible pit I had willingly fallen
into. Surely, as Lot had Abraham as his advocate, the Lord
Jesus interceded and acted on my behalf. I have no idea why
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He helped me so. Perhaps this is one of those events I don’t
need to fully understand. Maybe it’s enough to know that He
did. I’m just not sure. But in all that has taken place I do
know this; while I certainly did not deserve delivering grace I
praise Him for giving it. He delivered me from those (including
myself) bent on destroying my marriage! David described them
as “the waves of death,” “the floods of ungodly men,” the
“sorrows of hell,” and the “snares of death.” (41) Moses exposed
their plans saying, “The enemy said, I will pursue, I will
overtake, I will divide the spoil; my lust shall be satisfied upon
them; I will draw my sword, my hand shall destroy them.” (42)

They were certainly all too strong for me, but to the Lord Jesus
they were less than nothing. “He delivered me from my strong
enemy, and from them that hated me.” (43) “An enemy unto
(my) enemies, and an adversary unto (my) adversaries,” (44) He
kept my “foot from being taken” (45) and now I sing unto the
Lord a “new song” of praise. “Many shall see it, and fear, and
shall trust in the LORD” (46) for His desire and ability to utterly
dash into pieces all foes.
But what about you? Many of you are making sand

foundation decisions whose end will soon destabilize, even
doom, your marriage. For others, though never letting on, your
relationship is already in total disarray. Inclinations and full-
blown bents toward fashionable Balaks (47) are once again
angering God and this sin, like a spiritual bloodhound, “will find
you out.” This, Moses said, is a truth we can be sure of. (48)

But rather than allowing you to blindly think, foolishly act, and
eventually reap the results of mistakes sown, Jesus is providing
counsel whereby you can truly enjoy crushed dreams.
Sampson put it this way, “out of the strong came forth
sweetness.” (49) Jesus is the strong Lion of the tribe of Judah
who will one day judge the world in righteousness. But
presently He is honey that we might enjoy all the sweetness He
always intended in marriage. Oh how I pray you will take full
advantage of His blessed provision. I pray you would see the
tremendous application that, “Every purpose is established by
counsel: and with good advice make war” (50) has toward
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marriage. You don’t have to grope through endless theories or
fret about being some target in a relationship shooting gallery.
By the counsel of the Almighty, by the eternal words of the
living God, your marriage can have purpose, soundness, and
power. By the good advice of Jesus, with a heaven breathed
confidence, you can take on, withstand, and overcome what
would come against it. David exhorted us to, “taste and see
that the LORD is good: blessed is the man that trusteth in
him,” (51) and in so doing couples will experience marital
victories such as;

thou hast smitten all mine enemies upon the cheek
bone; thou hast broken the teeth of the
ungodly. Psalm 3:7

Let all mine enemies be ashamed and sore vexed: let
them return and be ashamed suddenly.
Psalm 6:10

I have pursued mine enemies, and overtaken them:
neither did I turn again till they were
consumed. Psalm 18:37

Thou hast also given me the necks of mine enemies;
that I might destroy them that hate me.

Psalm 18:40
He delivereth me from mine enemies: yea, thou liftest

me up above those that rise up
against me, Psalm 18:48 and

now shall mine head be lifted up above mine enemies
round about me: therefore will I
offer in his tabernacle sacrifices of joy; I will sing, yea, I will

sing praises unto the
LORD. Psalm 27:6
I close with one final thought from I Peter chapter three

verse seven, in which we find the phrase, "that your prayers be
not hindered." Dealing with marriage the passage in short says
if your home life is not right, your prayers will not be as
effective as you presume. You can talk about ministry, power,
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grace, worship, faith, walking in the fruits of the Spirit, pulling
down strong holds and such, but it will be nothing more than a
tinkling cymbal with no real effect if your marriage is not as
God would have it. He graciously and patiently endures
ignorance and infirmity, but outright rebellion or stoic
indifference He will not sanction by blessing other areas of
ministry.
My friend, no couple ever starts out with plans for discord or

divorce, but they happen. Your flesh, the world about you, and
the devil himself will ensure attacks. Knowing this God
provided a tremendous means whereby couples can fix or avoid
horizon problems. Determine today to use what He has given.
As Daniel, purpose in your heart that your conduct will be
governed by God’s word rather than feelings or opinions.
Account your marriage to be worth something to God, your
spouse, family, community, and world. Don't end up on the
massive and ever-increasing heap of separation and divorce.
Invest in your relationship so when you pray there is real
power. The world desperately needs this type of marriage as it
may be the only picture they ever see of what Jesus can do for
them. And what a glorious picture it can be! The Lord is ready
to provide such a one and my final question is; are you willing
to step forth and allow Him? “I heard a voice from heaven”
John said (52) and if the same is now true of you then submit
your marriage as a candidate for revival. Jesus is calling; all
you have to do is answer.

The word of God from heaven spoken
Do you have hearing ears?
Calling to couples sad and broken,
Calling those who’ve struggled for years
Two happily one, is a Canaan of rest.
Is this fruit sweet to your soul?

Jesus promises you can be blest,
In a marriage made once again whole.
Now dissuading us are treacherous spies
Proclaiming, “Problems are too great!”
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Discouraging hearts their fear and lies
Are “Give up, both you and your mate!”
But, “Fear not” is the word of our Lord.
Neither faithless nor discouraged be.
On couples His Spirit is once again poured.
Now “Go up and possess” what you see.
His word is our Damascus road light.
From heaven again shines your Lamb
Husbands, wives go in this might
With Jesus your eternal I Am!
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